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Preface
Proteins are the building blocks of life. Researchers now routinely generate genome-scale
data with next-generation sequencing and proteomics technologies that require functional
interpretation in the systems biology context. This volume aims to introduce the bioinformatics research methods for proteins—from protein sequence and structure, protein post-
translational modifications (PTMs), protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and networks, to
proteomics—and to serve as a definitive source of reference providing both the breadth and
depth needed on the subject of protein bioinformatics. It is an updated edition to our previous Volume 694 “Bioinformatics for Comparative Proteomics” published in 2011, now with
special emphasis on protein PTMs and networks.
The volume is organized into four parts: (1) basic framework and major resources for
analysis of protein sequence, structure, and function; (2) bioinformatics approaches and
resources for studies and functional analysis of protein PTMs, including curated PTM databases, text mining methods, and integrative predictive systems; (3) PPIs and protein networks, including tools for PPI prediction and approaches for the construction of PPI and
PTM networks with applications in functional analysis and disease discovery; and (4) bioinformatics approaches in proteomics, including computational methods for mass
spectrometry-
based proteomics and integrative analysis for alternative splice isoforms,
PTMs, and functional discovery.
Part I: Fundamentals of Protein Bioinformatics consists of five chapters covering the analysis of protein sequence, structure, and function.
Chapter 1 presents a comprehensive review (with categorization and description) of major
protein bioinformatics databases and discusses the challenges and opportunities for developing next-generation databases to support data integration and data analytics in the Big
Data era.
Chapter 2 introduces the functionality and data provided by the UniProt Knowledgebase
and provides a practical guide for using UniProt resources from searching, entry retrieval,
feature display, to ID mapping, sequence searching, and alignment with example use cases.
Chapter 3 describes the Protein Ontology (PRO) framework to represent protein classes,
proteoforms, and protein complexes and provides a tutorial for searching, browsing, and
visualizing PRO in hierarchical, network and sequence alignment views with several
examples.
Chapter 4 describes the CATH-Gene3D online resource and its use to study protein
domains and their evolutionary relationships, including comparing structures, recognizing
homologs predicting domains, and classifying superfamilies into functional families.
Chapter 5 illustrates the basic process for structure-based virtual screening using publicly
accessible tools and resources with examples of molecular docking of chemical compounds
against the 3D structure of the target and selection of compounds for further biological
evaluation.
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Part II: Protein PTM (Post-translational Modification) Bioinformatics consists of five
chapters covering approaches and resources for functional analysis of protein PTMs.
Chapter 6 presents major functionalities of the Plant Protein Phosphorylation DataBase
(P3DB) and illustrates the bioinformatics analyses that can be performed on protein phosphorylation data, from querying a single phosphorylation site to browsing networks.
Chapter 7 outlines protocols for searching and navigating UniCarbKB, a comprehensive
resource for mammalian glycoprotein and annotation data, to find information including
glycan structures, attached glycoproteins, and specific metadata from publications.
Chapter 8 presents commonly used databases for single-nucleotide variation (SNVs) and
PTMs and describes a broad approach that can be applied to many scenarios for studying
the impact of nonsynonymous SNVs on PTM sites of human proteins.
Chapter 9 discusses analytical platforms for studying protein oxidation, describes computational tools to identify redox sensitive proteins, and examines roles of cysteine redox PTMs
in drug pharmacology.
Chapter 10 demonstrates the use of the web-based text mining tools, RLIMS-P and eFIP,
to extract and uncover information about protein phosphorylation (kinase-substrate-site
information) and phosphorylation-dependent PPIs from the scientific literature.
Part III: Protein Network Bioinformatics consists of six chapters covering tools and
approaches for predicting PPIs and for discovery using protein and PTM networks.
Chapter 11 describes the procedures to construct the Reactome FI (functional interaction)
network by integrating multiple data sources, predicting FIs and constructing a FI
database, and illustrates how to use ReactomeFIViz for network-based analysis of a
gene list.
Chapter 12 reviews the principles and applications of PRISM, a PPI prediction tool, and
discusses its extensions to discover the effect of single residue mutations, model large protein assemblies, and reconstruct large PPI networks or pathway maps.
Chapter 13 presents NDEx (Network Data Exchange)—an online commons for collaboration and publication of biological networks; it provides a technical overview of the NDEx
platform and describes its applications and services, including CyNDEx, the NDEx App for
Cytoscape.
Chapter 14 describes how to explore functional associations between protein modifications
using PTMcode—a database of known and predicted functional associations between pairs
of PTMs, including predicted crosstalk between PTMs in interacting proteins.
Chapter 15 presents a framework for studying PTMs in the context of protein interaction
networks and complexes, including the use of the COMPLEAT web-based tool for the
analysis of PTM data at the level of protein complexes.
Chapter 16 illustrates the use of iPTMnet—a resource with PTM information from text
mining, curated databases, and ontologies along with visualization tools for exploring PTM
networks, PTM crosstalk, and PTM conservation across species—in several PTM scientific
use cases.
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Part IV: Proteomic Bioinformatics consists of six chapters covering computational methods
for proteomics and integrative analysis of splice isoforms and PTMs for functional
discovery.
Chapter 17 introduces the concepts and methods for protein identification from a tandem
mass spectrometry dataset using protein sequence database search engines and d
 iscusses
preparation of data files, selection of search parameters, and basic interpretation of the results.
Chapter 18 describes the analysis of intact protein spectra through deconvolution, deisotoping, and searching with ProSight Lite, a tool for the analysis of top-down mass spectrometry data, and discusses the iterative use of the tool to characterize proteoforms and
discover PTM sites.
Chapter 19 describes the key steps and tools used to translate data-independent acquisition
mass spectrometry (DIA-MS) proteomic data into knowledge, including library construction, protein quantification, network and functional enrichment analysis, and PTM analysis.
Chapter 20 presents the methods for annotation and characterization of splice isoforms,
using I-TASSER for folding and functional predictions, and isoFunc, MisoMine, and
Hisonet for isoform-level analyses of network and pathway-based functional predictions
and PPIs.
Chapter 21 presents a data analysis workflow for quantitative investigation of PTMs from
high-throughput mass spectrometry, illustrated with an example of an interpretation pipeline combining open-source software tools and R scripts for computational and statistical
analysis.
Chapter 22 describes PhosphOrtholog—a web tool that maps annotated and novel orthologous PTM sites from high-throughput mass spectrometry data—and illustrates its use
with examples of mapping novel PTM sites from cross-species phosphoproteomics data.
This volume is intended for readers who wish to learn about state-of-the-art bioinformatics
databases and tools, novel computational methods, and future trends in protein and proteomic data analysis in systems biology. The audience may range from graduate students
embarking upon a research project, to practicing biologists working on protein, proteomics,
and systems biology research, and to bioinformaticians developing advanced databases, analysis tools, and integrative systems. With its interdisciplinary nature, the book is expected to find
a broad audience in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries and in various academic
departments in biological and medical sciences (such as biochemistry, molecular biology, protein chemistry, and genomics) and computational sciences and engineering (such as bioinformatics and computational biology, computer science, and biomedical engineering).
We thank our series editor Dr. John Walker for reviewing the chapter manuscripts and
providing constructive comments. We thank all the authors and coauthors who contributed
to the excellent scientific content for this volume.
Newark, DE, USA
Newark, DE, USA 
Washington, DC, USA 

Cathy H. Wu
Cecilia N. Arighi
Karen E. Ross
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Part I
Fundamentals of Protein Bioinformatics

Chapter 1
Protein Bioinformatics Databases and Resources
Chuming Chen, Hongzhan Huang, and Cathy H. Wu
Abstract
Many publicly available data repositories and resources have been developed to support protein-related
information management, data-driven hypothesis generation, and biological knowledge discovery. To help
researchers quickly find the appropriate protein-related informatics resources, we present a comprehensive
review (with categorization and description) of major protein bioinformatics databases in this chapter. We
also discuss the challenges and opportunities for developing next-generation protein bioinformatics databases and resources to support data integration and data analytics in the Big Data era.
Key words Bioinformatics, Database, Protein sequence, Protein structure, Protein family, Protein
function, Protein mutation, Protein interaction, Pathway, Proteomics, PTM, Data integration, Data
analytics, Big data

1 Introduction
Use of high-throughput technologies to study molecular biology
systems in the past decades has revolutionized biological and biomedical research, allowing researchers to systematically study the
genomes of organisms (Genomics) [1], the set of RNA molecules
(Transcriptomics) [2], and the set of proteins including their structures and functions (Proteomics) [3]. Since proteins occupy a middle ground molecularly between gene and transcript and many
higher levels of molecular and cellular structure and organization,
and most physiological and pathological processes are manifested
at the protein level, biological and biomedical scientists are increasingly interested in applying high-throughput proteomics techniques to achieve a better understanding of basic molecular biology
and disease processes [4, 5].
The richness of proteomics data allows researchers to ask complex biological questions and gain new scientific insights. To support data-driven hypothesis generation and biological knowledge
discovery, many protein-related bioinformatics databases, query
facilities, and data analysis software tools have been developed
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_1, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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Fig. 1 The total number of protein sequences in UniProtKB. The diagram shows that as the result of the rapid
development of genome sequencing projects, protein sequences archived in UniProtKB have increased dramatically in recent years

(http://www.oxfordjournals.org/our_journals/nar/database/
cap/) to organize and provide biological annotations for proteins
to support sequence, structural, functional, and evolutionary analyses in the context of pathway, network, and systems biology. With
the recent extraordinary advances in genome sciences and NextGeneration Sequencing (NGS) technologies [6] that have uncovered rich genomic information in a huge number of organisms,
new protein bioinformatics databases are also being introduced
and many existing databases have been enhanced. As more and
more genomes are sequenced, the protein sequences archived in
databases have increased dramatically in recent years (see Fig. 1 for
an example). This poses new challenges for computational biologists in building new infrastructure to support protein science
research in the age of Big Data.
We present a summary review (with categorization and description) of protein bioinformatics databases and resources in Table 1.
The databases and categories presented in Table 1are selected from
the databases listed in the Nucleic Acids Research (NAR) database
issues and database collection, as well as the databases cross-referenced in the UniProtKB. The reason we choose them is because
they: (1) are protein related and well grouped; (2) are well documented with papers and websites; (3) have been peer reviewed or/
and selected by the UniProt consortium for UniProtKB database
cross-references; and (4) are supposed to be well maintained.
Protein bioinformatics databases can be primarily classified as
sequence databases, 2D gel databases, 3D structure databases,
chemistry databases, enzyme and pathway databases, family and
domain databases, gene expression databases, genome annotation

Chemistry databases

3D structure databases

2D gel databases

BindingDB
ChEMBLa
DrugBank

RCSB-PDBa
SMR

ProteinModelPortal

PDBea
PDBja
PDBsum

ModBase

DisProt
MobiDB

World-2DPAGEa

REPRODUCTION2DPAGE
SWISS-2DPAGE

COMPLUYEAST-2DPAGE

The binding database
Database of bioactive drug-like small molecules
Drug and drug target database

Database of protein disorder
Database of intrinsically disordered and mobile
proteins
Database of comparative protein structure
models
Protein Data Bank at Europe
Protein Data Bank at Japan
Pictorial database of 3D structures in the Protein
Data Bank
Protein model portal of the PSI-Nature
structural biology knowledgebase
Protein Data Bank at RCSB
Database of annotated 3D protein structure
models

2-DE database at Universidad Complutense de
Madrid, Spain
2-DE database at Nanjing Medical University,
China
2-DE database at Swiss Institute of
Bioinformatics, Switzerland
The World-2DPAGE database

DNA Data Bank of Japan
European nucleotide archive
GenBank nucleotide sequence database
NCBI reference sequence database
Database of computationally identifies transcripts
from the same locus
Universal Protein resource (UniProt)

DDBJ
ENA
GenBank
RefSeqa
UniGene

UniProtKBa

The consensus CDS protein set database

CCDS

Sequence databases

DB name

DB short name

Category

Table 1
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[28]
[29]
[30]

[26]
[27]

http://www.pdb.org/
http://swissmodel.expasy.org/repository/
http://www.bindingdb.org/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembldb
http://www.drugbank.ca/

[25]

[22]
[23]
[24]

[21]

[19]
[20]

http://www.proteinmodelportal.org/

http://modbase.compbio.ucsf.edu/modbasecgi/index.cgi
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/
http://pdbj.org/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum/

http://www.disprot.org/
http://mobidb.bio.unipd.it/

[18]

[17]

http://world-2dpage.expasy.org/swiss-2dpage/
http://world-2dpage.expasy.org/repository/

[16]

[15]

[14]

[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[12]

[9]

Ref.

http://reprod.njmu.edu.cn/cgi-bin/2d/2d.cgi

http://compluyeast2dpage.dacya.ucm.es/

http://www.uniprot.org/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CCDS/
CcdsBrowse.cgi
http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unigene

URLs

Family and domain
databases

MetaCyc/BioCyc

Enzyme and pathway
databases

TIGRFAMs

ProtoNet
SMART
SUPFAM

PROSITE

Database of protein domains, families and
functional sites
Automatic hierarchical classification of proteins
Simple modular architecture research tool
Superfamily database of structural and functional
annotation
TIGRFAMs protein family database

Protein domain families database

ProDom

a

Protein Motif fingerprint database

InterProa

HAMAP

PRINTS

http://www.biocyc.org/

MetaCyc database of metabolic pathways, BioCyc
collection of pathway/genome databases
BRaunschweig ENzyme DAtabase
Enzyme nomenclature database
A knowledgebase of biological pathways and
processes
SABIO-RK: biochemical reaction kinetics
database
A signaling pathway resource with multi-layered
regulatory networks
UniPathway: a resource for the exploration of
metabolic pathways

http://www.jcvi.org/cgi-bin/tigrfams/
index.cgi

http://www.protonet.cs.huji.ac.il/
http://smart.embl.de/
http://supfam.org

[50]

[47]
[48]
[49]

[46]

[45]

[44]

[41]
[42]
[43]

[40]

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/
http://www.pantherdb.org/
http://pfam.xfam.org/
http://pir.georgetown.edu/pirwww/dbinfo/
pirsf.shtml
http://www.bioinf.manchester.ac.uk/
dbbrowser/PRINTS/
http://prodom.prabi.fr/prodom/current/
html/home.php
http://prosite.expasy.org/

[39]

[38]

[37]

[36]

[35]

[32]
[33]
[34]

[31]

Ref.

http://hamap.expasy.org/

http://gene3d.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/Gene3D/

http://www.unipathway.org

http://signalink.org/

http://sabiork.h-its.org/

http://www.brenda-enzymes.org
http://enzyme.expasy.org/
http://www.reactome.org/

URLs

DB name

PANTHER
Pfama
PIRSFa

a

Structural and functional annotation of protein
families
High-quality automated and manual annotation
of proteins
Integrated resource of protein families, domains
and functional sites
The PANTHER classification system
The Pfam protein families database
A whole-protein classification database

Gene3D

UniPathway

SignaLink

SABIO-RK

BRENDAa
ENZYME
Reactomea

DB short name

Category

Table 1
(continued)

Organism specific
databases

Genome annotation
databases

Gene expression
databases

HPA

Gramene
H-InvDB
HGNC

GeneCards
GenoList

EcoGene
euHCVdb
EuPathDB
FlyBasea
GenAtlas

ArachnoServer
CGD
ConoServer
CTD
dictyBase
EchoBASE

WBParaSite

KEGG
PATRIC
UCSCa
VectorBase

Ensembla
EnsemblBacteria
EnsemblFungi
EnsemblMetazoa
EnsemblPlants
EnsemblProtists
Entrez Genea

ExpressionAtlasa

Bgee
CleanEx
Genevisible

ArachnoServer: Spider toxin database
Candida Genome Database
ConoServer: Cone snail toxin database
Comparative Toxicogenomics Database
Central resource for Dictyostelid genomics
EchoBASE—an integrated post-genomic
database for E. coli.
Escherichia coli strain K12 genome database
The European Hepatitis C Virus database
Eukaryotic Pathogen Database Resources
A Database of Drosophila Genes & Genomes
A database on genes, functions and related
diseases
The Human Gene Database
Integrated environment for the analysis of
microbial genomes
A comparative resource for plants
H-Invitational Database
HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee
Database
The Human Protein Atlas

Ensembl Eukaryotic genome annotation database
Ensembl Bacteria genome annotation database
Ensembl Fungi genome annotation database
Ensembl Metazoa genome annotation database
Ensembl Plants genome annotation database
Ensembl Protists genome annotation database
Database of Genes of Genomes in the Reference
Sequence Collection
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
Bacterial Bioinformatics Resource Center
UCSC Genome Bioinformatics
Bioinformatics resource for invertebrate vectors
of human pathogens
WormBase ParaSite

Database for gene expression evolution
Database of gene expression profiles
Search portal to normalized and curated
expression data from Genevestigator
Database of Differential and Baseline Expression

http://www.proteinatlas.org/

http://www.genecards.org/
http://genodb.pasteur.fr/cgi-bin/WebObjects/
GenoList
http://www.gramene.org/
http://www.h-invitational.jp/
http://www.genenames.org/

http://www.ecogene.org/
https://euhcvdb.ibcp.fr/euHCVdb/
http://eupathdb.org/eupathdb/
http://flybase.org/
http://genatlas.medecine.univ-paris5.fr/

http://www.arachnoserver.org
http://www.candidagenome.org/
http://www.conoserver.org/
http://ctdbase.org/
http://dictybase.org/
http://www.york.ac.uk/res/thomas/

http://parasite.wormbase.org

http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
http://patricbrc.org/
http://genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.vectorbase.org/

http://www.ensembl.org/
http://bacteria.ensembl.org/
http://fungi.ensembl.org/
http://metazoa.ensembl.org/
http://plants.ensembl.org/
http://protists.ensembl.org/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home

http://bgee.unil.ch
http://cleanex.vital-it.ch/
http://genevisible.com/search

(continued)

[79]

[76]
[77]
[78]

[74]
[75]

[69]
[70]
[71]
[72]
[73]

[63]
[64]
[65]
[66]
[67]
[68]

[62]

[58]
[59]
[60]
[61]

[55]
[56]
[56]
[56]
[56]
[56]
[57]

[54]

[51]
[52]
[53]

Phylogenomic
databases

Category

Table 1
(continued)

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
Exploring the universe of human proteins
The portal for rare diseases and orphan drugs
The Pharmacogenomics Knowledgebase
The scientific resource for fission yeast
The Pseudomonas Genome Database
Rat Genome Database
A Database of Rodent Unidentified GeneEncoded Large Proteins
Saccharomyces Genome Database
The Arabidopsis Information Resource
Mycobacterium tuberculosis strain H37Rv
genome database
C. elegans and related nematodes genetics and
genomics database
Xenopuslaevis and tropicalis biology and
genomics resource
The Zebrafish Model Organism Database

LegioList
Leproma
MaizeGDB
MGDa
Micado

OMIM
neXtProta
Orphanet

PharmGKB
PomBase
PseudoCAP
RGD
Rouge

TreeFam

OMAa
OrthoDB
PhylomeDB

InParanoid
KO

HOVERGEN

HOGENOM

eggNOG

ZFIN

Xenbase

WormBase

Eukaryotic Ortholog Groups with inparalogs
Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes
orthology
The OMA orthology database
Database of Orthologous Groups
Database for complete catalogs of gene
phylogenies (phylomes)
Database of animal gene trees

Database of orthologous groups and functional
annotation
Database of Homologous Genes from Fully
Sequenced Organisms
Homologous Vertebrate Genes Database

A Database of Human Unidentified GeneEncoded Large Proteins
Legionella pneumophila genome database
Mycobacterium leprae genome database
Maize Genetics and genomics Database
Mouse Genome Database
MICrobial Advanced Database Organization

HUGE

SGD
TAIR
TubercuList

DB name

DB short name

http://www.treefam.org

http://omabrowser.org/
http://cegg.unige.ch/orthodb6
http://phylomedb.org/

http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/databases/hogenom/
home.php
http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/databases/hovergen.
html
http://inparanoid.sbc.su.se/
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/

http://eggnog.embl.de/

http://zfin.org/

http://www.xenbase.org/

http://www.wormbase.org/

http://www.yeastgenome.org/
http://www.arabidopsis.org/
http://tuberculist.epfl.ch

http://genolist.pasteur.fr/LegioList/
http://mycobrowser.epfl.ch/leprosy.html
http://www.maizegdb.org/
http://www.informatics.jax.org/
http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/cgi-bin/micado/
index.cgi
http://www.omim.org/
http://www.nextprot.org/
http://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/home.
php?Lng=GB
http://www.pharmgkb.org
http://www.pombase.org/
http://www.pseudomonas.com/
http://rgd.mcw.edu/
http://www.kazusa.or.jp/rouge/

http://www.kazusa.or.jp/huge/

URLs

[106]

[103]
[104]
[105]

[101]
[102]

[100]

[99]

[98]

[97]

[96]

[62]

[93]
[94]
[95]

[89]
[90]
[91]
[92]
[80]

[86]
[87]
[88]

[81]
[82]
[83]
[84]
[85]

[80]

Ref.

Ontology

DEPODa
iPTMneta

PTM databases

GOa
PRO

PhosphoSitePlusa
UniCarbKBa

Phospho.ELMa
PhosphoGrida

PhosPhAta

MaxQB
PaxDb
PeptideAtlasa
PRIDEa
ProMEX

DIP
IntActa
MINT
STRING

BioGRID

dbSNPa
DMDM

BioMuta

Proteomic databases

Protein-protein
interaction
databases

Polymorphism and
mutation databases

Gene Ontology
Protein Ontology

The Human DEPhOsphorylation Database
Protein post-translational modifications (PTMs)
in systems biology context
The Arabidopsis Protein Phosphorylation Site
Database
Database of S/T/Y phosphorylation sites
Database of experimentally verified in vivo
protein phosphorylation sites
Phosphorylation site database
Database of glycomics and glycobiology

The MaxQuant DataBase
Protein Abundance Across Organisms
PeptideAtlas
PRoteomics IDEntifications database
Protein Mass spectra EXtraction

The Biological General Repository for
Interaction Datasets
Database of Interacting Proteins
IntAct Molecular Interaction Database
The Molecular INTeraction database
Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting
Genes/Proteins

Single-nucleotide variation and disease
association database
Database of Short Genetic Variations
Domain Mapping of Disease Mutations

http://www.geneontology.org/
http://pir.georgetown.edu/pro/pro.shtml

http://www.phosphosite.org
http://www.unicarbkb.org/

http://phospho.elm.eu.org
http://www.phosphogrid.org

http://www.koehnlab.de/depod/index.php
http://proteininformationresource.org/
iPTMnet/
http://phosphat.uni-hohenheim.de

http://maxqb.biochem.mpg.de/mxdb/
http://pax-db.org
http://www.peptideatlas.org
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride
http://promex.pph.univie.ac.at/promex/

http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/
http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint/
http://string-db.org

http://thebiogrid.org

https://hive.biochemistry.gwu.edu/tools/
biomuta/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/
http://bioinf.umbc.edu/dmdm/

(continued)

[126]
[127]

[124]
[125]

[122]
[123]

[121]

[119]
[120]

[114]
[115]
[116]
[117]
[118]

[110]
[111]
[112]
[113]

[109]

[12]
[108]

[107]

a

PMAP-CutDB
SOURCE

GenomeRNAi

GeneWikia

ChiTaRS
EvolutionaryTrace

PeroxiBase
REBASE
TCDB

MEROPSa
MoonProt
mycoCLAP

IMGT

Databases covered in the Subheading 3 of the chapter

Other (Miscellaneous)
databases

Allergome
CAZy
ESTHER

Specialized protein
databases

GPCRDB

DB short name

Category

Table 1
(continued)

Database of chimeric transcripts and rna-seq data
Database of relative evolutionary importance of
amino acids within a protein sequence
Wiki portal for the annotation of gene and
protein function
Database of phenotypes from RNA interference
screens in Drosophila and Homo sapiens
Proteolytic event database
The Stanford Online Universal Resource for
Clones and ESTs

Allergome: platform for allergen knowledge
Carbohydrate-Active enZYmes Database
ESTerases and alpha/beta-Hydrolase Enzymes
and Relatives database
Information system for G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs)
The International ImMunoGeneTics information
system
MEROPS protease database
Moonlighting protein database
Characterized Lignocellulose-Active Proteins of
Fungal Origin
The peroxidases database
The Restriction Enzyme Database
Transporter Classification Database

DB name

http://www.proteolysis.org/
http://smd.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/source/
sourceSearch

http://genomernai.dkfz.de/GenomeRNAi/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Gene_Wiki

http://chitars.bioinfo.cnio.es/
http://mammoth.bcm.tmc.edu/ETserver.html

[133]
[134]
[135]

http://merops.sanger.ac.uk/
http://www.moonlightingproteins.org/
https://mycoclap.fungalgenomics.ca/
mycoCLAP/
http://peroxibase.toulouse.inra.fr/
http://rebase.neb.com/rebase/rebase.html
http://www.tcdb.org/

[143]
[144]

[142]

[141]

[139]
[140]

[136]
[137]
[138]

[132]

[131]

[128]
[129]
[130]

Ref.

http://www.imgt.org/

http://www.allergome.org/
http://www.cazy.org/
http://bioweb.ensam.inra.fr/ESTHER/
general?what=index
http://www.gpcr.org/7tm/

URLs
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databases, organism-specific databases, phylogenomic databases,
polymorphism and mutation databases, protein-protein interaction databases, proteomic databases, PTM databases, ontologies,
specialized protein databases, and other (miscellaneous) databases.
Please visit http://proteininformationresource.org/staff/chenc/
MiMB/dbSummary2015.html to access the databases reviewed in
this chapter through their corresponding web addresses (URLs).
For many of these databases, their identifiers can be mapped to
UniProtKB protein AC/IDs [7]. Our coverage of protein bioinformatics databases in this chapter is by no means exhaustive. Our
intention is to cover databases that are recent, high quality, publicly available, and are expected to be of interest to more users in
the community. It is worth noting that certain databases can be
classified into more than one category.
As an update to our previously contributed MiMB series chapter [8], we now focus on databases that are aligned with the content of this book and emphasize the types of data stored and related
data access and data analysis supports. For each category of databases listed in Table 1, we select some representatives and describe
them briefly in Subheading 2. In Subheading 3, we discuss the
challenges and opportunities for developing next-generation protein bioinformatics databases and resources to support data integration and data analytics in Big Data era. We conclude the chapter
in Subheading 4.

2 Databases and Resources Highlights
2.1 Sequence
Databases
2.1.1

RefSeq

The National Center for Biotechnology Information Reference
Sequence (NCBI RefSeq) database [13] provides curated nonredundant sequences of genomic regions, transcripts, and proteins
for taxonomically diverse organisms including Archaea, Bacteria,
Eukaryotes, and Viruses. RefSeq database is derived from the
sequence data available in the r edundant archival database GenBank
[12]. RefSeq sequences include coding regions, conserved
domains, variations etc. and enhanced annotations such as publications, names, symbols, aliases, Gene IDs, and database cross-references. The sequences and annotations are generated using a
combined approach of collaboration, automated prediction, and
manual curation [13]. The RefSeq release 73 on November 6,
2015 includes 54,766,170 proteins, 12,998,293 transcripts, and
55,966 organisms. The RefSeq records can be directly accessed
from NCBI web sites by search of the Nucleotide or Protein databases, BLAST searches against selected databases, and FTP downloads. RefSeq records are also available through indirect links from
other NCBI resources such as Gene, Genome, BioProject, dbSNP,
ClinVar, Map Viewer, etc. In addition, RefSeq supports programmatic access through Entrez Programming Utilities [145].

12
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UniProt

The UniProt Consortium consists of research teams from the
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI), the Swiss Institute of
Bioinformatics (SIB), and the Protein Information Resource
(PIR). The UniProt Consortium provides a central resource for
protein sequences and functional annotations with four core database components to support protein bioinformatics research.
1. The UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB) is the predominant data store for functional information on protein
sequences with rich and accurate annotations (protein name
or description, taxonomic information, classification, crossreference and literature citation) [14]. The UniProtKB consists of two parts: UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, which contains
manually annotated records with information extracted from
the literature and curator-evaluated computational analysis,
and UniProtKB/TrEMBL, which contains computationally
analyzed records with automatic annotation and classification. Comparative analysis and query for proteins are supported by UniProtKB extensive cross-references, functional
and feature annotations, classification, and literature-based
evidence attribution. The 2015_12 release on December
09, 2015 of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot contains 550,116
sequence entries, comprising 196,219,159 amino acids, and
55,270,679 UniProtKB/TrEMBL sequence entries comprising 18,388,518,872 amino acids.
2. The UniProt Archive (UniParc) [146] is a comprehensive and
non-redundant archival protein sequence database from all major
publicly accessible resources. UniParc contains protein sequences
and cross-references to their source databases. UniParc stores
each unique protein sequence with a stable and unique identifier
and tracks sequence changes in its source databases.
3. The UniProt Reference Clusters (UniRef) [147] are clustered
sets of sequences from the UniProt Knowledgebase (including
isoforms) and selected UniParc records. UniRef merges
sequences and sub-fragments with 100 % (UniRef100), ≥90 %
(UniRef90), or ≥50 % (UniRef50) identity and 80 % overlap
with the longest sequences in the cluster (seed) into a single
UniRef entry and select the highest ranked protein sequences
as the cluster representatives.
4. The UniProt Proteomes [14] provides sets of proteins that are
considered to be expressed by organisms whose genomes have
been completely sequenced. A UniProt proteome consists of
all UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entries plus those UniProtKB/
TrEMBL entries mapped to Ensembl Genomes for that proteome. Some well-studied model organisms and other organisms of interest to biomedical research and phylogeny have
been manually and computationally [148] selected as reference
proteomes.
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The UniProt web site (http://www.uniprot.org) is the primary
access point to its data and documentation. The site provides batch
retrieval using UniProt identifiers; BLAST-based sequence similarity search; Clustal Omega-based sequence alignment; and Database
identifier mapping [7]. The UniProt FTP download site provides
batch download of protein sequence data in various formats,
including flat file TEXT, XML, RDF and FASTA. Programmatic
access to data and search result is supported via RESTful web services. For more details about UniProt databases, we refer the readers to Chapter 2 of this book.
2.2 2D Gel
Databases:
World-2DPAGE

The World-2DPAGE Constellation [18] is an effort of the Swiss
Institute of Bioinformatics to promote and publish two-dimensional gel electrophoresis proteomics data online through the
ExPASy proteomics server. The World-2DPAGE Constellation
consists of three components:
1. World-2DPAGE List (http://world-2dpage.expasy.org/
list/) contains references to known federated 2-D PAGE databases, as well as to 2-D PAGE-related servers and services.
2. World-2DPAGE Portal (http://world-2dpage.expasy.org/
portal/) is a dynamic portal that serves as a single interface to
query simultaneously worldwide gel-based proteomics databases that are built using the Make2D-DB package [149].
3. World-2DPAGE Repository (http://world-2dpage.expasy.
org/repository/) is a public repository for gel-based proteomics data with protein identifications published in the literature. Mass-spectrometry-based proteomics data from
related studies can also be submitted to the PRIDE database
[117] so that interested readers can explore the data in the
views of 2D-gel and/or MS.
The World-2DPAGE Constellation also provides a set of tools:
1. Make2D-DB package (ver. 3.10.2) is open source packages
that can be used to build a user’s own 2-DPAGE web site,
access and integrate federated 2D-PAGE databases, portals, or
data repositories.
2. Melanie Viewer (ver. 7.0) is a free viewer that can be used to
visualize gels and related data obtained through the use of the
full version of Melanie 2D electrophoresis gel analysis
software.
3. MIAPEGelDB can be used to produce MIAPE-compliant gel
experiments documents.

2.3 3D Structure
Databases: wwPDB

The worldwide PDB (wwPDB, http://www.wwpdb.org) [150]
was established in 2003 as an international collaboration to maintain a single and publicly available Protein Data Bank Archive
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(PDB Archive) of macro-molecular structural data. The wwPDB
member includes Protein Data Bank in Europe (PDBe) [22],
Protein Data Bank Japan (PDBj) [23], Research Collaboratory for
Structural Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank (RCSB PDB) [26],
and Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB) [151]. The
“PDB Archive” is a collection of flat files in three different formats:
the legacy PDB format; the PDBx/mmCIF (http://deposit.pdb.
org/mmcif/) format; and the Protein Data Bank Markup Language
(PDBML) [152] format. Each member site serves as a deposition,
data processing, and distribution site for the PDB Archive, and
each provides its own view of the primary data and a variety of
tools and resources. As of December 1, 2015, there are 113,971
biological macromolecular structures in the wwPDB database
including 37,049 distinct protein sequences, 30,099 structures of
human sequences, 8,096 Nucleic Acid containing structures.
2.4 Chemistry
Databases: ChEMBL

ChEMBL [29] is a large-scale bioactivity database containing
binding, functional, in vivo absorption, distribution, metabolism,
excretion, and toxicity (ADMET) information about drug-like
bioactive compounds. ChEMBL data are manually curated from
the published literature together with data drawn from other databases. ChEMBL data are standardized for using in many types of
chemical biology and drug-discovery research problems. ChEMBL
database can be accessed from a web-based interface where a variety of search and browsing functionality are provided. ChEMBL
data are freely available from their FTP site in the formats of Oracle,
MySQL, PostgreSQL, structure-data file (SDF), FASTA, and
RDF. Programmatic access is also supported by a set of RESTful
web services. The ChEMBL release 20 (prepared on Jan 14, 2015)
contains 1,715,135 compound records, 1,463,270 compounds (of
which 1,456,020 have mol files), 13,520,737 activities, 1,148,942
assays, 10,774 targets, and 59,610 documents.

2.5 Enzyme
and Pathway
Databases

MetaCyc is a reference database of nonredundant, experimentally
elucidated metabolic pathways and enzymes curated from the scientific literature [31]. MetaCyc stores pathways, compounds, proteins, protein complexes, and genes associated with these pathways
with extensive links to protein sequence databases, nucleic acid
sequence databases, protein structure databases, and literature.
MetaCyc can also be used as a reference database to predict the
metabolic network in sequenced genomes using Pathway Tools
software [153] and machine-learning methods [154]. The 2015
release of MetaCyc includes 2,411 metabolic pathways, 13,074
reactions, 10,789 enzymes, 10,928 genes, 12,792 chemical compounds, 2,740 organisms, and 47,838 citations.
BioCyc is a collection of Pathway/Genome Databases
(PGDBs) [31]. Each BioCyc PGDB contains the metabolic network of one organism predicted by the Pathway Tool software

2.5.1 MetaCyc
and BioCyc
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using MetaCyc as a reference database. The BioCyc databases are
organized into three tiers: Tier 1 databases are those that have
received at least one person-year of literature-based curation. Tier
2 and Tier 3 databases are computationally predicted metabolic
pathways. Web-based query, browsing, visualization, and comparative analysis tools are also provided from MetaCyc and BioCyc web
sites. A collection of data files in different formats is provided for
download. BioCyc also provides RESTful web services, MySQL
server and Perl, Java, and Lisp APIs access to its data. The 2015
release of BioCyc includes 7,667 Pathway/Genome Databases.
2.5.2 BRENDA

BRENDA (BRaunschweig ENzyme DAtabase) [32] is an information system for functional and molecular properties of enzymes
and enzyme-ligands obtained by manual extraction from literature, text and data mining, data integration, and computational
predictions. BRENDA stores enzyme data in textual, single
numeric, numeric range, and graphic formats. The content of
BRENDA is based on the IUBMB (International Union of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology) enzyme classification system. BRENDA includes the following databases generated by a
text mining approach:
1. KENDA contains kinetic values and kinetic expressions mined
from PubMed abstracts.
2. DRENDA contains disease-related enzyme information
(causal interaction, therapeutic application, diagnostic usage,
and ongoing research) mined from PubMed abstracts using
MeSH terms.
3. FRENDA contains references found in PubMed abstracts that
have the enzyme name and organism combination.
4. AMENDA is a subset of FRENDA providing organism-specific information on the enzyme sources and the subcellular
localization.
The user can access the data and information in BRENDA by
searching (Quick Search, Advanced Search, Full text Search,
Substructure Search, and Sequence Search) and browsing (TaxTree
Explorer, EC Explorer, Ontology Explorer, and Genome Explorer).
The search results can be downloaded as CSV file. The BRENDA
release 2015.2 in July 2015 contains 6,759 enzymes.

2.5.3 Reactome

Reactome [34] is an open source, expert-curated, and peerreviewed database of biological reactions and pathways with crossreferences to major molecular databases. Reactome provides the
visual representation of classical intermediary metabolism, signaling, innate and acquired immune function, transcriptional regulation, apoptosis and disease process, etc. The Reactome website
supports the navigation of pathway knowledge and pathway-based
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analysis and visualization of experimental or computational data.
Interaction, reaction, and pathway data are downloadable as flat
file, MySQL, BioPAX, SBML, and PSI-MITAB files. They are also
accessible through RESTful web services. Software tools such as
Pathway Browser, Analyze Data, Species Comparison, and
Reactome FI Network are provided to support data mining and
analysis of large-scale data sets. The Reactome release 54 in
September 2015 contains 101,670 proteins, 74,357 complexes,
68,659 reactions, and 20,261 pathways.
2.6 Family
and Domain
Databases
2.6.1 InterPro

2.6.2 Pfam

InterPro [40] is an integrated resource of predictive models or “signatures” representing protein domains, families, regions, repeats,
and sites from major protein signature databases including CATHGene3D [38], HAMAP [37], PANTHER [41], Pfam[42], PIRSF
[43], PRINTS [44], ProDom [45], PROSITE [46], SMART [48],
SUPERFAMILY [49], and TIGRFAMs [50]. Each entry in the
InterPro database is annotated with a descriptive abstract name and
cross-references to the original data sources, as well as to specialized
functional databases. The search by sequence or domain architecture is provided by the InterPro web site. The InterPro signatures
in XML format are available via anonymous FTP download.
InterPro also provides a software package InterProScan [155] that
can be used locally to scan protein sequences against InterPro’s signatures. Programmatic access to InterProScan is possible via
RESTful and SOAP web service APIs. The InterPro BioMart [156]
allows users to retrieve InterPro data from a query-optimized data
warehouse that is synchronized with the main InterPro database,
and to build simple or complex queries and control the query results
through a unified interface. The InterPro release 54.0 on October
15, 2015 includes 28,462 entries containing signatures of 19,110
families, 8,191 domains, 284 repeats, 115 active sites, 74 binding
sites, 672 conserved sites, and 16 PTMs.
Pfam is a database of protein families represented as multiple
sequence alignments and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [42].
Pfam entries can be classified as Family (related protein regions),
Domain (protein structural unit), Repeat (multiple short protein
structural units), or Motifs (short protein structural unit outside
global domains). Related Pfam entries are grouped into clans based
on sequence, structure, or profile-HMM similarity. The Pfam database web site provides a search interface for querying by sequence,
keyword, domain architecture, or taxonomy, and browse interfaces
for analyzing protein sequences for Pfam matches and viewing
Pfam annotations in domain architectures, sequence alignments,
interactions, species, and protein structures in PDB[26]. The Pfam
data can be downloaded from its FTP site or programmatically
accessed through RESTful web service APIs. The Pfam release
28.0 in May 2015 contains 16,230 families.
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2.6.3

PIRSF

The PIRSF classification system [43] provides comprehensive and
non-overlapping clustering of UniProtKB [14] sequences into a
hierarchical order to reflect their evolutionary relationships based
on whole proteins rather than on the component domains. The
PIRSF system classifies the protein sequences into families, whose
members are both homologous (evolved from a common ancestor) and homeomorphic (sharing full-length sequence similarity
and a common domain architecture) [43]. The PIRSF family classification results are expert-curated based on literature review and
integrative sequence and functional analysis. The classification
report shows the information on PIRSF members and general statistics, family and function/structure relationships, database crossreferences, and graphical display of domain and motif architecture
of seed members or all members. The web-based PIRSF system has
been demonstrated as a useful tool for studying the function and
evolution of protein families [43]. It provides batch retrieval of
entries from the PIRSF database. The PIRSF scan allows searching
a query sequence against the set of fully curated PIRSF families
with benchmarked Hidden Markov models. The PIRSF membership hierarchy data is also available for FTP download. The current
release of PIRSF contains 11,800 families, which cover 5,407,000
UniProtKB protein sequences.

2.6.4

PROSITE

PROSITE [46] is a database of documentation entries describing
protein domains, families, and functional sites as well as associated
patterns and profiles to identify them. The entries are derived from
multiple alignments of homologous sequences and have the advantage of identifying distant relationships between sequences.
PROSITE includes a collection of ProRules based on profiles and
patterns of functionally and/or structurally critical amino acids
that can be used to increase PROSITE’s discriminatory power [46].
The PROSITE web site provides keyword-based search and allows
browsing by documentation entry, ProRule description, taxonomic scope, and number of positive hits. The software tool
ScanProsite [157] supports three options for users to scan proteins
for matches to PROSITE motifs or their own sequence patterns:
(1) scan protein sequence against the PROSITE motifs; (2) scan
motifs against a protein sequence database; (3) submit protein
sequences and motifs and scan them against each other. The
PROSITE documentation entries and related tools can be downloaded from its FTP site. The PROSITE release 20.120 on
November 4, 2015 contains 1,742 documentation entries, 1,309
patterns, 1,139 profiles, and 1,138 ProRules.

2.7 Gene Expression
Databases: Expression
Atlas

The Expression Atlas database [54] provides gene, protein, and
splice variant expression patterns in different cell types, organism
parts, biological and experimental conditions. The high quality
Microarray and RNA-Seq data imported from ArrayExpress[158]
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and Gene Expression Omnibus [12] were manually curated, annotated, and processed using standardized analysis methods to detect
the expression patterns under the original experimental conditions.
Expression Atlas consists of two components: Baseline Atlas and
Differential Atlas. The Baseline Atlas is about genes and their
expression pattern under “normal” conditions using only RNASeq data. The Differential Atlas is about genes that are up- or
down-regulated in differential biological or experimental conditions using both Microarray and RNA-Seq data. Expression Atlas
web interface supports queries of both the Baseline Atlas and
Differential Atlas by gene, protein, and splice variant. Searches for
sample attributes and experimental conditions are also supported.
All Expression Atlas analysis results can be downloaded from their
FTP site. The differential expression data and meta-data can be
used in the R Bioconductor (https://www.bioconductor.org/)
package. The APIs to programmatically access Expression Atlas are
under development. The October 29, 2015 release of Expression
Atlas contains 2,373 datasets (93,057 assays).
2.8 Genome
Annotation Databases
2.8.1

Ensembl

2.8.2

Entrez Gene

Ensembl is a genome annotation database that provides up-to-date
annotations for chordates and model organism genomes [55].
Additional metazoan genomes are available from EnsemblMetazoa
[56], plant and fungal genomes are available from EnsemblPlants
[56] and EnsemblFungi [56], unicellular eukaryotic and prokaryotic genomes are available from EnsemblProtists [56] and
EnsemblBacteria [56]. Ensembl supports a variety of access routes
to their data. Small data sets can be exported from online search
results. Large datasets or complex analyses can be accessed from
MySQL server, Perl, and RESTful APIs. Complex cross databases
queries are supported by the BioMart data mining tool [156]. The
whole database can be downloaded from an FTP site in FASTA,
EMBL, GenBank, GVF, VCF, VEP, GFF formats or through
MySQL dumps. In addition, Ensembl also provides a set of data
processing software tools, for example, Variant Effect Predictor,
BLAST/BLAT, Assembly converter, ID History converter, etc.
The Ensembl release v83 in September 2015 contains 69 species
with annotations for gene and transcript, gene sequence evolution,
genome evolution, sequence and structural variants, and regulatory elements.
Entrez Gene [57] is a NCBI gene-specific database that provides
GeneIDs (unique integer identifiers) for genomes that have been
completely sequenced. The data in Entrez Gene database (nomenclature, map location, gene products and attributes, markers, phenotypes, citations, sequences, variations, maps, expression,
homologs, protein domains, etc.) are results of manual curation
and automated computational analysis of data from RefSeq [13]
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and many other NCBI databases [12]. The data in Entrez Gene
database can be accessed in several ways: (1) query Entrez from the
NCBI home page and display the results in Gene, (2) enter a query
in any Entrez query bar and restrict the database search to Gene,
(3) cross links from other NCBI resources such as GenBank,
BLAST, RefSeq, or Map Viewer. Entrez Gene data can be downloaded from the NCBI FTP site and accessed by Entrez
Programming Utilities [145]. The Entrez Gene release on
December 4, 2015 includes 13,778 taxa and 12,841,400 genes.
2.8.3 UCSC

UCSC Genome Browser database [60] contains large collections of
genome assemblies and annotations for vertebrate and selected
model organisms. The major sources of genome annotations
include RefSeq, GENCODE, Ensembl, GenBank, ENCODE,
RepeatMasker, dbSNP, the 1000 Genome project and other
resources. In addition to Genome Browser, the UCSC bioinformatics group also provides web-based and command-line-based
tools to facilitate the use of genome annotation data. For example,
BLAT can be used to quickly find sequences of 95 % and greater
similarity and 25 bases or more in length. The Table Browser can
retrieve the data associated with a track in Genome Browser and
calculate intersections between tracks. The Variant Annotation
Integrator can associate UCSC Genome Browser annotations with
the user-uploaded variants. The Gene Sorter can be used to show
expression, homology, and other information on groups of genes.
User data can be viewed together with UCSC annotations via “custom track,” “track data hubs,” “assembly hub,” and “Genome
Browser in a Box (GBiB)” [159]. Genome data and source codes
are downloadable. UCSC Genome Bioinformatics group also provides public MySQL server access. Currently (December 11, 2015),
there are 95 genomes in the UCSC Genome Browser database.

2.9 Organism
Specific Databases

FlyBase [72] is a database of Drosophila melanogaster related
genetic and genomic information. The sequence and annotation
data for Drosophila melanogaster genome assembly can be downloaded from the FlyBase FTP site in multiple formats (GFF3,
FASTA, GTF, Chado XML, and Chado PostgreSQL dump).
FlyBase uses generic genome browser 2 (GBrowse 2) to display the
genome annotations and genome-aligned evidence on the reference genome assembly. FlyBase database can be searched for genes,
alleles, aberrations, and other genetic objects, phenotypes,
sequences, stocks, images and movies, and controlled terms.
FlyBase provides a standalone BLAST server for 50 different
arthropod genomes and supports query results analysis such as hit
list refinement and batch download. The latest FlyBase is
FB2015_05 released on November 20, 2015 that consists of
212,991 references, 141,104 stocks, and 1,258 images.

2.9.1 FlyBase
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2.9.2 MGD

The Mouse Genome Database (MGD) [84] is a database of integrated genomic, genetic, and biological data on the laboratory
mouse that is a model for translational research. MGD integrates
mouse genome annotations from NCBI, Ensembl, and Havana
into a single non-redundant resource. MGD is the authoritative
source for the unified catalog of mouse genome features, Gene
Ontology (GO) annotations (functional associations) of mouse
protein-coding genes, and mouse phenotype annotations. The
Human-Mouse: Disease Connection (http://www.diseasemodel.
org) is a translational research tool that provides simultaneous
access to human-mouse genomic, phenotypic, and genetic disease
information. MGD uses a powerful new genome browser called
JBrowse [160] to integrate mouse gene and protein annotations
with large-scale sequence data. In addition to online search tools
for genes, genome features and maps, phenotypes, alleles and disease models, gene expression, GO functional annotations, strains,
SNPs and polymorphisms, sequences, references, and vocabularies,
MGD also provides bulk data download as FTP reports and batch
query tool and programmatic access by Web services and BioMart
[156]. MGD is updated on a weekly basis.

2.9.3 neXtProt

neXtProt [87] is a new protein-centric knowledge platform and
serves as a central hub for all knowledge about human proteins.
neXtProt integrates high-quality and manually curated UniProt/
Swiss-Prot entries with large amount of additional human proteinrelated information from other resources such as Human Protein
Atlas [79], ArrayExpress [158], UniGene [12], PeptideAtlas
[116], Gene Ontology Annotation [126], Ensembl [55], dbSNP
[12], etc. Ontologies and controlled vocabularies (CVs) are extensively used in neXtProt to support consistent annotation and data
retrieval. neXtProt’s Google-like search interface supports free text
search and complex queries with results displayed as lists or short
summaries. neXtProt provides export functionality for protein
entries in TEXT, Excel, FASTA, and XML formats and bulk download from the FTP site. neXtProt release on September 1, 2015
contains 20,066 protein entries, 153,556 controlled vocabularies,
and 465,706 publications.

2.10 Phylogenomic
Databases: OMA

The Orthologous Matrix (OMA) [103] is a method and associated
database that infers evolutionary relationships among complete
proteomes. OMA’s inference algorithm includes three steps: (1)
infer homologous sequences (sequences of common ancestry); (2)
infer orthologous pairs (subsets of homologs related by speciation
events); (3) cluster orthologs into: (a) OMA groups (cliques of
orthologous pairs) and (b) HOGs (groups of genes descended
from a common ancestral gene in a given taxonomic range). OMA
can be accessed through the OMA browser and programmatic
interfaces. OMA genomes including all-against-all computations
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can be downloaded with an OMA stand-alone program to do
orthology prediction using the user’s custom data. The OMA
release in September 2015 contains 1,970 species, 1,001,242
OMA groups, and 10,129,468 proteins.
2.11 Polymorphism
and Mutation
Databases: dbSNP

The NCBI dbSNP database [12] is a database for short genetic
variations from a variety of organisms. dbSNP catalogs single nucleotide variations, short nucleotide insertions and deletions, short
tandem repeats, and microsatellites. The dbSNP homepage provides a search interface for querying variations by simple term or
complex queries. The details of matched variation records are displayed as the Reference SNP Cluster Report that contains a summary of the allele, mapping information in Human Genome
Variation Society (HGVS) nomenclature, gene-centric view, map
table with chromosomal coordinates, variation view, and link to the
1000 Genomes Browser. dbSNP integrates disease-related variations collected by OMIM [86]. dbSNP variation data are accessible
through links from other NCBI databases. dbSNP data can also be
downloaded from a FTP site and accessed by EUtils API (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK25500/). dbSNP build 146
on November 24, 2015 for Homo sapiens contains 150,482,731
RefSNP Clusters; among them 100,135,281 are validated.

2.12 Protein-Protein
Interaction
Databases: IntAct

IntAct [111] is an open source database and toolkit for the storage, presentation, and analysis of rich curated molecular interaction data in community accepted standard formats. IntAct provides
relevant experimental details of protein interactions curated from
literature or directly deposited. All the entries in the database are
fully compliant with the IMEx [162] guidelines and MIMIx [163]
standard. The IntAct web site provides multiple search functionalities: (1) search by anything that might be related to interactions,
for example, gene name, identifiers, GO term, publication, and
experimental method etc.; (2) search on four ontologies: Gene
Ontology [126], InterPro [40], PSI-MI [164], ChEBI [165]; (3)
draw all or part of a chemical structure and search for chemical
compounds. IntAct data is released monthly and available as FTP
download. IntAct release 194 on December 2, 2015 consists of
577,297 binary interactions from 13,952 curated publications and
1,378 biological complexes.

2.13 Proteomics
Databases

PeptideAtlas [116] provides an approach and framework to
archive proteomic data that enables the data exchange and integration with genomic data. PeptideAtlas statistically validates peptides identified by high-throughput tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) experiments and maps peptide sequences to eukaryotic
genomes. PeptideAtlas uses a uniform statistical validation process
to ensure consistent and high-quality peptide and protein identifications. The raw data used to build PeptideAtlas includes raw

2.13.1 PeptideAtlas
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MS/MS files, MS/MS files in mzXML[166] format, and
SEQUEST [167] search results. The user can also download
PeptideProphet [168] results and ProteinProphet [169] outputs.
The PeptideAtlas builds are available for download or browsing
via the PeptideAtlas web interface. As of December 7, 2015, there
are in total 72 builds covering 19 organisms.
2.13.2

PRIDE

2.14 PTM Databases
2.14.1

DEPOD

The PRoteomics IDEntifications database (PRIDE) [117] is a
repository for mass-spectrometry based proteomics data including
identifications of proteins, peptides, and post-translational modifications that have been described in the scientific literature, together
with supporting mass spectra and related technical and biological
metadata. PRIDE supports tandem MS (MS/MS) and Peptide
Fingerprinting datasets with search/analysis workflows originally
analyzed by the submitters. PIRDE provides several services such
as the Protein Identifier Cross-Reference (PICR) [170], the
Ontology Lookup Service (OLS) [171], and Database on Demand
[172]. The data in PRIDE database can be accessed in different
ways: (1) The PRIDE web interface can be used to explore all public datasets currently available in the repository; (2) Batch data
retrieval and integration with other databases can be achieved by
PRIDE BioMart [156]; (3) PRIDE public experiments data in
mzData (http://www.psidev.info/mzdata) and PRIDE XML formats can be downloaded via FTP, Aspera, and HTTP; (4) A set of
RESTful web services can be used to get programmatic access to
data in the PRIDE repository. PRIDE supports submissions of
protein and peptide identification/quantification data with the
accompanying mass spectral evidence by following the
ProteomeXchange (PX) consortium [173] guidelines. PRIDE also
provides a set of software tools: PRIDE Converter 2 for converting
common mass spectrometry data formats into PRIDE XML for
data submission, and PRIDE Inspector for visualizing and analyzing MS dataset, such as mzML [174], mzIdentML (http://www.
psidev.info/mzidentml), and PRIDE XML. As of December 8,
2015, PRIDE repository includes 3,774 projects and 55,873 assays.
The human DEPhOsphorylation Database (DEPOD) [119] is a
comprehensive, high-quality, manually curated database for human
phosphatases, their experimentally verified protein and non-protein
substrates, dephosphorylation sites, involved pathways with crossreferences to kinases, and small molecule modulators. The human
phosphatase substrate information is integrated from a variety of
sources including “dephosphorylation” post-translational modification data in Human Protein Reference Database [175], “dephosphorylation” interaction data from PSICQUIC service [176],
substrate information from UniProt annotation [14], and scientific
literature from PubMed and Google. DEPOD database can be
browsed by human phosphatases, protein substrates, non-protein
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substrates, pathways, and phosphatase-substrate networks.
DEPOD also allows direct deposit of substrate candidates for
human active phosphatases. The human active phosphatase data
can be downloaded in XSLX format. The human phosphatase-substrate interaction and dephosphorylation sites data are available for
download in PSI-MI Tab 2.5 format. In addition, phosphatases
and substrates mapped onto KEGG [58], NCI Nature PID and
Reactome [34] pathways are available in TXT format. The latest
release of DEPOD on August 15, 2015 contains 228 human active
and 11 inactive phosphatases (194 phosphatases have substrate),
298 protein substrates, 89 nonprotein substrates, 1,096 dephosphorylation interactions, 213 KEGG pathways, 206 NCI Nature
PID pathways, and 560 Reactome pathways.
2.14.2

iPTMnet

iPTMnet [120] is an integrated resource for protein posttranslational modification network discovery that combines text
mining, data mining, and ontological representation to capture
rich PTM information, including PTM enzyme-substrate relationships, PTM-specific protein-protein interactions (PPIs), and
PTM conservation across species to support PTM analysis in the
context of systems biology. It employs the RLIMS-P [177] and
eFIP [178] text mining tools developed by the PIR group for fullscale mining of PubMed abstracts to identify PTM information
(kinase, substrate, and site) and phosphorylation-dependent PPIs.
Experimentally observed PTMs, including high-throughput proteomic data from curated PTM databases, are incorporated.
Proteins and PTM protein forms (proteoforms) are organized
using the Protein Ontology (PRO) [127], enabling representation and annotation of forms modified on combinations of PTM
sites and orthologous relationships between forms. iPTMnet thus
serves as an integrated resource that connects knowledge about
biologically relevant modified proteins from disparate sources.
Covering seven major PTM types (phosphorylation, acetylation,
ubiquitination, methylation, glycosylation, sumoylation, and
myristoylation), the current iPTMnet database contains more
than 250,000 PTM sites in more than 45,000 modified proteins,
along with more than 1,000 PTM enzymes for human, mouse,
rat, yeast, Arabidopsis, and several other organisms. The web portal supports online search and visual analysis for scientific queries.
For more details about iPTMnet database, we refer the readers to
Chapter 16 of this book.

2.14.3

PhosPhAt

The Arabidopsis Protein Phosphorylation Site Database (PhosPhAt)
[121] catalogs published information on large-scale mass spectrometry experiments that have identified phosphorylation sites in
Arabidopsis. It contains information about the peptides, their annotated biological functions, and experimental and analytical contexts
as well as information about kinase-substrate relationships manually
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curated from the literature. In addition, PhosPhAt provides a plantspecific phosphorylation site predictor trained using serine, threonine, and tyrosine phosphorylation (pSer, pThr, pTyr) experimental
data. The user can access the precomputed prediction using
Arabidopsis gene identifiers or do “on-the-fly” prediction of phosphorylation of user-submitted protein sequences. Both the experimentally determined phosphorylation sites and high confidence
predicted sites are available for download. As of December 8, 2015,
PhosPhAt includes 9,159 experimental phosphoproteins with
19,100 unique tryptic phosphopeptides, and 31,916 predicted proteins with 2,176,360 predicted phosphosites.
2.14.4

Phospho.ELM

Phospho.ELM [122] is a manually curated database of experimentally verified eukaryotic phosphorylation sites. Each entry in
the Phospho.ELM database is manually annotated with information about the phosphorylated proteins, the positions of known
phosphorylations, the kinases responsible for phosphorylation,
and literature citations. Additional information such as structure,
interaction partners, subcellular compartment, and tissue specificities is also provided whenever they are available. Phospho.
ELM data can be searched from its web interface. The data sets
are also available for download upon request. PhosphoBlast
server can be used to search proteins (UniProt ID/AC or amino
acid sequence) against the curated dataset of phosphorylated
peptides. Phospho.ELM (v9.0, September 2010) contains 8,718
substrate proteins covering 3,370 tyrosine, 31,754 serine, and
7,449 threonine instances.

2.14.5

PhosphoGrid

PhosphoGrid [123] is a database of experimentally verified in vivo
protein phosphorylation sites of Saccharomyces cerevisiae curated
from the literature. Both high-
throughput MS phospho-proteomics studies and focused low-throughput analyses of individual
proteins or complexes are integrated into PhosphoGrid. Each
in vivo phosphorylation site is annotated by a hierarchy of experimental evidence codes, experimentally defined protein kinases
and/or phosphatases, specific condition(s) under which the phosphorylation event occurs and the effect(s) of phosphorylation on
protein function. The user can search PhosphoGrid web-based
interface for any substrate, protein kinase, or phosphatase. Each
record is cross-referenced with BioGRID [109], Saccharomyces
Genome Database (SGD) [93], NCBI protein database [12], and
its original PubMed articles. The latest release of PhosphoGrid
contains 20,177 phosphorylation sites, 3,011 kinases, 266 phosphatases, and 563 publications.

2.14.6

PhosphoSitePlus

PhosphoSitePlus (PSP) [124] is a curated and highly interactive
systems biology knowledgebase for studying experimentally
observed mammalian post-translational modifications (PTMs) and
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their roles in the regulation of biological process. PSP provides a
comprehensive coverage of protein phosphorylation, acetylation,
methylation, ubiquitination, and O-glycosylation. PSP includes
structural and functional information about the topology, biological function, and regulatory significance of modification sites integrated from both low- and high-throughput (LTP and HTP) data.
The homepage of PSP includes “Simple Search” that allows query
of all known phosphorylation sites in a specific protein and
“Advanced Search” that allows search by protein, sequence, or reference. PSP also supports retrieval of a list of modified sites that
possess certain specified attributes and browsing curated MS/MS
records by disease type, cell line, and tissue. Multiple types of datasets and tools are available for download such as PTMVar datasets,
modification site datasets, regulatory sites, disease-associated sites,
kinase-substrate datasets, Cytoscape plugin, etc. The latest release
of PSP (accessed on December 9, 2015) contains 52,872 proteins,
21,619 low-throughput (LTP) sites, 456,434 high-throughput
(HTP) MS sites, 2,130,888 MS peptides, and 19,704 curator-
reviewed papers.
2.14.7 UniCarbKB

UniCarbKB [125] is a curated knowledgebase for glycomics and
glycobiology research. UniCarbKB provides comprehensive information about the structures, pathways, and networks involved in
glycosylation and glycol-mediated processes. UniCarbKB integrates GlycoSuiteDB [179] and EUROCarbDB [180] to provide
a unified portal to support glycol-bioinformatics research and
knowledge dissemination. The content of UniCarbKB is mainly
eukaryotic glycoproteins curated from GlycoSuiteDB and a
selected few datasets from EUROCarbDB. The data in
GlycosuiteDB, EUROCarbDB, and GlycoBase [181] can be queried by taxonomy, tissue, protein name, protein accession, and
composition. Glycan structures can be searched using carbohydrate sequences in GlycoCT format. The user can browse the
curated collection of proteins or search them by name. Glycan
Builder provides a GUI interface for building and displaying glycan structures. GlycoDigest is a tool that simulates exoglycosidase
digestion, based on controlled rules acquired from expert knowledge and experimental evidence available in GlycoBase. The latest
release of UniCarbKB (accessed on December 9, 2015) contains
899 Glycoproteins, 3,238 GlycoSuite structures, 520 UniCarb-DB
MS/MS datasets, and 909 publications.

2.15 Ontology
Databases: Gene
Ontology (GO)

The Gene Ontology (GO) [126] is a bioinformatics effort to create the consistent computational representation of gene functions
at the molecular, cellular, and tissue system levels across all organisms. GO provides a controlled vocabulary of terms (ontologies) to
describe gene products in terms of their biological processes, cel-
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lular components, and associated molecular functions. The use of
GO terms enables uniform queries and association across many
biological databases. From the GO web site, the user can search for
GO terms, annotations to gene products, and metadata across
multiple species and perform GO enrichment analysis. The GO
web site supports the download of the gene association files
(Annotation), Gene Ontology (Ontology), and mappings of GO
terms to those in a number of external vocabularies (Mapping).
The Gene Ontology as of December 8, 2015 consists of 29,033
biological process terms, 4,039 cellular component terms, and
10,920 molecular function terms.
2.16 Specialized
Protein Databases:
MEROPS

MEROPS [133] is an integrated database of information about
peptidases (also termed proteases, proteinases, and proteolytic
enzymes) and the proteins that inhibit them. A homologous set of
peptidases and protein inhibitors are grouped into peptidase and
inhibitor species. Species are grouped into families that contain
statistically significant similarities in amino acid sequence. Families
are grouped into clans that contain related structures. Both family
(subfamily) and clan can be browsed by index page with links to
their summary page. Each peptidase has a summary page that can
be browsed by name, identifier, gene name, organism, and substrates. The peptidase summary page includes information on gene
structure, alignment, tree, sequences and their features, distribution, structure, literature, human EST, mouse EST, substrates,
inhibitors, and pharmacological modulators. The MEROPS database can be searched for peptidases or inhibitors, peptidases or
inhibitor genes, or structures of peptidases or inhibitors. Users can
also search via specificity, organism, and citation. MEROPS supports searching peptidase and protein inhibitor sequences with a
protein or nucleotide query sequence by WU-BLAST. MEROPS
also provides batch substrate cleavage analysis. MEROPS allows
online submission of protein cleavage sites; however login is
required for data download.

2.17 Other
(Miscellaneous)
Databases: Gene Wiki

Gene Wiki [141] is a collection of community-written Wikipedia
articles about human genes in the NCBI Gene database [57]. Gene
Wiki starts with a set of seed stub Wikipedia articles, populated and
expanded by community contributors with focus on the functions
and disease relevance of the gene and corresponding protein. Gene
Wiki has an automated system to keep the article structures in sync
with the data from trusted primary databases and uses the WikiTrust
[161] reputation system to assess and display the trustworthiness
of authors and their contributions. Gene Wiki has over 10,000
distinct gene pages, spanning 2.07 million words and 82 megabytes of data.
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3 Challenges and Opportunities
Although a large number of protein bioinformatics databases and
resources have been developed to catalog and store different
information about proteins, there are challenges and opportunities in developing next-generation databases and resources to
facilitate data integration, data-driven hypothesis generation, and
biological knowledge discovery. Recent rapid developments in
high-throughput sequencing technologies bring molecular biology researchers to the age of Big Data, where the research paradigm has shifted from hypothesis-driven to data-driven. Big Data
opens new avenues to study molecular biology as well as brings
new challenges for computational biologists to explore ways to
efficiently manage and analyze data, and eventually turn data into
usable and actionable knowledge. Next, we will review and discuss
some recent technology developments that can help in addressing
some of the challenges.
3.1 Characteristics
of Big Data

Big data is a broad term for data sets so large or complex that traditional data processing applications are inadequate (Wikipedia,
https://www.wikipedia.org/). More specifically, Big Data has the
following characteristics:
1. Volume The size of data is definitely an important aspect of
Big Data. Large volumes of data demand scalable storage solutions and distributed information processing and retrieval.
2. Variety The types of data determine how the data will be analyzed. The heterogeneity of data requires non-trivial analysis
methods.
3. Velocity The speed with which the data are generated and processed challenges novel real-time data analytics.
4. Variability The inconsistency of data calls for effective data
management and handling.
5. Veracity The accuracy of data analysis depends on high-quality
data and data capture methodology.

3.2 Data Storage
and Management

The first challenge computational biologists have to face is the efficient storage and management of large volumes of data. In addition to better hardware support, massive parallel storage systems
(distributed file systems, cluster file systems, and parallel file systems) have been explored. Examples include the Lustre [182] and
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [183]. On top of that
we need frameworks for user-specific solutions where several tools
have been developed. Apache Hive [184] is a distributed data
warehouse framework for analyzing data stored in HDFS and compatible systems using a SQL-like language called HiveQL. Apache
Pig [185] further simplifies complex data analysis using simpler
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scripting language targeting domain experts. Traditional relational
database management systems often have difficulty handling Big
Data because they lack horizontal scalability, require hard consistency, and become very complex when dealing with large volume
of heterogeneous data. Non-relational databases (NoSQL) are
alternative to Big Data storage and management because they
focus on scalability and flexibility. The popular NoSQL database
management systems include key-value stores, columnar databases,
graph databases, and document-oriented databases.
3.3 Data Analytics

Data storage and management is only one side of the coin. In the
field of biomedical research and healthcare systems, the purpose of
high-throughput omics studies is to turn biomedical data into
knowledge. In order to accomplish the goal of personalized medicine and better treatments, we need scalable computational facilities and efficient data analytics frameworks. Compared to traditional
HPC cluster computing, cloud computing emerges as an economical solution to large-scale data analysis. Hosting large-volume
high-throughput data in the cloud is changing the way the analysis
is done. Instead of moving data to the analysis code, code is now
moving to the data. In addition, novel and efficient machine learning and data mining algorithms and computational frameworks are
also essential to the success of turning data into knowledge. Apache
Spark [186] is a recently developed fast and general computing
engine for large-scale lightning-fast in-memory clustering computing. It supports a rich set of higher-level tools including Spark SQL
for SQL and structured data processing, MLlib for machine learning, GraphX for graph processing, and Spark Streaming for scalable
streaming applications.

3.4 Data Integration

The most challenging task in Big Data research is to deal with the
heterogeneity, diversity, and complexity of the data and to find better ways to integrate them. In addition to exploring the flexibility
of NoSQL technology, another promising area is to apply ontologies and Semantic Web technology. As a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain of interest,
ontologies play an important role in addressing the issues of heterogeneity in data sources. Rapid development and adoption of
ontologies have enabled the research community to annotate and
integrate biological and biomedical data using standardized ontologies, and automate the discovery and composing of bioinformatics web services and workflows. Linked Data technology provides
a method for publishing structured data on the web and making
them interconnected. The successful Linked data projects in the
field of bioinformatics include the Bio2RDF [187] and EBI RDF
platforms [188]. They use Semantic Web technologies to build
and provide the largest network of Linked data for the Life Sciences
by defining a set of simple conventions to create RDF(s) compati-
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ble Linked Data from a diverse set of heterogeneously formatted
sources obtained from multiple data providers. The challenge for
data integration using Linked Data is to develop applications that
can consume such data, extract meaningful biological knowledge,
and present it in a user-friendly fashion.
3.5 User Interfaces

With the pervasiveness of mobile devices (tablets and phones),
responsive web design that makes the web page look good on all
devices becomes more and more important. Next-generation protein bioinformatics databases should provide users with an optimal
viewing and interaction experience across a wide range of devices
using technology such as Bootstrap [189], JQuery [190], Dojo
Toolkit [191], etc. The need for speed, particularly for web-based
applications, has also driven the development of NoSQL technology and high-performance index and search platforms such as
Lucene/Solr [192] for fast information retrieval.

4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a comprehensive review (with categorization and description) of major protein bioinformatics databases. We also reviewed and discussed the recent technology
improvements that can help addressing some of the challenges in
building next-generation protein bioinformatics databases and
resources in the Big Data era.
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Chapter 2
UniProt Protein Knowledgebase
Sangya Pundir, Maria J. Martin, and Claire O’Donovan
Abstract
The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) is a freely available comprehensive resource for protein sequence
and annotation data. UniProt is a collaboration between the European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-
EBI), the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB), and the Protein Information Resource (PIR). Across the
three institutes more than 100 people are involved through different tasks such as expert curation, software development, and support.
This chapter introduces the functionality and data provided by UniProt. It describes example use
cases for which you might come to UniProt and the methods to help you achieve your goals.
Key words UniProt, Protein data, Protein tools

1 Introduction
The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) is a freely available
comprehensive resource for protein sequence and annotation data
[1]. UniProt provides a number of datasets, the main ones being
the UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB), Proteomes, UniProt
Reference Clusters (UniRef), and the UniProt Archive (UniParc).
An overview of these datasets can be seen in Fig. 1. UniProtKB is
the central hub for all functional information on proteins [2]. It
consists of two sections, the reviewed (Swiss-Prot) section contains
expertly annotated entries and the unreviewed (TrEMBL) section
contains computationally analyzed and annotated entries. UniRef
provides clusters of UniProtKB sequences (including isoforms)
based on sequence identity at resolutions of 100 % identity, 90 %
identity, and 50 % identity. This helps compress sequence redundancy and speed up sequence similarity searches. UniParc is the
sequence archive of all publicly available protein sequences, including those not part of the UniProtKB set. UniProt also provides the
Proteomes dataset for species with completely sequenced genomes.
A proteome is the set of proteins thought to be expressed by an
organism. In addition to these core protein datasets, UniProt
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_2, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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Fig. 1 Overview of key UniProt datasets

 rovides supporting datasets for Literature Citations, Taxonomy,
p
Keywords, Subcellular locations, Cross-referenced databases, and
Human diseases. UniProt also provides Automatic annotation
rules for UniRule (expertly curated rules) and SAAS (statistical
automatic annotation system).
UniProt also provides three tools embedded into workflow
through datasets and on their own dedicated pages. These are the
BLAST sequence search tool, the Align multiple sequence alignment tool, and the Retrieve/ID mapping tool that allows you to
use a list of UniProtKB accessions to download a batch of
UniProtKB entries or map the accessions to an external database
and vice versa [3]. The tools are available through their own dedicate pages on the UniProt website at www.uniprot.org. They are
also integrated into search results and entry pages from where you
can access them while in the process of exploring data.
Understanding protein function is critical to research in many
areas of science such as biology, medicine, and biotechnology. As
the number of completely sequenced genomes continues to
increase, huge efforts are being made in the research community
to understand as much as possible about the proteins encoded by
these genomes. This work is generating large amounts of data,
which are spread across multiple locations including scientific literature and many biological databases. Keeping up with all of this
information is a daunting task for most researchers and UniProt
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supports this by providing a comprehensive body of protein information. Here, we describe the key use cases supported by UniProt
for researchers to be able to achieve their goals at a single site.

2 Methods
2.1 Searching
and Exploring Protein
Data

The UniProt website provides an intuitive interface to help you
find your protein of interest and explore protein data. You can use
the search bar in the UniProt banner at the top of all pages to
search the various UniProt datasets. Here, we consider searching
for “insulin” as an example.
1. Go to http://www.uniprot.org/. You will see a drop-down
list to the left of the search bar that allows you to select a dataset, see Fig. 2. You can search all UniProt datasets by selecting
them from this drop-down. If you are looking for protein
information about function, subcellular location, interactions,
etc., use the default selection of “UniProtKB” and enter your
search term in the search box (for example “insulin”) and click
on the search button.
2. In order to make your search more specific, you can use the
advanced search function. Click on the “advanced” link toward
the right of the search box. Click on the dropdown in the
advanced search panel to define the type of query you are making. For example, you can select “Protein name” from the first
dropdown to correspond to the query “insulin.” You can also
add additional parameters like “Organism,” “Protein existence,” etc., as shown in Fig. 3. To add more than two rows of
parameters, click on the “+” icon and to delete a row of parameters, click on the bin icon. When you have entered all your
parameters, click on the search button.
3. Once you have submitted your search, you will arrive at the
relevant results page, for example the UniProtKB results page
in Fig. 4. The results page offers a panel of filters on the left to
help you refine your search. To the right of the filters is the
main results table. Above the results table is a row of action

Fig. 2 UniProt header search bar
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Fig. 3 Advanced search

Fig. 4 UniProtKB search results page

buttons. You can select entries via checkboxes and then directly
run a BLAST search, a multiple sequence alignment, download them in a number of available formats, or add them to
your basket for later use (see Note 1). You can also edit the
columns you are seeing to see more or less information by
using the Columns button.
4. When you have found your exact protein of interest in your
dataset, you can click on the entry accession link highlighted in
blue font to view the full protein entry page, as shown in Fig. 5.
When viewing a UniProtKB entry, the menu bar on the left-
hand side of the screen lists the entry sections, allowing you to
move easily between sections. The entry provides all annotated
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Fig. 5 UniProtKB protein entry

data for the protein, its sequence(s), and cross-references to
over 150 relevant databases. You can also use action buttons on
this page to run a BLAST search on the entry, align all isoforms
(if any), view or download the entry in different formats, and
add it to your basket for later.
UniProtKB entries also provide annotations about sequence
features, such as domains, sites, PTMs, and variants. Colocalization
of sequence features can have a significant impact on protein function (for example a variant at the position of an active site could
alter enzyme function). To view all sequence features together, you
can click on “Feature viewer” under the heading “Display” on the
left-hand side of the page. It organises sequence features in category tracks, which can be expanded to view more detail, as shown
in Fig. 6.
2.2 Finding
the Proteome
(Complete Protein Set)
for an Organism

A proteome is the full set of proteins thought to be expressed by
an organism and the UniProt websites provide proteomes datasets
for species with completely sequenced genomes.
1. Click on the dropdown to the left of the search bar and select
“Proteomes.”
2. Enter your query directly into the search box, for example
“Homo Sapiens,” or click on the “advanced” button to the
right of the search box and build a query using the parameters
provided. This can help find exact results for the organism or
taxonomy level you would like to specify. Click on the search
button or hit enter to get to your results page.
3. You will be presented with a table of results for your proteomes
search, as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6 UniProtKB protein feature viewer

Fig. 7 Proteomes results page

4. Click on the proteome identifier to go to the detailed proteome page where you will see a summary of the organism,
information about the genome assembly, proteins arranged by
the chromosome or plasmid that they belong to, links to the
protein entries in UniProtKB, and publications related to the
proteome as shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Human Proteome entry
2.3 Finding All
Proteins Involved
in a Disease

Studying the involvement of proteins in diseases is important to
help identify drug targets and better understand disease mechanisms in the human body. The best way to look for all proteins
involved in a disease is to begin your search with the Human diseases dataset provided by UniProt [4]. Here, we consider this use
case with the disease Breast Cancer as an example.
1. Go to http://www.uniprot.org/ and click on the drop-down
to the left of the search bar. Select “Human diseases” under
the “Supporting data” section in the dropdown. Type your
query into the search box, for example “Breast cancer,” and hit
the search button.
2. You will arrive at a results page. The results table presents
results that match your query such as is “Breast cancer, lobular,” “Breast cancer,” and so on. You will see a definition of the
disease and a link to UniProtKB to see all proteins linked to
this disease. For example, in case of the result “Breast cancer,”
there are 12 linked UniProtKB entries as shown in Fig. 9.
3. To view all linked proteins, simply click on the UniProtKB link
under the disease definition. You can also click on the disease name
to view the detailed definition for the disease, its synonyms, and
cross-references to related resources (like MIM, MeSH, etc.).
4. Clicking on the UniProtKB link will bring you to a UniProtKB
results page for all proteins linked to this disease. Each of these
UniProtKB protein entries provides information about various
biological aspects such as function, taxonomy, subcellular
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Fig. 9 Human diseases results page

location, pathology, biotech, etc. The “Pathology & Biotech”
section of UniProtKB entries lists all diseases that the protein
is involved in, the supporting evidence, and a list of natural
variants linked to the disease.
2.4 Identifying Your
Sequence Using
the BLAST Search

If you have a protein sequence you would like to identify, you can
use the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool to find closely matching sequences from UniProt that can help you understand evolutionary relationships and make functional inferences based on
sequence identity. The UniProt website provides a form to submit
your own sequences or any UniProtKB protein accession, UniParc
sequence archive accession number, or UniRef cluster accession to
the BLAST tool, using the NCBI BLAST algorithm [5]. It supports an integrated workflow that allows you to submit protein
entries to BLAST from a search results page, the UniProt basket,
and also a protein entry page.
1. Click on the BLAST link in the header of the UniProt website.
This will bring you to the form submission page for BLAST.
2. Enter a protein or nucleotide sequence or a UniProtKB,
UniParc, or UniRef cluster identifier or accession in the input
field, for example P00750, as shown in Fig. 10.
3. You have a number of optional settings that you can change or
leave as default. The options include “Target database,”
“E-Threshold,” “Matrix,” “Filtering,” “Gapped” (yes or no) and
number of Hits you’d like to get from the tool. For example, if you
would like to find sequence matches only from a particular taxonomic level like “mammals” instead of from all of UniProtKB, you
can select this from the “Target database” dropdown. You can also
use the “Target database” dropdown to search against UniRef clusters instead of UniProtKB. UniRef clusters consist of UniProtKB
sequences clustered based on identity at 100, 90, and 50 %.
Searching against clusters hence speeds up BLAST searches.
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Fig. 10 BLAST input page

Fig. 11 BLAST results page

4. Click on the Run BLAST button to execute your query. You
will see a “Job status: RUNNING” page while your query is
being run. This page provides details of your query sequence
and settings.
5. You will arrive at the BLAST results page once your query has
been executed, as shown in Fig. 10. On the left-hand side, this
page provides filters, mapping links to map your results to other
datasets like UniProtKB, and alternative views of the results by
taxonomy tree, text or XML versions. The upper half of the
page provides an overview that you can expand to see all results
by clicking on the “Show all 250” link. In Fig. 11, the overview
shows the UniProtKB entry accession number, the protein
names and species, a diagrammatic view of your matches that is
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color coded by identify and the actual identity percentage. The
lower half of the page shows your alignments in detail with each
one represented diagrammatically in related to the query
sequence. You can click on the graphic to view the raw sequence
alignment in detail. The page also provides a Job identifier that
you can use to retrieve your results page for up to 7 days.
6. You can also submit a UniProtKB, UniParc, or UniRef entry
to the BLAST tool from a search results page by selecting the
checkbox for that entry and clicking on the “BLAST” button
above the results page. Alternatively, you can click on the
checkbox and then click on the “Add to Basket” button above
the search results table to build a collection of entries in your
basket and submit one of them to BLAST at a later point.
7. When on a UniProtKB entry page, a UniRef cluster page, or a
UniParc sequence archive page, you can simply click on the
BLAST button near the top of the entry to submit the sequence
to the BLAST tool. In case of a UniRef cluster entry with multiple sequences in the page, you can choose one by ticking on
the checkbox to the left of it and then click on the “BLAST”
button to submit to the tool.
2.5 Multiple
Sequence Alignment

Aligning multiple sequences can help understand evolutionary relationships and identify areas of conservation between your sequences
that can have structural or functional associations. UniProt provides
a multiple sequence alignment tool “Align” that uses the Clustal
Omega algorithm to align sequences [6]. For the most meaningful
results, you should try and align sequences that are likely to be
related so that you can explore evolutionary, structural, and functional relationships. You can access the tool through its own form
submission page or directly through search results pages and protein entry pages. Integrating the tool into the data exploration
workflow offers you a flexible way to find and analyze your data.
1. Click on the “Align” link in the header of the UniProt website.
You will see a form submission page with an input box.
2. If you have two or more sequences that you would like to align
to find areas to conservation and divergence, you can submit
the sequences in FASTA format or accessions into the input
box on this page. Click on the “Align” button to execute your
query.
3. You will see a “Job status: RUNNING” page while your query
is being executed.
4. Once completed, you will be presented the Alignment results
page. The results page presents the alignment information, an
evolutionary relationship tree for your sequences, and the
results information able at the bottom. On the left-hand side,
you have Highlight options that allow you to select checkboxes to visually highlight sequence areas corresponding to
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Fig. 12 Align results page

annotations like active sites, domains, glycosylation, etc. and
amino acid properties like hydrophobicity as shown in Fig. 12.
This allows you to have a quick visual overview of important
annotations or amino acid properties and their conservation or
distribution in the sequences you have aligned. The results
information on the page provides a job identifier that you can
use to access your results for up to 7 days.
5. You can also submit UniProt entries to the Align tool from a
search results page by selecting the checkboxes for entries and
clicking on the “Align” button above the results page.
Alternatively, you can click on the checkboxes and then click
on the “Add to Basket” button above the search results table
to build a collection of entries in your basket and submit them
to the Align tool at a later point.
6. When on a UniProtKB protein entry page with multiple
sequences (i.e., isoforms), you can click on the “Align” button
toward the top of the entry page to align the isoforms. When
on a UniRef cluster entry page, you can click on checkboxes to
select constituent entries that you would like to align and then
click on the “Align” page toward the top of the page to submit
them to the Align tool.
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2.6 ID Mapping

If you have a list of UniProtKB accessions that you need to map or
convert to identifiers from another database, for example if you
have a list of UniProt accessions from a mass spectrometry experiment that you would like to map to other databases (for example,
Ensembl, PDB, InterPro, etc.), you can use the Retrieve/ID mapping tool on the UniProt website. You can also map identifiers
from external databases to UniProt using this tool [3].
1. Click on the “Retrieve/ID mapping” link the UniProt header.
This will bring you to a form submission page with an input
box, “from and to” database options and a “Go” button.
2. To convert UniProtKB accessions to an external database, for
example Ensembl, paste your list of UniProtKB accessions in
the input box or upload them as a file. Now click on the
“From” dropdown and select UniProtKB and click on the
“To” dropdown to select your target database (in this case
Ensembl). The tool allows you to convert or map your accessions from UniProt to over 100 external databases that UniProt
is cross-
referenced to and vice versa (e.g., Ensembl, PDB,
Refseq, etc.). You will get a results page showing a table of
your input IDs and the mapped IDs from your target database,
as shown in Fig. 13.
3. To convert external database identifiers to UniProtKB accessions or identifiers, for example Ensembl to UniProtKB, select
the external database from the “From” dropdown and
UniProtKB from the “To” dropdown. You will get a results
page with your mapped UniProt entries and the default columns of data that you can customise, as shown in Fig. 14. You
can select entries using checkboxes to BLAST them, align
them, download them, or add them to your basket. You are
also presented with filters on the left-hand side of the page to
help narrow down your results.

Fig. 13 Retrieve/ID mapping results page from UniProt to external IDs
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Fig. 14 Retrieve/ID mapping results page from external database to UniProt ACs

4. UniProt also provides the flexibility of submitting UniProt
accessions to the ID mapping tool from your basket. Just add
entries to your basket as you explore data and then you can use
checkboxes to select them inside your basket and click on the
“map Ids” tool to arrive on the Retrieve/ID mapping tool
with your input prefilled in the input box.
2.7 Retrieving
UniProt Entries
for a List of Identifiers

If you have a list of UniProt accessions and would like to retrieve
information for them from the UniProt website in a single step,
you can use the Retrieve/ID mapping tool.
1. Click on the “Retrieve/ID mapping” link the UniProt header.
This will bring you to a form submission page with an input
box, “from and to” database options and a “Go” button.
2. To retrieve UniProtKB information corresponding to
UniProtKB accessions or identifiers, paste your list of
UniProtKB accessions in the input box or upload them as a file.
You can leave the “From” dropdown and the “To” dropdown
selections as the default UniProtKB since you are not converting or mapping identifiers between different databases.
3. You will get a results page with your requested UniProt entries
and the default columns of data that you can customise, as
shown in Fig. 15. You can select entries using checkboxes to
BLAST them, align them, download them, or add them to
your basket. You are also presented with filters on the left-hand
side of the page to help narrow down your results.
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Fig. 15 Retrieve/ID mapping results page for batch UniProtKB entry retrieval

3 Note
1. UniProt provides a basket functionality to help you store your
UniProt entries of interest and then analyze then, download
them, or view them at a later point. The basket saves entries
from UniProtKB, UniParc, and UniRef. You can add entries to
the basket from search results pages of these three datasets or
from their individual entry pages through the “Add to basket”
button. The basket lets you select entries using checkboxes and
submit them to the BLAST, Align, and ID mapping tools. You
can also download your entries in formats lie List, Text, FASTA,
Tab-separated, Excel, GFF, and XML. It also provides a
“Clear” button and a “Full view” button which shows you
your saved entries in a full results screen where you can use
filters and add or remove columns to the results table. The
basket keeps your saved entries until you clear your browser
cookies.
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Chapter 3
Tutorial on Protein Ontology Resources
Cecilia N. Arighi, Harold Drabkin, Karen R. Christie, Karen E. Ross,
and Darren A. Natale
Abstract
The Protein Ontology (PRO) is the reference ontology for proteins in the Open Biomedical Ontologies
(OBO) foundry and consists of three sub-ontologies representing protein classes of homologous genes,
proteoforms (e.g., splice isoforms, sequence variants, and post-translationally modified forms), and protein
complexes. PRO defines classes of proteins and protein complexes, both species-specific and species nonspecific, and indicates their relationships in a hierarchical framework, supporting accurate protein annotation at the appropriate level of granularity, analyses of protein conservation across species, and semantic
reasoning. In the first section of this chapter, we describe the PRO framework including categories of PRO
terms and the relationship of PRO to other ontologies and protein resources. Next, we provide a tutorial
about the PRO website (proconsortium.org) where users can browse and search the PRO hierarchy, view
reports on individual PRO terms, and visualize relationships among PRO terms in a hierarchical table view,
a multiple sequence alignment view, and a Cytoscape network view. Finally, we describe several examples
illustrating the unique and rich information available in PRO.
Key words Protein ontology, Proteoforms, Protein complexes, Post-translational modification,
Orthologs

1 Introduction
Aberrations in protein activities are a fundamental cause of human
diseases. Pathological changes in the proteome may result from
single amino-acid variations resulting from nonsynonymous single
nucleotide polymorphisms (nsSNPs) [1, 2], abnormal isoforms
arising from aberrantly alternative spliced mRNAs [3, 4], changes
in post-translational modifications (PTMs) [5, 6], or changes in
cooperative behavior of multiple proteins in a protein complex
[7, 8], as well as interdependencies of these mechanisms. With the
advent of high-throughput proteomics technologies, our understanding of the protein composition of human cells in health and
disease is expanding rapidly, especially when proteomics data are
overlaid and analyzed along with genomic, transcriptomic, and
interactomic data in their biological context.
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_3, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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Fig. 1 PRO Hierarchy. The diagram shows the different classes that can be represented in the ontology.
From top to bottom: a-Family class includes all the protein products of evolutionary-related genes at the
homeomorphic level (e.g., all the protein products of Gene A and Gene B are in the same family class).
These are conserved in a set of taxa (e.g., human, mouse, fly). b-Gene level includes all the protein products of a distinct gene in a species and its 1:1 orthologs. In PRO, human is the reference organism for
vertebrates and all gene products of Gene A in human and its orthologs (e.g., mouse and fly) are in the
same gene level class. Note that the gene is shown as a box because the gene structure (e.g., number and
positions of introns) may differ between species. Species-specific organism-gene classes are children of
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The Protein Ontology (PRO, proconsortium.org) [9] is a reference ontology for proteins and protein complexes in the OBO
(Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies) Foundry [10] that
offers a research infrastructure for modeling biological systems and
integrating existing and emerging experimental data.
PRO defines classes of proteins and protein complexes and indicates how these classes interrelate. For knowledge representation,
PRO defines precise protein entities to support accurate annotation at
the appropriate granularity and provides the ontological framework to
connect all protein types necessary to model biology, in particular
linking specific protein forms to particular complexes and particular
functions in their biological context. For semantic data integration,
PRO provides the ontological structure to connect—via specified relations—the vast amounts of protein knowledge contained in databases
to support new hypothesis generation and testing.
Classes defined in PRO can be either organism non-specific or
organism specific and range in granularity from protein family to
proteoform classes (which account for the precise molecular form
of a protein, including specification of sequence or splice variant
and any post-translational modification or PTM [11]). Thus, it
allows precise definition of protein objects and the specification of
their relationships with each other.
1.1 PRO Framework

To model the various types of protein entities, we have formulated
three sub-ontologies of PRO to represent: (1) protein classes of
homologous genes, (2) protein forms (proteoforms [11]) arising
from single genes, including splice isoforms, mutation variants, and
PTM forms, and (3) protein complexes [9, 12, 13]. Protein terms in
PRO are defined at multiple levels of granularity from the family level
down to the isoform and/or modification level, allowing annotation
at the most appropriate level given current knowledge. For example,
as 14-3-3 proteins are encoded by several genes whose protein products may not be distinguishable in assays, they are represented by
PR:000003237 for protein products of the 14-3-3 gene family.
Similarly, when the protein is known to be the product of a given gene
but the precise isoform is not known, then a gene-level PRO term
covering all protein products is used (e.g., TP73, PR:O15350).
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the ontology,
which is organized in different levels as follows:

Fig. 1 (continued) the corresponding Gene level (e.g., mouse Gene A, and human Gene A are both members
of the same Gene A class). c-Sequence level includes all the isoforms produced by initial translation. This
example shows two protein classes isoforms A1 and A2, created by alternative splicing, where isoform A1 is
conserved in human, mouse, and fly species, and isoform A2 is observed only in mammals. Again, the speciesspecific organism-sequence terms can be created. d-Modification level includes all post-translational modifications. Shown here are proteoforms of isoform A1: P1 (phosphorylated at a single site) and P2 (phosphorylated
at two sites) and proteoforms of Isoform A2: P1 (phosphorylated at a single site) and PG (phosphorylated and
glycosylated). e-Protein complex level defines complexes based on component subunits (with stoichiometry if
known). In this case, proteoform isoform A1 P1 and protein C are components of complex A1P1:C
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(a) Family: refers to the class of proteins translated from a specific
set of ancestrally related genes. Proteins in this class can be
traced back to a common ancestor showing homology over the
entire length of the protein. The leaf-most nodes at this level
are usually families comprising paralogous sets of gene products (of a single or multiple organisms). Figure 1 shows that
gene A and gene B arose by gene duplication (paralogs) and
that all protein products of gene A and gene B would be under
the same family class in PRO. For example, in PRO the potassium/sodium hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated
channel protein class (PR:000000676) is defined as “A protein
with amino- and carboxyl-terminal intracellular domains separated by a domain (common with other ion channels) containing six transmembrane helices (S1–S6) in which the last two
helices (S5 and S6) flank a loop, called the pore loop, which
determines ion selectivity. The N terminus has a conserved
domain that is also present in other voltage-gated potassium
and sodium channels. The carboxyl-terminal region contains
the cyclic nucleotide-binding domain (CNBD). In addition,
there is a structural element called the C-linker, the region
connecting the CNBD to the S6 segment, which couples conformational changes in the ligand-binding domain to channel
activation … [PMID:16382102]”. This class includes the protein products of genes HCN1, HCN2, HCN3, and HCN4.
(b) Gene: a PRO term at this level refers to a class of proteins
translated from a gene related by 1:1 orthology in distinct
organisms. Considering human as a reference, all protein
products of Gene A in human and its 1:1 orthologs in Fig. 1
would fall under the gene level class. The Gene A protein
products from mouse and fly would also be included.
Continuing with a real example, the HCN4 gene product
(PR:000000708) is defined as “A potassium/sodium
hyperpolarization-
activated cyclic nucleotide-gated channel
protein that is a translation product of the human HCN4 gene
or a 1:1 ortholog thereof. [PRO:CNA].” This class currently
includes the protein products of the HCN4 gene in rat, mouse,
rabbit, and human. The species-specific genes (e.g., the human
version of Gene A in Fig. 1, or mouse version of HCN4 in the
example above) are children of the corresponding gene level
terms. PRO uses the OMA orthology database [14] to map
the organism gene to the corresponding gene level for selected
model organisms.
(c) Sequence: A PRO term at this level refers to the protein products with a distinct sequence upon initial translation. The
sequence differences can arise from different alleles of a given
gene, from splice variants of a given RNA, from alternative
initiation or termination of transcription, and from ribosomal
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frame shifting during translation. One can think of this as a
mature mRNA-level distinction. In Fig. 1, isoform A1
(observed in human, mouse, and fly) and isoform A2 (observed
only in human and mouse) would be two different classes in
PRO. Again, under each term the species-specific terms can be
created, and these are called ortho-isoforms.
(d) Modification: a PRO term at this level refers to the protein
products derived from a single mRNA species that differ
because of some change (or lack thereof) that occurs after the
initiation of translation (co- and post-translational). This
includes sequence differences due to cleavage and/or chemical
changes to one or more amino acid residues. The example in
Fig. 1 shows two proteoforms of isoform A1 that differ in their
phosphorylation state (single vs. doubly phosphorylated
form). We have recently collected information about proteoforms of beta-catenin [15], specifically in relation to cancer.
The phosphorylation state of beta-catenin influences its stability and its interacting partners. Phosphorylation of a specific
set of residues is needed for its degradation. Phosphorylation
of Ser-45 on human beta-catenin by casein kinase I (CKI) followed by the sequential phosphorylation of Thr-41, Ser-37,
and Ser-33 phosphorylation by the glycogen synthase kinase,
GSK3B, (PR:000035772) creates a recognition site for the
ubiquitin ligase BTRC, which ubiquitinates beta-catenin, targeting it for degradation by the proteasome. Another modified proteoform of beta-catenin, phosphorylated on Tyr-654
(PR:000044478), has enhanced transcription-related functions. Fifteen proteoforms with distinct phosphorylation site
combinations are described in PRO for human beta-catenin.
(e) Complex: class of complexes with a specific defined subunit
composition. PRO makes no distinction between complexes
whose components are modified before or after complex formation. All complexes are grouped into the “complex” category regardless of the specific components.
1.2 PRO
and Interoperability
with Other ProteinRelated Resources

PRO collaborates closely with other ontologies and resources to
maximize semantic interoperability. The organism-specific protein
complexes defined in PRO extend the generic complexes described
in the Gene Ontology (GO) Cellular Component Ontology (GO,
[16]). The organism-nonspecific complexes of GO provide parent
terms for PRO’s organism-specific complex terms and provide the
basis for connecting and comparing complexes between organisms. PSI-MOD [17] and the Sequence Ontology (SO) [18] are
used to define protein classes of the modification category. PRO
not only interoperates with ontologies, but with other resources as
well. The “organism-gene” level in PRO is equivalent to the
UniProtKB entries for the specific protein sequences, including
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those of splice isoforms, arising from the gene represented [19].
Thus, PRO both incorporates UniProtKB and complements it by
providing formal definitions for protein entities and placing the
terms in an ontological context. Similarly, the Intact complex portal [20] contains protein complexes observed in specific major
model organisms and these will be integrated into the ontological
framework of PRO (ongoing effort).
1.3 PRO Applications

PRO has been employed in multiple studies including assisting in
ontology building (especially in application ontologies), semantic
integration, and functional annotation and ontological representation for proteoforms and complexes for proteomics studies. A few
examples are listed below:
1. Used in combination with literature mining and curated databases to create a knowledge “map” for analysis of beta-catenin
function in cancer [15].
2. Integrated in IDOBRU framework for ontological modeling
of host-pathogen interactions using Brucella as the pathogen
model [21].
3. Supporting GO annotation of specific proteoforms in model
organism databases (e.g., in MGI [22] and PomBase [23]).
4. Supporting annotation of species-specific protein complexes in
the Toll-like Receptor signaling pathway, relating both to their
components and to species-independent families of complexes
[12].
5. Used within the Neurological Disease Ontology, an ontology
that represents aspects of neurological diseases that are relevant
to their treatment and study [24].
6. Supporting concept recognition in CRAFT corpus [25].
7. Providing ontological framework for proteoforms in iPTMnet (http://proteininformationresource.org/iPTMnet/, see
Chapter 16).

1.4 Scope of this
Chapter

In this tutorial, you will learn how to use the PRO resources,
including (1) searching/browsing the ontology and annotation;
(2) analyzing proteoforms of a gene within and across species; (3)
analyzing complexes; (4) saving/downloading data; and (5) visualization of the ontology. Examples in this book chapter are from
Release 49.0.

2 Materials
1. The PRO website is accessible at proconsortium.org.
2. Download: The ontology (pro.obo) and the annotation (PAF.
txt) can be downloaded from the ftp site accessible from the
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[Term]
id: PR:000045512
name: kalirin isoform m8 phosphorylated 1 (mouse)
def: "A kalirin isoform m8 (mouse) that has been post-translationally modified to include
phosphorylation at Ser-487. UniProtKB:A2CG49-8, Ser-487, MOD:00046." [PRO:KRC, PMID:22508986]
comment: Category=organism-modification. Evidence=(ECO:0000006, based on PMID:22508986).
Evidence=(ECO:0000181, based on PMID:22508986).
synonym: "Kal7 phosphorylated 1 (mouse)" EXACT []
is_a: PR:A2CG49-8 ! kalirin isoform m8 (mouse)
relationship: has_part MOD:00046 ! O-phospho-L-serine
relationship: only_in_taxon NCBITaxon:10090 ! Mus musculus

Evidence code

Level
Fig. 2 Example of a PRO OBO stanza

PRO home page. The ontology is also available in OBO and
OWL formats through the OBO Foundry (7) and Bioportal
(8). For general documentation, please see links on the PRO
home page.
3. The pro.obo contains a stanza of information about each term.
Each stanza in the obo file is preceded by [Term] and is composed of an ID, a name, synonyms (optional), a definition, comment (this section indicates the hierarchy level and may include
evidence codes and other comments), cross-reference (optional),
and one or more relationships to other terms (Fig. 2).
4. The annotations to PRO terms are distributed in the PAF.txt
file. To facilitate interoperability to the best extent this tab
delimited file follows the structure of the gene ontology association (GAF) file. Please read the README file and the PAF
guidelines.pdf in the ftp site to learn about the structure of this
file. PRO terms are annotated with relations to other ontologies or databases. Currently used: Gene ontology (GO) [16]
to describe processes, function and localization; Sequence
ontology (SO) [26] to describe protein features; PSI-MOD
(http://www.psidev.info/MOD) to describe protein modifications; Disease Ontology[27] to describe disease states; and
Pfam [28] to describe domain composition.
5. Link to PRO. PRO identifiers are URIs, globally unique identifiers. The URIs have one of two forms:
●●

●●

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/PR_ddddddddd where
d is a digit.
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/PR_<uniprot accession>

For example, see http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/PR_Q8CGC7
6. Cytoscape. PRO features a Cytoscape [29] view that provides
an interactive and visual interpretation of PRO terms and their
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relations. The view can be accessed via the Cytoscape icon displayed on PRO search results pages and entry reports.
Cytoscape supports searches and customization of the layout
and display; displays links to PRO entry pages, OBO stanzas,
and annotations; and allows saving of the network image in
PNG format.

3 Methods
3.1 PRO Homepage

The PRO homepage (http://proconsortium.org/) (Fig. 3) is the
starting point of navigation through the protein ontology resources.
The menu on the left side links to several documents and information pages, as well as to the ftp download page. The functionalities
in the homepage include: (Subheading 3.1.1) PRO browser,
(Subheading 3.1.2) PRO entry retrieval, (Subheading 3.1.3) text
search, and (Subheading 3.1.4) annotation.

3.1.1 PRO Browser

The browser is used to explore the hierarchical structure of the
ontology (Fig. 4). The icons with a plus and minus signs (Fig. 4a, 1)
are for expanding and collapsing nodes, respectively. Next to these
icons is a PRO ID, which links to the corresponding entry report,
followed by the term name. Unless otherwise stated, the implicit
relation between nodes is is_a. The number of terms to be displayed in the hierarchy page can be managed from the result page
number box (Fig. 4a, 2). The column on the right (Fig. 4a, 3)
shows the level within the hierarchy for each term. This column is
customizable, and additional information can be added by selecting
other information tabs. Finally, to retrieve all terms matching
a particular keyword, enter the word or phrase in the Find box
(Fig. 4a, 4) and all terms matching will be displayed in the
hierarchy as shown in Fig. 4b for terms containing IRF3-P, the
phosphorylated form of interferon regulatory factor 3.

Fig. 3 PRO homepage. Main Functionalities include: (1) Browsing, (2) Retrieval, (3) Search, and (4) Annotation
tools
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Fig. 4 PRO Browser. Navigate the ontology through its hierarchical view. (a) In the PRO browser you can: (1)
use plus and minus signs to expand/collapse terms, respectively; (2) change the number of terms displayed
per page; (3) customize the information tabs; and (4) find terms matching a keyword or phrase. (b) PRO
browser view with terms containing IRF3-P, using the “find” functionality
3.1.2

PRO Entry Pages

The PRO entry provides a report containing the ontological information and annotation available for a given PRO term. If you
know the PRO ID you can use the “retrieve PRO entry” box in
the homepage (Fig. 3 (2)) to get direct access to the report.
Alternatively, you can open a report by clicking on the PRO ID
listed in any page (e.g., from search or browser results).
The entry report may contain a subset or all of the following
sections (Fig. 5):
1. Ontology Information (Fig. 5 (1)). This section is found in all
entries. It displays the ontological information including term
ID, name, synonyms, definition, comments, and parent term. A
table with terms arranged by categories may be present in entries
for terms that encompass many child classes (e.g., gene level,
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Fig. 5 PRO entry report for mouse Eprs. The report shows the following sections: (1) ontology information; (2)
related cross references; (3) sequence viewer; (4) protein forms; (5) subunits in complexes; and (6)
annotation

organism-gene level). This table provides a quick overview of the
number of proteoforms and complexes related to a given entry,
as is in the case for mouse Eprs gene in the example provided.
2. Related Cross References (Fig. 5 (2)). This section contains
mappings to external databases that relate to the protein or
complex report, such as UniProtKB in this example.
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3. Interactive Sequence View (Fig. 5 (3)). The sequence viewer
displays the protein sequence(s) defined in the entry with
modified sites highlighted (color-coded based on each PTM).
When the class includes more than one sequence (like our
example that includes all products of mouse Eprs), a multiple
sequence alignment is shown. Click on the magnifier glass to
zoom in and explore specific sequence sections. The sequence
viewer does not appear in protein complex reports.
4. Protein Forms/Complex Subunits. The Protein Forms section
(found in protein reports) lists all the proteoforms related to
the entry in a hierarchical way (Fig. 5 (4)). The Complex
Subunits section (found in complex reports) lists all the proteoforms that are components of the protein complex. In our
example, mouse Eprs has been observed as a phosphorylated
form (on Ser-999) and in the corresponding unphosphorylated form. The numbers in the orange and green boxes next
to the PRO ID indicate the presence of annotation or complex
information for the particular term, respectively (see steps 5
and 6 below).
5. Forms found in complexes (found in protein reports) (Fig. 5
(5)). This section lists all complexes that contain at least one
proteoform described on the page. For example, the Ser-999
phosphorylated form (PR:000037785) of Eprs is a component
of the mouse GAIT complex (PR:000037795). The green box
next to PR:000037785 in the Protein Forms table indicates
that it is found in a complex.
6. Functional Annotation (Fig. 5 (6)). Finally, this section shows
the annotation of the term, including functional and disease
information (source: PAF file). These annotations were contributed by the PRO consortium group and by community
annotators through RACE-PRO (see Subheading 3.1.4). This
table has two different views. The PRO-centric view displays
the annotations for each PRO term. The annotations refer to
different ontologies (e.g., GO and DO) as appropriate. On the
other hand, the GO-centric view clusters all the terms that
have a GO annotation in common. In that way you can see
similarities among terms.
3.1.3 Searching PRO

Searching can be performed by entering a keyword or ID in the
text Search PRO box on the right side of the homepage. For example, you can type the name of the protein for which you want to
find related terms. Alternatively, the advanced search can be
accessed by clicking on the Search PRO hyperlinked title above the
text entry box (Fig. 3 (3)) on the home page. The advanced search
page (Fig. 6) enables searches with Boolean operators (AND, OR,
NOT), as well as null (not present)/not null (present) searches
with several field options (see Note 1, Fig. 6 (1)).
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Fig. 6 Advance search and result. (1) Search boxes with Boolean operators; (2) quick links to popular searches;
(3) batch retrieval of terms using multiple identifiers; (4) result table; (5) display options to customize table
content; and (6) saving option

Figure 6 (1) shows an example of advanced search intended
to retrieve all PRO terms for mouse proteoforms (field->Taxon
ID, “10090” and field->category, “organism-modification”)
containing functional annotation (field->ontology ID, “not
null”). In addition, the “Quick Links” menu (Fig. 6 (2)) gives
direct access to popular searches (like searching for phosphorylated forms) and the “Batch Retrieval” link (Fig. 6 (3)) allows
entering multiple identifiers (e.g., PRO and UniProt) in a single search.
In our search, 138 mouse proteoforms are shown in a results
table (Fig. 6 (4)) with the following default columns: PRO ID,
PRO name, PRO Term Definition, Category, Parent (term ID),
and the searched fields. Some of the functionality in this page
includes:
–– Display Option (Fig. 6 (5)): Allows you to customize the result
table by adding or removing columns. Use > to add or < to
remove items from the list. Click the apply button for changes
to take effect.
–– Link to PRO entry reports: Clicking any hyperlinked PRO ID
takes you to the corresponding PRO Entry report page.
–– Link to hierarchical view: Clicking the blue hierarchy icon next
to a PRO ID opens the browser with the selected term
highlighted.
–– Save Result As (Fig. 6 (6)): Allows you to save the result table
as a tab-delimited file.
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The annotation section is a forum for community interaction.
There are two options: (1) the PRO tracker allows submission of
new terms requests or changes/comments on existing ones, and
(2) the rapid annotation interface, RACE-PRO, enables users to
contribute directly to the curation of proteoforms.
The RACE-PRO interface can be used to:
1. Submit a request for a PRO ID for a proteoform of interest
based on experimental evidence.
2. Add annotation to a proteoform or protein complex.
Currently, in most databases, the annotation is added to the
canonical protein. There is little or no distinction made
between functions of isoforms or modified forms. Using
RACE-PRO, the annotation can be associated with the most
appropriate protein form. Therefore if a paper shows that
only a phosphorylated form of isoform 2 of protein x is localized to the nucleus, then this annotation can be added only
to PRO entry for the phosphorylated form of isoform 2, and
not to others. Only experimental information is added.
Another important consideration is that information submitted via RACE-PRO has to be pertinent to a particular protein sequence in a particular species.

How to Use RACE-PRO

In this section, we will demonstrate how to create the Ser-999
phosphorylated proteoform of mouse Eprs described in
Subheading 3.1.2 and shown in the Protein Forms table in the
entry report in Fig. 5, based on the information found in
PMID:23071094. Before using RACE-PRO, the first step is to
check if the proteoform is already in PRO by searching for the
protein name or its UniProt accession in the search box on the
home page. If it is not already in PRO, proceed to the RACE-PRO
interface, as shown in Fig. 7. To access the RACE-PRO interface,
it is necessary to fill in minimal personal information (name, e-mail
address, institution) for the purpose of saving and accessing your
data and for communication; this information will not be distributed to any third party or made publically available. The save
option allows you to save your information to submit at a later
time. Submit is used when you are done with the entry.
Definition of the protein object: In this block, enter all the
information about a proteoform along with the evidence source.
1. Retrieve the sequence: Enter a UniProt accession to retrieve the
relevant sequence. For example, for mouse Eprs, enter
Q8CGC7 (see Note 2). The sequence will be displayed in the
box on the RACE-PRO page (see Note 3).
2. Specify sequence region: allows selection of a subsequence in the
case of cleaved products. After saving, the selected region will
be underlined.
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Fig. 7 RACE-PRO annotation interface
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3. Indicate post-translational modifications: to describe a modification, or multiple cooccurring modifications, enter the residue number and the type of modification (see Note 4). The
residue number should always refer to the sequence displayed
in the sequence box. After saving, the residue(s) will be highlighted (in this example residue: 999, modification: phosphorylation). Check that the highlighted residues are in the
expected positions. If there is no information about any posttranslational modification, then leave these field blanks. It is
also possible to indicate the modifying enzyme (e.g., kinase) if
such information is available.
4. Protein object name: add names by which this object is referred
to in the paper or source of data. By default the protein name
in the UniProt record is displayed. Additional synonyms can
be added separated by semicolons (;).
5. Evidence Source: Enter information about the source of the
proteoform information. In this example, select PMID from
the drop-down menu and add the ID 23071094. If the appropriate option is not present in the drop-down menu, use the
“Other” option. In addition, the Evidence code menu is used
to select if the information is experimental, based on similarity
to another proteoform or deduced by the user based on a combination of sources and knowledge.
6. Assay evidence: use this to indicate if the data is from in vivo or
in vitro experiments.
Annotation of the protein object: In this block annotation from
experimental data that is pertinent to the protein form described in
the previous section should be added. All the information about
the different columns in the table is described in the PAF guidelines. This section is optional.
What Happens Next?

An editor from the PRO team will review the entry and request any
additional information if needed. The corresponding PRO term
will be generated along with associated annotations (if submitted).
These will have the corresponding source attribution.

3.2 Interesting
Examples

14-3-3 proteins are a family of proteins that bind to phosphorylated proteins and can affect the function of the target protein in
many ways including the modulation of its enzyme activity, its subcellular localization, its structure and stability, or its molecular
interactions [30]. To identify proteins that are regulated by these
important modulators, search for terms that are annotated with
the GO term “14-3-3 protein binding” (GO:0071889). Select the
search field “Annotation term” and enter “14-3-3 protein binding” in the box. Some examples are listed in Table 1. As expected,

3.2.1 Proteoforms
with Common Annotation

PR:000027894 FOXO1-pSer249

Evidence source

PMID:18356527

PMID:12917326
PMID:16511560; PMID:16511572
PMID:16932738
PMID:20843328
PMID:17179159
PMID:11114197
PR:000044507; PR:P63104 PMID:15696159; PMID:16888623
PR:P63104
PMID:17287208
PR:P63104
PMID:10477722
PR:P62260
PMID:21242966
PR:000044507
PMID:19481529
PR:P61981
PMID:23695676
PR:P61981
PMID:23695676

Interaction with

14-3-3 protein binding PR:P62258
(GO:0071889)
PR:P27348; PR:P61981
PR:P63101
PR:O70456

Ontology term (ID)

NOT_has_function 14-3-3 protein binding
(GO:0071889)

HSF1-pSer303/pSer307
has_function
MDM4-pSer367/ub
BCL2-pSer75/pSer-99
RFWD2-pSer387
HDAC4-pS210/pS246
HDAC5-pSer259/pSer498
ABL1-pThr735
CTNNB1-pSer552
CSF2RB-pSer601
FBXO4-pSer12
PACS2-pSer437
PLK1-pSer99
PAK 4-pSer99/pSer474

PR:000025725
PR:000025837
PR:000026140
PR:000026848
PR:000029002
PR:000029006
PR:000044506
PR:000044510
PR:000044814
PR:000044815
PR:000044817
PR:000044818
PR:000044819

Relation

PRO short

PRO ID

Table 1
Proteoforms with 14-3-3 protein binding annotation (partial results)
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all the proteins listed are phosphorylated forms, although they may
contain other modifications as well. The specific 14-3-3 binding
partner is listed in the “interacts with” column. However, note
that the last entry, a phosphoproteoform of FOXO1, is explicitly
annotated as NOT binding to 14-3-3 proteins. Therefore, this last
example should be excluded in the final list of the phosphoproteoforms binding to 14-3-3 proteins.
3.2.2 Proteoform
Conservation
Across Species

The appetite-regulating hormone or Ghrelin is an endogenous
peptidic hormone regulating both hunger and adiposity [31].
Acylated ghrelin induces a positive energy balance, while deacylated ghrelin has been reported to be devoid of any endocrine
activities [32]. The hierarchy for this protein in PRO can be found
at http://www.proconsortium.org/cgi-bin/pro/browser_pro?ids=
PR:000007973#O and it reveals two isoforms: PR:000043841
and PR:000043842, with ortho-isoforms from human, mouse,
and rat as child terms. Moreover, the mouse and human active
cleaved acylated forms of Ghrelin are also conserved
(PR:000044483 and PR:000044484, respectively) and both
are children of the organism nonspecific modification term
(PR:000044482).
Following the previous example of the mouse Eprs, the
Interactive Sequence View (Fig. 5 (3)) can be used to check
the proteoform conservation between mouse and other species.
The link on the right upper corner of the viewer expands
the sequence viewer to include other related sequences in PRO.
Figure 8 shows the multiple alignment, in which the combination
of modified residues in each proteoform is highlighted. This particular example points to differences between human and other
species: human EPRS has two serine residues that can be phosphorylated (shown in gray in PR:P07814) whereas in other species
the first one is not conserved (e.g., it is asparagine in mouse).

Fig. 8 Sequence viewer for mouse Eprs proteoforms and related PRO terms. Multiple sequence alignment with
highlighting of the combination of modified residues in each proteoform (pink: experimentally shown to be
phosphorylated; gray: phosphorylation site conserved)
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3.2.3 Find Proteoforms
and Complexes Associated
with Disease

PRO includes annotations of proteoforms or complexes related to
disease. These annotations are connected to disease ontology terms
via two relations: associated_with_disease_progression and associated_with_disease_suppression. You can retrieve all the proteins
and complexes that have been annotated in the ontology with
“associated_with_disease_progression,” by searching for this relation in the ontology (select the search field “Relation” and enter
“association_with_disease_progression” in the box), or you could
find associations for a particular disease (select the search field
“Ontology term” and enter a disease name, e.g., “cancer”).

3.2.4 Comparing Protein
Complexes

The mitochondrial isocitrate dehydrogenase complex (NAD+)
catalyzes the oxidative decarboxylation of isocitrate and it is important for the regulatory control of mitochondrial energy metabolism. If you search PRO using “mitochondrial isocitrate
dehydrogenase complex (NAD+)” you will retrieve all the complexes currently in PRO, including a human, a yeast, and three
mouse complexes. All of these species-specific complexes are children of the complex term GO:0005962 mitochondrial isocitrate
dehydrogenase complex (NAD+). To review similarities and
differences between the different complexes, select all the checkboxes and then click on Cytoscape link. The graphical view will
open in a separate window. Figure 9 shows the complexes (squares)
and their protein components (circles) connected by the relation
has_component represented by the dashed arrows (see Note 5).
The parent GO complex term is defined in terms of the enzymatic
activity (Mitochondrial complex that possesses isocitrate dehydrogenase (NAD+) activity). The Cytoscape view of the organismspecific complexes reveals the different composition in yeast versus
the human and mouse. While the yeast complex is composed of
mitochondrial
isocitrate
dehydrogenase
complex (NAD+)

mitochondrial
isocitrate
dehydrogenase
complex (NAD+)
(human)

hIDH3A

hIDH3B

hIDH3G

mitochondrial
isocitrate
dehydrogenase
complex (NAD+)
(mouse)
mitochondrial
isocitrate
dehydrogenase
complex (NAD+)
B (mouse)

mIDH3B

mitochondrial
isocitrate
dehydrogenase
complex (NAD+)
(yeast)

mitochondrial
isocitrate
dehydrogenase
complex (NAD+)
A (mouse)

mIDH3G

mIDH3A

mIDH3A/iso:2

yIDH2nad

yIDH1nad

mIDH3A/iso:1

Fig. 9 Cytoscape view for the mitochondrial isocitrate dehydrogenase complex (NAD+) in PRO. Complexes are
represented by squares, proteins by circles. Solid arrows represent the is_a relation, while broken arrows
represent the has_component relation
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two distinct proteins, the human and mouse complexes all have
three. Selecting a node provides the definition of the term and also
links to its report. The relationship between the three complexes
for mouse is clearly show, with one being the parent of the other
two that differ with respect to which isoform of the alpha subunit
is present.
Another rich example is provided by complexes of cyclin-
dependent kinases (CDKs) with cyclins. CDKs are a family of multifunctional enzymes that can modify various protein substrates
involved in cell cycle progression. Their activity is controlled by
their phosphorylation state and their binding to a cyclin regulatory
subunit. All CDK:cyclin complexes in PRO are under cyclin-
dependent protein kinase holoenzyme complex (GO:0000307).
The hierarchical view of this term in PRO (http://www.proconsortium.org/cgi-bin/pro/browser_pro?ids=GO:0000307) lists all
the complexes of CDKs and cyclins that have been curated. The
Cytoscape view can provide a more granular level where the specific subunits, including the modifications, can be displayed. For
example, PRO contains five different “cyclin B1:cdk1 complex”
for humans which differ in the phosphorylation state of its component. Thus, the Cytoscape view in PRO facilitates the comparison
of complexes within and across species.

4 Notes
1. Search tips:
(a)	To retrieve all the entries from a given category, for example, all the nodes for gene product level, search by selecting the field “category” and entering “gene” in the box.
(b)	Some of the search fields are of the type null/not null.
This is the case for the ortho-isoform and ortho-modified
form. To retrieve the ortho-isoform entries, select the
search field ortho-isoform and type not null.
(c)	More details about the options for the DB ID, Modifiers,
and Relations fields are listed in the PAF guidelines
(see Subheading 2).
2. To search UniProt accessions at the UniProt website (www.
uniprot.org), enter the protein name and organism: eprs and
mouse into the search box. From the result list, check the one
that is relevant to your search. Alternatively, enter eprs and
then use the filter to select mouse as the organism. View likely
UniProt entries to confirm that it represents the protein of
interest. If a published paper describes a particular isoform,
also check if this isoform is already present in UniProt (in the
Sequences section). You can also enter UniProt identifiers for
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isoforms (a UniProtKB accession followed by a dash and a
number, e.g., Q8CGC7-1). If you have an identifier from a
different database, use UniProt’s ID mapping service (http://
www.uniprot.org/uploadlists/) to obtain the corresponding
UniProtKB accession and retrieve the sequence.
3. The UniProt sequence retrieved is formatted to show the residue numbers, and the organism box is automatically filled in.
4. If the modification is not in the list, use the “Other” option to
add it. These terms will be later mapped to the corresponding
PSI-MOD terms (e.g., Ser phosphorylation will become
MOD:00046). If the modification site is unknown, please
enter “?” in the residue number box. Enter one modification
site on each line. Use the [more] or [less] buttons to add or
remove a modification line.
5. The Cytoscape view may be complex, and you may want to
hide nodes to focus on a specific part of the graph. To hide all
the protein nodes, select “display option” from the top menu
bar and uncheck “All Protein” under “Nodes Type.”
Otherwise, selecting any node or set of nodes and right clicking will open a menu with the option to hide nodes.
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Chapter 4
CATH-Gene3D: Generation of the Resource and Its Use
in Obtaining Structural and Functional Annotations
for Protein Sequences
Natalie L. Dawson, Ian Sillitoe, Jonathan G. Lees, Su Datt Lam,
and Christine A. Orengo
Abstract
This chapter describes the generation of the data in the CATH-Gene3D online resource and how it can be
used to study protein domains and their evolutionary relationships. Methods will be presented for: comparing protein structures, recognizing homologs, predicting domain structures within protein sequences,
and subclassifying superfamilies into functionally pure families, together with a guide on using the
webpages.
Key words Protein domain, Database, Sequence, Structure, Classification, Annotation, Structural
model prediction, Function prediction

1 Introduction to CATH-Gene3D and Protein Structure Classifications
The first protein structure, myoglobin, was solved in the late 1950s
using X-ray crystallography. As the number of solved protein structures grew, a computational archive to collect, standardize, and
distribute this data was established in 1971, the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) [1]. When CATH [2] was first established, there were only
~3000 protein structures in the PDB, whereas in 2016 there are
now almost 110,000. This dramatic increase in size has made it
impractical for users to perform an exhaustive analysis of biologically meaningful information (such as common structural units and
distant evolutionary relationships) through manual inspection of
individual structures. However, this additional layer of information
would provide significant insight for the biological community
interested in studying the structural data available in the PDB.
CATH-Gene3D is a free, publicly available online resource
providing information on the evolutionary relationships of protein
domains through structural, sequence, and functional annotation
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_4, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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data. The CATH structural classification was established in the
mid-1990s and today contains 308,999 structural domains in version 4.1 (see Note 1). Additional sequence information for domains
with no experimentally determined structures is provided by the
sister resource, Gene3D. This uses the curated information in
CATH to predict an additional 53 million structural domain
assignments from databases of known protein sequences (v14).
The Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) resource [3]
was also created in the mid-1990s and like CATH, provides a comprehensive protein structure classification. CATH and SCOP classify protein domains from at least 80 % of proteins in the PDB
[56]. The mapping of protein folds between the two resources
suggests differences in the way domains have been clustered in
more general terms. However when considering the superfamily
level (which groups evolutionary relatives), approximately 70 % of
these clusters can be mapped between the two resources. The
SUPERFAMILY resource [4] is analogous to Gene3D: a sister
resource to SCOP, containing sequences from almost 2500 completely sequence genomes that have been assigned to SCOP
superfamilies.
SCOP has recently been succeeded by the prototype SCOP2
classification [5]. This resource allows a number of different types
of annotations and moves the structural classification from a hierarchical tree structure to a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Structural
and evolutionary relationships have been separated to allow more
complex relationships to be represented accurately. For example,
the graph structure allows proteins that are evolutionarily related
but have different folding arrangements to be linked. This was difficult in the previous hierarchical classification, in which the superfamily level was a grouping within the fold level.
Since SCOP and SCOP2 are not up-to-date with the latest version of the PDB, an extended version of SCOP, SCOPe, was recently
established by the Chandonia group [6]. SCOPe uses a combination
of automatic and manual curation methods to classify more recent
PDB structures and also corrects some errors in SCOP. The ASTRAL
database, which uses a sequence-based approach to classify recently
deposited PDB protein chains into SCOPe using the structural classification hierarchy in SCOP, is also incorporated and updated. New
protein chains are searched against SCOP using BLAST to look for
previously classified domains that are significantly similar in sequence
(i.e., have an E-value ≤10−4). The aligned match must also have high
coverage to the query sequence—only ten residues at each end can
be missing at most [6].
Another recent structural classification is the Evolutionary
Classification of Protein Domains, or ECOD [7], by the Grishin
group. Like SCOP, this only contains proteins with experimentally
determined structures. Similar to CATH and SCOP, protein
domains are hierarchically classified using evolutionary relationship
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information; however, this database focuses on finding remote
homologs and it is also updated every week. As of March 2016 it
contained 116,441 PDB structures.

2 Materials: Algorithms Used in the CATH-Gene3D Protocol
Below we describe the algorithms used to classify structures and
sequences in CATH-Gene3D. These include methods for assigning domain boundaries from structure, methods for identifying
homologs methods for subclassifying families within superfamilies
and detecting highly conserved sites, and methods for building 3D
models of structurally uncharacterized sequences in CATH
superfamilies.
2.1 Algorithms
to Identify Protein
Structural Domains

A protein domain can be defined as a compact, independently
evolving [8] structural unit found within a protein peptide chain.
Domains have a hydrophobic core, tend to fold independently, and
sometimes have their own independent function [9]. One or more
domains can be found in a protein chain, where their ordered combination is referred to as their multi-domain architecture (MDA).
Studies of domain annotations in completed genomes have shown
that over two-thirds of known proteins in prokaryotes and nearly
80 % of protein in eukaryotes contain two or more domains [8].

2.1.1 Sequence-Based
Methods for Recognizing
Domains in Proteins

Domain boundaries can be predicted by scanning a query protein
sequence against sequence profiles or hidden Markov models
(HMMs) built with SAM (Sequence Alignment and Modeling)
[10] from representative domain structures, e.g., in SCOP or
CATH [11]. The best matching HMM to the query is determined
and if it is a significant match (i.e., it has an E-value less than
0.001), the model may be used to predict domain boundaries.

2.1.2 Structure-Based
Methods for Recognizing
Domains in Proteins

The CATHEDRAL pipeline compares a query protein structure
against a library of previously classified structural domains in
CATH to infer domain boundaries. High scoring matches (i.e.,
matches with a SSAP score above 80 and an RMSD below 6 Å) to
this query protein structure can be used to predict domain boundaries. CATHEDRAL first compares the query structure against a
given domain fold library using GRATH, an algorithm based on
graph theory, which rapidly matches the query against putative
fold matches. However, as GRATH only uses secondary structure
element (SSE) information, it cannot provide the optimal alignment for all residues in a protein structure. Thus, putative matches
highlighted by GRATH are realigned in a pairwise manner using
the slower, but more accurate, SSAP algorithm [12]. This uses
double dynamic programming to produce structural alignments.
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The SSAP algorithm first calculates a view for each residue in
the two proteins. The view comprises the set of vectors (i.e., a vector view) from the Cβ atoms of a given residue to the Cβ atoms of
all other residues in the protein. SSAP compares pairs of residues
between the structures that have sufficiently similar structural
properties such as accessibility, secondary structure, and conformational torsion angles. The vector views for each putative equivalent
pair are compared, all vectors against all, and their similarity scores
stored in a 2D path matrix. The first round of dynamic programming is then used to find the highest scoring path through this
matrix giving the best alignment of the vector views. Scores along
this highest scoring path are then added to a summary score matrix.
Once all putative equivalent residue pairs have been compared in
this way, dynamic programming is used again to find the optimal
path through this summary matrix giving the final global alignment of the two protein structures [13].
2.1.3 Ab initio-Based
Methods for Detecting
Domain Boundaries
in Protein Structures

DETECTIVE [14], DOMAK [15], and PUU [16] are three ab-
initio methods designed to detect one or more protein domains
within a given protein structure. Each algorithm defines putative
domain boundaries using a different method, though each uses
atomic interaction information. DETECTIVE searches for the
hydrophobic core of each domain and residues in contact with this
core, DOMAK randomly splits a protein into two and analyzes the
number of atomic contacts between and within each half to determine if the split could represent different domains, and PUU calculates the oscillation of residue clusters as a single domain has its
own pattern of motion relative to other domains in the same protein. All three methods are able to identify discontiguous domains
and are discussed in more detail below.
The DETECTIVE algorithm is based upon the idea that a
domain has a hydrophobic core. An independent core is found
using secondary structure, side-chain accessibility, and side-chain-
side-chain contacts information. More specifically, the core is identified by finding nonpolar residues with low solvent accessibilities
that are within regular secondary structures (i.e., an alpha helix or
a beta-strand), and that interact with other nonpolar residues [17].
When the core has been defined, this central part of the domain is
built upon to initiate the assignment of domain boundaries. The
remaining residues in the protein are each searched against the
core residues, and if atomic contacts are made between a given pair
of residues (i.e., when two atoms are closer together than the sum
of their van der Waals (vdWs) radii plus 1 Å [17]), the residue is
provisionally assigned to that domain. Isolated residues are
removed and finally, if there are unassigned residues remaining, the
domain ends are extended to the ends of secondary structure
elements, and then extended to the N- and C-termini [14].
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The DOMAK algorithm is built upon the Rossmann and Liljas
concept [18] that protein domains have more internal contacts
than external. A protein is split into two arbitrary parts (A and B);
the number of internal contacts (residues within 5 Å) is counted
within each part and the number of external contacts between A
and B is calculated. As domains are compact entities, the ratio of
internal to external contacts will be large for a protein when the
two parts are distinct and therefore belong to different domains.
This process is iterated until all sets of arbitrary parts have been
analyzed and the best ratio is found [15].
PUU is based upon the concept that protein domains are compact entities that interact through noncovalent atomic interactions.
Each domain in a multidomain protein has its own continuous
motion in relation to neighboring domains, which is defined by
the strength of the atomic interactions at the domain’s interface
and the distribution of the domain’s mass. A time constant of relative motion (t) is calculated between clusters of residues by counting atoms and their contacting atom pairs. The higher the value of
t, the more likely it is that the clusters of residues belong to different domains [16].
While each of these three methods reported 70–80 % accuracy
when they were benchmarked using a manually curated dataset
from CATH, they frequently (~80–90 % of the time) differed in
their boundary assignments suggesting that, although they provide
a good initial guide to domain boundaries, some level of manual
curation is advisable [19].
2.2 Algorithms Used
to Recognize Protein
Homologs

Protein 3D structure is generally more highly conserved than protein sequence, with the exception of some homologs whose structures are highly diverged. These very remote homologs can still be
recognized if they contain certain highly conserved sequence
motifs, associated with the domain [20]. Furthermore, structural
similarity alone is not a sufficient indicator of homology as there
are clearly constraints on the ways in which proteins fold and secondary structures pack together. Therefore, it is advisable to use
both structure- and sequence-based methods in the search for
homologs.

2.2.1 Structure-Based
Comparison Methods

The CATHEDRAL structure comparison pipeline [21], described
in Subheading 2.1 above, is used to find the most significant fold
matches in CATH for a query protein.
Other popular structural comparison algorithms that are also
used in the CATH classification protocol to validate structural similarities include: STRUCTAL [22] and TM-align [23]. STRUCTAL
starts with an initial alignment based on a preliminary sequence
alignment of the two structures. It then superimposes the structures,
infers a new structure-based alignment from the superposition, and
iterates. It uses dynamic programming and relies on a Kabsch RMSD
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rotation matrix to find the optimal rotation and translation in terms
of RMSD between the structures being aligned [24].
TM-align performs a pairwise protein structural alignment
using three different methods to generate initial structural alignments, which are then superposed using the TM-score rotation
matrix derived from these initial alignments. The three different
methods involve: (1) the use of dynamic programming to structurally align secondary structures, (2) gapless threading of the smaller
structure onto the larger structure, and (3) the use of dynamic
programming on a summary 2D matrix that combines the scoring
matrices from steps (1) and (2). The process of creating alignments
and superpositions is iterative and repeated until the alignment is
stable [23].
The TM-score (i.e., Template Model-score) calculated by
TM-align ranges from 0 to 1.0, and was originally developed to
measure structural similarity between a protein model and an
experimentally solved structure, but it can also be applied to pairs
of experimentally solved structures. A score greater than 0.5 generally reflects that the two protein structures have the same fold in
CATH or SCOP, for example [23].
2.2.2 Sequence-Based
Comparison Methods

Pairwise sequence comparison methods are used to identify closely
related homologs and are much faster than most residue-based
structure comparison methods as they are simply comparing linear
strings. Pairwise Needleman-Wunsch-based sequence alignments
can be used to find closely related homologs i.e., domains sharing
at least 35 % sequence identity.
Profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) exploit residue preference information in a multiple sequence alignment of protein
relatives and are similar to sequence profiles in that they calculate
amino acid frequency at each alignment position. In addition,
they also calculate the probabilities for insertions and deletions at
each position [25], providing a probability distribution over a significant number of diverse sequences [26]. The jackhmmer algorithm from the HMMER3 suite [27] uses an iterative process to
search a query protein sequence against a large protein sequence
database (e.g., UniProt [28]) to create an increasingly sensitive
profile HMM.
The Profile Comparer (PRC) algorithm [29] performs a pairwise HMM comparison by aligning a profile HMM against a
library of profile HMMs and calculates a score. An E-value is
reported to indicate the significance of the score.
Another popular tool for detecting remote protein homologs
is HHpred [30], which can also be used in structure prediction to
create alignments between a query sequence and suitable templates. The HHpred webserver searches a query sequence or a
multiple sequence alignment against a wide choice of databases
such as PDB, SCOP [3], and Pfam [31]. For a given query
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sequence, an alignment is built using PSI-BLAST [32] then a profile HMM generated from this alignment. The query HMM is
then compared with each HMM in the selected database using the
HHsearch software [30].
2.3 Algorithms
to Subclassify
Superfamilies

The FunFHMMER algorithm is a sequence-based method used to
subclassify homologous superfamily members into functional families, or FunFams. FunFams ideally represent groups of sequences
that perform the same or very similar functions. For each superfamily, members are grouped using a profile-based, hierarchical
agglomerative clustering method [33]: all sequences in the superfamily are first clustered into groups with at least 90 % sequence
identity. Sequences in these groups are multiply aligned to generate sequence profiles, which are then compared in a pairwise manner and merged if they display significant similarity. This process is
iterated to construct a hierarchical tree reflecting sequence relationships within the superfamily.
Subsequently, functionally coherent families or FunFams are
identified using a method that decides where to cut the tree, i.e.,
whether two nodes (i.e., sequence clusters) can be considered
functionally related. This exploits the GroupSim method of Capra
and Singh [34] to recognize differences in specificity-determining
residues (SDRs) between sequence clusters associated with the
nodes. These are residues that are differentially conserved in the
two clusters being compared.

2.4 Algorithms
to Identify Conserved
Residue Sites

The Scorecons algorithm [35] is used to find highly conserved
sites within CATH functional families that could coincide with
functional sites. This method uses entropy information to quantify
the amino acid conservation at each residue position in a multiple
sequence alignment. A conservation score between 0 and 1 is
assigned to each alignment position, where 0 reflects no conservation and 1 reflects complete conservation. A Dayhoff-like data
matrix [36] is used to calculate amino acid diversity at each alignment position. The total diversity of the positions in the alignment
is also calculated as the DOPs score (Diversity Of Positions), which
takes into account the number of different conservation scores and
their relative frequency. This score ranges from 0 to 100, where 0
indicates no diversity and that all positions have the same
conservation score, through to 100 where all positions have different scores [35]. Multiple alignments having a DOPS score of 80 or
more are considered sufficiently diverse to identify conserved sites.

2.5 Algorithms
to Find Structural
Templates and Build
Structural Models

Structural models are built for structurally uncharacterized sequences
in CATH FunFams where there is at least one structural relative available to use as a template structure. Sequences within each FunFam
are first aligned using the HHalign algorithm [25] and this alignment
is then submitted to the MODELLER homology modeling platform
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developed by the Sali Group [37, 38]. Model quality is assessed using
the DOPE (Discrete Optimized Protein Energy) algorithm provided
by the MODELLER suite. DOPE is a statistical potential based on
the finite size and spherical shape of proteins. Medium and high quality models (i.e., models with a normalized DOPE score less than
zero) are then displayed on the Gene3D website.

3 Methods: The CATH-Gene3D Platform
3.1 Identifying New
Protein Domain
Structures

New protein entries are downloaded every week from the PDB and
split into constituent polypeptide chains, which are processed separately (see a simplified flow chart in Fig. 1). A fast sequence scan is
performed against all other chains waiting to be processed: those
chains with at least 35 % sequence identity are retained in a “holding pen” so as to reduce the redundancy and volume of the structures being processed. Those chains with less than 35 % sequence
identity are compared with other chains that have already been
“chopped” into domains. If there is a previously annotated chain
with high sequence similarity and residue overlap (≥ 80 % sequence
identity, 80 % overlap of residues in the larger chain with smaller
chain), the domain predictions are inherited onto this new chain.
Otherwise, additional sequence- (CATH-HMM-Scan),
structure- (CATHEDRAL [21]), and ab initio-based (PUU [16],

Fig. 1 Steps taken to predict putative domain boundaries and use them to “chop” a protein chain into domains,
either automatically or through manual curation
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DETECTIVE [14], DOMAK [15]) scans are performed to provide predictions of the most likely structural domain boundaries.
In cases where a confident automated prediction cannot be made,
human experts assign domain boundaries manually (through internal web pages).
3.2 Assigning
Domains
to Superfamilies

The structures and sequences of newly identified structural domains
are then compared against a library of nonredundant domains
previously classified in CATH superfamilies to search for domains
sharing sufficient levels of similarity to infer that the domains share
a common evolutionary ancestor.
For classifying batches of new domains, domains are first clustered into homologous groups to reduce the time and effort
required for classification. The new domains are compared
sequence-wise against all other domains to be processed: again,
those domains with at least 35 % sequence identity are temporarily
retained in a “holding pen” (as previously described). Domains
with less than 35 % sequence identity (i.e., those novel enough to
act as sequence representatives) are compared against domains
assigned in CATH using HMM-HMM (PRC) and structure-based
(CATHEDRAL) comparison methods. The HMM-HMM-based
algorithms have been carefully benchmarked and are often sensitive
enough to detect remote homologs [19].
HMM libraries are produced for CATH superfamilies using
HMMER3 software [27]. Multiple HMMs are built for each
superfamily; one for each cluster of superfamily members grouped
at 35 % sequence identity (i.e., for each superfamily S35 group; see
Subheading 3.3 for details). These models are built by using the
HMM building tool jackhammer [27] to search against the
UniRef90 sequence database [28] with five iterations. This ensures
that more remote homologs are incorporated in the HMM, which
in turn increases the sensitivity of searches against the resulting
HMM. A pairwise comparison of these HMMs is performed using
the PRC algorithm [29], which aligns a profile HMM of the query
against a library of profile HMMs.
The structures of newly identified domains are scanned against
a library of nonredundant structural representatives from each
CATH superfamily using the CATHEDRAL pipeline described in
Subheading 2.1.2.
Two out of three of the following criteria need to be met for
domains to be considered homologous: significant sequence similarity (≥ 35 % or a statistically significant E-value from the PRC comparison), high structural similarity (SSAP score ≥80), evidence in the
literature, or a public repository of experimentally supported functional similarity. If the information obtained for a new query domain
satisfies these criteria, the domain can be automatically assigned to
the same CATH superfamily as the matched proteins; otherwise,
manual curation by human experts is performed (see Note 2).
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Structural and sequence matches to several diverse relatives within a
CATH superfamily provide added confidence to the homology
assignment.
The detection of homology can be difficult in the case of very
distantly related (i.e., remote) homologs. A supervised support
vector machine (SVM) algorithm has recently been developed
which combines all the available evidence on structural and
sequence similarity for known relatives in CATH and provides a
powerful predictor capable of identifying remote evolutionary relationships. CATH-SVM was trained by providing a list of homologous and nonhomologous domain pairs as examples of positive
and negative results. All pairs were associated with scores of structure (SSAP) and sequence (PRC) similarity along with a number of
other metrics (size, residue overlap, etc.). The SVM then learns the
optimal way of combining these scores to distinguish whether or
not two domains are homologous. Careful benchmarking using a
set of manually curated homologs allows more than 85 % of new
domains to be assigned to an existing superfamily in CATH (with
an error rate of 5 %).
3.3 The CATH
Classification
of Protein Structures:
the Hierarchy

Domains are assigned to different levels in the CATH hierarchy
using a variety of information, which is dependent upon the level.
There are four major levels: class (C), architecture (A), topology or
fold group (T), and homologous superfamily (H) (see Fig. 2).
At the Class or C-Level, domains are clustered according to
the percentage of a-helices or beta-strands that they contain. This
level is split into four categories: mainly alpha, mainly beta, mixed
alpha and beta, and few secondary structures. Domains are then
grouped into their architectures at the A-Level, which is determined
by how the secondary structures are arranged in 3D space. There
are 40 distinct architectures in CATH version 4.1. Assignments to
the C and A levels are mostly manual. The top three most highly
populated architectures (in terms of structural domain count) in
the three main structural classes are (in descending order for each
class): Orthogonal Bundle (1.10), Up-down Bundle (1.20), Alpha
Horseshoe (1.25); Beta 2-layer Sandwich (2.60), Beta Barrel
(2.40), Beta Roll (2.30); Alpha-Beta 3-Layer(aba) Sandwich
(3.40), Alpha-Beta 2-Layer Sandwich (3.30), Alpha-Beta Barrel
(3.20). These architectures comprise approximately 81 % of all
structural domains in CATH.
The T-Level provides information on how secondary structure
elements are connected and their 3D arrangement. Domains are
clustered at the T-level according to their general structural similarity. At the H-Level, domains are only grouped if there is good
evidence that they are related by evolution, i.e., they are homologous (see Subheading 3.2 for more details).
In addition to the major levels of the hierarchy there are further levels representing different degrees of sequence similarity.
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Fig. 2 The top three levels of the CATH structural domain classification hierarchy:
Class (or C-level) that is based on the secondary structure content, Architecture
(A-level) that captures how the secondary structures are arranged in three-
dimensional space, and Topology or fold (T-level) that provides information on
the connectivity of the secondary structure elements and their three-dimensional
arrangement

For example, within each H-Level, domains are grouped using
multi-linkage clustering at different significant sequence similarity
levels: 35, 60, 95, and 100 %. A list of representative domains is
provided for each sequence cluster within each CATH superfamily
(e.g., S35, S60 clusters), with each representative symbolizing a
group of domains with a common minimum sequence identity.
For example, within a homologous superfamily there may be one
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or more S35 clusters and each domain within a S35 cluster shares
at least 35 % sequence identity. More recently introduced to
CATH, a nonredundant data set analogous to the ASTRAL40 data
set (based on the SCOP classification) [54, 55] is also provided.
3.4 Subclassification
of Superfamilies

Some superfamilies in CATH-Gene3D can be very large and
diverse in terms of sequence, structure, and function. Figure 3
shows that the largest 100 superfamilies (in terms of the number of
structural domains within them) contain over half the total number of structural domains in CATH.
As previously mentioned, superfamily members are subclassified in terms of sequence identity to produce the SOLID sequence
clusters (i.e., relatives clustered at 35 % (S), 60 % (O), 95 % (L),
and 100 % (I) sequence identity respectively. The final cluster (D)
contains the individual domains within the superfamily).

Fig. 3 The most populated 100 CATH superfamilies according to the number of predicted domains. An example
nonredundant sequence representative from each of the top five superfamilies is shown
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Fig. 4 Structural diversity in the “Nitrogenase molybdenum iron protein domain” superfamily (ID: 3.40.50.1980).
This is a highly structural diverse superfamily with eight SSG9 clusters. The smallest (a) and largest (b) domain
structures from the superfamily, and a superposition of all nonredundant relatives (at 35 % sequence identity)
in the superfamily (c)

Structurally similar groups, or SSGs, are subgroups of superfamily
members where the structures can be superposed with an RMSD
less than 9 Å. Even in a superfamily with highly diverse sequences
and structures (see the example in Fig. 4), the superposition in
Fig. 4c shows that the related protein structures can remain highly
conserved, as shown by the visible structural “core.”
3.4.1 Subclassification
into Functional Families

The FunFHMMER algorithm (see Subheading 2.3) is used to subclassify CATH superfamilies into FunFams. Independent validation of this approach by the international experiment, CAFA
(Critical Assessment of Function Annotation) has shown FunFams
to be highly competitive in the assignment of functional a nnotations
to uncharacterized sequences [39]. FunFams have also been shown
to be useful for repurposing drugs [40] and for selecting suitable
structural templates when building 3D models. There are almost
93,000 FunFams in the latest version of CATH (v4.1), which
comprise 42 % of all domain sequences in CATH-Gene3D.

3.5 The Addition
of Sequence Relatives
and Structural Models

There has been an exponential increase in sequence data in recent
years and only a small percentage of these sequences have experimentally characterized 3D structures. As of February 2016 there
are, for example, over 60 million protein sequences in the UniProt
Knowledgebase (UniProtKB) (http://www.uniprot.org), whereas
there are ~110,000 protein structures in the PDB (http://www.
ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/). However, we know that protein domains that
share significant sequence similarity adopt very similar structures,
so we can use fast sequence searching tools to predict the locations
of CATH structural domains for these genomic sequences.
Additionally, these protein sequences have a great deal of important and useful experimental annotation, which, once associated
with CATH domains, can be brought back into our database.
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This has allowed us to improve our understanding of the
sequence/structure/function relationships within superfamilies.
Protein domain sequences that lack experimental structural
evidence are stored in the Gene3D resource. Gene3D is principally a resource of protein domain assignments using profile
Hidden Markov Models (pHMMs) [41] built using known CATH
domains as the starting sequence. Briefly, an HMM is built for
each of the CATH S95 representative superfamily domain
sequences using jackhmmer (see Subheading 2.2.2), with UniRef90
as the reference sequence database. Inclusion bit-score cut-off values for each HMM model are determined by benchmarking the
set of known CATH domain assignments from the PDB (using a
residue-based mapping to UniProt via the SIFTS resource [42]).
Since the FunFams have been shown to be structurally coherent
groupings of relatives [43] and therefore likely to provide good
domain boundaries in new sequence relatives mapped to the
FunFam, we also build HMMs for each FunFam from the multiple sequence alignments of relatives in the FunFam. A combined
library of these HMMs is then used to predict domain assignments in query sequences using hmmsearch from the HMMER3
software package.
Once each domain has a predicted superfamily assignment, the
set of FunFam HMMs in these superfamilies are scanned to provide
functional annotations and potential refinements to the domain
boundaries.
The domain assignment process can result in overlapping
assignments from different HMMs and we have been using a
modified version of the maximum weighted clique algorithm,
DomainFinder [44] to resolve these overlaps. However, for some
sequences this method fails to run (e.g., Titin), even on machines
with large amounts of memory. To address this issue and enable
domain assignments from a mixture of different HMM libraries,
a new algorithm was implemented. This uses dynamic programming to find the optimum domain assignment using an adaptation of the Weighted Interval Scheduling algorithm for DOMain
assignment (WISdom). This method picks the set of nonoverlapping domain assignments with the highest sum of bit-scores, with
some adaptions from the basic weighted interval scheduling to
allow a small level of overlap. These allowed overlaps are subsequently trimmed back to different degrees depending on the
confidence of the prediction.
This algorithm has proven to be both fast and portable and
allows the Gene3D assignment pipeline to be provided to users
as a standalone package that can be run locally, for example on
metagenomics datasets. The current release of Gene3D (v14.0)
assigns nearly 54 million CATH domains to over 43 million protein sequences for ~20,000 cellular genomes [45]. The number
of domain assignments extends to over 65 million domain
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assignments when Pfam domains are added to regions not
assigned a CATH domain.
3D structural models have recently been added to the
Gene3D resource to increase the amount of structural information available. Over 63,000 structural models have been generated for structurally uncharacterized sequences in the Human
and Drosophila melanogaster genomes. These models were built
using FunMod, an in-house structural modeling platform.
FunMod identifies structural templates for query sequences using
FunFHMMer [46], BLAST [47], and HHsearch [25].
FunFHMMer is used to recognize domains that can be assigned
to a CATH FunFam. Such domains are aligned against the
FunFam multiple alignment using HHalign. Otherwise, to model
sequences unrelated to domains in CATH FunFams, sequences
are scanned against PDB sequences using BLAST and HHsearch
to identify significant matches (determined using safe E-value
thresholds). The sequence alignment tool HHalign [25] is used
to align the query and template sequences before submitting
them to the comparative modeling program MODELLER [38].
FunMod generated models based on FunFam selected templates
and alignments have been shown to be of higher quality than
those generated by selecting templates using default BLAST or
HHpred search strategies and therefore FunFams are always
searched first [45].
The Gene3D data can be used in a number of ways. Details
for an individual protein’s domain assignments can be quickly
accessed using the search box on the Gene3D website (http://
gene3d.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/). The data can also be used in a comparative genomics setting, i.e., to compare domain assignments
between species and analyze lineage-specific innovations [48] (see
Fig. 5 for an example of how superfamilies can expand in different
ways in different organisms).
Information from other resources has also been integrated in
Gene3D, for example protein annotations from UniProt [28].
These include genetic variation and post-translational modification
(PTM) data. Biologists can use this data to examine how residue
mutations are distributed in a particular domain structure of a 3D
model.
Gene3D also imports drug annotations from DrugBank [49]
and interaction data from the curated IntAct Molecular Interaction
database [50]. For many interactions in IntAct there is information
on subregions of the proteins that participate or influence the interaction. Many of these subregions overlap well with domain regions
in Gene3D and we provide a domain-centric means of visualizing
these data in Gene3D (Fig. 6). The data for Gene3D is made available for all Ensembl Genomes on the web site (http://download.
cathdb.info/gene3d/CURRENT_RELEASE/).
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Fig. 5 Comparative genomic analysis of the top 200 CATH superfamilies across the pan-compara genomes. (a)
Shows a normalized heatmap where the depth of color corresponds to a greater number of FunFams for that
superfamily. Columns correspond to genomes (red = Metazoans, green = Eukaryotes, gray = Prokaryotes).
Rows correspond to superfamilies: the row marked with an asterisk and blue bar is for the SHC-adaptor CATH
superfamily (CATH ID: 3.30.505.10), which has a function in phospho-tyrosine binding. From the heatmap it
can be seen this superfamily clusters with superfamilies that have expanded (in terms of FunFams) in
Metazoans. (b) NCBI taxonomic tree of pan-compara eukaryotic genomes, with the node size corresponding to
the number of different FunFams for the SHC-adaptor superfamily

4 Using the CATH-Gene3D Resource
This section provides step-by-step descriptions on how to access
information in the CATH-Gene3D database using: the classification hierarchy (Subheading 4.1), the homologous superfamily
pages (Subheading 4.2), a new protein structure (Subheading 4.3),
or anew protein sequence (Subheading 4.4). Accession of the
FunFam data is described in Subheading 4.5. The starting point for
all this information is the CATH-Gene3D home page at www.
cathdb.info (see Fig. 7).
4.1 Browsing
the Classification
Hierarchy

Browsing the CATH classification hierarchy provides access to all
the domains classified in CATH, their evolutionary relationships,
and their structural properties.
1. Select the red “Browse” button on the CATH-Gene3D
homepage (see Fig. 8a).
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Fig. 6 Example subregion interactions for a selection of P300 protein domains. The large circular nodes (with
images in the case of available CATH domains) show example domains from P300_HUMAN and the label
shows its domain family code and amino acid regions, while the smaller nodes represent proteins that have
evidence of interacting with that region. The width of the edge indicates how specific the annotation is to the
sequence covered by the domain. Blue links indicate where mutations are known to affect the interaction in
that domain

2. The CATH structural classification hierarchy can be viewed
with either the tree browser or the sunburst diagram.
3. The tree browser provides access to the hierarchy as though it
is a file system. At the root of the tree there are the four main
CATH classes. Click on an entry to expand a class “C” level
(e.g., 1 Mainly Alpha; see Fig. 8b) and reveal the architecture
“A” levels below.
4. Information on the left-hand side of the page will appear
throughout browsing the hierarchy, detailing the number of
domains classified at the current selected level and at each subsequent hierarchical level, together with an example domain
for the selected level of the hierarchy (i.e., the class level; see
Fig. 8c). This example domain can be selected to find out more
information. The PDB file for the domain can be downloaded
by clicking on the link named, “[PDB].”
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Fig. 7 The CATH-Gene3D home page, providing links to browse the CATH hierarchy, and search CATH by
sequence (FASTA) or structure (PDB). There is also a free text search bar at the top right of the page

5. Click on an entry to expand an A level (e.g., 1.25 Alpha
Horseshoe) and reveal the topology/fold “T” levels below.
6. Click on an entry to expand a T level (e.g., 1.25.10 Leucine-
rich Repeat Variant) and reveal the homologous superfamilies
“H” within.
7. Click on the superfamily entry you wish to explore further
(e.g., 1.25.10.10 Leucine-rich Repeat Variant). A green button,
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Fig. 8 Browsing the CATH structural classification hierarchy. (a) The classification can be accessed by
clicking on the red “Browse” button. (b) Subsequent levels of the classification can be explored by selecting a class. (c) The number of different instances at each subsequent classification level is provided on the
left-hand side (see left-hand red box), and all instances of the architecture, “A,” level are displayed
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Fig. 9 Example of the CATH hierarchical structure for domain classification. Clicking on a superfamily entry in
the tree browser brings up summary information, including the number of domain members, and an example
domain ID and image (left-hand red box). A green button on the left-hand side, “Go to Superfamily,” is provided
that opens up the corresponding superfamily home page when selected

“Go to Superfamily,” will appear on the left-hand side (see Fig. 9).
Select this button to be taken to the domain superfamily page.
8. To view the CATH hierarchy with the sunburst diagram, click
the “Sunburst” tab toward the top of the page.
9. The root of the tree is represented by the innermost circle (in
gray). Moving outward, the red layer represents the four
classes, which are each split into their architectures (in green),
topologies (in blue), and finally homologous superfamilies (in
yellow). Move the mouse of each section to view its name, ID,
and representative domain.
10. Click on any section to redraw the diagram and only show sections within that branch of the tree. To restore the diagram to
its original form, click on the gray innermost circle.
4.2 Exploring
the Superfamily Pages

As of 2016, almost 308,999 domains have been assigned to 2737
superfamilies. Figure 10 shows the summary web page for an
example superfamily, through which all the domain superfamily
relatives can be explored.
1. Enter a domain superfamily ID into the search bar of the
CATH-Gene3D home page (e.g., 3.40.50.620 for the HUPs
superfamily).
2. Select the relevant superfamily from the search results.
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Fig. 10 Example of the summary web page provided for each superfamily. Users can access information on
GO terms, EC, and species diversity, together with structural diversity, domain organization (through
ArchSchema), and enzyme function diversity (through FunTree). The Sequence/Structure Diversity plot at
the bottom of the page indicates the relative position of the selected superfamily (red dot) in terms of its
members’ sequence diversity (i.e., number of S35 clusters, see Subheading 3.3 for details) and structure
diversity (i.e., number of SSGs, see Subheading 3.4 for details) compared to all of CATH (gray dots). On the
left-hand side of the page, all functional families having at least one experimental GO term characterization
are listed in a tree, clustered into structural similarity groups. Users can click on these to view functional
family information (see Subheading 4.5)

3. The domain superfamily web page provides many different
types of information (see Fig. 10). A superfamily summary is
provided on the right-hand side detailing the sequence, structure, function, and species diversity.
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4. To explore the sequence diversity, an overview of the structural
domains within a superfamily is provided under “Classification/
Domains” in the left-hand menu, which shows how the
domains group into sequence-based similarity clusters (see
Subheading 3.4 for more details on sequence similarity clusters). At the bottom of the superfamily summary page, a comparison of sequence diversity (based upon the number of S35
sequence families) against structural diversity for all superfamilies is plotted. Your query superfamily is shown as a red dot,
with all other superfamilies in gray to put it into context in
terms of sequences and structure diversity.
5. To explore the structural diversity, look at the “Superfamily
Superposition” and the “Structural Neighborhood” pages
using the left-hand menu on the superfamily summary page.
The superfamily superposition is an effective way of observing
the structural conservation and diversity across its members.
S35 representative domains are used to create the superposition, which can be downloaded as an image or a PyMOL file.
The structural neighborhood page describes structural
neighbors inside and outside the superfamily. An interactive
plot is loaded for both, where clicking on a point will load a
window describing the pair of structural domain neighbors in
terms of their superfamily IDs, length, sequence identity,
sequence overlap, normalized RMSD, and SSAP score.
6. To explore the functional diversity, mouse-over the “GO
Diversity” and “EC diversity” pie charts, click on their “Unique
GO/EC terms” links, and click on the “Functional
Annotations” in the left-hand menu.
7. To explore the species diversity, mouse-over the “Species
Diversity” pie chart and click on the “Unique Species” link
underneath for more details.
4.3 Using CATH
to Perform StructureBased Comparisons

CATHEDRAL can be used to perform a structural search of a
query structure against CATH. Figure 11 describes the steps taken
in an example scan with a query structure to search for structural
matches to a CATH domain fold and homologs.
1. Click on the “Search” button on the CATH-Gene3D home
page.
2. Select “Search By Structure”.
3. Upload a query PDB file and click “Submit” or “Reset” to
start again. In this example, we will submit the PDB file of the
recently deposited crystal structure, 4RGH (see Fig. 11a).
4. On the next page there is an option for users to select a particular chain to be scanned (if the protein has multiple
chains) against CATH (see Fig. 11b). Select a chain to be
scanned and/or view the match already found using a sequence
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Fig. 11 Performing a structural search against CATH, using as an example case PDB 4RGH, a recently deposited PDB structure (February 2016) downloaded from the PDBe. (a) The PDB file is uploaded and submitted to
the search tool. (b) The details of the uploaded PDB are provided, along with links to any sequence matches
found in CATH. The protein is split into chains, and the user is given the option to run a structural scan against
one or more of them. (c) Once the scan has been submitted, its progress can be monitored and/or the user can
return to the previous page to submit a scan for another chain. (d) The CATHEDRAL scan results are shown for
chain A and the most confident domain matches, ordered by decreasing SSAP score. Structural matches are
colored green through to red to indicate their significance based on their SSAP score and RMSD value: a match
with a SSAP score above 80 and an RMSD below 5 Å is likely to be a homolog

comparison method. In this example, we will submit the
structure of chain A for scanning.
5. When a structure has been submitted for scanning, links are
provided to monitor the progress of the scan and to allow the
user to return to their uploaded data (see Fig. 11c). The latter
takes the user back to step 3, where another chain can be
selected for scanning, for example.
6. When the scan results are ready, a page similar to Fig. 11d will
be generated. A scatter plot is generated, where each colored
dot represents a matching CATH domain and the position of
the dot is based upon two different measures of structural
similarity: RMSD on the x-axis and SSAP score on the y-axis.
The best matching domain to the submitted query will have
the lowest RMSD and the highest SSAP score. Matches are
colored from green for the most confident results through to
red for the least confident results with the size of the colored
dot representing the percentage overlap for the alignment
between the query and match structures. The details of each
match are listed in a table below the graph. For example, the
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most confident match for the example scan, chain A from
PDB 4RGH, is the domain 3s8iA00 (belonging to the superfamily 2.40.70.10). This is colored green due to the aligned
pair having a low RMSD of 0.9 and a high SSAP score of
95.0. This dot is large compared to others in the scatter plot
to highlight good overlap between the query and match
aligned structures.
7. To find more information about domains related to a matched
domain, click on the “Show related domains” button in any of
the table rows. Each related domain ID is listed together with
an image of itself, the number of residues it contains, and its
full classification (i.e., both the CATH and SOLID levels).
Clicking on the “Download” button downloads this information about all of the related domains. Clicking on a domain ID
within the list opens the summary web page for that domain.
4.4 Sequence-Based
Searches of CATH
Superfamilies

Users can submit their own sequence of interest to CATH and run a
sequence search to identify previously classified homologous domains
and functional annotations based on the Functional Families
(FunFams, see explanation in Subheading 2.4) to which constituent
domains in the query sequence may belong (see Note 3).
1. Click on the “Search” button on the CATH-Gene3D
homepage.
2. Select “Search By Sequence”. Enter a sequence in FASTA format or sequence identifier. Several examples are provided
under “Examples.” The example “FASTA sequence” is shown
in Fig. 12a. Click the green “Search” button (see Fig. 12a).
3. Following submission, the progress of the scan will be
reported. A tick will appear at each of the four stages (shown
in Fig. 12b) upon completion and the pipeline section will
turn green. When the final stage of the scan has been completed, the CATH structural domain matches and the CATH
functional family matches found can be viewed using the
respective “Found X matches” buttons, where X equals the
number of matches found (see Fig. 12b).
4. Clicking of the “Found 47 matches” button loads the functional family matches results page, which displays the most
confident domain matches across the query sequence (if there
are significantly scoring matches, see Fig. 12c). Each domain
identified (that belongs to a functional family) is represented
by a different row and may be discontiguous. Information provided for each domain match includes: the domain boundary
positions, its superfamily and FunFam IDs, and the E-value.
5. To find out more about a domain match, click on a functional
family name of interest within the “Match” column.
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Fig. 12 A sequence of interest can be searched against CATH to look for homologous domains and functional
annotations using the CATH FunFams. (a) Enter either a sequence of interest in FASTA format or a UniProt ID
and select “Submit.” (b) Select the green “Matches found” button when the search has run. (c) The results
page

4.5 Exploring
the FunFam Data

Functional family (FunFam) data can be explored within a superfamily of interest using the CATH webpages. These web pages are
similar to the superfamily pages in that they both describe sets of
CATH domains. Similarities can be seen in terms of the GO, EC,
and taxonomy pie charts, and the summary statistics section.
1. Use the search bar on the CATH-Gene3D homepage to search
for and select a superfamily of interest, for example the HUPs
superfamily: 3.40.50.620 (see Subheading 4.2 for more details
on superfamily pages).
2. Select a FunFam by clicking on an entry in the tree on the left-
hand side of the page or via the “Alignments” tab. Select the
“Alignments” tab to open a webpage where keywords can be
used to browse through the FunFams.
3. A FunFam summary webpage has a summary of GO, EC, and
taxonomy diversity displayed as pie charts. Mouse-over the pie
charts to see the breakdown of the annotations. Click on the
links below the pie charts to see the list of unique terms.
4. Click on the “Alignment” tab to view the multiple sequence
alignment for the FunFam and the structure of the representative CATH domain in the context of the whole PDB structure
(see Fig. 13). Highly conserved positions in the multiple
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Fig. 13 The “Alignment” tab of a FunFam web page, which displays the interactive 3D structure of the representative CATH domain in the context of the whole PDB structure. Below the structure is the FunFam multiple
sequence alignment, truncated to up to 200 sequences (for visualization purposes) where the highly conserved positions are colored red

sequence alignment are highlighted in red (i.e., alignment
positions with a conservation score greater than 0.7, calculated
with Scorecons).
5. To download the FunFam alignment, click on the “Download
FASTA” button.
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5 Other Resources Using CATH-Gene3D Data
FunTree (www.funtree.info) is a resource developed by Furnham
and Thornton [52] which exploits domain information from
CATH superfamilies. FunTree allows users to explore the evolution of enzyme function through sequence, structure, phylogenetic, and functional information. Structural protein domains from
CATH are searched against the MACiE database [53] to identify
those with enzymatic function. MACiE uses expert manual curation to identify residues involved in catalytic functions. FunTree
processes all the CATH-Gene3D domains containing these catalytic residues (e.g., both the domains with experimentally solved
structure and predicted domains). Since some enzyme superfamilies in CATH contain very large and diverse set of sequences, the
sequences are filtered by taxonomic lineage and unique function
annotation before a phylogenetic tree is built, making the resulting
tree easier to examine. Enzyme function is annotated using EC
numbers. The similarity between pairs of EC numbers has been
calculated using the EC-BLAST pipeline [54] to allow for the
quantification of reaction mechanism similarity. The resource currently consists of 2340 CATH-Gene3D superfamilies, with over
70,000 structural domains and over 2300 EC numbers.
ArchSchema developed by Laskowsi and Thornton [55] generates a two-dimensional network of multi-domain architectures
(MDAs) identified for each domain representative in a given
superfamily. Each node in the graph represents an MDA and the
edges indicate those MDAs most closely related (i.e., sharing common domains), calculated using a simple Needleman and Wunschbased alignment of domain constituents. The “parent” MDA is
provided at the center of the graph with a gray background and
domains are color-coded.

6 Concluding Remarks
The CATH-Gene3D resource, established in the mid-1990s, provides high-quality information on the classification of protein
domains. A range of algorithms have been developed for classifying
domains from protein structures deposited in the PDB into CATH
superfamilies. Subsequently, sequence-based protocols are used to
classify sequences from UniProt into these superfamilies (CATH-
Gene3D). Thus, the classification pipeline involves a number of
methods for comparing protein structures and for scanning
sequences against HMMs for CATH superfamilies to validate
homology (see, for example, the methods used to identify protein
domains within a newly deposited protein chain from the Protein
Data Bank, Subheading 3.1). Considerable manual curation is
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necessary to classify remote homologs into CATH superfamilies.
CATH-Gene3D classification data is publicly available and several
search tools are available to allow users to research a protein(s) of
interest. In particular, it is valuable in providing an overview of
currently known folds in the protein structure universe, predicting
which structural domains a protein sequence may contain, predicting the possible functions of a protein sequence, providing insights
into distant evolutionary relationships, and providing highly
curated gold-standard datasets, e.g., fold libraries for protein structure prediction methods.

7 Notes
1. While CATH covers a very reasonable amount of the protein
structures in the PDB, it does not yet have complete coverage
as extensive manual curation is required to validate very
remote homologs. CATH contains nearly 80 % of all protein
domains from completed genomes, where the remaining
20 % are mostly transmembrane-related and have very few
structural arrangements [56]. However, coverage of the PDB
has been significantly improved through the provision of
“CATH-B,” which is a daily update of CATH providing
putative domain boundary annotations and domain superfamily assignments. These data are available to download
through: http://www.cathdb.info/download. While data in
CATH-B may change in the next official release of CATH
revisions are expected to be rare and as a result of additional
evolutionary relationships detected (rather than any relationships removed). As the process of creating a new release of
CATH involves numerous steps and therefore releases generally only occur annually, this daily update also allows users
direct access to new data.
2. Some remote homologies between domains may be missed
either through lack of evidence, or because the sequences or
structures have diverged too far and the current technologies
are not sufficiently sensitive. At every release of the CATH
database, we attempt to identify missed homologies by performing a check called “Cross hits.” Representative domains
from each superfamily are scanned against all other superfamilies to identify domain pairs that are potentially homologous
(through sequence and structure similarity). The list of potentially homologous domains is then manually checked to confirm or reject the relationship.
3. Not all superfamily domain members belong to a FunFam. As
superfamilies are subclassified using seed sequences that have
at least one experimental functional annotation in the GO
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resource [57], there may be functionally uncharacterized
FunFams within the superfamily that are not currently classified. Due to the ever-increasing amount of sequence data it
will always be extremely difficult to provide experimental annotations for all diverse functional relatives; however, more
sequences will be annotated over time, which will allow us to
subclassify and identify more FunFams. Functional subclassification of CATH superfamilies is performed with each new
release to identify further FunFams that have acquired experimental characterization.
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Chapter 5
Structure-Based Virtual Screening
Qingliang Li and Salim Shah
Abstract
Structure-based virtual screening (SBVS) is a computational approach used in the early-stage drug discovery campaign to search a chemical compound library for novel bioactive molecules against a certain drug
target. It utilizes the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the biological target, obtained from X-ray, NMR,
or computational modeling, to dock a collection of chemical compounds into the binding site and select a
subset of these compounds based on the predicted binding scores for further biological evaluation. In the
present work, we illustrate the basic process of conducting a SBVS with examples using freely accessible
tools and resources.
Key words Molecular docking, Virtual screening, Drug discovery, UCSF Chimera, AutoDock Vina,
OpenBabel

1 Introduction
Virtual screening (VS) is a computational way to search a chemical
compound database to identify novel molecules with required biological activity. It is usually described as a cascade of sequential filters to narrow down a large number of compounds to a small set
of hits with potential bioactivity against a certain drug target. The
term “virtual screening” was coined in the late 1990s [1, 2]. Many
tools and techniques have been developed since then [3–5]. VS has
become a valuable approach as a complement to high-throughput
screening (HTS) in the pharmaceutical industry, as well as in small
biotechnology companies and academic labs.
In general, VS can be classified into two categories, ligand-
based virtual screening (LBVS) and structure-based virtual screening (SBVS) [2, 6, 7]. LBVS uses the structure-activity data from a
set of known active compounds to identify candidate compounds
for experimental evaluation, including structural similarity searching, quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) studies,
pharmacophore, or 3D shape matching [8, 9]. On the other hand,
SBVS utilizes the 3D structure of the biological target, obtained
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_5, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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from X-ray, NMR, or computational modeling, to dock candidate
compounds into the binding site and then rank them based on the
predicted binding affinity and/or complementarity scores.
SBVS comprises three pillars: (1) molecular docking, (2) receptor 3D structure, and (3) chemical compound library.
Molecular docking, the core technique of SBVS, intends to
predict the structure of the intermolecular complex formed
between two or more constituent molecules, typically a small molecule and a protein target [10]. Docking protocols can be described
as a combination of two complementary components: a search
algorithm and a scoring function. The search algorithm, such as
Genetic Algorithm or Monte Carlo search, entails exploring the
conformational space of the ligand and/or the receptor (sampling)
[11]; while the scoring function, including force-field-based,
empirical and knowledge-based functions, entails evaluating each
of the “sampled” binding modes (scoring) [12]. Since the pioneering work of molecular docking in the early 1980s [13], many
docking tools have been developed [10, 11], including DOCK
[14, 15], AutoDock [16], AutoDock Vina [17], Glide [18], and
GOLD [19, 20]. Despite the invention of these state-of-the-art
techniques, the great challenge for docking is that no single tool
can consistently predict correct bioactive compounds from a large
chemical library, and this is also the reason why the true potential
of VS is questioned [1, 3, 21].
Receptor 3D structures are usually retrieved from the Protein
Data Bank (PDB), which is a structural database of large biological
molecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids, determined by X-ray
crystallography or NMR spectroscopy [22]. Advances in structural
biology and structural genomics in the past decade have generated
a great many 3D structures of biologically relevant macromolecules, including potential therapeutic targets, offering unparalleled
opportunities for structure-based virtual screening and drug discovery. At the time of this work, there are more than 114,000
biological macromolecular structures available in the PDB and it
continues to increase every year.
A chemical compound library is a collection of chemical compounds used for SBVS. Currently, a lot of public and commercial
chemical databases are available, such as PubChem [23, 24] ,
ChEMBL [25], ZINC [26], ChemSpider [27], ChemBridge
(http://chembridge.com) and Maybridge (http://www.maybridge.com). These resources dramatically lower the barrier to
entry into drug development for researchers in academia and small
biotech companies.
A typical workflow of SBVS usually starts with the preparation
of the receptor structure and chemical library, which are merged at
the molecular docking step (Fig. 1). From docking, each compound will obtain a docking score, indicating its potential to be
active against the receptor. By ranking all the compounds based on
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Fig. 1 Typical workflow for structure-based virtual screening (SBVS)

their docking scores, a small set of compounds with better scores
will survive for further experimental evaluation. The workflow may
have different variants for specific requirements by incorporating
additional filters to increase the success rate, such as adding consensus scoring after docking, adding a drug-likeness filter in chemical library preparation, etc.
In the present work, we focus on how to set up and run the
basic SBVS workflow with simple examples. All software and tools
used here are freely accessible, so readers may have a try while reading. In Subheading 3, we start with one molecule docking with
minimum software installation requirements—only UCSF chimera. To dock multiple compounds, we assume that readers have
knowledge of the basic Unix/Linux command line environment.
In Subheading 4 (Notes), we will discuss potential problems that
readers may have in practice.

2 Materials
1. Chemical compound structures obtained from PubChem [23,
24] (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), which is a public
database of chemical molecules and their bioactivities.
2. Receptor 3D structures obtained from the PDB (http://www.
rcsb.org), which is a public database for 3D structural data of
large biological molecules, such as proteins, DNA, and RNA.
3. Software and tools:
(a)	
UCSF Chimera [28] (https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera), which is a visualization tool for molecular modeling
and structural biology.
(b)	AutoDock Vina [17] (http://vina.scripps.edu), which is
an open-source program for molecular docking.
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(c)	OpenBabel [29] (http://openbabel.org), which is free
software mainly used for converting chemical file formats.
UCSF Chimera has a graphic interface for AutoDock Vina, in
which there is an online version of AutoDock Vina provided by Opal
web service (http://nbcr.ucsd.edu/data/docs/opal/index.html).
As it currently only supports docking one compound at a time within
Chimera, you may use it to finish the Quickstart in Subheading 3
without installing AutoDock Vina locally. However, if you want to
dock multiple compounds or carry out real VS, you are required to
be familiar with basic Unix/Linux commands and able to install the
software and tools. For Mac and Unix/Linux users, all commands
can be run in the preinstalled terminal application of the operating
system. For windows users, Cygwin (https://www.cygwin.com)
can be used to simulate the Unix/Linux environment.

3 Methods
Here, we use nuclear receptor-binding SET domain protein 1
(NSD1) as an example to screen a collection of chemical compounds. NSD1 is a histone methyltransferase that regulates the
activity of genes involved growth and development [30]. At the
time of this work, one crystal structure of NSD1 (PDB: 3ooi) in
complex with its native ligand, S-Adenosylmethionine (SAM), was
available in the PDB, and a known inhibitor of NSD1, Sinefungin
(SIN), was available in PubChem (CID: 65482).
3.1 Quickstart—
Dock One Chemical
Compound
Against the Receptor
Using UCSF Chimera
3.1.1 Receptor Structure
Preparation

1. Obtain the receptor structure. (In Chimera: File → Fetch by
ID… → select PDB and fill in ID with 3ooi) (Fig. 2).
2. Clean the receptor structure. Open the “Dock Prep” window
(In Chimera: Tools → Surface/Binding Analysis → Dock
Prep) and select “3ooi” in “Molecules to prep” and check all
the checkboxes except the last two: “Add charges” and “Write
Mol2 file” (Fig. 3). Click “OK” to open the “Add Hydrogens
for Dock Prep” window. In the window, keep the default setting unchanged and click “OK” (Fig. 4). Additionally, delete
the two sulfates in the structure: (1) select the sulfates (in
Chimera: Select → Residues → SO4); (2) delete them (in
Chimera: Actions → Atoms/Bonds → delete) (see Note 1 for
other issues related to structure preparation).
3. Split the receptor and ligand if applicable. Open the command
line (in Chimera: Tools → General Controls → Command line)
and enter the following command between the quotes: “split #0
ligands.” In the Model Panel (in Chimera: Tools → General
Controls → Model Panel), the original structure (#0) will be
split into two models, “#0.1 3ooi” and “#0.2 3ooi SAM,”
representing the NSD1 receptor and SAM ligand, respectively.
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Fig. 3 Clean and repair receptor 3D structure in UCSF Chimera
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Fig. 4 Add hydrogens to receptor 3D structure in UCSF Chimera
3.1.2 Chemical
Compound Preparation

1. Obtain the chemical compound structure. Open “Fetch by
ID…” (in Chimera: File → Fetch by ID…), select PubChem
and fill in ID with 65482. At the time of this work, there was
a bug in fetching PubChem compounds. In this case, you can
always use an alternative way to directly download the structure and open it in Chimera. Use the following link to download the 3D structure of SIN (PubChem ID: 65482): http://
pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/rest/pug/compound/
cid/65482/SDF?record_type=3d. When opening the downloaded structure in Chimera, you will see a new model (ID: 1,
name 65482) in the Model Panel. For clarity, you may rename
it SIN by using the “rename” button listed on the right side.

3.1.3 Dock the Chemical
Compound
Against the Receptor

1. Open the “AutoDock Vina” interface (In Chimera:
Tools → Surface/Binding Analysis → AutoDock Vina, Fig. 5).
2. In the “Output file” field, select a folder (by clicking the
“Browse” button) to save all the docking files. Then, in the
popup window (“Save File in Chimera”), input “eg1” in
the “File Name” field.
3. In the “Receptor” field, select “3ooi (#0.1)” from the dropdown list.
4. In the “Ligand” field, select “SIN (#1)” from the dropdown
list.
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Fig. 5 Autodock Vina settings in UCSF Chimera

5. In the “Receptor search volume options” section, check the
box “Resize search volume using button 2” (middle button of
your mouse). Then click any visualization area in the main window in Chimera with your “button 2,” and a green box will
appear. You may change the size and location of the box to
define the searching area for docking. The box is required to
enclose the binding site area, i.e., around SAM. You may see
the coordinates of “Center” and “Size” change accordingly
along with the box. You can also use the coordinates (Center:
1.63301, 1.28683, -10.5344; Size: 23, 23, 23) by manually
inputting them in the fields for this exercise (For issues related
to how to set the searching box, see Note 2).
6. In the “Receptor options” section, keep default settings
(see Note 3).
7. In the “Ligand options” section, keep default settings
(see Note 3).
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8. In the “Advanced options” section, keep default settings
(see Note 4).
9. In the “Executable location” section, you may use the online
version of AutoDock Vina (provided by Opal web service) or
your local installation (specifying the location of AutoDock
Vina).
10. Click “Apply” to run the docking. The docking status will be
shown on status bar in the bottom of Chimera main window.
When it finishes, a “ViewDock” window will show all the
docking modes and scores.
11. A successful docking will generate six files in the “Output file”
folder:
(a)	“eg1.pdbqt” contains the nine best binding modes of SIN.
(b)	“eg1.conf,” contains the docking parameters for AutoDock
Vina, such as searching box size and location, number of
output binding modes etc.
(c)	“eg1.receptor.pdb” is the receptor structure in PDB format to be converted into a PDBQT file.
(d)	“eg1.receptor.pdbqt” is the prepared receptor structure in
PDBQT format that can be directly used by AutoDock Vina.
(e)	“eg1.ligand.pdb” is the compound structure in PDB format to be converted into a PDBQT file.
(f)	“eg1.ligand.pdbqt” is the prepared compound structure
in PDBQT format that can be directly used by AutoDock
Vina.
3.1.4 Visualize
the Docking Results

1. The ViewDock window will automatically be open when docking is completed (Fig. 6). You may also manually start it (in
Chimera: Tools → Surface/Binding Analysis → ViewDock)
and select the docking results (“eg1.pdbqt”) in the “Output
file” folder you specified in step 2 of Subheading 3.1.3.
2. You may browse individual binding modes of SIN in ViewDock.
(a)	The “Score” column shows the predicted binding affinity
(in kcal/mol), namely the docking score, which is used to
rank chemical compounds in SBVS.
(b)	The columns “RMSD ub” (upper bound) and “RMSD
lb” (lower bound) are two variants of the root-meansquare deviation (RMSD) values that measure the match
relative to the best binding mode using only movable
heavy atoms. According to AutoDock Vina’s manual:
●●

RMSD/ub matches each atom in one conformation
with itself in the other conformation, ignoring any
symmetry.
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Fig. 6 Visualizing Autodock Vina docking results in UCSF Chimera
●●

●●

3.2 Virtual
Screening—Dock
Multiple Chemicals
Using the Command
Line Environment
3.2.1 Receptor Structure
Preparation

RMSD’ matches each atom in one conformation with
the closest atom of the same element type in the other
conformation (RMSD’ cannot be used directly,
because it is not symmetric).
RMSD/lb is defined as follows: RMSD/lb(c1, c2) =
max(RMSD’(c1, c2), RMSD’(c2, c1)).

If you have completed Subheading 3.1.3 of the “Quickstart”
example, you can find a file named “eg1.receptor.pdbqt” in the
“Output file” folder. The file is the prepared receptor file ready for
AutoDock Vina docking. Thus, you can skip this section and go to
Subheading 3.2.2 directly.
If you have not completed Subheading 3.1.3 of the “Quickstart”
example, you may save the “3ooi (#0.1)” model obtained at the
end of Subheading 3.1.1 into a file named “eg1.receptor.pdb.”
Then, use the script pdb2pdbqt.sh (https://github.com/leonqli/
useful-scripts-for-autodock-vina/blob/master/pdb2pdbqt.sh) to
prepare the receptor file (eg1.receptor.pdbqt) as follows:
$chmod +x pdb2pdbqt.sh
$bash pdb2pdbqt.sh eg1.receptor.pdb eg1.receptor.
pdbqt

3.2.2 Chemical
Compounds Preparation

At the beginning of this section, we assume all chemical compounds used here are: (1) in 3D, namely that all atoms have reasonable x, y, z coordinates; (2) in SDF format (https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_table_file) (see Note 5 for how to
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generate 3D molecules and Note 6 for chemical library
preparation).
1. Download ten compounds from DTP/NCI in PubChem
using this link (http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/rest/pug/
compound/cid/90945205,85090241,60148220,60148180,
60147857,60147849,60147847,57008769,54723763,5472
3759/SDF?record_type=3d) and save it with the name, “ligs.
sdf.” Please make sure to specify 3D (record_type=3d) when
downloading the SDF file.
2. As the ligand preparation script, prepare_ligand4.py, accepts
one compound per file in either Mol2 or PDB format as input,
use OpenBabel to convert chemical compounds from SDF to
Mol2 and split them into individual file with the option “-m.”
At the same time, add hydrogens to each compound, if applicable, with the option “-h”:
$mkdir ligs_mol2
$babel -isdf ligs.sdf -omol2 ligs_mol2/lig.
mol2 -h –m

At this step, ten Mol2 files, from lig1.mol2 to lig10.mol2,
are generated in the ligs_mol2 folder.
3. Convert all chemical compounds in Mol2 format to PDBQT
format in a batch mode with the script mol2s_to_pdbqts.sh
(https://github.com/leonqli/useful-scripts-for-autodockvina/blob/master/mol2s_to_pdbqts.sh):
$mkdir ligs_pdbqt
$chmod +x ./mol2s_to_pdbqts.sh
$./mol2s_to_pdbqts.sh ligs_mol2 ligs_pdbqt

At this step, a total of ten PDBQT files, from lig1.pdbqt
to lig10.pdbqt, are generated in the ligs_pdbqt folder.
3.2.3 Dock Multiple
Chemical Compounds
Against the Receptor

Three files are required to run a docking with AutoDock Vina: (1)
prepared receptor file; (2) prepared ligand file; and (3) AutoDock
dock configuration file. Since you have prepared the first two in the
previous steps, the only file needed is the configuration file that
contains docking parameters.
1. Create the configuration file. If you run the docking in
Quickstart, you may use the generated file, “eg1.conf” directly.
Alternatively, you may manually create the file, containing the
following content:
center_x = 1.63
center_y = 1.29
center_z = -10.53
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size_x = 23.00
size_y = 23.00
size_z = 23.00
energy_range = 3
exhaustiveness = 8
num_modes = 9

To decide on the size and location of the searching box,
please refer Subheading 3.1.3 in the Quickstart.

2. Dock the chemical compounds against the receptor using the
script dock.sh (https://github.com/leonqli/useful-scriptsfor-autodock-vina/blob/master/dock.sh):
$chmod +x dock.sh
$mkdir out
$mkdir log
$chmod +x dock.sh
$/dock.sh eg1.conf eg1.receptor.pdbqt ligs_
pdbqt out log

At this step, the docking modes and logs of the compounds
are generated in the folders “out” and “log,” respectively.

3. To view and rank all the docking scores, use the script logs2csv.
sh (https://github.com/leonqli/useful-scripts-for-autodockvina/blob/master/logs2csv.sh):
$chmod +x logs2csv.sh
$logs2csv.sh log scores.csv

The script will generate a csv file with ligand name and
docking scores:
lig2, -8.8
lig8, -8.5
lig10, -8.4
lig1, -8.4
lig3, -8.1
lig4, -7.8
lig5, -7.6
lig7, -7.3
lig6, -6.3
lig9, -6.0
4. Select compound candidates based on the docking scores for
further experimental evaluation. In most real SBVS campaigns,
additional scoring and filtering approaches may be added at this
step to increase the chances of success“ (see Note 7). Usually,
manual inspection of the docking modes is required to finalize
the compound candidates for experiments (see Subheading
3.1.4 for how to visualize docking results).
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4 Notes
1. There several issues when selecting and preparing the receptor
structure: (1) receptor 3D structures from PDB or other
resources may have different qualities or accuracies [31], thus
always select high-quality structures [32] if possible, especially
for the binding site region; (2) some water molecules or ions
may coordinate correct ligand binding or mediate ligand-
receptor interactions by forming hydrogen bonds; thus they
should not be deleted, but kept as part of the receptor structure [21].
2. The searching box setting is critical for a successful docking. If
the binding site is known (binding of an inhibitor, for example), set the box to enclose the entire inhibitor and add more
space in all dimensions to ensure the free rotate of the ligand
in it. To consider an extreme case, setting a big box enclosing
the entire receptor will take a lot of computational time to
dock. Moreover, if the docking is for VS, it may make it hard
to interpret the docking results, because compounds may be
docked to an unknown site on the receptor surface, which has
yet to be verified as a true binding site. Thus, a tradeoff needs
to be made when setting the searching box.
3. AutoDock Vina does not use charges or nonpolar hydrogens
in the scoring function, so the settings are not expected to
affect docking results. The AutoDock Vina interface in UCSF
Chimera uses the AutoDock receptor and ligand preparation
scripts, known as prepare_receptor4.py and prepare_ligand4.
py, on the backend.
4. The maximum settings of the “Advanced options” are fixed for
AutoDock Vina in the UCSF Chimera interface. These settings can be changed in the command line version; for example, the “Exhaustiveness of search” can be increased to more
than eight.
5. AutoDock Vina requires 3D chemical compounds as input,
namely each atom with x, y, z coordinates. There are several
tools that can be used to generate 3D structures, including
CORINA (https://www.molecular-networks.com/products/
corina; commercial software), OpenBabel (relatively slow, not
suitable for a large number of compounds), Balloon [33] and
Frog 2 (webserver) [34].
6. Because large-scale docking is a time-consuming process and
requires lots of computational resources, it usually uses certain
filters to preselect the chemical library, such as drug-likeness
filters (Lipinski’s rule of 5) [35]; structural similarity searching
of known bioactive ligands to enrich the library; or selecting
only purchasable compounds. Moreover, both SDF and
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SMILES formats are usually used to store large-scale chemical
compounds. SDF can store 2D and 3D chemical structures,
while SMILES format can only store 0D structure (no coordinates). OpenBabel is a useful tool for converting file formats.
7. Because of the current limitation of docking methods, the prediction accuracy is still relatively low. In order to increase the
success rate, many variants have been proposed with additional
filters added into the workflow, such as consensus scoring with
multiple scoring functions [36, 37], or combining ligandbased and structure-based VS [38]. In addition, incorporating
receptor flexibility and/or ensemble docking, and/or selecting
potential hits with diverse scaffolds for further experiments, are
also used in SBVS campaigns [39–41].
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Part II
Protein PTM (Post-Translational Modification) Bioinformatics

Chapter 6
Bioinformatics Analysis of Protein Phosphorylation
in Plant Systems Biology Using P3DB
Qiuming Yao and Dong Xu
Abstract
Protein phosphorylation is one of the most pervasive protein post-translational modification events in
plant cells. It is involved in many plant biological processes, such as plant growth, organ development, and
plant immunology, by regulating or switching signaling and metabolic pathways. High-throughput experimental methods like mass spectrometry can easily characterize hundreds to thousands of phosphorylation
events in a single experiment. With the increasing volume of the data sets, Plant Protein Phosphorylation
DataBase (P3DB, http://p3db.org) provides a comprehensive, systematic, and interactive online platform
to deposit, query, analyze, and visualize these phosphorylation events in many plant species. It stores the
protein phosphorylation sites in the context of identified mass spectra, phosphopeptides, and phosphoproteins contributed from various plant proteome studies. In addition, P3DB associates these plant phosphorylation sites to protein physicochemical information in the protein charts and tertiary structures,
while various protein annotations from hierarchical kinase phosphatase families, protein domains, and gene
ontology are also added into the database. P3DB not only provides rich information, but also interconnects and provides visualization of the data in networks, in systems biology context. Currently, P3DB
includes the KiC (Kinase Client) assay network, the protein-protein interaction network, the kinase-
substrate network, the phosphatase-substrate network, and the protein domain co-occurrence network. All
of these are available to query for and visualize existing phosphorylation events. Although P3DB only
hosts experimentally identified phosphorylation data, it provides a plant phosphorylation prediction model
for any unknown queries on the fly. P3DB is an entry point to the plant phosphorylation community to
deposit and visualize any customized data sets within this systems biology framework. Nowadays, P3DB
has become one of the major bioinformatics platforms of protein phosphorylation in plant biology.
Key words Bioinformatics database, Domain co-occurrence network, Kinase–substrate network,
Phosphatase-substrate network, Plant protein phosphorylation, Protein–protein interaction network,
Systems biology

1 Introduction
Among the many kinds of protein post-translational modifications,
protein phosphorylation is one of the most prevalent types in plant
cells to control and regulate signaling and metabolic pathways.
It plays critical roles in various plant biological processes and functionalities, including growth and development, functional traits,
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_6, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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nutrient metabolism [1], and immunity [2]. Therefore, protein
phosphorylation is the most intensively studied protein modification
type because of its ability to reveal molecular insights for signaling
and gene regulation. With the constantly reducing cost of proteomic
studies, experimental characterization of phosphorylation events has
shifted from gel-based western blot to mass spectrometry (MS).
With more and more genomes completely sequenced in plant species, proteome-wide phosphorylation identification is becoming a
common practice. Currently, a single MS run with a high-performance spectrum search algorithm can identify hundreds to thousands of unique phosphorylated peptides of high confidence within
several hours. With the rapidly increasing volume of phosphoproteome data sets, several phosphorylation databases have been created in the past decade, e.g., PhosphAT [3] and P3DB [4], specifically
for the plant phosphoproteomes. PhosphAT is a comprehensive
phosphorylation database for Arabidopsis, including a predictor and
kinase-target information. P3DB contains model organisms and
crop plants, i.e., Arabidopsis thaliana, Brassica napus, Glycine max,
Medicago truncatula, Nicotiana tabacum, Oryza sativa, Solanum
tuberosum, Vitis vinifera, and Zea mays. P3DB is a comprehensive,
systematic, and interactive online platform to deposit, query, analyze, and visualize the phosphorylation events in plant species.
In order to organize and display the phosphorylation data at
the systems level, P3DB adopts three layers of data integration.
Each layer of data representation is accompanied with different
functional or tool modules. We will briefly describe the basic design
and the challenges of data integrations.
The first layer is the core phosphorylation data composed of
peptide spectra, phosphopeptide, phosphosite, and phosphoproteins. In a proteomic data set, phosphoproteins usually contain
multiple phosphosites, which are identified from one or more
phosphopeptides in multiple spectra. P3DB designs hierarchical
data pages to display proteomics consistent with both top-down
and bottom-up approaches. The redundant data at the spectra
level, phosphosite level, and phosphopeptide level can then be
completely addressed in this hierarchical structure. Moreover,
P3DB provides cross-references on the phosphoprotein or phosphopeptide page to integrate multiple results from different studies or publications. P3DB allows users to browse, search, or
perform BLAST sequence similarity search on the core phosphorylation data. At this moment, P3DB is one of the very few databases
incorporating detailed bottom-up proteomic data, especially the
MS spectra for phosphorylation.
For data searches, P3DB generally provides the second layer of
data, i.e., comprehensive protein annotations for phosphorylation
events to serve as a one-stop data shop. The core phosphorylation
data, especially phosphoproteins, are associated with multiple
annotation elements, such as a position-based protein chart
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showing physicochemical properties, an interacting protein list,
gene ontology terms (GO terms), protein tertiary structures,
orthologous sequences, and kinase or phosphatase classification, all
of which can be essential to understanding the context for the
phosphorylation event.
While all of the above information is displayed in a protein-
centric data structure, P3DB also weaves proteins into networks.
The KiC-assay network is created directly from in vitro kinase substrate screening by using synthetic peptides [5, 6]. Besides, P3DB
integrates several classic networks into the platform, i.e., a protein-
protein interaction (PPI) network, a protein domain co-occurrence
network, a protein kinase-substrate network, and a protein
phosphatase-substrate network. These networks facilitate the identification of potential interactions or complex partners, and the
related functional domain topology helping the biologists to
deduce or interpret the potential interactions or pathways in plants
due to the phosphorylation event.
P3DB is, therefore, an ideal platform to query, browse, and
visualize the plant phosphorylation data in multiple dimensions,
especially in the systems biology context. P3DB is a reliable database that has been built by gathering and filtering information with
high-quality data. Furthermore, P3DB is also designed for
community-based data depository. Users can share their own data
sets and automate data depository processes for publication or any
peer preview purposes. This provides an alternative way for P3DB
to collect data in the long run.
In this Chapter, we will present a major collection of functionalities in P3DB (Table 1) to illustrate the bioinformatics analyses

Table 1
Summary of toolkits in P3DB 3.5 (data type and associated tool for query and display)
Data

Tool

Core phosphorylation data

Search engine; BLAST; hierarchical display pages

Enzyme (kinase/phosphatase)

Search engine; family browser; kinase/phosphatase network

Gene ontology

Search engine; ontology browser

KiC assay data

KiC assay data display; network

Taxonomy

Taxonomy browser

Prediction data

Plant-specific phosphorylation predictor

Protein domain

Search engine; protein chart; domain network

Protein interaction

Search engine; PPI network

Protein physicochemical properties

Protein chart
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that can be performed on protein phosphorylation data, from querying a single phosphorylation site to browsing networks. Materials,
including data resources and toolkits used in P3DB, will be listed
in the next Subheading. The detailed functionalities and services in
P3DB will then be illustrated in the Subheading 3, and the
Subheading 4 will introduce specific ideas or technical tricks.

2 Materials
P3DB website can be accessed at http://p3db.org. The data sets
in the P3DB version 3.5 were curated from 32 publications covering nine plant species. P3DB version 3.5 now has 47,923 nonredundant phosphorylation sites in 16,477 phosphoproteins. The
phosphoprotein distribution by species (in percentage) is 30.15 %
in Arabidopsis thaliana, 25.36 % in Medicago truncatula, 29.31 %
in Oryza sativa, and 15.18 % for other species. P3DB supports
sharing private data sets in a controlled fashion, which is useful to
preview the data sets within or among research groups in a set of
customized data pages. These data sets can be merged into the
public repository after the official review process has been completed and with the user’s agreement.
P3DB mainly includes in vivo experimental data, which reflects
the actual phosphorylation processes in the cell, together with some
in vitro data (e.g., those obtained for kinase-client relationships, i.e.,
KiC-Assay data [6]). In addition, P3DB provides a plant-specific
phosphorylation site predictor only for on-the-fly prediction.
The analysis of the raw MS spectra usually differs across phosphoproteomic studies, i.e., experiments are performed on different
machines with different algorithms and search databases for searching, assembling, and quantifying from the raw MS spectra. In order
to normalize the data quality in phosphopeptide identification,
P3DB made a general data selection criterion with False Discovery
Rate (FDR) less than 1 % and with less than 15 ppm precursor mass
accuracy, which can be achieved by most of today’s technologies.
The gene ontology terminologies are downloaded from the
GO website [7, 8]. The proteome-wide annotations are imported
from TAIR [9] and Phytozome [10]. The kinase and phosphatase
family classification are consistent with PlantsP [11]. The protein
information is also retrieved from PDB [12] and Uniprot [13].
The domain reference information is from Pfam A version 27.0
downloaded from the Pfam website [14]. The PPI data are
collected from four online resources, including BioGRID [15],
Intact [16], DIP [17], and MINT [18].
P3DB is an interactive user interface for online phosphorylation database with a back-end MySQL database, server-side PHP
code, and front-end Javascript and jQuery libraries. Version 3.5 of
P3DB complies with the standard HTML5 and CSS3. Jmol [19],
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a java-based program, is used to visualize the protein tertiary structure. For network visualization and interactive analysis features,
Cytoscape [20] JavaScript APIs are extensively used in P3DB, and
they are compatible and reliable under most common browsers
and operating systems.

3 Methods
Protein phosphorylation data can be browsed, queried, and visualized in the network framework in P3DB (Fig. 1). The methodology and procedures of targeting the data of interest for the
corresponding phosphorylation events are described in this
Subheading.

Fig. 1 Network tools in P3DB for the phosphorylation data analyses. Center: P3DB logo and phosphorylated
protein and peptide information; top left: KiC-assay data visualization shows that a kinase and its substrates
tend to form clusters; top right: a kinase-phosphatase-substrate network where a phosphatase could be activated by kinases and thereby play a central role in signaling; bottom left: a domain co-occurrence network
connects the kinase domains, and WW, FF, PHD domains to illustrate the potential downstream gene regulation; bottom right: a protein-protein interaction network using the maximum linkage mode where the right side
cluster is further expanded by its neighborhood
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3.1 Explore
and Browse the Data

P3DB provides multiple data browsers to explore the phosphorylation data sets, covered organisms, gene ontology, taxonomy, and
kinase and phosphatase families. By exploring the data, the user
can obtain a general idea of phosphorylation events and its linkage
to possible functionalities across all the plant species. The curated
plant phosphoproteomics data sets can be browsed directly under
the browse tab (see Note 1). This general data browser organizes
the data sets from the different studies categorized by species.
While most of the studies contribute phosphoproteomics only in a
single species, some of the studies contributed to multiple species
using comparative phosphoproteomics. The throughput of each
study varies due to the technology applied. For each study, the
numbers of phosphorylated proteins and phosphosites are displayed. The summary statistics of the species are also displayed in a
separate table. The organism-based data browser is suitable for
comparative studies in phosphoproteomics (see Note 2). To facilitate large-scale data comparative analysis, P3DB provides APIs and
data downloads. By taking advantage of P3DB data sets and performing in-depth mining, large-scale bioinformatics analysis and
hypothesis generation on plant proteomics can be performed, like
those studies in protein local disorder preference [21], sequence
conservations for phosphorylation events [22], and conserved
phosphorylation motifs [23].
The browser for gene ontology (available from the tool menu)
is implemented in a tree structure, so that the user can narrow
down the term or go up one level by clicking the gene ontology
numbers. Three categories of gene ontology can be explored: biological process, molecular function, and cellular component. The
left side box shows the gene ontology term hierarchy, and it always
displays one level up and down. The right top box shows the
detailed information for the specific gene ontology term, including
name, definition, and synonyms. The right bottom box shows the
proteins that are mapped to the gene ontology term, and if there is
an active link, it points to a phosphoprotein in P3DB. This link
directs the user to the phosphoprotein page where more information is displayed.
The taxonomy browser (available from the tool menu) is also
designed in a tree structure. In P3DB,Viridiplantae is the top level
taxonomy, and the data sets are displayed only at the species level
in the leaf node. This provides a clear view for those who look for
data sets of a specific species.
Kinase and phosphatase families can be browsed effectively in
a smart table with hierarchical data structures (available from the
browser menu). There are five main classes for kinases as well as
one big class with three subclasses for phosphatase. It is noticeable
that more than a thousand kinases and a hundred phosphatases are
currently organized in this data structure.
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The browsers in P3DB can lead to many interesting ideas and
data analyses in plant phosphoproteomics. However, when a user
is specifically interested in his or her own protein or peptide, querying within P3DB data sets provides better guidance and understanding of what has been discovered and what has not.
3.2 Make a Query

P3DB includes two types of search: sequence-based (BLAST) and
text- or identifier- based search. In the former, BLAST is conducted
against protein sequences with known phosphorylation sites in P3DB
database. Then, the user can quickly learn if there are any existing
studies or data related to the query that provide the most likely phosphorylation-related annotations (see Note 3). On the other hand, the
BLAST function can also help users to find the whole set of homologous sequences for proteins or peptides across various species, which
facilitates comparative phosphoproteomics studies.
Users can also query a protein by using the keywords of names
or descriptions, or identification number. Moreover, since P3DB
provides additional protein annotation data, users can also retrieve
a protein by searching other features, such gene ontology annotations, keywords in kinase or phosphatase families, taxonomy, and
protein domains. Users can target a class of proteins or complexes
by searching against functional annotations, e.g., “ERK” or
“malate transporter.”
If neither BLAST nor search gives any useful phosphorylation
information, then the query protein or peptide is not yet covered
in P3DB. P3DB then provides an alternative way to infer the phosphorylation events through machine learning-based prediction.
Trained from the database high-quality experimental data sets,
P3DB builds predictors for green plants and achieves state-of-the-
art performance compared to other available plant phosphorylation prediction tools [24] (see Note 4).
The result of querying a protein or peptide leads to the phosphoprotein page. P3DB provides cross-links among protein
pages, phosphosite pages, phosphopeptide pages, and spectra
pages. It is convenient to browse the data in a top-down or bottom-up manner. P3DB compiles all of the existing studies as a
whole so that the phosphoprotein, phosphopeptides, or phosphosites belonging to the same protein can be cross-referenced
among multiple studies. This compiling of data sets provides a
confidence of the phosphorylation events, and sometimes helps
reveal the same or different phosphorylation patterns under different conditions (see Note 5). On the phosphoprotein page,
many elements display protein annotations and their physicochemical properties, such as protein chart with hydrophobicity,
domain and disorder scores, protein tertiary structure, a list of
protein interactome, gene ontology annotations, kinase phosphatase assignments, protein domains, and even user comments.
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3.3 PPI Network

In P3DB, the PPI data is available as a list on the phosphoprotein
page. Alternatively, it can be searched and visualized in a network
canvas. When the user provides a list of protein IDs in the search
PPI text box (see Note 6) in the result page, the interactome data
are first displayed in the smart table. The protein names, gene
names, descriptions, and corresponding publications are shown in
the table. The user can further filter and sort the records in the
table before drawing the network. The PPI network is then displayed on the Cytoscape canvas after previewing the data. The
nodes of the PPI network are proteins, and the edges show known
interactions from the database. By clicking an edge, the detailed
information for this pair of interaction is shown in a table, so that
the data source of the interaction, the experiment type, and the
original publication can be traced back if necessary.
The PPI network can be created in two modes: direct linkage
and maximized connectivity. In the direct linkage mode, the network can be quickly created by loading the proteins in the query
list and only searching interactions within these query proteins.
The protein nodes sometimes form modules or islands in the network view. In such cases, the second mode is helpful to maximize
the connectivity between each pair of nodes in the network. This
requires calculation of the shortest path between each pair of the
two protein nodes in the network, and then the network can guarantee the maximum connectivity between each of the two nodes.
This mode can potentially uncovera protein interaction cascade.
Although it may not reflect true signaling or metabolomics pathways, it could reveal potential protein complexes or functional relationships. Sometimes, the network forms modules that may
represent individual functional groups. The user can further manually expand the network by exploring the neighborhood of the
selected proteins (see Note 7). The nodes are color coded in the
network, where red represents the requested proteins, green represents the proteins in the path of connections, and white shows the
neighborhood nodes (bottom right box in Fig. 1).
In the process of exploring the PPI network, the protein phosphorylation events are also mapped onto the proteins. The potential correlation between a PPI network and phosphorylation can be
explored case by case. The protein phosphorylation event itself can
be viewed as a transient protein-protein interaction. Meanwhile,
the phosphorylation usually changes the binding affinity of downstream protein-protein interactions.

3.4 Kinase Substrate
and Phosphatase
Substrate Network

Kinase-substrate and phosphatase-substrate networks are based on
the known experimental phosphorylation or dephosphorylation
events. These two networks can be overlaid on the same view. The
input data needed to pull out the network is a list of protein identification numbers with each protein in one line. In the network
view, the red triangles are the proteins annotated as kinases, while
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the blue squares are the proteins designated as phosphatases.
Substrate proteins are usually in green circles, while in some cases
a substrate can also be a kinase or phosphatase. The phosphorylation event is marked with a red arrow, and the dephosphorylation
event is marked with a blue arrow. Any nodes in the network can
be selected and searched against the database to show the neighborhood centralized by the selected protein. In plant signaling
pathways, the phosphorylation events are usually hierarchical, in
which the user can see the kinase cascade in such a network (see
Note 8). On the other hand, some phosphatases also need to be
activated by phosphorylation through kinase interactions. These
phenomena can be easily viewed in such a visualization framework
(top right box in Fig. 1).
3.5 Protein Domain
Co-Occurrence
Network

Protein phosphorylation events are tied to functionalities of many
types of protein domains, including kinase domains, phosphatase
domains, activation domains (regulatory domains), and downstream binding domains (phosphorylation recognition domains).
Studying the domain information is helpful to reveal phosphorylation mechanisms. Eukaryotic proteins, especially plant proteins,
are mostly multiple domain proteins, where one protein has many
consecutive domains. For example, protein kinases have both activation domains and kinase domains; the dual domain has both
kinase and phosphatase roles; and many downstream transcription
factors have both phosphorylation recognition domains and DNA
binding domains. These consecutive domains in a single protein
are called co-occurring domains. Co-occurring domains are not
randomly interconnected, but usually have functional correlations.
The domain co-occurrence network is a network consisting of
nodes with domains, and edges indicating that the connected
domains co-occur (bottom left box in Fig. 1).
In P3DB, a domain of interest can be searched by keywords,
and the user can then select the correspondent domains to generate the domain network. The domain network is overlaid across
multiple species, i.e., Arabidopsis thaliana, Glycine max, and Oryza
sativa. The domains are marked with different colors and shapes
for kinase (triangle triangle), phosphatase (light green square), and
dual functions (purple hexagon), while other types of domains in
regulation and downstream functions are marked in green circles.
In a domain co-occurrence network, the domain information on
each node and the protein information on each edge are displayed
in the bottom boxes. The proteins that have phosphorylation
events stored in P3DB are represented as links, which can redirect
to the phosphoprotein pages. In this way, the user can see both
phosphorylation events and the domain co-occurrence information so that the hypothesis of how phosphorylation regulates the
functions and its insight molecular mechanism can be addressed to
some degree. The user can also compare the domain compositions
among different species (see Note 9).
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4 Notes
1. Three menu items under the “browse” tab are directly targeted
to the data sets, where “all” shows the whole list of phosphoproteins in P3DB; “data” lists the statistics by study indicating
the contribution by organism, and “organism” provides the statistics by organism on phosphosites and phosphopeptides.
2. If users are interested in comparing phosphorylation data across
different plant species, for phosphoproteins, phosphosites, or
phosphopeptides, or to study sequence or function conservation, there are several ways to achieve this goal. For functions, a
user can search the gene ontology terms or browse the terms to
obtain all the phosphoproteins mapped to it. For specific proteins, the user can search by protein name or description, like
“malate dehydrogenase,” and all of the homologous proteins
can be obtained. The phosphorylation pattern can then be
compared across different species. For sequence conservation,
BLAST under the “search” protein functions is useful to get all
of the conserved protein sequences or peptides based on homology, and then the phosphorylation pattern can be compared.
Since these functions are in different modules (see Subheadings
3.1 and 3.2), we summarize them here.
3. BLAST function is available for both protein and peptide
sequences. It is available in “Protein” option under the “Search”
menu. There are three parameters for BLAST function. The
user can select the organism and the data sets to perform the
search. The E-value cutoff can also be specified by the user.
4. For the phosphorylation site prediction, the user can choose to
predict Ser/Thr phosphorylation or Tyr phosphorylation by
selecting the proper models. The result page will be linked to
the Musite web services [25]. In the Musite website, the user is
allowed to set more parameters. Musite is a comprehensive protein post-translational modification predictor, which provides
more models to choose from and it is not limited to plants.
5. On the phosphoprotein, phosphopeptide, or phosphosite page,
there is a dropdown list to show all of the studies reporting this
phosphorylation event. On the phosphoprotein page, the phosphorylation sites are overlaid with multiple studies, and the user
can filter with a specific study to compare phosphorylation patterns. This is useful when some phosphorylation sites are supported by many experiments. This provides some idea about
the power of conservation of phosphorylation events.
6. The input of the PPI network search is a list of protein identification numbers with a space or comma as the separator. If any
protein identification number is not in the P3DB database, the
system will ignore this protein automatically, and the search
will not cause an error.
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7. The PPI network is under “search” and “PPI” or “tool” and
“PPI.” The Cytoscape view provides many flexibilities in the
display. The network can be zoomed in or out and relocated by
controlling the wheel and bar on the left side of the graph. It
also provides many different layouts to display the network.
While arbor is a default layout, grid is useful when there are
too many nodes in the network, and the circle layout is useful
when there are too many interactions. The buttons above the
network can be used to tune the network further.
8. In order to view the kinase cascade in plant biology, a user can
select the kinase or protein as a substrate and click “search by
selected.” The network is then regenerated by the protein
selection and centered on it. The network view can also be
saved in high quality for preview and publication purposes.
9. In a domain co-occurrence network, the user can filter the network by clicking on the species names. Also, the edges are
marked with a color gradient based on the number of proteins
mapped to the co-occurring domains. The domain network can
be viewed in a full screen and also saved as a high-quality image.
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Chapter 7
Navigating the Glycome Space and Connecting
the Glycoproteome
Matthew P. Campbell, Robyn A. Peterson, Elisabeth Gasteiger,
Julien Mariethoz, Frederique Lisacek, and Nicolle H. Packer
Abstract
UniCarbKB (http://unicarbkb.org) is a comprehensive resource for mammalian glycoprotein and
annotation data. In particular, the database provides information on the oligosaccharides characterized
from a glycoprotein at either the global or site-specific level. This evidence is accumulated from a peerreviewed and manually curated collection of information on oligosaccharides derived from membrane
and secreted glycoproteins purified from biological fluids and/or tissues. This information is further
supplemented with experimental method descriptions that summarize important sample preparation
and analytical strategies. A new release of UniCarbKB is published every three months, each includes a
collection of curated data and improvements to database functionality. In this Chapter, we outline the
objectives of UniCarbKB, and describe a selection of step-by-step workflows for navigating the information available. We also provide a short description of web services available and future plans for improving data access. The information presented in this Chapter supplements content available in our
knowledgebase including regular updates on interface improvements, new features, and revisions to the
database content (http://confluence.unicarbkb.org).
Key words Curation, Database, Glycan, Glycobioinformatics, Glycomics, Glycoproteomics

1 Introduction
Advances in glycomics and glycobiology research have led to a
wealth of accumulated data with the exciting potential to richly
inform our understanding of the biological implications of glycosylation. However, sustainable bioinformatics tools are essential for
data and information storage to maximize the value of research
efforts [1–3]. UniCarbKB [4, 5] represents a continued effort to
build upon the success of EUROCarbDB [6] and GlycoSuiteDB
[7], to provide a sustainable framework that supports the growth
of glycobioinformatics and the dissemination of knowledge
through the provision of an open and unified portal. Ultimately,
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UniCarbKB encourages the sharing and cross-referencing of
datasets, thereby making glycomics data more accessible and discoverable to the general life science community.
In 2012, at its launch, UniCarbKB was seeded with curated
glycan and glycoprotein data sourced from GlycoSuiteDB and the
EUROCarbDB initiatives. Over the last few years the content and
diversity of UniCarbKB has grown as a result of our continuing
efforts to curate published data spanning the last two decades, with
a focus on mammalian glycoproteins and their associated glycoforms, often accompanied with known sites of attachment.
Our biocuration aspirations have focused on delivering a quality
glycan and glycoprotein hub of information—entries are continuously reviewed to keep up with current scientific literature—that, in
collaboration with UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot [8] provides a gold standard set of experimentally verified data. As part of our curation program, we are constructing a controlled vocabulary and ontology for
describing the captured structural and experimental data that adheres
to the principles of the MIRAGE [9] and the GlycoRDF [10] initiatives to improve data interoperability. Protein names use standardized nomenclature and synonyms from the literature and other
databases (e.g. UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot), with associated glycosyltransferase enzyme-specific information, tissue localization, and species of origin, accumulating in 4000 structures characterized from
over 850 glycoproteins, an additional 160 glycoproteins with compositional only data are available, sourced from 910 publications.
Approximately 580 entries are cross-referenced with UniProtKB.
The knowledgebase offers a freely accessible and information-
rich resource supported by querying interfaces, annotation technologies, and the adoption of common standards to integrate
structural, experimental, and functional data.
In this chapter, we outline a selection of step-by-step protocols
for searching and navigating UniCarbKB. These protocols are representative of typical queries and methods performed by researchers to find information from quality published research on
individual glycan structures, attached glycoproteins (at the global
and site-specific level), and specific metadata including experimental methods and validation techniques sourced from individually
curated publications. Users can choose to search UniCarbKB by
(sub)structure, monosaccharide composition, glycan mass, taxonomy, tissue, glycoprotein (accession number or UniProtKB/Swiss-
Prot name) or by literature publication.

2 Materials
UniCarbKB is freely accessible and hosted at http://www.unicarbkb.org/. This Chapter will focus on all entries, tools, and
resources available in the UniCarbKB database. The database is
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updated every three months with each new release including provision of newly curated material, edits to existing entries, and feature
updates as a result of improving technologies and user feedback.
Recently, we have focused on adding information for mammalian
glycoproteins absent from our existing library to improve coverage
of the glycoproteome. Typically, we select publications that: (1)
report fully characterized glycan structures with minimal linkage
and monosaccharide ambiguity; (2) use analytical methodologies
including mass spectrometry, liquid chromatography and capillary
electrophoresis (with exoglycosidase digestions), and nuclear magnetic resonance; and (3) provide site-specific data on amino acid
positions or peptide sequences that are in agreement with indicated glycosylation sites in UniProtKB, with validated N-linked
glycans. Large-scale/high-throughput analysis of glycoproteins
isolated from a biological source is supported by UniCarbKB, but
such glycan data are typically compositional only with assignments
inferred from known biosynthetic rules.
2.1 Implementation

UniCarbKB is built with the open-source Play Framework (http://
www.playframework.com) written in Java and Scala. The user-
interface is predominantly written in Scala and the front-end is partially built with the popular Bootstrap framework. The model and
controller layers are written in Java and we use the Ebean objectrelational mapping library to query the PostgreSQL database model.

2.2 Databases
Linked to UniCarbKB

A key objective of UniCarbKB is to forge relationships with externally hosted structural and experimental glycan databases.
Specialized information within the scope of UniCarbKB is made
available via cross-references to other relevant databases, such as
the PubChem [11], NCBI Chemical database; SugarBindDB [12,
13], the pathogen–glycan interaction database; UniCarb-DB [14],
a MS/MS experimental database; and GlycoMob [15], an Ion
Mobility Collision Cross Section database.
Efforts to cross-reference UniCarbKB with SugarBindDB, the
universal glycan repository GlyTouCan [16] and the molecular
modeling platform GLYCAM [17] are on-going. For example,
glycan ligands of bacteria stored in SugarBindDB are systematically
matched to UniCarbKB (via the GlyS3 substructure search [18])
and each matching ligand entry is cross-linked to corresponding
UniCarbKB entries.
One of the strengths of UniCarbKB is the connectivity with
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot—a detailed description of this partnership
is described in Subheading 3.9. The GlycoMod tool [19] (http://
web.expasy.org/glycomod) can be used to predict oligosaccharide
structures from experimentally determined masses and is directly
linked to UniCarbKB, connecting theoretically possible compositions with curated glycan structures and thereby helping the user
interpret their prediction results.
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For all glycan structure entry and publication summary pages
(see below), implicit links to these affiliated databases are listed
under the “Databases” tab. A list of cross-referenced databases and
the current state of development is available at http://www.unicarbkb.org/crossreferences, including the forthcoming release of
UniCorn, a theoretical database of N-glycan structures.
2.3 Data
Availability—Web
Services

UniCarbKB provides programmatic access to a range of services
via web service interfaces based on REST (Representational State
Transfer). The availability of web services allows the integration of
data into other tools, applications, and workflows. Currently, the
web services are limited to structure-based searches, and supporting documentation is provided via a Swagger-enabled API at
http://www.unicarbkb.org/rest-api. A detailed explanation of the
web services will be published elsewhere. However, through these
services users can search UniCarbKB using common programming
languages to retrieve structure-associated data. For example, users
can retrieve structure identifiers by searching for an exact structure. Part of these services are implemented by the GlycoPattern
database [20], which allows for sharing and cross-referencing of
structure entries.

3 Methods
3.1 Using
the UniCarbKB
Website

The UniCarbKB team has benefited from regular user feedback
and analysis of user activity on the site, which has been instrumental in developing intuitive querying/search tools. To retain a sense
of familiarity across glyco-related databases, the layout and functionality of UniCarbKB borrows components from GlycoSuiteDB
and EUROCarbDB. An emphasis has been placed on supporting
the most frequently used functionalities. For example, database
searches with simple queries (only a few terms) have been enhanced
with native selects by integrating an auto-complete suggestion
mechanism. Presentation and navigation of medium- to large-sized
results has also been improved with extended use of pagination
across the website. With the continuing growth and diversity of
UniCarbKB, we have strived to improve sections of the
user-interface to simplify content layout. To this end, viewing a
database entry has been significantly improved with simplified terminology, removal of redundant descriptions and the availability of
documentation/troubleshooting guides.

3.2 The UniCarbKB
Home Page

The database homepage, accessible at http://www.unicarbkb.org,
is the main entry point for most users (see Note 1). The home page
consists of four main sections:
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1. A navigation bar with drop-down menus and links providing
direct access to the data and functionality available in the
UniCarbKB website.
2. A brief summary introducing the objectives and role of
UniCarbKB including database statistics, the participating
expert research institutions, and our funding sources.
3. Links to affiliated database efforts including UniCarb-DB,
GlycoMob, SugarBindDB, and UniCorn plus international
activities such as GLYCAM, GlyTouCan, and GlycoBase.
3.3 UniCarbKB
Navigation Banner

Some elements are always present at the top of the page: the
UniCarbKB logo to return to the homepage, access to structure and
biological source search tools, links to curated references, external
databases, data interpretation tools, help guides, and contact information (Fig. 1). Further information for each listing is described in
the following Subheadings. For information on resources available
from the “Tools” link including GlycoDigest and GlyS3, the substructure search tool readers are referred to [18, 21].

3.4 Search
Functionalities

Direct access to the search tools is available from the “Structure”
and “Biological Source” menus. Here, the “Structure” menu partitions structural search features into composition, GlycoCT, and

Fig. 1 Users can search the database content by (a) monosaccharide composition or (b) attached protein,
taxonomy, or tissue. To access these search forms, UniCarbKB selects either the query options from the
Structure or Biological Source menus on the top navigation bar
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graphical. In contrast, “Biological Source” encapsulates taxonomic, tissue and glycoprotein (accessible from the “Query
Options” link) and cell line searches (see Note 2 and Fig. 1).
3.4.1 Searching
for Information Associated
with Taxonomy, Tissue, or
Glycoprotein

The “Biological Source” search page has search options and data
filters available. In this Subheading, we briefly describe the basic
queries available and their usage:
The “Biological Source” menu, accessible from the navigation
bar, lists four search items: “Taxonomy”, “Tissue”, “Protein”, and
“Protein Accession”
1. To perform a query, select a preferred query option—this will
automatically load a search text box.
2. After selecting the appropriate search option start typing a name
or keyword(s) into the search box at the top of the query screen.
3. After entering three characters, the quick navigation aid automatically provides a dropdown list of matching items, matched
by NCBI Taxon, MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) or protein name (see Note 3).
4. The search box supports the selection of multiple items from
the previous step.
5. Pressing the search button will load data available for the
selected item(s).
Results for the specified taxonomy, glycoprotein, or tissue
search will appear on a new screen with the following information:
1. An icon representing the content type (taxonomy, tissue, or
glycoprotein) with the title/name of the content search, which
is linked to the item’s main viewing template.
2. A summary of the most relevant few lines of content related to
the item. In brief, taxonomy searches list a limited number of
glycoproteins; for the tissue and glycoprotein results only the
number of structures is shown.
3. An icon indicating the number of structures is shown to the
right of each text block.

3.4.2

Taxonomy

In addition to structure and glycoprotein data, UniCarbKB contains taxonomic terms, based on the NCBI taxonomy database.
NCBI Taxonomy IDs are assigned to each species entry in the
database. A similar approach was used by EUROCarbDB,
GlycoBase [22] and continues to be used by Glycome-DB [23],
SugarBindDB and the Carbohydrate Structure Database [24]
amongst others, thus permitting interoperability between these
glyco-focused resources.
Taxon searches are case-insensitive and to assist users, an autocomplete feature is available. The search bar supports the selection
of multiple taxonomies from the list of matching entries, simply by
searching and selecting a species of interest (see Note 4).
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1. To find content associated with the species Homo sapiens, select
the “Query Options” link from the “Biological Source” menu,
which can be found in the top navigation bar.
2. Select the “Taxonomy” button in the query page and enter
Homo sapiens. Species partially matching the text entered shall
be listed automatically. Once you have selected Homo sapiens
press the search button.
3. The results page will display the search term and the number
of structures (including reported compositions) along with a
short summary of glycoproteins. To continue browsing data
available for Homo sapiens, select the blue structures button.
4. On the summary page, the left-column lists all glycan structures and compositions in UniCarbKB associated with Homo
sapiens. By default, only ten glycan structures are displayed—
to view the complete catalog of structures click the “Show all
structures” button (see Note 5). Since we have restricted the
result listing to a taxonomy search, the right-column sidebar
will only list relevant “Biological Associations”; for example, all
glycoproteins characterized from the species Homo sapiens.
5. To view all glycoproteins, click the “Biological Associations”
Proteins label. Users can navigate to the glycoprotein page by
scrolling the list to find any protein of interest.
3.4.3 Tissue

To ensure consistency across UniCarbKB, the actions for searching
tissue data are similar to the above taxonomy workflow. Similar to
other databases, UniCarbKB adopts the NCBI MeSH (Medical
Subject Headings) vocabulary for tissue annotations, whereby each
tissue or biological source entry is linked with a NCBI MeSH identifier. Searches are case-insensitive and the search bar provides suggestions after entering three characters.

3.5 Glycan Structure
Searching

Glycans are inherently complex biomolecules, involving a breadth
of monosaccharide diversity and varying degrees of branching.
Consequently, a simple textual representation that encodes monosaccharide anomericity, glycosidic linkages, residues modifications
and substitutions, and structure ambiguity is difficult to achieve. A
plethora of graphical and textual formats are used for the depiction
of glycan structures including: Consortium for Functional
Glycomics/Essentials, Oxford nomenclature, and IUPAC format
[25–28]. A combination of these formats in which the linkages are
depicted as angles as in the Oxford scheme, on the colored residue
symbols of the “Essentials in Glycobiology” scheme, is gaining
acceptance and is supported by the UniCarbKB suite of tools and
databases. Recently, editors of the Third Edition of “Essentials in
Glycobiology” announced an extended monosaccharide library
that adopts the CFG/Essentials color notation with optional
Oxford depiction of monosaccharide linkages with embedded
specificity and anomericity [29].
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In addition to the graphical representation of oligosaccharides,
a variety of computational encoding formats have been developed
notably GlycoCT [30], LinearCode® [31], KCF (KEGG Chemical
Function) [32], LINUCS [33], and WURCS [34]. A comprehensive review and comparison of nomenclatures have been previously
published [35].
To find a structure of interest in UniCarbKB, users can either
(1) use GlycanBuilder, the GlycoCT form or the composition
query engine, or (2) use the contextual navigation options presented in the viewing templates (for more information refer to
individual page descriptions below).
3.5.1 Using
GlycanBuilder to Perform
(Sub)Structure Searches

GlycanBuilder is a versatile tool that allows for the fast and intuitive drawing of glycan structures that can be used standalone,
embedded in web pages or integrated into other programs [36,
37]. The tool was developed during the EUROCarbDB project
in conjunction with the mass spectrometry data interpretation
software GlycoWorkBench. An updated version of GlycanBuilder
(http://bit.ly/1FwRxbo) is included in UniCarbKB to support
structure queries.
GlycanBuilder, accessed at http://www.unicarbkb.org/
builder, can be used to (1) build a new glycan structure, (2) build
a substructure or epitope, or (3) extend a structure by using the
library of predefined structures. Users are encouraged to refer to
guides and documentation provided by the developers (http://
bit.ly/24heTlh and http://bit.ly/1rqBIBe). In brief, the tool
comprises three main sections: (1) drawing canvas, (2) monosaccharide and linkage panel, and (3) menu options for exporting
images, switching between symbol/notation formats and selecting
monosaccharide residues. The tool provides a selection of starting
structures, e.g. O-glycan cores and hybrid type N-links to help
users get started.

3.5.2

Query by Structure

Upon submitting a structure query, the default setting retrieves
database entries that have exact matching topology, linkage, and
anomeric configuration. A level of fuzziness is allowed by partial
structure searching, whereby unknown information is handled as
wildcards by the search algorithm. For substructure searching,
only structures matching the epitope or extended motif will be
listed in the results page.

3.6 Glycan Structure
Summary Page

Glycan structure and its supporting evidence is a central focus of
UniCarbKB. The glycan structure page is the place where all information connected with a structure can be easily accessed. Found
here is a standard set of data types, and an overview of content
available. This subheading leads users through the basics of navigating content associated with a specific glycan entry; an example
screenshot is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Each structure entry in UniCarbKB has three parts: (1) structure listing (left-panel) displaying the structure (in a defined nomenclature format) with linkage and monosaccharide anomericity depicted along with a
description of supporting references; (2) the “Biological Associations” subsection, which summarizes the glycan distribution in the context of taxonomies, tissues and glycoproteins; and (3) links to external database
including PubChem

A typical glycan structure page is divided into four main
sections:
1. Structure image—on the left side, the structure is displayed
using the Essentials/CFG nomenclature as default.
2. Supporting publications—a summary table is provided of the
published literature curated in UniCarbKB that contains
experimental evidence for the glycan structure. To view any
of the publications in detail click the title to open the
Reference page.
3. Glycosyltransferases (limited to N-glycans)—if the structure is
fully defined with no sequence fuzziness or linkage ambiguity,
an enzyme tab appears. This feature, called GlycanSynth, indicates the enzyme glycosyltransferases (GTs) involved in the
biosynthesis of each disaccharide unit. A list of these gene
names, enzymes, and reactions is available at http://unicarbkb.org/enzymes.
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4. Sidebar—displays biological association metadata, links to
external databases, calculated mass and structure classification.
The biological association submenu concisely groups taxonomic, glycoprotein, and tissue source information pertinent
to the displayed structure (refer to Subheading 3.7.2).
3.6.1 Switching
Between Symbol
Nomenclatures

Symbol notation provides a compact yet visual approach for
describing complex glycans and contextually provides an efficient,
easier to understand means for annotating complex datasets. By
default, the hybrid CFG/Essentials with linkage format is set for
displaying structures in UniCarbKB. To convert between the
“CFG/Essentials”, “Oxford”, and “Traditional” formats, users
can select an option in the “Structure Format” sidebar panel.

3.6.2 Glycan Search
by Composition

Drawing glycan structures and defining glycosidic linkages can be
a bit cumbersome. To help users perform more efficient searches,
a composition search tool is available (http://www.unicarbkb.
org/structureQuery). The composition search form comprises 14
boxes corresponding to individual monosaccharide residues and
modifications. By default, each composition is set to zero, and
treated as underivatized. To perform a composition search:
1. From any page select the “Structure” tab from the navigation
bar (top of the page) followed by the “Composition” option.
You will be presented with the search page.
2. Select the N-linked or O-linked button to choose searches of a
specified glycan class (see Note 6).
3. Enter whole integer values into any of the monosaccharide
composition boxes and click the Search button.
4. Each glycan structure is linked to a summary page, which can
be accessed by clicking the image of interest.
5. To narrow the results table, the “Filter” button can be used
to show entries associated with a specific glycoprotein or
taxon name.
The results page, in a simple table, lists those structures matching the exact composition only (see Note 7). Where known, additional information summarizes glycoproteins bearing each structure
alongside the relevant species. Notable features include: the queried composition is displayed in line with the page header; and akin
to many pages, the “Structure Format” button enables users to
convert between supported nomenclature formats.

3.7 Publication
Lists—Curated
Content

The UniCarbKB offers the community access to a growing, curated
database of information on the glycan structures of glycoproteins.
Our biocuration activities are focused on publications describing
the detailed characterization of mammalian glycoproteins, however,
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with growth in large-scale glycoproteomics we are steadily improving the integration of site-specific glycosylation data acquired from
such studies.
A complete listing of publications is available at http://www.
unicarbkb.org/references or via the “References” tab (navigation
bar). The summary table provides a snapshot of the number of
structure entries sourced from the publication in addition to title,
year of publication, authors, and journal name metadata. Here,
pagination is used to improve content layout and provides a solution for displaying a large data collection.
Users can navigate the paginated content either by (1) scanning through the list using the page counters or (2) by using the
filter box to match an author name or publication title. For example, entering cancer will retrieve publication records with the word
“cancer” in the title; alternatively typing an author name will list all
appropriate papers.
1. On the home page, select the References tab from the navigation bar at the top of the page.
2. Use the filter bar to retrieve publication title(s) or author(s)
partially matching the specified search term.
3. To view individual publication content including glycan structures, biological context and experimental information, users
can click the publication title.
3.7.1 Individual
Publications

As shown in Fig. 3, the publication template is divided into four
distinct sections:
1. Header displaying bibliographic information.
2. Abstract sourced and linked to PubMed.
3. As shown in the Structure section, a graphical listing of glycan
structures curated from the publication, which are linked to
the “Glycan Structure” page.
4. The sidebar provides contextual navigation including “Biological
Associations”, “Validation Method”, and “Connections”. Each
of these subsections is described in the following Subheadings.

3.7.2 Biological
Associations

The (individual or multiple) taxonomic, glycoprotein, and tissue
sources of a set of glycan structures can be found under “Biological
Associations”. Each classification is grouped into expandable dropdown lists, as shown in Fig. 2. To find related biological content
you can use the embedded links in the quick navigation lists to
access individual taxonomy, glycoprotein, or tissue source pages.

3.7.3 Validation Methods

This subheading details the experimental methods, techniques, and
instrumentation reported in the corresponding publication, including (1) sample preparation and glycan release techniques exemplified but not limited to exoglycosidase treatment, derivatization, or
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Fig. 3 Publication page for an article by Pang et al. reporting oligosaccharides characterized from human zona
pellucida. The top content panel includes the title of the publication and journal details. The main body (left-hand
panel) shows the abstract and link to PubMed along with a list of experimentally validated structures, which are
linked to the structure summary page. For each publication, we record the following details under the “Validation
Methods” subsection in the right-hand panel: (1) sample preparation procedures and glycan release techniques
and/or methods that alter glycan structure, including exoglycosidase treatment and derivatization; (2) the analytical (mass, sequencing, and linkage) approach; and (3) supporting validation methods. In addition, grouped in
the “Biological Associations” subsection we capture species, tissue, and glycoprotein(s) information

esterification of sialic acids; (2) the analytical strategies employed to
determine the reported structural, e.g. mass, sequencing, and linkage; and (3) complementary validation methods that may include
lectins/glycan binding proteins. The goal is to align the validation
metadata terms with the objectives of MIRAGE, i.e. to provide sufficient evidence for researchers to assess the reliability, specifics, and
accuracy of the information presented.
3.8 More
About the Sidebar

The sidebar features page-specific links which improve navigation
and the logical organization of UniCarbKB. The sidebar appears
on a majority of pages, except for the References and Glycoprotein
summaries (see Note 8). By using the sidebar you can:
1. Choose a specific “Structure Format” for glycan display.
2. Perform various operations via the links on the sidebar.
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3. Use the contextual navigation options that appear under each
Subheading, based on the type of content on the page; for
example, investigate relevant Biological Associations.
4. Access external databases and supporting tools.
The links in this area change depending on the section of database you are viewing. The sidebar provides important links to
internal and external pages.
3.9 Glycoprotein
Searches and Links
with UniProtKB

There have been few intensive programs to cross-reference glycan-
related databases with those that support genomics and proteomics
research. Previously, GlycoSuiteDB was the sole database linked
from the UniProt Knowledgebase for additional curated glycoprotein information, and for submitting some annotations directly into
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. Following the launch of UniCarbKB, a
two-way program has been established to share new glycoprotein
knowledge. In May 2013 UniProtKB switched cross-reference links
to UniCarbKB instead of (the no longer maintained) GlycoSuiteDB
(UniProt release 2013_06), such that all UniProtKB glycosylation
entries associated with GlycoSuiteDB were updated to link to
UniCarbKB and vice versa. Thanks to these cross-links, UniProtKB
users have direct access to structural information and corresponding meta-data for characterized glycoproteins, which often exceeds
the scope of UniProtKB as a generalist protein resource.
The collaboration established between UniCarbKB and
UniProtKB goes beyond mere cross-referencing. Experimentally
determined glycosylation sites curated in UniCarbKB, along with
their references in the scientific literature, are submitted to
UniProtKB on a regular basis, where the data are reviewed by
senior biocurators before inclusion in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot protein entries.
On the other hand, UniCarbKB protein descriptions are based
on the preferred name and primary accession identifier denoted by
UniProtKB [8]. However, in cases where UniProtKB does not
describe the protein, or where the protein cannot be clearly identified in UniProtKB, we use the protein name described in the cited
publication. In addition, UniCarbKB glycoprotein summary pages
are enriched by dynamically including PTM-related annotations
and protein sequences from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. An example
of this integration between the two databases can be seen in Fig. 4,
Subheading 3.10.1.
Although the number of fully characterized glycoproteins is
limited at this stage, for each glycoprotein record, two levels of
annotation are provided where known: (1) global-specific data
denote all glycan structures characterized on a single purified glycoprotein; (2) site-specific assignment for individual glycan structures attached a given amino acid sequence position.
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3.10 Using
the Glycoprotein
Navigation Page
to Find Global
and Site-Specific
Content

The glycoprotein summary page is a quick navigation aid to find
information on global and site-specific glycosylation for individual
and mixtures of glycoproteins. To access this information:
1. Point your browser at the UniCarbKB glycoprotein page at
http://www.unicarbkb.org/proteins
or
select
the
“Glycoproteins” tab from the navigation bar.
2. To find a glycoprotein(s) of interest start typing the name(s)
into the filter box, and UniCarbKB will match entries in the
database (see Note 9). The updated table lists the UniProtKB
accession number, taxonomy, reported number of glycan
structures and a label indicating if site-specific glycosylation
information is available.
3. To view information available for the glycoprotein(s) of interest, select the item(s) from the dropdown list, and press the
Filter button.
4. The results table will list the matching UniCarbKB entries
only. To access an individual glycoprotein summary page simple, click the name or accession number.

3.10.1 Glycoprotein
Information

Every glycoprotein entry in UniCarbKB is linked to a comprehensive summary page, which makes it quick and easy for users to
assess the known glycosylation status of a given protein. These
pages provide a description of the attached glycan structures and
knowledge of site-specific glycosylation that has been curated from
the literature. When possible known site-specific data are mapped
with data available in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. Figure 4 shows the
glycoprotein summary page for human Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein,
at http://www.unicarbkb.org/proteinsummary/P02765/annotated. In summary, glycoprotein pages are split into two sections:
1. The main section displays information that is relevant to the
glycoprotein:
•

The page starts with a header area with information about
the protein, including its name, UniProtKB accession
number linked to the UniProt website, and functional as
well as PTM-related annotation imported from the
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entry.

•

A summary of experimentally verified site-specific
Glycosylation Sites clearly indicates the amino acid position and number of structures associated with that site.

•

Glycan structures reported at a specific site can be viewed
by clicking the “Associated Structures” label.

•

An optional section shows compositional data if available.

•

All the glycan structures associated with the specified glycoprotein are listed below the Glycosylation Sites subsection.
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Fig. 4 Screenshot for the human Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein (UniProtKB/SwissProt:P02765). (a) A description of
the glycoprotein is obtained from the UniProtKB Function and PTM/Processing sections in addition to the protein
primary sequence. To obtain this information, we use the UniProtJAPI client [38]. (b) The “Associated Structures”
label(s) provides information on level of global and/or site-specific information available and corresponding
structures at each site for the Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein entry. The level of information displayed can vary; for
example, not all glycoproteins have site-specific data, however, all protein summary pages list (c) the glycan
structures or compositions characterized at the global level, i.e. determined following an enzymatic or chemical
release of glycans from a single purified glycoprotein. Finally, details on the relevant biological associations can
be displayed by clicking the (d) “Taxonomy”, “Protein”, or “Source” boxes. All information presented on the
protein summary pages have been sourced from the publications listed in the right-hand sidebar

For more information on the glycan structures, including
supporting publications and biological associations, users
are prompted to click the structure of interest.
2. The sidebar shows four sections:
•

The “Structure Format” sidebar panel described in
Subheading 3.6.1 to convert between the “CFG/
Essentials”, “Oxford” and “Traditional” formats.

•

The primary amino acid sequence of the protein, which is
dynamically loaded from UniProtKB.

•

Information regarding “Biological Associations” including
taxonomy and tissue source, which provides a comprehensive summary of associated metadata.
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•

Peer-reviewed publications that were curated to compile
the global and site-specific glycosylation data. For further
details on the publication cited, users can navigate to the
Reference page by clicking the publications title.

For example, Fig. 4 shows the summary page for alpha-2-HS-
glycoprotein, which provides a description of the attached glycan
structures and knowledge of site-specific glycosylation that has
been curated from the literature. In addition, a comprehensive
summary of associated metadata including biological source and
publications citing the data is shown. Additional information about
the glycoprotein can be displayed in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot by
clicking the listed protein accession identifier, P02765. The PTM/
Processing section of this Swiss-Prot entry (http://www.uniprot.
org/uniprot/P02765#ptm_processing) contains annotations for a
number of glycosylation sites. Most of these sites have experimental evidence, and some of them are directly linked to site-specific
pages in UniCarbKB via the “CAR_XXXXX” identifiers in the
“Feature identifier” column, e.g. “Tyr-176 N-linked (GlcNAc…)
(complex) CAR_000065”, which links to http://unicarbkb.org/
swissprotFT?feature=CAR_000065. The PTM/Processing section
in Swiss-Prot also includes the global link to UniCarbKB entry
(under “PTM databases”), as well as the free text comment about
phosphorylation and glycosylation, which in turn is reproduced at
the top of the UniCarbKB glycoprotein page (http://unicarbkb.
org/proteinsummary/P02765/annotated), as mentioned above.
3.11 Cell Lines

There are numerous challenges facing UniCarbKB’s growth and
goal to organize and annotate mammalian glycoproteins. This is
exemplified by the volume and diversity of data generated from cell
line analysis, which has motivated us to create a dedicated cell line
section (http://www.unicarbkb.org/celllines) to display data on
the relative abundance of glycan structures characterized from a
small but growing number of cell line studies [39]. To date, the
library is focused on colorectal cancer that includes over 25 primary
cell lines representative of moderately differentiated metastatic,
moderately differentiated primary, and poorly differentiated
(aggressive) tumors [40]. Additional cell lines include a comparison
between prostate cancer models from the work of Shah et al. [41].

4 Notes
1. Information presented in this chapter is based on the
UniCarbKB March 2016 release. Regular updates and
improvements are made to the user-interfaces and database
model; therefore, web page content and design may have
changed since publication. As part of our effort to provide
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users with accurate information, updates to the interface and
database content are described on the project user knowledgebase (http://confluence.unicarbkb.org).
2. Results are displayed in a context-dependent manner. Some
results will have descriptive text details, whereas others may
link directly to the glycan structure or glycoprotein entry. In all
cases, the search terms will be highlighted and appear in the
title or supporting text of each result page.
3. As you type in the search box, you can find information quickly
by seeing terms and keywords that match your search criteria.
For example, as shown in Fig. 1, it is possible to search by multiple glycoproteins and when you start to type, “major” protein names partially matching the entered text will be listed.
This feature serves two major advantages notably:
•

Save time searching—Choose from keywords to find information faster while typing less.

•

Spelling corrections—When searching for keyword, autocomplete will show matching or similar terms, this is particularly useful in the case of abbreviated classifications.

4. If searching for viruses, the species field describes the organism
from which the DNA of the protein originates.
5. This option will only appear when the size of the structure
dataset exceeds ten.
6. When searching by composition it is essential to choose
N-linked or O-linked, otherwise no results will be shown.
7. Only those eukaryotic monosaccharides and modifications
with supporting structure entries are listed, for example, glucosamine (GlcN) is not included since bacterial lipopolysaccharides are not stored in UniCarbKB.
8. The links in the sidebar change depending on the section of
database you are viewing. This area provides important links to
internal and external pages.
9. UniCarbKB also supports searching by UniProt accession
number. To access this feature, use the “Protein Accession”
option listed under the “Biological Source” menu, and follow
the steps described in Subheading 3.10.1 substituting glycoprotein name with the UniProt accession identifier.

5 Summary
We are now at a critical point in the development of glyco-related
databases. Continuing advancements in analytical technologies and
new data types are unraveling the complexity of the glycome and
glycoproteome; therefore, it is increasingly necessary to ensure all
the data are annotated in a correct, consistent, and sufficient way.
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UniCarbKB is an important step in this direction, with a continually expanding and carefully reviewed collection of glycan
structures, annotated mammalian glycoproteins, and biological
contextual information. As a valuable data storage and search platform, UniCarbKB is ready to embrace advances in user-interfaces
and computational tools to best exploit accumulating glycoscience
data and continue to enrich our understanding of glycosylation.
5.1 Submission
of Updates, New Data,
and Troubleshooting

The initiative is driven as a community endeavor and the team
encourages end-user feedback. To submit updates and/or corrections to UniCarbKB and for any enquiries use the e-mail address
info@unicarbkb.org. For more information and guides, please refer
to our documentation site (http://confluence.unicarbkb.org).
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Chapter 8
Impact of Nonsynonymous Single-Nucleotide Variations
on Post-Translational Modification Sites in Human Proteins
Naila Gulzar, Hayley Dingerdissen, Cheng Yan, and Raja Mazumder
Abstract
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) are covalent modifications that proteins might undergo following or
sometimes during the process of translation. Together with gene diversity, PTMs contribute to the overall
variety of possible protein function for a given organism. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the
most common form of variations found in the human genome, and have been found to be associated with
diseases like Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD), among many others. Studies have also
shown that non-synonymous single-nucleotide variation (nsSNV) at the PTM site, which alters the corresponding encoded amino acid in the translated protein sequence, can lead to abnormal activity of a protein
and can contribute to a disease phenotype. Significant advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies and high-throughput proteomics have resulted in the generation of a huge amount of data for both
SNPs and PTMs. However, these data are unsystematically distributed across a number of diverse databases.
Thus, there is a need for efforts toward data standardization and validation of bioinformatics algorithms that
can fully leverage SNP and PTM information for biomedical research. In this book chapter, we will present
some of the commonly used databases for both SNVs and PTMs and describe a broad approach that can be
applied to many scenarios for studying the impact of nsSNVs on PTM sites of human proteins.
Key words Disease association, Pan-cancer variomes, Post-translational modifications (PTMs), PTM
databases, Single-nucleotide variations, SNP databases, nsSNVs

1 Introduction
The discovery of the helical structure of DNA in 1953 by James
Watson and Francis Crick was critical to promoting a better understanding of the complexities of molecular biology. Shortly thereafter, Crick introduced the “central dogma” describing the flow of
information in a biological system from DNA to RNA to protein.
He later wrote [1]: “The central dogma of molecular biology deals
with the detailed residue-by-residue transfer of sequential information. It states that such information cannot be transferred from protein to either protein or nucleic acid.”
Almost 60 years later, the central dogma continues to dictate
the majority of biological information transfer. However, there are
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_8, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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now well-supported exceptions to this model that implicate
protein-
mediated information transfer [2]. Research on bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), also known as mad cow disease, and the related human Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) have
implicated a proteinaceous infectious particle, or prion, in disease
pathogenesis [3]. Although not all prions have a negative impact,
the BSE and CJD prions can exist in two conformations: a soluble,
ubiquitous, and seemingly innocuous protein, and an insoluble
form that promotes aggregation of the prions [4]. Once aggregated, these proteins can induce their soluble counterparts to
adopt the pathogenic aggregate form in turn [5].
Thus, prions present a clear violation of the central dogma. In
fact, it is thought that this may be one of the most extreme among
a number of mechanisms by which information transfer can occur,
the spectrum of epigenetic variation presenting additional challenges to the theory of the central dogma [2]. However, while this
dogma is not an absolute principle, it does hold true for the majority of known information transfer. The protein modifications and
subsequent impact thereof discussed throughout this chapter
assume a central dogma model: alteration of the nucleotide
sequence results in altered flow of information to the protein,
which may, in turn, affect any post-translational modifications
(PTMs) normally occurring on that protein.
1.1 Genetic
Variations, Mutations,
and Single-Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs)

Genetic variation includes Sequence ontology identifier
SO:0000694 (SNPs) and structural variants that are heritable, as
well as mutations that may or may not be heritable. SNPs are the
most common form of variation, distributed throughout the entire
genome with an average density of one SNP per 1.9 kilobases [6,
7]. According to the dbSNP database [8], there are currently over
100 million SNPs documented in the human genome. A major
challenge to the comprehensive cataloging of SNPs is the difficulty
in detecting very rarely occurring SNPs. Although the 1000
Genomes Project has identified some polymorphisms whose minor
allele frequency (MAF) is less than 5 % [9], it is expected that there
are actually millions of human SNPs with an even lower MAF that
may not yet be accounted for in SNP databases [7]. SNPs are not
necessarily disease-associated, but many disease associations have
been linked to SNPs [10, 11].
While SNPs refer to variations at the population level, somatic
mutations are changes that occur in an individual over the course
of a lifetime. Somatic mutations do not have to be deleterious, but
they certainly can be harmful, as in the case of recurrent mutations
in the p53 (TP53) gene associated with cancer [12]. Mutations
can also occur in germ cells, called germline mutations, hence they
can be passed to their progeny. A germline mutation is a rare event:
when a variant is found in a population with a very low frequency,
for example, less than 1 %, this may be an indication that the variant is a result of recent genetic changes in the germline of that
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population. A variation with MAF greater than 5 % is considered a
common variant [13]. Throughout this chapter, we will use SNP
in reference to well-characterized variants in a population, and we
will use the term single-nucleotide variation (SNV SO:0001483)
to describe rarer variants that have been observed in one or several
individuals but have not yet been well characterized in any
population.
1.2 Classification
of Mutations

When a single nucleotide base in the DNA sequence is altered, it is
termed a point mutation (Sequence Ontology accession
SO:1,000,008 [14]). Such mutations may occur due to (1) intrinsic
factors, such as damage during replication that escaped the DNA
repair machinery or interaction with free radicals generated during
metabolism, or (2) extrinsic factors, like exposure to UV radiation
or chemical mutagens. Point mutations can be classified by their
effects? on sequence structure, chemical composition, impact on
function, and cellular location in which they occur. Our focus is
primarily on the classification of mutations occurring in coding
regions and their impact on the translated products of these regions,
but it is important to keep in mind that such mutations can also
occur in non-coding regions of DNA. Mutations occurring outside
of coding regions are expected to be silent unless they affect translation machinery binding, resulting in potential dysregulation of protein synthesis, or they alter splice sites, potentially resulting in novel
transcripts. Refer to Fig. 1 for the classification of point mutations.

1.2.1 Structural
Consequences

Point mutations involving the exchange of one nucleotide for
another are also called single base substitution mutations. Because
the number of nucleotides in the DNA sequence remains the same
for this kind of mutation, the translation frame remains intact.
Insertions and deletions (indels) of a single nucleotide are still considered point mutations, but due to the resulting increase or
decrease in the number of nucleotides in the sequence, the translation frame may be shifted, usually resulting in a change in the corresponding codons. Thus, these mutations belong to the larger
class of so-called frameshift mutations.

1.2.2 Chemical
Composition

Nucleotide substitutions are further characterized with respect to
the chemistry of the specific nucleotides involved.
(a) Transition (SO Accession: SO:1,000,009): These mutations result when a purine nucleotide base is replaced by
another purine, or when a pyrimidine is substituted by another
pyrimidine. Adenine replaced by guanine or cytosine by thymine are transition mutations.
(b) Transversion (SO Accession: SO:1,000,017): These mutations result when a purine is replaced by a pyrimidine in the
DNA, or a pyrimidine by a purine, for example, when adenine
is replaced by cytosine or guanine by thymine.
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Fig. 1 Classification of point mutations

Although the ratio of transitions to transversions (Ts/Tv) is
expected to be 0.5 if we assume no biological bias exists, the
observed Ts/Tv ratio is generally greater than 0.5: this is due to
tautomeric shifts and the fact that transitions more frequently
result in tolerable silent mutations (SO Accession: SO:0,001,017)
as explained by the wobble hypothesis [15].
1.2.3

Functional Impact

(a) Silent mutation: This type of base substitution in coding
regions does not lead to any change in the resulting amino acid
of the translated protein sequence due to the degeneracy of the
genetic code. The genetic code is written in nucleotide triplets:
as there are only four nucleotides, there are 43 = 64 possible
codons to encode the 20 amino acids. In fact, 61 of the triplet
combinations encode the amino acids while the remaining
three encode stop codons, which mark the termination of
translation. This concept of degeneracy, especially with respect
to flexibility in the third position of a codon, is otherwise
known as the wobble hypothesis [16], and lowers the risk of
deleterious effects caused by point mutations by increasing the
likelihood that a mutation will have a silent phenotype. Silent
mutations are often referred to as synonymous mutations (SO
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Accession: SO:0,001,819) when the encoded residue is the
same in the variant product as in the normal product, despite
two distinct but synonymous codons. Silent mutations, therefore, also result in the preservation of protein function.
(b) Nonsense mutation (SO Accession: SO:1,000,062): Those
base substitutions that result in a premature stop codon in the
coding region of the nucleotide sequence are termed nonsense
mutations. This type of mutation results in truncated proteins,
which generally causes a loss of function. A well-studied case
involves the group of thalassemias which are disorders caused
by heritable mutations including deletions of key fragments in
the α- and β-globin genes. These mutations result in the formation of abnormal hemoglobin, which manifests as anemia [17].
(c) Missense mutation (SO Accession: SO:0,001,583): This
mutation occurs when one nucleotide is replaced by another in
such a way that the new codon formed results in the incorporation of a different amino acid in the translated protein but the
length of the protein is preserved. Missense mutations can be
considered conservative (SO:1,000,060) when the replacement of the nucleotide results in the replacement of amino
acid with similar chemical properties because its function is less
likely to be altered. For example, a polar amino acid replaced
by another polar amino acid in the protein sequence is considered to be a conservative missense mutation. A non-conservative or non-synonymous missense mutation (SO:1,000,061),
however, results in the translation of an amino acid with different chemical properties, and is therefore likely to alter protein
function. A polar amino acid replaced by a hydrophobic amino
acid is an example of a non-conservative missense mutation
(SO:0,001,586). Although both nonsense and missense mutations can be considered non-synonymous, for the duration of
this paper, we refer specifically to missense variants as non-
synonymous single nucleotide variations, or nsSNVs.
1.2.4 Cellular Origin

As described above, germline and somatic mutations are characterized based on whether the mutation occurs and is propagated to
the germ cells or non-reproductive cells of the body, respectively.
Since gametes develop from germ cells, this type of mutation can
be passed onto progeny. However, since somatic cells do not give
rise to gametes, these mutations are not passed onto progeny.
Cancer-causing somatic mutations commonly arise in proto-
oncogenes, which are frequently involved in regulation of cell division and, when mutated, lead to uncontrolled cell division and
formation of tumor [18].

1.3 Co- and Post-
translational
Modifications (PTMs)

Proteins undergo many types of covalent modifications, both during
and after the process of translation, which result in the diversification
of protein function. In conjunction with the diversity of genes
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present in an organism, covalent modifications catalyzed by specific
enzymes are responsible for the biological complexity and regulatory
functions characteristic of advanced species. Co- and post-translational modifications (PTMs) can occur on the amino- (N-) or carboxy- (C-) terminus of the polypeptide, or on the side chain of the
protein. In addition to diversification, PTMs result in distinct roles in
processes, like cellular differentiation and development, protein degradation, and cell adhesion [19]. For instance, histone proteins,
which are integral to chromatin formation, undergo many PTMs in
the N-terminus, thereby regulating access to bound DNA and inducing specific transcription “on-off” states. Histone modifications
together with epigenetic mechanisms, like DNA methylation, contribute to an additional level of complexity of the genome and augment the total information potential of the genetic code [20, 21].
Depending on the functional group attached to the protein,
PTMs are classified into different groups. Attachment of specific
functional groups, like phosphate, sugar, acetate, amide, or methyl
groups, affects the chemical, kinetic, and structural properties of
the protein. The most common form of PTM is phosphorylation
and the most complex in terms of structure and diversity is glycosylation [22]. It should be noted that the spectrum of PTM is
much broader than presented herein: the scope of this discussion is
limited to a subset of the most frequent PTMs as counted by
occurrences in the UniProt/Swiss-Prot Knowledgebase [23].
1.3.1

Phosphorylation

Protein phosphorylation was first reported by Phoebus Levene in
1906, but it would take almost 50 years for the kinase mechanism
of phosphorylation to be discovered [24]. This biochemical process is the most extensive type of PTM used in signal transduction
[25, 26]. Phosphorylation is integral to all basic cellular processes,
including signal transduction, metabolism, growth, division, differentiation, organelle trafficking, muscle contraction, immunity,
learning, and memory [25, 27, 28]. Post-translational phosphorylation involves the transfer of a phosphate group from ATP to the
side chains of proteins on various residues, resulting in the formation of the phosphoamino acids listed in Table 1. Although
Table 1
Phosphoamino acids resulting from attachment of phosphate group to
amino acid
Class of phosphoamino acids

Amino acids involved

Acyl phosphates

Aspartate and glutamate

Phosphomonoesters

Serine, threonine, and tyrosine

Phosphoramidates

Histidine, arginine, and lysine

Thiophosphate

Cysteine
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 hosphorylation on a variety of residues is possible, serine (Ser),
p
threonine (Thr), and tyrosine (Tyr)-based phosphorylations have
dominated research as these modifications are acid stable and can
be studied by using acid treatment methods [29]. By contrast, the
phosphoramidates undergo hydrolysis under acidic conditions and
therefore have significantly less representation in research [29].
Phosphorylation is catalyzed by the specific actions of two
types of enzymes: kinases and phosphatases. Kinases are the
enzymes responsible for phosphorylating the proteins, whereas
phosphatases are the enzymes that cleave the phosphate group
from phosphorylated proteins. Reversible phosphorylation of proteins on Ser, Thr, and Tyr results in a dynamic equilibrium between
activated and deactivated states of the affected proteins through
conformational changes induced by the presence or absence of the
phosphate groups. For example, phosphorylation plays an important role in the regulation of signaling involving G-protein coupled
receptors (GPCRs), such as by homologous desensitization [30].
In this type of regulation, receptor binding leads to the phosphorylation of residues at the C-terminal tail of GPCRs by their specific
enzymes, G-protein-receptor kinases (GRKs). Phosphorylation of
GRKs causes binding of β arrestins at the C-terminal tail of GPCRs
leading to a conformational change in β arrestins and the binding
of clathrin and other endocytic components [31]. Errors in the
regulation of GPCRs have been linked to diseases like nephrogenic
diabetes insipidus, retinitis pigmentosa, and morbid obesity [32–
34]. Interestingly, studies have shown that the pattern of receptor
phosphorylation generates a tissue-specific “bar code” to guide
physiologically relevant receptor signaling [35]. GPCRs are part of
a huge superfamily of cell surface signaling proteins, only a few of
which have been targeted for drug discovery with good therapeutic outcome. Efforts are underway to target specific GPCRs for the
prevention and treatment of cancer [36]. Some SNVs at phosphorylation sites may impact protein function and eventually lead to
disease phenotype (see Note 1).
1.3.2 Glycosylation

Glycosylation is the process of modifying proteins or lipids by
covalently attaching mono- or oligosaccharides to certain functional groups of amino acids. This modification plays a pivotal role
in inter- and intracellular biological processes, such as signaling,
protein maturation and turnover, cell adhesion and trafficking,
receptor binding, and activation [37–41]. Glycans are created by
non-template synthesis and provide cell- and tissue-specific information. Attachment of sugars generally occurs at specific residues
on proteins, or to the growing end of the oligosaccharide chains.
Glycosylation of proteins is a widespread and structurally diverse
type of PTM [42]. Multiple factors responsible for the glycan biosynthetic potential of a given cell are: relative enzyme abundance
and localization, abundance and trafficking of glycoprotein
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substrates, and the localization and concentration of high-energy
nucleotide sugar donors like UDP-N-acetyglucosamine [42]. The
two main organelles of central importance to protein glycosylation
are the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the Golgi apparatus. In
the ER, glycosylation acts as a quality control mechanism because
only properly folded proteins are transported to the Golgi. Sugar
moieties are added to soluble proteins in the trans Golgi network
to guide delivery to the proper destinations: these moieties can act
as ligands for cell surface receptors to stimulate signal transduction
pathways or cell attachment [41]. Although mammalian glycans
can be conserved, there do exist species-specific variations that are
thought to be involved in the emergence of distinct traits, like disease susceptibility, and can therefore be targeted for treatments
[43–45]. For example, the clinical usefulness of glycans as blood
antigens was proposed after the discovery of human blood groups
[46], and the antithrombotic glycan heparin is one of the most
widely used drugs because of its glycan-mediated anticoagulant
activity [47]. New and improved methods of glycan analysis and
advanced molecular modeling techniques are needed to better
understand the full spectrum of glycoprotein functions and to
identify glycosylation-based biomarkers of diseases. There are more
than 270 human glycosyltransferases, the enzymes responsible for
addition of the sugar group to the amino acid, and about 2 % of the
human genome codes for proteins which are involved in glycan
biosynthesis, degradation, or transport [48].
Depending on the nature of the glycosidic bond and the type
of sugar group attached, there are many categories of glycoconjugates. The most studied are N- and O-linked glycoproteins, proteoglycans, GPI-anchored proteins, and glycolipids [49].
(a) N-linked glycosylation is the most studied and common type
of glycosylation [50], and is prominent in eukaryotic secretory
proteins [51]. This PTM is initiated co-translationally on the
luminal side of the ER while the protein is synthesized on the
ribosomes
attached
to
the
ER.
The
enzyme
oligosaccharyltransferase catalyzes the amide linkage between
the 14-sugar glucose3-, mannose9-, N-acetylglucosamine2
(Glc3Man9GlcNAc2) core oligosaccharide, and the asparagine
(Asn) residue of the glycosylation sequon, Asn-X-Ser/Thr
(NXS/T). Here, X may represent any amino acid except proline (Pro), Ser, and Thr, because pro is believed to cause steric
hindrance that impairs a protein’s ability to stabilize the glycosidic bond formation [30, 51]. Presence of the glycosylation
sequon does not guarantee glycosylation of the protein: some
NXS/T sequons are not glycosylated because they are inaccessible to the responsible enzymes [52]. After multiple enzymecatalyzed steps in the ER and processing in the Golgi,
glycoproteins are transported to their destinations. Although
glycans themselves are diverse, the dolichol-bound oligosaccha-
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ride Glc3Man9GlcNAc2, acting as the precursor to initiate
N-glycosylation in the ER, is conserved across Eukaryotes and
Archaea [53]. The significance of N-linked glycosylation can be
demonstrated again by consideration of GPCRs. One GPCR
family member, protease-activated receptor-1 (PAR1), is activated by many specific proteases, including thrombin. The
specificity of G-protein coupling and the differential regulation
of cellular responses are associated with the N-linked glycosylation of PAR1. Thus, glycosylation of GPCRs specifies the coupling of distinct G-protein subtypes [47]. PAR1 is an important
drug target for vascular and thrombotic diseases [54] and has
been linked to the progression of some malignant cancers [55]
(see Note 2 for some valuable details on the possible effects of
nsSNVs on N-linked glycosylation sites of the proteins).
(b) O-linked glycosylation of Ser and Thr was discovered in the
early 1980s. This type of glycosylation is typically found at the
nuclear envelope and on nuclear proteins, transcription factors,
and cytoskeletal proteins. Two enzyme complexes play a vital
role in the regulation of O-linked glycosylation, namely
O-linked N-acetylglucosamine transferase (OGT), which adds
monosaccharide units to the hydroxyl group of the amino
acids (generally Ser/Thr residues on the proteins), and
O-GlcNAcase (OGA), which removes the O-GlcNAc moiety
from proteins [49, 56]. In mammals, O-linked glycosylation
involves diverse modifications and is generally classified based
on the innermost or initiating monosaccharide. For example,
in the mucin type of O-glycosylation, an α-linked
N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) is the initiating sugar moiety
[56] (see Note 3).
(c) C-mannosylation occurs with low frequency and involves a
C–C bond between an α-mannosyl residue and the C-2 of tryptophan (Trp). Examples of this type of linkage are found in mammalian proteins, such as RNase2, interleukin-12, and properdin.
1.3.3 Ubiquitination

This PTM involves the conjugation of the polypeptide ubiquitin
with the lysine (Lys) residue of the target protein using three different enzymes in tandem [57]. The first reaction is catalyzed by
the ubiquitin-activation enzyme E1 that activates ubiquitin in an
ATP-dependent process. The second enzyme is a ubiquitin conjugation enzyme or ubiquitin carrier enzyme (UBC or E2) that
accepts ubiquitin from E1. The third enzyme is ubiquitin protein
ligase, E3, which catalyzes the transfer of ubiquitin from E2 to the
ϵ-amino group of the target protein lysine residue [58].
Ubiquitination is reversible through the action of deubiquitinases
(DUBs), responsible for the removal of ubiquitin from the target
proteins. The human genome encodes for two E1 enzymes, almost
38 E2 enzymes, about 600 to 1000 E3 enzymes [58], and almost
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90 DUBs [58, 59]. Generally, this attachment of ubiquitin tags a
protein for degradation by the 26S proteasome, but non-proteolytic
roles have been found in the regulation of DNA repair, chromatin
dynamics, protein kinase activation, membrane trafficking, and cell
signaling [60]. The difference in the pattern of ubiquitination
(mono- or polyubiquitination) and how the groups are attached to
the receptor determines the fate of the target receptor [58]. The
general mechanism of ubiquitination involves a ubiquitin or polyubiquitin signal to recruit proteins possessing ubiquitin-binding
domains: ubiquitinated proteins and ubiquitinated receptors are
then brought together to execute their specific functions [60, 61].
Notably, the deregulation of monoubiquitination of histone H2B
protein has been associated with tumorogenesis. Normally, monoubiquitinated H2B functions as a transcriptional regulator and the
enzymes which drive this modification are linked to cancer development [62] (see Note 4 for statistics about ubiquitination sites in
human proteins and the association of nsSNV-affected ubiquitination sites with disease susceptibility).
1.3.4

Acetylation

Acetylation involves the addition of an acetyl group to a target
amino acid in a protein and plays a significant role in protein stability, localization, metabolism, and apoptosis (see Note 5 for general
statistical details about acetylation sites of human proteins).
Acetylation occurs co- and post-translationally, and can be grouped
into two types:
(a) N-terminal acetylation (Nt-acetylation) is a co-translational
modification occurring across all taxonomic kingdoms and is
common in cytoplasmic eukaryotic proteins [63, 64]. Nt-
acetylation is catalyzed by N-terminal acetyltransferases
(NATs), which include a set of enzyme complexes that transfer
an acetyl group from acetyl CoA (Ac-CoA) to the α-amino
group of the first amino acid residue of the protein [64]. Ac-
CoA has been shown to act as a signaling molecule and has
been linked to the regulation of Nt-acetylation of apoptosis-
regulating proteins [65], thus depicting an interesting role of
Nt-acetylation in metabolic states and cell death. NAT function also appears to be important, based on the observation
that a mutation in the NAT gene is responsible for the human
hereditary lethal disease Ogden syndrome, which causes developmental delay and death in infancy [66]. As it turns out, acetylation is implicated in a diversity of regulatory functions,
including regulation of protein degradation by regulating
ligases [67], inhibition of protein translocation from the cytosol to the ER [68], and mediation of protein complex formation [69]. Nt-acetylation also mediates the attachment of small
GTPases to membrane-associated proteins involved in organelle trafficking [70].
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(b) Lysine acetylation is the post-translational modification of
proteins catalyzed by lysine acetyltransferase enzymes (KATs).
Lysine acetylation was first discovered as a PTM of histones
linked to the regulation of chromatin structure and function
[71]. The specific enzymes involved in this modification are
histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and histone deacetylases
(HDACs). Subsequent research on HATs and HDACs showed
that they play a role in transcription and other cellular processes
like protein stability. Interestingly, in addition to the general
HAT/HDAC functions, four HATs—CREB binding protein
(CBP), p300 HAT, P300/CBP-associated factor (PCAF), and
transcription initiation factor TFIID subunit 1 (TAF1)–and
one HDAC, histone deacetylase 6 (HDAC6), have been found
to possess ubiquitin-linked functions. These activities clearly
depict the link between lysine acetylation and ubiquitination,
which makes it an important element in the regulation of cellular proteolytic activities [71]. HATs and HDACs are named
for their primary action on histones, but these enzymes have
also been observed to modify acetyl groups on non-histone
proteins. Studies have shown that HDAC inhibitors (HDACI)
lead to the differential expression of proteins involved in various biological pathways, including cell cycle progression, apoptosis, free radical generation, autophagy, and DNA damage
repair. A study on bladder cancer has demonstrated that
HDACIs are associated with the inhibition of cell proliferation
and induction of apoptosis in the bladder cancer cells by inactivation of HDACs or modulation of chromatin structure. This
suggests the role of HDACIs in the development of therapeutic
drugs for bladder cancer treatment [72, 73].
1.3.5 Methylation

This type of PTM occurs on all basic amino acid residues, and can
be categorized into two subtypes depending on whether the modified residue is Lys, via lysine methyltransferases, or Arg, via protein
arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs) [74–77]. Lys has been found
to be monomethylated, meaning one methyl group (me1) is
attached; dimethylated, with two methyl groups (me2) attached;
or trimethylated, with three methyl groups (me3) attached to their
ɛ-amine group. Arg can be monomethylated (me1), symmetrically
dimethylated (me2a), or asymmetrically dimethylated (me2a) on
their guanidinyl residue, and His has rarely been observed to be
monomethylated. Nine mammalian PRMTs have been characterized to be involved in vital biological processes such as signal transduction, gene transcription, DNA repair, and mRNA splicing;
studies have demonstrated their connection with carcinogenesis
and metastasis [78]. Although methylation was initially considered
to be an irreversible process [79], the discovery of histone H3
lysine 4 (H3K4) demethylase demonstrated that Lys methylation
involves both methylases and demethylases [80] [81].
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Among the most significant and extensively studied of known
methylated proteins are the histones. Histone methylation sites at
lysine residues include H3K4, H3K9, H2K27, H3K36, H3K79,
and H3K20 [36], and histone arginine methylation sites include
H3R2, H3R8, H3R17, H3R26, and H4R3. Many additional basic
amino acid residues of histone proteins H1, H2A, H2B, H3, and
H4 have also been found to be methylated as well [82]. As mentioned above, eukaryotic chromatin is packed with histones, which
are subject to several types of PTMs, including methylation. These
so-called epigenetic modifications extend the genetic information
carried by the DNA sequence and constitute a “histone code”.
Studies have shown that histone methylation sites on chromatin
serve as the binding site for chromatin effector molecules and their
associated complexes, thereby regulating transcription [36]. Thus,
changes in histone methylation can have deleterious effects and
have been implicated in human disease, particularly cancer.
Interestingly, methylation status can be maintained and passed
onto cellular progeny via the inheritance of silenced heterochromatin through mitosis. In other instances, however, methylation
patterns are dynamic and vary greatly at different stages of cell
development, and can change in response to environmental signals
during the cell differentiation process [81]. Missense mutations of
Lys27Met (K27 M) and Gly34Arg/Val (G34R/V) in the genes
that encode histone H3.3 (H3F3A) and H3.1 (HIST3H1B) have
been observed in pediatric gliomas. This type of mutation has been
found in almost 80 % of the cases of diffuse intrinsic pontine gliomas (DIPGs), incurable tumors of the brain stem in children [83]
(see Note 6 for additional possible effects of nsSNVs on methylation sites of human proteins and their associations with disease).

2 Materials
Having established the significance of nsSNVs and PTMs, we will
now turn our attention to the various locations at which the relevant data can be found. Please see Table 2 for a summary of the
various databases and the types of information they provide.
2.1 Variation
Databases

There has been an exponential increase in the generation of
sequencing data due to technological advances (e.g. next-
generation sequencing (NGS)) over the past decade. Hundreds
and thousands of variations have now been associated with diseases, revolutionizing the field of cancer biology and leading to
the discovery of new biomarkers [84]. This huge amount of data
is documented across several databases [85]. Some commonly
used and well-trusted databases containing SNVs and related
information include:
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Table 2
Summary of variation and PTM databases
Variation databases

Database URLs

BioMuta

https://hive.biochemistry.gwu.edu/tools/
biomuta/

ClinVar

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/

COSMIC

http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/

dbSNP

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/

GWAS Catalog

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/

ICGC

https://dcc.icgc.org/

SwissVar

http://www.expasy.org/swissvar

humsvar

http://www.uniprot.org/docs/humsavar

TCGA

http://cancergenome.nih.gov/

UniProtKB

http://www.uniprot.org/

PTM Databases Database URLs
dbPTM

http://dbPTM.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/.

iPTMnet

http://proteininformationresource.org/iPTMnet/

O-GLYBASE

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/databases/OGLYCBASE/

PHOSIDA

http://www.phosida.com/

Phosph.ELM

http://phospho.elm.eu.org/

PhosphoSitePlus http://www.phosphosite.org/homeAction.action/
UniCarbKB

http://www.unicarbkb.org/

UniProtKB

http://www.uniprot.org/

2.1.1 GWAS Catalog

The NHGRI-EBI GWAS Catalog [86] is a manually curated
literature-
derived resource related to genome-wide association
studies. It is a collaborative project between National Human
Genome Research Institute (NHGRI), National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI), and the European
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). As of May 2016, the catalog contains over 100,000 SNPs with more than 20,000 SNP-trait associations, along with other GWAS-related statistical information,
such as p-value, odds ratio, and confidence intervals.

2.1.2 ClinVar

ClinVar [87] offers freely available data about medically important
variants and phenotypes. Each ClinVar submission also provides
information on the relationship of the specific variation to
human health, along with any evidence supporting that variation.
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This database is reciprocally cross-referenced to dbSNP and dbVar,
which maintain non-redundant information on SNP and structural
variation, respectively. ClinVar also includes the phenotypic descriptions maintained in MedGen (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
medgen/). The content in ClinVar can be divided into five major
categories: submitter, variation, phenotype, interpretation, and
evidence. The combinations of submitter, variation, and phenotype are given a unique accession number in the SCV000000000.0
(SCV) format. The data in ClinVar flow from dbSNP with some
annotations from OMIM (http://omim.org/) and GeneReviews
[88], and are maintained and released weekly. ClinVar accepts
direct submissions following the process described at http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/docs/submit/ [87, 89].
2.1.3 UniProtKB/
SwissVar

SwissVar [90] is a portal to search genetic variants in UniProtKB/
Swiss-Prot entries. Since UniProtKB/SwissProt contains the collection of human proteins along with detailed functional annotations,
the SwissVar portal and the humsavar files (http://www.uniprot.
org/docs/humsavar) provide access to this vast amount of information on protein variants and their relationship with disease [89, 90].

2.1.4

dbSNP

Since the inception of dbSNP [8] in 1998, it has been the central,
public repository for genetic variations. The database, established
by NCBI to serve as a general catalog of human SNPs and rare
variations, provides information required for large-scale association
studies, gene mapping, and evolutionary biology. The information
in the dbSNP database is cross-referenced to relevant NCBI
resources [8], such as Genbank, PubMed, LocusLink, and Human
Genome Project data. All the information in dbSNP is freely available and can be downloaded in a variety of formats. The 1000
Genomes Project is a separate project aimed at building a platform
wherein the association of human genetic variations to diseases is
characterized with respect to their geographical and functional
aspects. In this project, the genomes of 1092 individuals from 14
populations were constructed using whole-genome and wholeexome sequencing (WGS and WES, respectively). It provides a
haplotype map of 38 million SNPs, 1.4 million short insertions and
deletions, and more than 14,000 larger deletions, capturing over
95 % of the SNPs with greater than 1 % frequency in related populations. The 1000 Genomes Project includes ~50 %, 98 %, and
99.7 % of SNPs with ~0.1 %, 1.0 %, and 5.0 % frequencies, respectively, in ~2500 UK-sampled genomes [91]. Data from this project
are available through the dbSNP portal.

2.1.5 The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA)
Project

TCGA (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/) is a collaboration
between the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and NHGRI being
the most ambitious cancer sequencing project to date. A pilot project was initiated in 2006 with the aim of generating complete maps
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of key genomic changes in major types and subtypes of cancer.
Following the success of the pilot project, the NIH extended the
research to include collection and characterization of additional
tumor types. Samples from over 11,000 patients across 33 cancer
types and subtypes, including 10 rare cancers, have now been characterized by TCGA consortium members. In addition to mutation
calls, available data types include WGS, WES, RNA-Seq, and
microarray data for mRNA and miRNA, methylation calls, copy
number variations (CNVs), and clinical data. The project is officially coming to a close with the end of the 2016 fiscal year, but the
resources generated and the impact on cancer research will continue to influence the field for years to come.
2.1.6 The International
Cancer Genome
Consortium (ICGC)

The ICGC [92] is an ongoing project aimed at the generation of
extensive cataloguing of genomic variations. Data collected include
somatic and epigenetic modifications across 50 different cancer
types and subtypes of global clinical and societal significance [92].

2.1.7 Catalog of Somatic
Mutations in Cancer
(COSMIC)

COSMIC [93] contains curated data from scientific papers about
somatic mutations of human cancer and experimental data from
the Cancer Genome Project at the Sanger Institute. COSMIC was
released in 2014 with mutation data on four genes: BRAF, HRAS,
KRAS2, and NRAS [94]. COSMIC is regularly updated, with the
current build, V76, including 3,942,175 coding mutations, referencing 22,844 papers.

2.1.8 BioMuta

BioMuta is an integrated sequence feature database that includes
curated cancer variation and disease association data wherein variations are mapped to genome, protein, and gene level annotations.
BioMuta integrates somatic mutation and cancer data from various
data sources including TCGA, ICGC, COSMIC, ClinVar, IntOGen
[95], CSR (https://hive.biochemistry.gwu.edu/dna.cgi?cmd=csr)
and UniProt, and augments the resulting catalog with manual
curation of cancer-associated variations from publications [85]. All
cancer types are re-assigned a disease ontology (DO) term to facilitate seamless integration of data from different sources and a harmonized approach to resulting pan-cancer analysis [96]. A total of
1,852,570 somatic SNVs were found to be associated with at least
one cancer type in BioMuta v3.0 [85].

2.2 Sequence-
Specific PTM
Annotations

In addition to NGS approaches, high-throughput mass spectrometry studies have generated huge volumes of data on PTMs. Some
databases which document the findings for a specific PTM include:
Phosph.ELM [97], PhosphoSitePlus [98], PHOSIDA [99], and
PhosPhAT [100] for phosphorylation sites; and O-GLYBASE
[101] for glycosylation information. It is important to note that
some PTM databases may contain information about all possible
sites, exclusively predicted sites based on some underlying
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molecular feature, or exclusively experimentally verified sites. Some
of the most popular databases that maintain information across
several types of PTMs are as follows:
2.2.1

dbPTM

The dbPTM database [102] compiles the information from publicly available databases like UniProtKB/SwissProt, Phospho.
ELM, PhosphoSitePlus, O-GLYCBASE, dbSNO for S-nitrosylation
[103], SysPTM [104], and the Human Protein Reference Database
(HPRD) [105]. dbPTM then generates a dataset which contains
only experimentally verified data, including manually curated data
from research articles [106].

2.2.2

UniProtKB

As mentioned above, this is a publicly available resource with a wealth
of diverse information, including information about PTMs and their
corresponding functional and structural annotations [107, 108].

2.2.3

UniCarbKB

UniCarbKB [109, 110] aims at providing an extensive repository
of curated data on glycan structures of glycoproteins, pathways
and networks involved in glycosylation, and glycol-mediated processes. In the first release, UniCarbKB included 598 protein glycosylation sites including 35 glycoproteins, 502 structures, and 60
publications [109].

2.2.4

iPTMnet

iPTMnet is a bioinformatics database with information about several PTMs including phosphorylation, glycosylation, and acetylation, among others. It aims to bring together various bioinformatics
and visualization tools, systems, and analyses used for text mining
and data mining, databases, and ontologies into a single, unified
platform to identify current gaps in knowledge and better explore
PTM networks.

3 Methods
While the generation of data evidencing the existence of nsSNVs
and PTMs is not a trivial task, there is a wealth of literature reviewing the various array-based [111] and NGS approaches [112] that
have contributed to the growing wealth of data housed in the
sources listed above. The method described herein encompasses a
bioinformatics approach to analyze a collection of such data once it
already exists. Taking into consideration the caveats that accompany
the large-scale interpretation of such data, the following are the
major steps for determining the impact of nsSNV on PTM sites:
3.1 Pool Annotations
Across Available
Sources for Both
nsSNVs and PTMs

Retrieve relevant annotations from as many databases as fit the
scope of your study to enable the most comprehensive study possible. For example purposes, consider a study aiming to characterize the impact of mutation on phosphorylation sites. With respect
to nsSNV, you may consider retrieving data from any or all of the
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following: dbSNP, COSMIC, UniProtKB, ICGC, IntOGen, and
TCGA. For phosphorylation site data, you may want to consider
all sources, or you may want to limit your retrieval of data to
PHOSIDA due to their exclusion of data that has no experimental
verification (predicted sites) or select data from UniProtKB based
on evidence annotations. While the scope of data can always be
winnowed down at a later point, it is generally beneficial to begin
with a well-defined study design to avoid problems with data quality and incongruity.
3.2 Filter Each
Dataset for
Uniqueness and
Quality Criteria

A major challenge of data integration is the rampant heterogeneity,
both with respect to individual data points and to the representation of the same data, between different sources: if your dataset for
a given feature is derived from more than one source, it is likely
that there will be duplicate entries that may or may not be represented identically (see Note 7). Setting rational criteria applicable
to all data sources is important for ensuring harmonization of the
data. Distinct data points should be defined such that the resulting
dataset is a union of all data unique to a specific source plus a collection of single data points representative of all data in the intersection of all sources. Because the presence or absence of a record
in a given data source may be in itself an observation of interest, it
may be advantageous to maintain the source data in a column even
when a single record has more than one contributing source. If
there is any specific quality criteria to impose upon the data, this is
the recommended stage for applying such filters.

3.3 Map Relevant
Features Between
the Two Datasets

Depending on the specific study, there may be a number of features for which a correspondence map needs to be derived. In the
most basic case, the minimum requirement will involve mapping
the annotations from all sources from both features to a single
positional reference frame. It is suggested that features be mapped
to the position of the reference protein belonging to the complete
human proteome in UniProtKB/SwissProt. This serves a dual purpose by limiting your result space to a set of confidently annotated
proteins and facilitating simple downstream retrieval of Gene
Ontology (GO) terms for functional enrichment analysis. In more
complex cases, correspondence mapping could be used to prioritize features based on their functionality: for example, if we map
SNVs to functional site annotations, we may choose to focus on
SNVs that occur at an annotated functional site due to the presumed importance of that site to normal biological function.

3.4 Generate a New
Dataset from the
Overlapping
Annotations

The new working dataset should be a table where rows are unique
combinations of columns including position of overlap of the
nsSNV and PTM sites, reference nucleotide, variant nucleotide,
reference amino acid, variant amino acid, and evidence supporting
the existence of the PTM or nsSNV. Additional columns can be
maintained as relevant to the specific study design.
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3.5 Count
and Characterize
the Data

Overlapping nsSNV and PTM sites can now be organized by many
schemas, including but not limited to specific amino acid substitution, class of amino acid substitution, or expected gain or loss of
PTMs. Grouping the data in such a way allows for discovery of any
feature which may be disproportionately abundant or absent in the
dataset. Enrichment analysis is conducted based on the abundance
of a given feature with respect to the dataset and compared to the
corresponding representation of that same feature in the entire
human genome or proteome (depending on the specific case). This
allows comparison of the expected ratio as obtained by the frequency
of the feature in the genome/proteome to the observed ratio in the
dataset, with statistical significance reported as a p-value ascertained
by a cumulative binomial test [113]. For example, we can look at the
enrichment of cancer-associated genes with mutation in active sites
by calculating an expectation from the proportion of cancer-associated genes in the entire genome and comparing this to the observed
frequency among the set of all genes with mutation in active sites.

3.6 Perform
Functional Analysis

Functional analysis can be achieved computationally by a methodologically similar enrichment analysis of functional GO terms, or
through the application of specific software like Ingenuity Pathway
Analysis (IPA, www.qiagen.com/ingenuity) and PANTHER gene
list analysis [114]. If desired, functional analysis and validation can
also be performed using traditional wet-lab approaches like insertional mutagenesis.

3.7 Cross-Reference
Existing Literature

Literature review is the backbone of any substantial research effort.
Literature should be consulted to determine how much known
PTM variability can be explained by nsSNV, and which, if any, of
the previously undescribed PTM sites could be implicated in disease if the nsSNV were to alter the PTM status at the site of interest. Text mining approaches such as DiMeX can be used to extract
such mutation–disease associations [115].
Although this approach has been described here specifically
with application to assessing the impact of nsSNV on PTM in
human disease, the same basic approach can be modified for assessing the impact of any feature of interest on another feature, as long
as the features can be mapped by some underlying characteristic.
This method has successfully been applied to a comparative analysis of N-linked glycosylation sites in eukaryotes [22], to a look at
the impact of nsSNV on annotated human enzyme active sites
[117], and to an integrated consideration of mutations across multiple features to determine functional profiles of distinct cancers
[106]. Furthermore, while the mutation landscape with respect to
disease associations has been well-characterized, we can substitute
the nsSNV data for expression data to move toward a more comprehensive understanding of how aberrant regulation of a gene
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may contribute to disease phenotypes. Some popular resources for
expression data include BGee [118], BioXpress [119], and the
Genotype-Tissue Expression Project (GTEX) [120].

4 Notes
An extensive literature review integrating the results of many analyses following the aforementioned protocol, among others, has
been conducted to ascertain the impact of nsSNVs on different
types of PTMs in the human proteome. It is estimated that the
human genome has 25,000 genes [121] and over 1 million proteins [122] when accounting for various isoforms. Besides alternative splicing, PTMs are the major source of protein diversity.
dbPTM stores the non-redundant data for 200 PTMs, and more
than 66 % of PTM sites are present in the functional domain of
proteins, suggesting that PTMs play a central role in regulation of
protein interactions and functions [123]. Since protein function
largely depends on a small number of critical sites [106], any dysfunction due to germline or somatic variations at these key PTM
sites can potentially lead to a diseased condition.
In this chapter, we have summarized the impact of germline
and somatic nsSNVs on different types of PTMs:
1. There are 77,734 experimentally verified phosphorylation sites
reported in the human proteome, out of which 9383 sites were
found to be replaced by amino acids that cannot be phosphorylated. 5466 of the sites are nsSNVs and not documented in
dbSNP [106]. 6063, 2033, and 1283 variants resulted in a loss
of phosphorylation at Ser, Thr, and Tyr residues, respectively
[106]. Several important pathways like transcription, translation, cell cycle, and signal transduction are regulated by phosphorylation such that dysfunction caused by somatic or
germline variations at the phosphorylation sites have been
implicated in many diseases. Deregulation of kinase and phosphatase functions have been involved in several classes of
human cancers [124], making kinase inhibitors important
drug targets [125].
Different classes of phosphorylation-related enzymes seem
to have related but different functional outcomes. Serine/
threonine kinases constitute a large family of enzymes that are
generally involved in cell signaling and have been implicated in
several human cancers. Tyrosine kinases and their substrates
are also important molecular cancer markers and attractive
anticancer drug targets. About 518 protein kinase genes have
been identified in the human genome, almost 100 of which are
tyrosine kinases: more than 50 % of tyrosine kinases are linked
to human cancers. Phosphorylation of tyrosine residues is a key
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regulatory step in a series of cellular events including growth
and proliferation. A large family of cell surface receptors with
intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity is stimulated by growth factors
like epidermal growth factor (EGF), platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF),
and fibroblast growth factor (FGF), all of which have been
found involved in human cancers. For example, BCR-ABL
tyrosine kinase is linked to chronic myelogenous leukemia
(CML), ErbB2 receptor tyrosine kinase to breast cancer and,
platelet-derived growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase to gliomas [125].
As described in the methods section above, pathway analysis and GO enrichment analysis can be performed to gain a
deeper insight into the impact of nsSNVs that resulted in the
loss of PTM sites. With respect to phosphorylation, previous
analysis of this type reported angiogenesis and VEGF signaling
to be significantly over-represented as compared to 21 prominent cancer-related pathways [106]. GO enrichment analysis
for the same set of genes produced 32 biological processes, 23
molecular function terms, and 9 cellular component terms
with over- or under-representation with respect to frequency
of nsSNV. Biological processes represented include metabolic,
cellular processes, cell cycle, and nucleobase-containing metabolic processes, and molecular function terms included kinase
activity and nuclease binding.
2. Among the 16,170 experimentally verified N-linked glycosylation sites in the human proteome are 4372 nsSNVs affecting
NXS/T motifs [52]. Of the affected N-linked glycosylation
sites, 2375 somatic nsSNVs were not found in dbSNP at the
time of analysis [106]. Interestingly, Ser/Thr motifs are disrupted by 2387 variations, direct changes in asparagine were
caused by 1938 nsSNVs, and a change in proline caused the
loss of 70 N-linked glycosylation sites [106]. The impact of
nsSNVs was observed to be greater for N-linked glycosylation
than for phosphorylation [124]. N-linked glycosylation has
been implicated in several cancers including hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). HCC is among the top ten most prevalent
cancers in the world, with more than 80 % prevalence in developing countries, and is in the top five for cancer-related deaths
worldwide [126]. One isoform of alpha-fetoprotein, AFP-L3,
has been identified as one important marker for HCC [119,
127, 128]. A detailed analysis of the underlying molecular
mechanism implicated the fucosylation of N-glycans as a possible cause for the secretion of hepatocyte-derived proteins
(like AFP) into bile ducts instead of circulation in HCC patients
[128]. In addition to AFP, elevated levels of biomarker GP73,
a known target of N-glycosylation [127], in the sera of HCC
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patients is also linked to defects in the secretory system of
hepatocyte cells [129]. Thus, N-glycosylation can be used to
identify potential biomarkers for hepatocellular carcinoma.
Pathway analysis emphasized two pathways which are most
likely to be affected when variations result in loss of N-linked
glycosylation sites: cadherin signaling pathway and Wnt signaling pathway. GO enrichment analysis of these pathways found
46 terms matched with different biological processes such as
cell adhesion, nervous system development, and ectoderm
development, meaning these broader processes are likely to be
impacted by variations in N-glycosylation sites in these pathways [106].
3. O-linked glycosylation is generally linked with protein processing, mucin biosynthesis, proteoglycan core formation, and
blood group proteins [130, 131]. In the human proteome,
there are 2549 O-linked glycosylation sites out of which 205
are impacted by nsSNV. Among these disrupted O-glycosylation
sites, 97 nsSNVs are not reported by dbSNP. 2150 of the 2549
sites correspond to the most studied O-N-acetylglucosamine
(O-GalNAc) linkage, 138 of which are affected by nsSNVs.
Out of 335 O-N-acetylglucosamine (O-GlcNAc) sites, 51 are
altered by nsSNVs. It has been observed that O-linked glycosylation, as compared to N-linked glycosylation, has been inefficiently represented in terms of the number of variants at the
site of O-glycosylation and the number of proteins actually
impacted [106]. Like phosphorylation, O-GlcNAc cycles rapidly on protein and sometimes competes with phosphorylation
for the same protein site [49, 132]. Glycomic studies, which
attempt to define the total glycan content of a proteome, have
revealed that O-GlcNAcylation shows significant cross talk
with phosphorylation, resulting in altered regulation of transcription and signaling, as well as cytoskeleton function.
O-GlcNAcylation also regulates a number of oncogenic proteins and tumor suppressor proteins. O-GlcNAcylation is most
apparent in the brain and in the pancreas, thus explaining the
link between deregulated O-GlcNAcylation and insulin resistance and glucose toxicity in diabetes and neurodegenerative
disorders like Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease [133].
4. Of 22,549 experimentally verified ubiquitination sites in the
human proteome, 2055 of these sites were impacted by nsSNVs, 1214 of which were not found in dbSNP [106].
Ubiquitination is generally associated with degradation of proteins, but also plays key roles in many regulatory processes in a
proteasome-independent fashion, including regulation of transcription, DNA repair, subnuclear trafficking, and endocytosis
[134]. Protein stability regulation and the ubiquitin-protea-
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some pathway is critical for understanding the basis of carcinogenesis. It has been observed that many proteins that are
studied in breast and ovarian cancers are involved in ubiquitin
pathways, including cyclins, CDK inhibitors, and SCF in cell
cycle control, the breast and ovarian cancer suppressor BRCA1-
BARD1, ErbB2/HER2/Neu and its ubiquitin ligase c-Cbl or
CHIP, and estrogen receptors and downstream target Efp
[134].
5. The human proteome contains 8253 acetylation sites, 863 of
which have been estimated to lose their acetylation sites due to
nsSNV. 512 of these potential nsSNVs have not been documented by dbSNP. Nt-acetylation plays a regulatory role in
biological processes like protein degradation [67] and translocation of proteins [69]. Lysine acetylation plays a similar role
in signaling, transcription, and stability of proteins [71]. Of
2194 N-acetylation sites, 201 are affected by nsSNVs, but it
has been estimated that N6-acetyllysine has 6065 sites out of
which 673 are altered by nsSNVs. One study reported that the
loss of acetylation sites due to both germline and somatic nsSNVs is potentially less abundant than expected [135].
Additional research was done to compare the impact of acetylation on nsSNVs that are documented in dbSNP and those
not present in dbSNP. Interestingly, these two subsets of nsSNVs revealed that the impact of nsSNVs in dbSNP on
N6-acetyllysine sites is far less than N-acetylation sites in comparison with the somatic variations.
6. Of 680 experimentally verified methylation sites in the human
proteome, 224 sites are affected by nsSNVs, 163 of which
were not found in dbSNP. In the same study, 388 sites of
methylarginine and 287 sites of methyllysine were observed:
172 arginine sites and 52 lysine sites were mutated by nsSNVs
[106]. Research on methylation sites has shown that loss of
methylation has significant correlation with cancer. For example, diffuse intrinsic pontine gliomas (DIPGs) are linked to
the missense mutations of Lys27Met (K27 M) and Gly34Arg/
Val (G34R/V) in the genes encoding histones H3.3 (H3F3A)
and H3.1 (HIST3H1B) [83]. Mutation of K27 M lowers the
overall methylation of H3K27me3 which inhibits the enzymatic activity of polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2), a
pivotal player in the developmental regulation of gene expression. Methylation plays an important role in gene silencing in
noncoding regions of the genome such as heterochromatin,
which is transcriptionally inactive and extensively methylated
as well. These highly methylated regions help to protect the
genome from viral sequences and prevent them from integrating into the host genome. In contrast, the promoter regions
in euchromatin are unmethylated except in mammalian cells
where methylation is primarily found in cytosine-guanosine
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(CpG) dinucleotides islands. These CpG islands are found
near promoter regions and thus help in the inactivation of
transcription [136–138]. Hypermethylation in tumor suppressor genes has been linked to many cancers, including
hemapoietic malignancies. For example, the MLH1 mismatch-
repair gene found in colorectal cancer, VHL (von HippelLindau) gene in renal cancer, and BRCA1 in early breast
cancer [137, 139] have all been reported to be hypermethylated in disease states. In some tumors, genes may remain
silenced due to hypermethylation, such as the gene for O6methyguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) involved in
DNA repair [140] and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2B
(CDKN2B) that encodes for cell-cycle regulator p15.

5 Conclusions
nsSNVs are changes in the nucleotide sequence that result in the
translation of an amino acid sequence different than that of the
original non-variant protein product. When these changes occur at
positions normally subject to PTMs, downstream effects can range
from silent to drastic, benevolent to deleterious. Specifically,
nsSNV can result in the gain or loss of a PTM by modifying the
codon for the attachment site of a given PTM or by altering
sequons that are important for enzyme recognition. Although
many examples in this chapter and throughout literature focus on
the loss of PTM in disease, it is important to note that gain of PTM
can have both beneficial and harmful consequences, just like loss of
PTM. Change in PTMs have been associated with a variety of diseases including diabetes, neurodegenerative disorders like
Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease, and several classes of
cancer. Customization of the general protocol provided herein can
promote further discovery of variation-impacted PTM and any
resulting disease associations. Furthermore, this method can be
adapted to an expression-based survey of PTM-affected proteins
with a few minor modifications.
Despite the availability of data for both nsSNVs and PTMs, there
are many challenges to and important considerations regarding the
proposed analysis. First and foremost, increases in the volume of
sequence data generated by NGS methods, enhanced by a layer of
manual curation, has increased the complexity of data handling. The
vocabulary used among different databases is also fragmented, which
presents challenges to cross-referencing and harmonization of data.
The field is aware of these discrepancies and several ongoing efforts
intend to bridge the knowledge and interoperability gaps across and
between databases, large-scale collaboration efforts, the biocuration
community, policy enforcers, and the technology providers.
Additional efforts are being made to address the emerging need of
standardization of all genomic data and metadata.
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One such initiative, GlycoRDF, is a global effort among bioinformatics scientists and glycobiologists to develop a Resource
Description Framework (RDF) for glycomics data with an emphasis on sequence, biological source, publication, and experimental
data [141]. (For more information on GlycoRDF, please visit
http://www.glycoinfo.org/GlycoRDF/.) Another interesting
effort is that of the Protein Standards Initiative on Protein
Modification (PSI-MOD), which includes members from proteomics, mass spectrometry, and bioinformatics communities and
aims to define proteomics standards to facilitate confident data
comparison, annotation, and validation of entries across the different databases [142]. A disease-centric initiative, the ICGC-TCGA
DREAM Somatic Mutation Calling –Tumor Heterogeneity
Challenge (SMC-Het), comes in the form of a challenge posed to
the broader scientific community with the aim of ranking and
improving HTS analysis algorithms to enable the reliable identification of somatic mutations. (Additional information can be
accessed at https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn2813581/
wiki/303137). Thus, while the relatively rapid propagation of variation and PTM data in the early 2000s resulted in a number of
disjointed and highly heterogeneous data repositories, there is a
general consensus among diverse stakeholders, from government
agencies to clinicians to the research community at large, that
development of data standardization, harmonization, and validation practices will greatly enhance the impact of this type of information on public health.
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Chapter 9
Analysis of Cysteine Redox Post-Translational
Modifications in Cell Biology and Drug Pharmacology
Revati Wani and Brion W. Murray
Abstract
Reversible cysteine oxidation is an emerging class of protein post-translational modification (PTM) that
regulates catalytic activity, modulates conformation, impacts protein–protein interactions, and affects subcellular trafficking of numerous proteins. Redox PTMs encompass a broad array of cysteine oxidation
reactions with different half-lives, topographies, and reactivities such as S-glutathionylation and sulfoxidation. Recent studies from our group underscore the lesser known effect of redox protein modifications on
drug binding. To date, biological studies to understand mechanistic and functional aspects of redox regulation are technically challenging. A prominent issue is the lack of tools for labeling proteins oxidized to
select chemotype/oxidant species in cells. Predictive computational tools and curated databases of oxidized proteins are facilitating structural and functional insights into regulation of the network of oxidized
proteins or redox proteome. In this chapter, we discuss analytical platforms for studying protein oxidation,
suggest computational tools currently available in the field to determine redox sensitive proteins, and
begin to illuminate roles of cysteine redox PTMs in drug pharmacology.
Key words Cysteine, Redox states, S-glutathionylation, Sulfoxidation, Proteomics, ROS, Chemical
probes, Bioinformatics

1 Introduction
1.1 ROS as a Second
Messenger

Cysteine is a unique amino acid because its thiol side chain is capable of participating in many types of chemical reactions which provides unique functionality to the modified proteins. One class of
reaction is with reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS are a persistent undercurrent in cells and central to the biology of aerobic
organisms. A multitude of studies over the last decade and half
have radically altered our perception of ROS from being agents of
cellular distress (causing indiscriminate biomolecular oxidation,
DNA damage, and cell death) to tightly regulated second messengers that modulate elemental cellular functions [1, 2]. Regulated
production of ROS occurs in cells through the action of p
 ro-oxidant
enzymes such as oxidases (e.g., NADPH oxidase, NOX; dual
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oxidase, DUOX; cyclooxygenase, COX; lysyl oxidase, LOX),
superoxide dismutase (SOD), and mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC) [2–5]. In cells, a delicate balance between ROS
production and counteracting anti-oxidant systems is crucial for
defining if the elicited protein oxidation is a stress response or a
signaling cue for mediating functions such as proliferation, activation, differentiation, and migration. ROS can perform targeted
protein oxidation that modify select protein cysteine residues for
mediating signal transduction, biological functions, and drug
activities [6]. Exacerbated ROS levels often lead to irreversible
protein modifications and subsequent proteolysis. Taken together,
ROS production is a highly evolved process that is central to many
biological functions.
1.2 Post-
Translational
Modification to
Cysteine Residues

Cysteine residues are well-suited to carry out sophisticated redox
transactions because the sulfur atom of its sulfhydryl group is capable of having multiple valence states (−2 to +6) [5]. The reactivity
of the residue is defined, in part, by the pKa of its sulfhydryl group
which describes the equilibrium between thiol and thiolate forms.
The pKa of the sulfhydryl group of an isolated cysteine amino acid
is 8.2 [7] which is similar to the typical “unperturbed” cysteine
residue in a protein (i.e., surface exposed, pKa ~8.5 [4]).
Physicochemical properties of cysteine residues such as pKa and
hydrogen bonding capability are influenced by the charge states of
vicinal residues, surface localization, and access to solvent channels. These characteristics create a wide range of pKa values as low
as 2.5 for catalytic residues of cysteine proteases and protein phosphatases [1]. Oxidation of redox-sensitive cysteine residues in cells
creates a range of modifications which can regulate signal transduction and biological functions. ROS can directly oxidize sensitive
cysteine residues to yield distinct protein oxoacids (sulfenic, sulfinic, and sulfonic acids) [2, 4, 5, 8]. The tripeptide glutathione
(γ-glutamyl-cysteinylglycine, GSH) is a highly abundant non-
protein thiol constituting the cellular redox buffer. GSH can
directly react with the sulfenyl oxoform of cysteine (P-SOH) to
form a mix disulfide adduct (PSSG) [9]. Perturbations in ROS
levels alter the balance between reduced (GSH) and oxidized
(GSSG) forms of glutathione to create additional ways to form
glutathione adducts. As such, cysteine residues are capable of being
modified to many distinct chemical entities.
Although human proteome encodes 214,000 cysteine residues
with 80 % of them predicted to have specific functional roles, our
knowledge of targeted protein oxidation is still quite inceptive [2].
The analysis of cysteine redox biology is further complicated by the
presence of multiple redox-sensitive cysteine residues with d
 ifferent
reactivities in a protein that can make it challenging to measure functional effects of post-translational oxidation induced by specific cysteine residues. To convincingly characterize redox modifications as
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Table 1
Redox modifications of protein cysteine residues and corresponding labeling methods
Protein cysteine
modification

Functional
group

S-Glutathionylation Cys-S-S-G

Probes/technique (ref)
Biotin switch, PSSG antibodies, MS analysis [10, 11]

S-Cysteinylation

Cys-S-S-Cys Biotin switch, MS analysis [10, 11]

S-Sulfhydration

Cys-S-SH

Modified biotin switch, MS analysis [12]

Sulfenic oxidation

Cys-S-OH

Dimedone/derivatives (DCP-Bio1,DAz1; OxICAT), MS analysis
[8, 13, 14]

Sulfinic oxidation

Cys-SO2H

MS analysis [15]

Sulfonic oxidation

Cys-SO3H

MS analysis, high-affinity polyarginine-coated nanodiamonds [16]

physiologically relevant, a combination of complimentary approaches
is necessary (i.e., biochemical, cellular, and computational).
Molecular biology techniques such as site-directed mutagenesis can
help validate roles of individual protein cysteine residues and are
often combined with other approaches for functional assessment. A
list of commonly known covalent and non-covalent cysteine redox
modifications and currently known tracers for their labeling is assembled in Table 1. In this chapter, we summarize common analytical
approaches taken to label and identify oxidized protein targets
in vitro and briefly touch upon emerging bioinformatics tools for
proteomics analysis of oxidatively modified proteins as techniques
and tools for investigating targeted protein redox modifications are
still emerging. Since the biochemical characteristics of oxidized proteins can vary significantly depending on the number, location, pKa
and other molecular properties of redox active cysteine residues, we
describe general experimental schemes that can be employed to
identify and validate protein oxidation. As cysteine residues can be
highly nucleophilic, other reactive capabilities occur but are outside
the scope of this chapter and reviewed elsewhere [2, 17].

2 Materials
1. Biochemical and Cellular Materials
Hydrogen peroxide, H2O2; oxidized glutathione, GSSG;
3-amino-1,2,4-triazole, 3-AT; reduced glutathione, GSH;
L-buthionine sulfoximine, BSO; VAS-2870; PEG-catalase;
Diamide; rotenone; N-acetyl cysteine, NAC; low passage cell
lines; cell culture medium; 0.25 % Trypsin; 1X cell lysis buffer – RIPA/Tris chloride; HEPES; highly purified recombinant proteins; DTT; TCEP; DMSO; anti-glutathione [D8]
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monoclonal antibody; anti-biotin antibody; anti-avidin antibody; Protein A-sepharose 4B; iodoacetamide, IAA; N-ethyl
maleimide, NEM; S-methyl methanethiosulfonate, MMTS;
ascorbate; biotinylated IAA; 6-(iodoacetamido)fluorescein;
S-
glutathionylated protein detection kit; SILAC amino
acids—l-lysine-13C6,15N2 hydrochloride, L-arginine-13C6,15N4
13
hydrochloride, l-lysine-
C6 hydrochloride, l-arginine-15N4
hydrochloride, l-lysine hydrochloride, l-arginine hydrochloride; dialyzed serum; penicillin-streptomycin; corresponding
cell culture medium deficient in lysine and arginine DMEM/
RPMI; 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein, H2DCFDA/DCF; epidermal growth factor, EGF; 0.22 μm filter; platelet-derived
growth factor BB, PDGF; protein and peptide identification
programs.
2. Protein ID (UniProt ID#, NCBI Accession #); Internet access
to
PROPKA 3.0: http://propka.org/
CMD: http://birg4.fbb.utm.my/cmd/
UniProt: www.uniprot.org
Protein Data Bank (PDB): http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/
RedoxdB: http://biocomputer.bio.cuhk.edu.hk/RedoxDB/
dbGSH: http://csb.cse.yzu.edu.tw/dbGSH
DiANNA 1.1: http://clavius.bc.edu/~clotelab/DiANNA/
DISULFIND: http://disulfind.dsi.unifi.it/
DBCP: http://biomedical.ctust.edu.tw/edbcp/
CYSPRED: http://gpcr.biocomp.unibo.it/cgi/predictors/
cyspred/pred_cyspredcgi.cgi.

3 Methods
3.1 Identifying
Redox-Sensitive
Protein Cysteine
Residues

As discussed above, the malleability of the cysteine thiol group
enables it to assume multiple oxidation states with different chemical reactivities and stabilities [5]. Combined qualitative and quantitative approaches are required to understand contribution of
select oxidation events to both protein and cellular functions at
large. Chemical biology approaches to investigate redox signaling
include in vitro chemical modification of proteins, cellular
treatments with redox inhibitors, and labeling of select protein cysteine oxoforms with specific chemical tags for subsequent quantitative or qualitative redox analysis. Described below are protocols for
(1) post-translationally modifying proteins with oxidants in vitro,
(2) perturbing redox levels in cells with different inhibitors, and
(3) labeling redox-sensitive cysteine residues in proteins.

Analysis of Cysteine Post-Translational Redox Modifications
3.1.1 Analysis of Redox
Modification to Isolated
Proteins

Analysis of Isolated
Proteins by Mass
Spectrometry or
Western Blot
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Purified recombinant proteins (or proteins immunoprecipitated
from cells) can be treated in vitro with oxidized glutathione, GSSG
to S-glutathionylate [18, 19] or with hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, to
oxidize (e.g., −SOH, −SO2H, −SO3H, −S−S) [13, 20, 21] susceptible protein cysteine residues (see Note 1). Described below
are protocols (in two parts) for select redox modifications of
recombinant purified proteins and biotin switch assay.
1. In vitro redox modification reactions can be carried out under
alkaline conditions (pH >7) at a molar ratio of 1:250
(protein:GSSG) or 1:20 (protein:H2O2) in corresponding buffers (e.g., RIPA, Tris, HEPES). Briefly, 1 μM recombinant
protein can be modified in 50–100 μL reaction volumes under
alkaline conditions using 250 μM GSSG (reaction volumes can
be scaled up proportionately) (see Note 1).
2. The protein-oxidant reaction is incubated for variable amounts
of time depending on the redox sensitivity of protein
cysteine(s), extent of modification desired, protein stability at
room temperature, and intended application of the modified
protein. Shorter incubations of 2–4 h can be conducted at
room temperature while longer incubations can be conducted
at 4 °C. In general, the molar ratio of protein:oxidant, incubation time, and temperature for individual proteins can vary
significantly depending on their redox sensitivity and always
should be optimized.
3. Eliminating excess reagents (oxidants) from the reaction and/
or termination to minimize adventitious oxidation can be
accomplished by passing proteins through appropriate desalting spin columns that are pre-equilibrated with identical buffer
but at a neutral pH to render cysteine residues less nucleophilic. For instance, a 100 μL reaction of protein and GSSG
(1:250 molar ratio) in pH 8.5 HEPES can be desalted through
1 mL spin columns that are pre-equilibrated with pH 7.0
HEPES buffer.
4. Protein S-modifications are confirmed by multiple methods.
Intact mass analysis of the modified proteins by mass spectrometry (ESI/MALDI) is a direct method of detection.
Expected mass shifts for modified cysteine residues can be
noted from the deconvoluted spectra. For instance, +305 shift
per glutathionylated cysteine (−SSG) adduct, +119 shift per
cysteinylated adduct, +16 mass shift per sulfenylated (−SOH)
adduct, +32 mass shift per sulfinylated (−SO2H), adduct and
+48 mass shift per sulfonylated (−SO3H) adduct, etc. Further
characterization of the modified cysteine residues can be
achieved by MS/MS analysis wherein the S-oxidized protein
can be enzymatically digested and the peptides containing ions
for the respective S-modifications are searched.
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5. An alternative way of probing for protein S-glutathionylation
is through western blotting of the modified proteins using
anti-
glutathione [D8] monoclonal antibodies (Virogen,
Abcam) that specifically recognize glutathione-conjugated
proteins under non-reducing conditions.
Using multiple approaches to validate S-oxidation of target proteins is essential to eliminate artifacts. Developing cellular equivalents
for in vitro redox-modified proteins is equally important to delineate
biological significance of the redox-reactive cysteine residues.
The biotin switch technique was first introduced to identify
S-nitrosylated cysteine residues and has three steps: (1) blocking
unmodified cysteine residues, (2) converting redox-modified cysteine residues to their thiol form, and (3) labeling unmasked cysteine residues (Fig. 1) [10]. Briefly, cysteine residues with free thiols
are blocked with an alkylating reagent (e.g., IAA, NEM) followed
by treatment of the redox-modified cysteine residues with a reducing agent (ascorbate, DTT, TCEP). The reduced cysteine residues
(formerly redox-modified) are labeled with either a modified derivative of the initial alkylating agent (biotinylated IAA, NEM, or
fluorochrome-conjugated alkylating agents such as fluorescein
IAA) or an altogether different alkylating agent. This procedure is
now routinely applied to detect other redox cysteine modifications
such as S-glutathionylation, S-nitrosylation, sulfenylation followed
by immunoaffinity capture and combined with mass spectrometry-
based protocols for cysteine identification, immunofluorescence
imaging, and flow cytometry applications. (see Note 2).
In continuation of the previous protocol,

Biotin Switch Method

6. 50 μM S-oxidized recombinant proteins can be incubated with
an alkylating agent to block unmodified S-thiols (40–50 mM
NEM for 1–2 h at RT in dark) followed by reduction of
S-
modified cysteine residues with TCEP or DTT (tenfold
molar excess, i.e., 500 μM at RT for 1 h in dark).
7. Re-alkylation can be conducted with either fluorescein IAA/
biotinylated IAA (Life Technologies) or a different alkylating
agent than used in the first alkylation step (IAA or MMTS for
1–2 h at RT in dark).
8. Excess reagents are removed by passing the protein/reaction mixture through desalting spin columns and the originally S-oxidized
cysteine residues can be detected by MS/MS analysis.

SH
Protein

S-Alk

1
Alkylate free thiols

SSG/SOH

Protein

Reduce oxidized thiols

SSG/SOH

Fig. 1 Overview of the biotin switch method

S-Alk

2
Protein

Biotin-alkylate free thiols

SH

S-Alk

3
Protein

S-Alk-bio
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Fig. 2 The in vitro protein S-modification workflow

Biotin switch can be performed on S-modified proteins prior to
MS/MS analysis. Similar strategy can be used for modifying cellular
proteins [11], however the concentration of oxidants (GSSG, H2O2),
time of incubation and temperature for modifying cellular lysates can
be vastly different than for in vitro protein modifications. The in vitro
protein S-modification workflow is summarized in Fig. 2.
3.1.2 Chemical Biology
Analysis in Cells
with Redox Reagents

Common technical approaches for perturbing cellular redox environment include treatments with small molecule pro-oxidants such
as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), catalase inhibitor (3-AT), GSH biosynthesis inhibitor L-buthionine sulfoximine (BSO); small molecule
antioxidants such as NOX inhibitors (VAS-2870), ascorbate, and
enzymes such as PEG-catalase. Effective concentrations and incubation times for some of the redox inhibitors based on prior literature [13, 15] are as follows: catalase inhibitor 3-AT at 10–15 mM
for 16–20 h incubation at 37 °C; H2O2 treatment at 0.1–1 mM for
20–30 min at room temperature or 37 °C; Diamide at 25–50 μM
for 30 min at room temperature or 37 °C; BSO at 0.5–20 mM for
16–20 h incubation at 37 °C; VAS-2870 at 5–20 μM for 16–20 h
incubation at 37 °C; the PEGylated form of antioxidant enzyme
catalase, i.e., PEG-catalase at 250–1000 U/mL for 2–5 h incubation at 37 °C; mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC) inhibitor Rotenone at 1–20 μM for 16–20 h incubation at 37 °C and the
antioxidant N-acetyl cysteine at 1–20 mM for 16–20 h incubation
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at 37 °C. Always adjust the pH of cell culture media after resuspending the reagents since the pH of the medium will turn acidic with
certain inhibitors such as BSO and NAC. Described below is a general method for different redox treatments and the concentrations
of individual reagents should be optimized to specific cell lines and
to the experimental set up (see Note 3).
Chemical Biology
Approaches to Investigate
Redox Biology

1. Culture cells to desired confluence in the corresponding complete cell culture medium. As a general guideline, 60–70 %
confluent cells can be used for adding inhibitors for overnight
treatments (ensure that the cells do not get fully confluent
prior to inhibitor treatments).
2. Freshly prepare cell culture medium with the required redox
inhibitors as mentioned above (complete or serum-free medium
can be used depending on the need for synchronization).
3. Additional treatments with mitogens, cytokines, or other
inhibitors should be factored in for individual protocols. For
instance, growth factor stimulations (EGF, PDGF at
20–100 ng/mL) typically involve shorter time points (minutes) and can be performed after redox treatments on the following day in fresh serum-free culture medium. Combination
of redox inhibitors with other cellular inhibitors should be
tested for individual cell lines.
4. Effects of these redox treatments on cellular ROS can be tested
using the standard, commercially available fluorescence-based
DCF reagent (Life Technologies) by spectrophotometric,
imaging, or flow cytometry-based read outs.
Inhibitor-treated cells from above can be subsequently (1)
lysed in respective cell lysis buffers (with and/or without chemical
tags for S-oxidized cysteine residues) for western analysis, immunoprecipitation studies, (2) immunofluorescence-imaged for
respective redox PTM such as S-glutathionylation (with
co-

localization markers), or (3) sorted via flow cytometer for
enriching in the labeled cell populations as described in Fig. 3.

3.1.3 Labeling Oxidized
Protein Cysteine Residues
in Cells

Identification of Proteins
with Cysteine PTMs
in Cells

Chemically tagging S-modified residues can facilitate more reliable
detection and quantitation of oxidized proteins. The tools
described here can be coupled with different enrichment strategies
at different stages of the protocol to create unique workflows for
specific applications and thus make the protocols appreciably resilient. We discuss common technical workflows with a focus on
sulfenylated and S-glutathionylated proteins.
1. Cells cultured in 100 or 150 mm (or other relevant size) tissue
culture plates can be lysed in 0.5–1 mL corresponding 1× cell
lysis buffer (50–100 mM RIPA, HEPES, Tris, etc.) with protease and phosphatase inhibitors along with low concentration
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Fig. 3 The workflow of labeling oxidized proteins in cells

of alkylating agents (IAA or NEM, 10–50 μM) to prevent artifactual oxidation, and/or, ii) chemical probes for rapidly labeling S-modified proteins such as DCP-Bio1 [14] for sulfenylated
residues (0.1–1 mM).
2. The lysates should be incubated for 30–60 min on ice and
spun down (10,000 × g for 10 min at 4 °C) to remove debris
and obtain clear cell-free extracts which could be used directly
for biotin switch as described in Subheading 3.1.2 or for
enrichment/affinity capture of sulfenylated proteins with antibodies against the tag (biotin/avidin) for other applications
(western blotting, immunoprecipitation, MS studies).
3. Detection of the labeled cysteine residues can be achieved directly
by immunofluorescence (IF) imaging with fluorophore-based
alkylating agents and indirectly by fluorophore conjugated biotin
or streptavidin antibodies, two-dimensional difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE) and/or mass spectrometry. Commercially
available kits enable easier labeling of S-glutathionylated proteins
in cells and in situ and detection by IF imaging, immunocapture
for western blotting, and MS analysis.
A revised approach for trapping oxidized proteins while minimizing artifactual protein oxidation termed PROP was recently
developed for redox proteomics studies. The PROP technique
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utilizes acid precipitation strategy to rapidly fix cells for more efficient detection of oxidized proteins [22]. Multiple reagents and
methods have emerged over the last decade that enable selective
labeling of redox-modified cysteine residues in proteins (Table 1).
The workflow of labeling oxidized proteins in cells using these
probes is described in Fig. 3.
3.2 Redox
Proteomics Analysis

Getting a global snapshot of the redox-modified proteome, i.e.,
“redoxome” is critical to understand and fully appreciate the
pervasiveness of this PTM in a variety of contexts. Proteomics
analysis has evolved from being qualitative [23, 24] to now a
highly quantitative tool [25–27] that enables fine dissection of
disease biology [28, 29]. For quantitative assessment of the
redox proteome, stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell
culture (SILAC) can be performed prior to proteomics studies
[3, 30]. Detailed protocols for labeling cells with SILAC and
subsequent MS/MS analysis strategies are detailed by Mann et
al. [31]. Here, we focus on the application of SILAC-labeled
cells for redox proteomics studies in context of the workflow
described in Fig. 4 (see Note 4).

Fig. 4 A simplified workflow for redox proteomics studies
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1. Prepare SILAC growth medium by separately adding from the
filter-sterilized stocks (1000× stocks) of light, medium, and
heavy isotopes of lysine and arginine to the appropriate cell
culture medium (DMEM/RPMI) which is deficient in the two
amino acids followed by addition of dialyzed FBS (10 %) and
penicillin-streptomycin (1 %).
2. Establish the cell line of interest (low passage number strongly
recommended) in culture and subculture it 1–2 times (maximum). Once confluent, split cells equally into three separate
SILAC media (light, medium, and heavy isotope supplemented)
and treat them as separate cell lines this point forward.
3. Subculture the cell lines every 2–3 days or at appropriate intervals (70–80 % confluence) in respective isotopically supplemented medium for a minimum of 5 passages to ensure
complete incorporation of amino acids in cellular proteome.
More detailed SILAC labeling and verification strategy is
described in protocols from Mann’s laboratory [31].
4. Conduct cellular experiments/treatments (growth factors,
cytokines, oxidants, small molecules, etc.) in the labeled population of cells. For instance, if the objective of the study is to
understand effects of glutathione depletion and peroxide treatments on cellular glutathiome/sulfenome, then set up cell culture for three treatment groups—untreated control/vehicle
group, BSO treatment group and H2O2 treatment group in
the three SILAC supplemented media conditions—light,
medium, and heavy isotope respectively.
5. Add BSO and H2O2 at pre-optimized concentration and incubation time (as discussed in Subheading 3.1.2, step #2) respectively to subconfluent cells that are cultured in medium isotope
and heavy isotope supplemented SILAC media while maintaining the vehicle group in light isotope containing medium.
6. At the end of respective treatments, wash cells twice with 1×
PBS, trypsinize and count. Cells from each condition can be
mixed in 1:1 ratio and then lysed in appropriate lysis buffers
(1× RIPA, 1X HEPES, etc.) containing Cys-SOH labeling
probe such as DCP-Bio1 (Subheading 3.1.3, step #1) for
sulfenome analysis. Process lysates to obtain cell-free extracts
as discussed in Subheading 3.1.3, step #2) followed by estimation of protein concentration. Alternatively, the cells can be
separately lysed first and the extracts can be mixed in 1:1 ratio
(will depend on the nature of experiment).
7. To isolate the respective redox-modified subproteomes, perform affinity enrichment. Briefly, to the clear extracts add anti-
glutathione monoclonal antibody (PSSG) at optimized ratio of
protein to antibody (e.g., 100 μg protein extract can be mixed
with 5–10 μg PSSG antibody) for enriching in glutathionylated
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proteins or add anti-biotin/streptavidin antibody at optimized
ratio for capturing DCP-Bio1-tagged sulfenylated proteins.
Incubate the protein–antibody mixture overnight on a nutator
(low spin setting) at 4 °C.
8. Next day, add protein A sepharose or agarose beads to the
respective pull downs (at pre-optimized enrichment conditions
such as incubation time and temperature with the beads).
Following incubation, wash the beads carefully but stringently
in the corresponding 1X lysis buffer for at least three times to
eliminate nonspecific protein interactions and obtain cleaner
preps. Gel loading tips can be used for aspirating lysis buffers
during wash steps to avoid losing protein-bound beads.
9. Depending on the nature of isolated subproteome and the
experimental objective, the protein-bound beads can be (1)
enzymatically digested for MS/MS studies; (2) subjected to
biotin switch prior to enzymatic digestion, i.e., reduction and
alkylation steps as described in Subheading 3.1.1; (3) eluted
from the beads by boiling in sample buffer directly or after
performing biotin switch.
10. The proteins/eluates collected after cooling and spinning down
the boiled samples can be run on SDS-PAGE gels to separate
the proteins. The protein gel can be subsequently stained with
MS-compatible protein stains (Coomassie brilliant blue, silver
stain, etc.) for few hours at RT followed by destaining until the
stained protein bands are visible on a clear background.
11. Excise each protein band from the gel carefully without mixing
with protein bands above or below from each sample lane and
collect them in well-numbered protein LoBind microfuge tubes.
For error minimization, the stained gel could be imaged first
and individual bands can be numbered and excised accordingly.
12. The excised gel pieces can be enzymatically digested with trypsin (or other relevant protease) following standard digestion
and processing protocols [31].
13. The extracted, dried peptides (containing redox-modified cysteine residues) are then processed for LC and MS/MS analysis.
Search the peptides using the mass spectrometer-specific database and factor-in the mass difference between light, medium,
and heavy isotope containing peptides for deducing the number
of SILAC amino acids present in the specific peptide. Quantitation
of the three peptides can be achieved by noting the signal intensity and acquisition time for individual isotope-peptide and performing ratio analysis for all measurable peptides for a select
protein to quantitate its abundance in the three treatment groups.
In addition to this metabolic labeling/SILAC strategy, chemical
labeling approaches such as iTRAQ (isobaric tags for relative and
absolute quantitation) and ICAT/OxICAT also facilitate
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quantitation in proteomics studies especially of primary tissues that
cannot be metabolically labeled. iTRAQ is a highly multiplexed
technique (8-plex) that involves labeling of enzymatically digested
peptides with isobaric reagents that label primary amines of peptides
which can be selectively quantitated [32]. Each isobaric label has a
peptide reactive group, a neutral balance group to maintain overall
mass (145 Da) and a unique reporter group that gets released upon
MS/MS fragmentation to yield ions of distinct m/z. Another proteomics approach termed ICAT (isotope coded affinity tag) involves
an isotopically coded (12C and 13C), thiol-reactive tag (iodoacetamide) linked to a cleavable biotin probe. A variant of this approach
termed OxICAT (oxidation ICAT) offers information on extent of
protein oxidation by utilizing the light and heavy carbon tags
sequentially in a biotin switch set up, i.e., using 12C for first round of
thiol blocking and 13C for post-reduction alkylation (biotin switch
format) of oxidized cysteine residues [33]. Proteomics workflow for
analyzing redox PTMs qualitatively and quantitatively incorporating
biotin switch has been summarized well by Van Eyk [15]. A simplified workflow for redox proteomics studies is shown in Fig. 4.
3.3 Computational
Tools for Predicting
Protein Oxidation

3.3.1 Workflow
for Bioinformatic Analysis
of Redox Cysteine Biology

A brief discussion of the advances and constraints in developing
computational tools for characterizing functions of redox sensitive
cysteine residues is presented in this chapter but the topic is
comprehensively treated elsewhere [34]. Based on the known biochemical functions, cysteine residues are categorized into four
groups—metal binding, catalytic, regulatory, and structural [34].
Computational approaches to predict redox reactive cysteine residues utilize structural and physico-chemical information derived
from the knowledge of previously characterized catalytic cysteine
residues. However, challenges arise when performing predictive
analyses for non-catalytic cysteine residues as well as for those residues that fall into multiple functional classes. Further, the dynamic
cellular environment exposes protein cysteine residues to different
redox compartments while trafficking which can alter nucleophilicity of sulfhydryl group(s) to affect their reactivity within the subcellular niche adding another complexity to development of
bioinformatics tools for realistic prediction of a protein’s redox
sensitivity [5]. Given the intrinsic broad array of cysteine oxoforms
(covalent and non-covalent), several considerations are required
for developing methods for more reliable and predictive readouts.
Bioinformatics tools for predicting cysteine oxidation states and
disulfide associations are still emerging and the field is nascent
[35]. As such, a rudimentary approach integrating known computational tools in a step-by-step format for predictive analysis of
redox active cysteine residues is suggested below.
1. To determine redox sensitivity of a protein, one of the first
steps could involve estimating the pKa of cysteine residues by a
tool such as PROPKA that quantitates pKa values of ionizable
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residues [36]. Since some analyses consider cysteine residues
with depressed pKa values as a direct indication of the protein’s
redox sensitivity, residues with lower pKa can be presumed
more reactive [1, 26].
2. To identify structural and sequence elements/motifs around
redox-sensitive cysteine residues, tools such as CMD (cysteine
motif database) can be used. Cysteine motif database (CMD)
includes a compilation of cysteine residues and the motifs associated with their secondary structures [37]. Utilizing protein
data from a protein sequence and function database (e.g.,
Uniprot) and the protein data bank (PDB), information about
free and disulfide bonded cysteine residues, frequency of their
occurrence and coefficiency of disulfide bonding and motif
sequences (about 3 million) are compiled. For example, the
Uniprot ID for the phosphatase PTEN can be obtained from
the Uniprot database as shown in Fig. 5.
PDB ID for PTEN can be searched on the PDB site as follows (Fig. 6). The search displays available structures for all
PTEN proteins. 5BZZ is the PDB ID for the reduced PTEN
protein that can be used for subsequent applications.
3. To determine oxidation state(s) of redox sensitive cysteine residues, data mining tools such as RedoxDB, dbGSH can be
used. RedoxDB, a curated database of experimentally validated
redox-modified proteins has a compilation of around 2200
cysteine residues reported modified from 1200 known oxidized proteins from over 90 organisms [36]. Another database
dbGSH lists over 200S-glutathionylated cysteine residues from
over 100 glutathionylated proteins as derived by literature
mining [38]. This database also provides information about
solvent accessibility, secondary and tertiary structures, gene

Fig. 5 UniProt search for the phosphatase PTEN
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Fig. 6 Protein Database (PDB) search for PTEN crystal structures

ontology among others to enable structural and functional
analyses. For instance, to determine oxidation state of the cysteine residues in PTEN using RedoxDB, the PDB ID 5BZZ
can be entered in the search term as below (Fig. 7).
RedoxDB suggests S-nitrosylation of Cys83 and an intramolecular disulfide between Cys71 and Cys124 residues in PTEN
(Fig. 8).
dbGSH shows S-glutathionylation of the two residues
Cys71 and Cys124 in PTEN that are predicted to form an
intramolecular disulfide (Fig. 9).
4. To predict cysteine residues involved in disulfide bond formations, prediction tools such as DiANNA, DISULFIND, DBCP,
and CYSPRED can be used. DiANNA is a database for predicting potential cysteine disulfides in proteins and the presence of
free versus ligand-bound cysteine residues (metals such as Zn and
Fe) [39]. DISULFIND predicts disulfide formation with a confidence value based on the protein sequence input [40]. DBCP is
another tool that helps predict disulfide connectivity between
cysteine residues for unknown proteins based on the protein
sequence [41]. PTEN protein cysteine residues Cys71 and
Cys124 are also predicted to form an intramolecular disulfide
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Fig. 7 RedoxDB search for PTEN

Fig. 8 Sequence analysis of PTEN S-glutathionylation sites using RedoxDB

using the DBCP program with a strong probability (72 %) among
all the cysteine residues. Crystal structure of PTEN cysteine residues Cys71 and Cys124 oxidized by peroxide has been solved
and is available on PDB (ID: 5BUG) demonstrating redox sensitivity of the two residues (Fig. 10).
5. CYSPRED is another neural network-based predictor that
determines bonding state of cysteine residues with ~80 % accuracy [42].
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Fig. 9 Analysis of PTEN S-glutathionylation in the dbGSH database

Fig. 10 Disulfide bond formation prediction for PTEN using DBCP program
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More experimental data from global redox proteomics studies
are required (1) to build databases pertaining to select oxidation
states of proteins, (2) to better understand the structural and
sequence motifs around redox sensitive versus insensitive cysteine
residues, and, (3) to reconcile information from curated databases
with known biological properties of protein targets for enabling
reliable predictive computational tools for redox active proteins.
3.4 Redox
Modifications and
Their Impact on Drug
Pharmacology

Emerging literature suggests that a significant number of drug targets can be S-modified [2, 5, 6, 28, 29]. Because cysteine residues
occur on most proteins [2], redox sensitive residues that impact
drug pharmacology need to be identified by harnessing biochemical, cellular, and computational approaches (see previous sections).
Unfortunately, the analysis can be complicated by different functional effects of enzyme inhibition and redox biology (i.e., redox
modification may affect a subset of a drug target’s functions). As
such, a solid understanding of the cellular effects driven by the
drug target’s redox biology and the drug’s chemical biology is
required before the combination of the two is characterized.
Understandably, this field is in its infancy with few examples of
impact. One of the most advanced, yet simple example is the receptor tyrosine kinase EGFR because it has a redox sensitive cysteine
residue in its active site (Cys797) that is also targeted by covalent
drugs [5, 19]—this therapeutic strategy is exploited to target other
signaling enzymes [43]. Biochemical studies show that redox
modifications to the EGFR active site cysteine residue alter the
interactions with both reversible and covalent drugs [19]. Recently,
an EGFR Cys797Ser mutation has been reported which confers
resistance to a covalent drug [44]. This finding highlights
S-modification at critical cysteine residues as being able to affect
drug pharmacology and was predicted by analyzing the binding
interactions in biochemical systems [19]. As redox modifications of
cysteine residues can affect conformational dynamics and the binding site topography, analysis of the impact of this PTM on pharmacology can begin by characterizing drug binding to
well-characterized redox-modified proteins (see Subheading 3.1.1).
From these studies, a hypothesis of the biochemical effect of the
redox modification on drug interactions can be formulated.
Cellular analyses can follow once the targeted protein’s redox
modification and biophysical effect (e.g., altered drug affinity) are
known. The drug effects can be monitored as the protein’s redox
state is modulated in the cell (see Subheading 3.1.2). The redox
state of a drug target may impact drug affinity or a subset of its cellular function (i.e., subcellular trafficking). Therefore, the selection
of the cellular readout is critical. For example, covalent inhibitors
of EGFR (e.g., dacomitinib) block membrane-bound EGFR from
initiating a signaling cascade. In contrast, redox modification of
EGFR-C797 blocks a smaller subset of the EGFR population that
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undergoes subcellular trafficking (BWM unpublished result). As
such, analyses of membrane-bound EGFR function may miss the
redox-regulated EGFR biology. Taken together, the understanding of redox PTM’s on drug pharmacology is an interdependent
analytical process that requires an advanced understanding of the
target’s redox biology as well as the drug’s chemical biology.

4 Notes
1. Analysis of isolated proteins (see Subheading 3.1.1).
For setting up in vitro protein oxidation/S-glutathionylation studies, use 1:250 ratio (protein:GSSG) as a general
guideline and always optimize it to specific protein under
study. Highly redox sensitive cysteine residues can modify at
much lower ratio. An important aspect when setting up in vitro
redox modifications is to eliminate presence of any reducing
agent (e.g., DTT, TCEP, β-ME) to preserve the modification
or label for detection. NEM is relatively more selective for sulfhydryls than IAA and should be preferred for irreversible alkylation or blocking step of cysteine thiol (−SH).
2. Biotin switch method (see Subheading 3.1.1). A critical aspect
for generating high-quality results is to minimize auto- and
photo-oxidation of cysteine residues by conducting all treatments under light-limiting conditions (use aluminum foil or
incubate in dark at all times) and in degassed buffers. Also, all
reagents should be prepared fresh each time to minimize undesirable modification(s).
3. Chemical biology analysis of cells with redox reagents (see
Subheading 3.1.2). Always adjust the culture medium pH after
reconstituting the reagent(s) to restore it to a physiological
level. Failure to do so can introduce undesirable effects in the
cells due to acidic pH.
4. Redox proteomics analysis (see Subheading 3.2). For SILAC
labeling experiments, it is important to remember that dialyzed serum be used instead of complete serum to minimize
contamination of unlabeled amino acids with the SILAC culture medium. However, note that some cell lines may not
grow well in the presence of dialyzed serum and cell proliferation should be tested with dialyzed serum in regular cell culture medium prior to culturing them in SILAC medium. For
obtaining cleaner enrichment, sometimes stringent washes
with 25–50 mM NaCl or 1–2 M urea of the affinity captured
samples can be considered. However, they should be followed
by additional washes with 1× lysis buffers to ensure complete
removal of the salts. This step can also lead to a certain degree
of loss of the desired proteins. Optimizing immunoprecipita-
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tion protocols prior to SILAC experiments is strongly suggested to prevent waste of labeled samples. For redox studies,
elution of protein from beads should be performed as far as
possible by boiling the beads in sample buffer as opposed to
using low pH buffer-based elution method to eliminate any
potential alterations of the cysteine residues.
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Chapter 10
Analysis of Protein Phosphorylation and Its Functional
Impact on Protein–Protein Interactions via Text Mining
of the Scientific Literature
Qinghua Wang, Karen E. Ross, Hongzhan Huang, Jia Ren, Gang Li,
K. Vijay-Shanker, Cathy H. Wu, and Cecilia N. Arighi
Abstract
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) are one of the main contributors to the diversity of proteoforms in
the proteomic landscape. In particular, protein phosphorylation represents an essential regulatory mechanism that plays a role in many biological processes. Protein kinases, the enzymes catalyzing this reaction, are
key participants in metabolic and signaling pathways. Their activation or inactivation dictate downstream
events: what substrates are modified and their subsequent impact (e.g., activation state, localization, protein–protein interactions (PPIs)). The biomedical literature continues to be the main source of evidence for
experimental information about protein phosphorylation. Automatic methods to bring together phosphorylation events and phosphorylation-dependent PPIs can help to summarize the current knowledge and to
expose hidden connections. In this chapter, we demonstrate two text mining tools, RLIMS-P and eFIP, for
the retrieval and extraction of kinase–substrate–site data and phosphorylation-dependent PPIs from the
literature. These tools offer several advantages over a literature search in PubMed as their results are specific
for phosphorylation. RLIMS-P and eFIP results can be sorted, organized, and viewed in multiple ways to
answer relevant biological questions, and the protein mentions are linked to UniProt identifiers.
Key words Bioinformatics, Phosphorylation, Post-translational modification, Protein–protein interaction, Text mining

1 Introduction
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) are an important
contributor to protein diversity. PTMs play a pivotal role in protein
function, regulating activity, localization, and protein–protein
interactions (PPIs), and therefore disruptions in PTMs can lead to
disease [1]. In particular, protein phosphorylation is an essential
regulatory mechanism in many biological processes. Proteins can
be phosphorylated at different and/or multiple positions, most
commonly on serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues. Protein
kinases, the enzymes catalyzing the phosphorylation reaction, play
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_10, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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a key role in regulating these events and have become therapeutic
targets for drug design in multiple diseases [2–4]. However, few
drugs targeting kinases have been completely successful in the
clinic mainly due to the conserved nature of kinases. Consequently,
many of the available inhibitors lack sufficient selectivity for effective clinical application. The identification and characterization of
kinase–substrate interactions are keys to improve the approaches to
targeted drug development [5].
The scientific literature contains a wealth of protein phosphorylation data derived both from traditional experiments that focus
on a small number of proteins and from high-throughput experiments that attempt to assess the phosphorylation state of the whole
proteome [6]. Researchers frequently query PubMed or specialized databases to gain access to this information. Similarly, database biocurators collect literature, and read and extract the most
salient information relevant to their domain. Given the continuing
increase of the size of the PubMed database, finding or collecting
information that is spread across this vast knowledge pool remains
challenging. Automatic methods to bring this data together can
help to summarize the current knowledge and to expose hidden
connections. For example, one article might describe that phosphorylation of a protein at a given site is implicated in a particular
disease, and another article might describe a kinase that phosphorylates the site, leading to the connection of the kinase to the disease, which could be investigated further. Text mining tools have
evolved considerably in number and quality and are being used to
address a variety of research questions in the biomedical domain;
for recent reviews see [7–9].
iProLINK (integrated Protein Literature, INformation and
Knowledge) [10] offers a portfolio of text mining tools and annotated corpora developed by our group. Some of these are intended
for developers to serve as modules in specific steps of their text mining pipelines (e.g., iXtractR [11] for relation extraction, and iSimp
for sentence simplification [12]). Others are applications for biomedical researchers and biocurators to facilitate the exploration of the
literature about proteins (pGenN [13], eFIP [14, 15], eGIFT [16],
and RLIMS-P [17, 18]) and microRNAs (miRTex [19]) (Table 1).
Among these applications, RLIMS-P and eFIP facilitate the
extraction of phosphorylation information from the literature and
therefore are the focus of this book chapter.
RLIMS-P is a rule-based information extraction system that
identifies kinase, substrate, and site relations in the scientific literature (including PubMed abstracts and PMC open access (OA) full-
length articles). For example, the tuple <Akt, CHK1, Ser280> is
extracted by RLIMS-P from the following sentence:
“CHK1 is directly phosphorylated by Akt at Ser280, a modification
that results in cytoplasmic sequestration” [20].
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Table 1
Text mining tools available in iProLINK
Tool

Description

Bioentities/relations

Standard used

pGenN

Identifies plant gene name mentions in
Medline abstracts

• Protein/gene

• UniProt
identifier
• EntrezGene

eGIFT

Identifies informative terms (iTerms) and
documents relevant to a gene/protein
(abstract level)

• Protein/gene
• Informative term
(iTerm)

• GO term
• UniProt
Keyword

miRTex

Identifies miRNA-target relations as well as
miRNA-gene and gene-miRNA regulation
relations in Medline abstracts

• miRNA-target
• gene-miRNA
• miRNA-gene

RLIMS-P

Identifies information relevant to protein
phosphorylation: kinase, substrate, and
sites. (abstract and full-length PMC
open access articles)

• Kinase–substrate
• Substrate–site
• Kinase–substrate–site

• UniProt
Identifier

eFIP

Identifies phosphorylation-dependent
protein–protein interactions (abstract
and full-length PMC open access articles)

• Phosphorylation-
dependent PPI
• Impact on PPI
(promote or inhibit)

• UniProt
Identifier

Since these three entities (kinase, substrate, and site) are rarely
comentioned in the same sentence, RLIMS-P employs techniques
that combine information found in different sentences. The kinase
or substrate names detected could correspond to individual proteins (e.g., Crm1), protein complexes (e.g., CDK1-cyclin-B), or a
group of related proteins (e.g., Src kinases), whereas a site could be
a residue type (e.g., serine, threonine, and tyrosine), a specific residue (e.g., Ser-391), or a protein region or domain (e.g., C-terminal
domain) [18]. RLIMS-P has been benchmarked with multiple corpora [17]. The F-scores (harmonic mean between precision and
recall), based on a collection of sections derived from 100 full-text
articles, have previously been reported to be 0.88, 0.91, and 0.92
for kinases, substrates, and sites, respectively [17]. In addition,
RLIMS-P integrates GNormPlus [21] to link the detected kinase
and substrate names to UniProt identifiers whenever possible.
eFIP builds on RLIMS-P by first detecting mentions of protein
phosphorylation (kinase, substrate, and site), but adds detection of
protein–protein interactions (PPIs) involving the phosphorylated
protein. The types of PPIs captured include interactions between
two proteins, or interactions between a protein and a protein complex, protein region, or protein class. Once the phosphorylation
and PPI mentions are detected, the second step is to identify a possible relation between the two events. The evaluation of eFIP on
full-length articles achieved an F-measure of 0.84 on 100 article
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sections [14]. Selected data from RLIMS-P and eFIP has been
integrated in iPTMnet (http://proteininformationresource.org/
iPTMnet/) and is actively used in the curation of proteoforms in
the Protein Ontology [22].
This chapter demonstrates how to use RLIMS-P and eFIP to
uncover information about protein phosphorylation and
phosphorylation-dependent PPIs from the literature.

2 Materials
2.1 Web Sites

iProLINK: http://proteininformationresource.org/iprolink
RLIMS-P: http://proteininformationresource.org/rlimsp
eFIP: http://proteininformationresource.org/efip

2.2 General Aspects
of the RLIMS-P
and eFIP Interfaces

Input: Both the RLIMS-P and eFIP web sites allow the input of
keywords or phrases that can be combined with Boolean operators
(AND, OR, NOT) in the same way as building a PubMed query.
Similarly, MeSH terms (controlled vocabulary used to index
Medline abstracts) can be included in the search (e.g., “Alzheimer
Disease”[Mesh]). The input is sent to the PubMed web site and
relevant PMIDs are retrieved. The PMIDs are then used to query
a backend database that hosts preprocessed results for PubMed
abstracts and full-length PMC OA documents by RLIMS-P or
eFIP. In both systems, you have the option to restrict the search to
a particular organism of interest (Fig. 1a 3, Fig. 2a). You can also
select to exclude review articles if you are only interested in research
articles, and/or query only abstracts (Fig. 1a 4). eFIP also supports
searches based on protein roles (kinases, substrates, interacting
partners) for protein names. Alternatively, a list of PMIDs or
PMCIDs, delimited by comma, space, or listed in new lines, can be
entered (Fig. 1a 5, Fig. 2a).
Results: The RLIMS-P result page presents summary statistics of
the retrieved results (Fig. 1b 1), listing separately the number of
documents with potential phosphorylation information (i.e., those
with the word “phosphorylation” or similar ones) and those with
phosphorylation information according to RLIMS-P (i.e., there is
at least one substrate identified). In addition, eFIP shows the summary statistics for interactants detected (Fig. 2b 1).
Editing capabilities: To unlock editing capabilities, user registration and login are required (Fig. 1a 1, Fig. 2a, see Note 1). Edited
results can be downloaded.
Cytoscape: eFIP offers a graphical view of the text mining results,
displaying the protein entities as nodes and their relations as edges.
The node names correspond to the protein entities in the result
table, with some of the longer names abbreviated. The graph can be
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Fig. 1 RLIMS-P for extraction of kinase–substrate-site information about CHK1. (a) RLIMS-P home page,
showing the different functionalities: login capability (1), input query options such as keywords (2) or PubMed
IDs (5) and search options (3, organism restriction or 4, exclusion of review articles or only abstracts). (b)
Partial display of RLIMS-P results for CHK1 search with summary statistics (1), and tables with “View by
Summary” (2), and “View by Substrate” views (3). The “Text Evidence” (4) column provides links to the text
evidence page. Text mining results can be downloaded in CSV format (5)

Fig. 2 eFIP for extraction of phosphorylation-dependent PPI information about CHK1. (a) eFIP home page,
showing the different functionalities: input query options such as keywords (1), protein names (2), or PubMed/
PMC IDs (4) and search options for organism restriction and protein type including substrate, kinase or interactant (3). (b) Partial display of eFIP results for CHK1 search with summary statistics (1), and table with “View
by Summary” (2). The columns “No. of Sentences” (3) and “Text Evidence” (4) provide links to the text evidence
pages. Text mining results can be downloaded in CSV format and be viewed in Cytoscape (5)
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saved in PNG and XGMML-beta (Cytoscape compatible) format
(Fig. 6 2). Substrates, kinases, and interactants are represented as
nodes with red circles, green pentagons, and orange circles, respectively. Interactions that are enabled or enhanced by phosphorylation
are depicted as edges using solid orange lines with pointed arrowheads, whereas those that are decreased or inhibited are depicted by
dashed orange lines with T-type arrowheads (Fig. 6).

3 Methods
For illustration purposes, we will showcase RLIMS-P and eFIP
tool usage with examples from the Checkpoint kinase-1 protein,
commonly referred to as CHK1 or CHEK1. This protein is a serine-/threonine-specific protein kinase. It coordinates the DNA
damage response (DDR) and cell cycle checkpoint response [23].
Activation of CHK1 results in the initiation of cell cycle c heckpoints,
cell cycle arrest, DNA repair, and cell death to prevent damaged
cells from progressing through the cell cycle [24]. A recent review
article by Goto et al. [25] describes the regulation of CHK1 via
phosphorylation, its substrates, and the functional impact. To validate the approach, we compare the output of our text mining tools
with the knowledge in the review article when applicable. We illustrate in the following text a variety of examples of RLIMS-P and
eFIP usage via specific biological questions.
3.1 How to Find
Kinases Acting
on a Given Substrate.
What Sites Are
Phosphorylated?

Is CHK1 phosphorylated? If so, which sites? By what kinases? To
answer these questions, we will use the RLIMS-P web site (http://
proteininformationresource.org/rlimsp, Fig. 1a). The goal in this
case is to find the articles mentioning CHK1 as a substrate, as we
are interested in its phosphorylation sites. To achieve the most
comprehensive result, it is recommended to include the different
names by which CHK1 is known (e.g., CHEK1, Checkpoint
kinase-1). If you are not familiar with the variety of names that are
used for your protein of interest, you can check in a reference
curated source, such as UniProt [26] or Entrez [27]. For this case,
we will use the query (Fig. 1a 2):
CHK1 OR CHEK1 OR “checkpoint kinase-1”
1. Go to RLIMS-P web site and enter this query in the box and submit. Results are returned as shown in Fig. 1b. Information on
the top of the page summarizes the general statistics for the
search results (Fig. 1b 1), including the number of articles with
potential protein phosphorylation mentions and the number
of kinase, substrate, and site mentions (see Note 2).
2. Display results by “Substrate.” The results from the search in
RLIMS-P include articles where the keywords are mentioned
and which are about protein phosphorylation. The default table
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view is a summary listing the kinase and substrate mentions
for each PMID. To obtain the subset where CHK1 is the
phosphorylated protein, choose the option “View by Substrate”
from the pull-down menu (Fig. 1b 2) (see Note 3).
3. Find CHK1 as substrate. The table in Fig. 1b 3 is now substrate
centric. Next, we have to find CHK1 in the substrate column.
As shown in this table, there are many articles describing phosphorylation of CHK1 (where CHK1 acts as a substrate). In
addition, the kinases that phosphorylate CHK1 and the phosphorylation sites can now be easily identified in the columns
“PTM enzyme” and “phosphorylation site,” respectively.
4. Validate and summarize the information. When the results are
viewed by substrate (as shown in Fig. 1b 3), all the phosphorylation sites on a substrate are shown. Now continue with
our example by looking for CHK1 as substrate. The “No. of
Sentences” column provides quick access to evidence sentences
with color-coded highlighting of kinase (green), substrate
(blue), and site (red) mentions (see Fig. 4 bottom panel). This
page is almost the same as the page linked out through icons in
the “Text Evidence” column (Fig. 1b 4), except that it restricts
its sentence display to those where the information tuples are
directly derived. To validate the information, the evidence can
also be viewed by clicking on the icon in the “Text Evidence”
column (Fig. 1b 4), which will take you to the evidence page
(Fig. 3a). The evidence page presents a table summarizing the
data extracted from the article with links to the source sentences (Fig. 3a 2), a block showing the relevant sentences from
the text (abstract or full text) with color-coding highlighting
(Fig. 3a 3), and the normalization table, which suggests
UniProt identifiers for the kinases and substrates detected (Fig.
3a 3–4). Results can be filtered by specific sections of the article
(e.g., figure legends, result section, abstract, etc., see Fig. 3a 1).
If a user is logged in, he or she can validate individual information tuples by clicking on the check or “X” next to the annotation to agree or disagree, respectively (Fig. 3b 1). The example
shown in Fig. 3b demonstrates the agreement on data extracted
for phosphorylation of Ser-280 on Chk1 by PIM kinases. User
can add additional information in the comment box, in this
case, the more specific kinase PIM1 (Fig. 3b). In addition, the
“Add Annotation” (Fig. 3b 2) allows addition of manually
curated information tuples. Furthermore, the normalization
table becomes editable after user logs in (Fig. 3b 3–4).
Another way to review the RLIMS-P results is to download
them in CSV format, which could be done on a single article or on
the selected collective result by clicking the Download button in
the right corner of the Results page (Fig. 1b 5). The file can be
opened in Excel (Fig. 3c) where you can filter or sort the informa-
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Fig. 3 Analysis of CHK1 phosphorylation text evidence for PMID:23748345. (a). RLIMS-P text evidence view.
The information can be filtered by the different sections of the article when applicable (1). The table shows
kinase-substrate-site data, with each row displaying a unique information tuple with the sentence number and
section source (2). The text panel on the right (3) contains the evidence text with the sentence numbers. The
kinase, substrate, and site are color coded. The gene normalization table (4) shows possible UniProt identifiers
for the kinases and substrates mentioned in the table. (b) RLIMS-P table view when editing capability is
unlocked. New columns appear: “Comment” for adding notes, and “Validation” for accepting/rejecting the
annotation (1). Missing annotations can be added (2). Normalization data can be validated as well (3). If needed
an auto-filled UniProt search can be triggered by clicking on the search icon with “UniProt” link in the “Name”
column (this icon appears after hovering over anywhere in a given row) (4). Clicking on the link leads to the
corresponding UniProt entries [26]. (c) Partial view of the downloaded CSV format file. The file includes PMID,
substrate, kinase, site, and evidence sentence
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Table 2
CHK1 phosphorylation sites with kinases validated from RLIMS-P results (species nonspecific)
Site

Kinase

PMIDs

Ser-280

P90 RSK
AKT
PIM1

19406993, 15710331, 22481935, 15107605, 12062056,
22357623, 23748345

Ser-286

CDK1
CDK2

20798862, 19837665, 22686412, 18983824, 16629900

Ser-296

CHK1

20639859, 22357623, 22686412, 23068608, 20053762

Ser-301

CDK1
CDK2

20798862, 19837665, 22686412, 18983824, 16629900

Ser-317

ATR
ATM

21730979, 19625493, 20798862, 18723495, 20062519, 16629900,
16547171

Ser-345

ATR
ATM

21289283, 20798862, 20976184, 15107605, 15159397, 22357623,
16629900, 22357623, 23383325, 16547171, 23422000, 11687578,
20053762, 17210576, 20609246

tion as needed. For example, you can download all results and then
filter to (1) show those where CHK1 is the substrate and (2) hide
rows with “Blank” information in the “PTM enzyme” and “Site”
columns (Fig. 3c). The file contains the evidence sentences to assist
you in validating the results (see Note 3).
The results can be summarized as in Table 2. RLIMS-P found
all the sites and kinases cited in the review by Goto et al. [25], and
in addition, RLIMS-P found an article describing a kinase not
listed in that review, namely PIM1 (bold in Table 2).
3.2 How to Find All
Substrates for a
Given Kinase

Because CHK1 is itself a kinase, we can easily identify all substrates of
CHK1 by choosing the “View by Kinase” option (Fig. 4). A variety
of substrates are identified here under the column “Phosphorylated
Protein (Substrate).” This column can be sorted using the arrow next
to the title “Phosphorylation Protein (Substrate)” so that the information regarding the same substrate is brought together. Table 3
shows the summary of substrates of CHK1 and detected phosphorylation sites. Based on the number of articles linked to the substrates,
CDC25 proteins seem to be the most widely studied CHK1
substrates.

3.3 How to Find the
Interacting Partners of
Phosphorylated
Proteins

In our examples in the following text, we address (1) how
phosphorylation on CHK1 affects its interaction with other proteins, (2) how PPIs are affected by proteins phosphorylated by
CHK1, and (3) how phosphorylation of other proteins affect their
interaction with CHK1. eFIP is capable of identifying the impact
of phosphorylation, e.g., whether the phosphorylation enables the
binding to a partner or inhibits the binding.
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Fig. 4 RLIMS-P “Kinase view” partial results for CHK1 search. The “No. of sentences” column provides a quick
link to evidence sentences for the specific annotation

1. Go to the eFIP home page (http://proteininformationresource.
org/efip).
2. Enter the following protein names in the “Enter Protein Names
and Type” query box: CHK1 OR CHEK1 OR “checkpoint
kinase-1” and click Submit (Fig. 2a 2). Note that the search
can be restricted to retrieve results with CHK1 as a substrate,
a kinase, or an interactant (Fig. 2a 3).
3. Select “Substrate View.” After submission, the result page (Fig.
2b) displays the data in a summary view (as a list of entities
detected that are grouped by PMID). Similar to RLIMS-P, by

n/a

n/a

n/a

CDK1

CDKN1A

n/a

Ser-216

Ser-99

CDC25C

Ser-287

CDC25

Ser-230, Ser-563
n/a

Tyr-15

CDC2

CDC25B

9923681, 11133168, 15272308, 9774107, 10469601, 17912454

n/a

CDC10

Ser-123
Ser-178, Thr-507
Ser-73
Ser-75
Ser-76
Thr-504
n/a

10198041

Thr-3387

BRCA2

CDC25A

9744884

Ser-646

BLM

21791608

20798862

14681223, 9278511, 10676638, 11027648, 24922656, 15282313, 10557092,
22623962, 23874958, 20700484
18272544, 10090724, 9278511, 11479224, 11925443, 15220526, 10681541,
22941630, 20798862, 21347609, 11278490, 10068474, 24038466

17003105
9278511, 10713667, 20798862

12399544, 12759351
14559997
12110582
12759351
14681206, 20348946, 18480045, 21252624, 20798862
15272308
12110582, 12399544, 20609246, 18414041, 24022480, 19244340, 21851590,
15272308, 19638579, 23272087, 21347609, 9278511, 18480045

24996846, 11479224

24006488

24627786, 18317453

20719863

22024163, 23321637

Ser-331

AURKB

PMIDs

Site

CHK1 substrates

Table 3
Substrates of CHK1 and phosphorylation sites. These are manually validated results from RLIMS-P output. n/a indicates that the phosphorylated site
is not described in the RLIMS-P output
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21118956
23886938

Ser-296
Ser-317, Ser-345
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Thr-916

Ser-80
Thr-73

Ser-328, Ser-331,
Thr-397
Ser-328, Ser-331,
Ser-370, Thr-397
Ser-328, Thr-329,
Ser-331, Ser-361,
Ser-382

n/a

Ser-1179

Ser-251

n/a

Thr-346, Ser-374

Ser-345

Thr-16

Ser-473

Ser-408

Ser-835

CHK1

CK1D

CK2

CLP1

CLSPN

CRB2

CSNK1D

E2F6

ENOS3

ERRFI1

FANCD2

FANCE

H2AFX

H2AX

KAP1

LATS2

21851590

20639511

24913641

17296736

21926477

22505024

22001744

23954429

23861943

23861943

23861943

22792081
22792081

16963448

22918952

15225637

23861943

23068608, 20053762, 21289283, 24996846
21851590
14681223, 15371427, 23548269, 23593009, 19421147

21791608

n/a

CDKN1C

PMIDs

Site

CHK1 substrates

(continued)
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24376897, 12955071

Ser-126

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Ser-184

n/a

Ser-612
Thr-505

n/a

n/a
Ser-495

Ser-295

n/a

n/a

Ser-695

p33 (ING1b)

p50

PDS1

RAD51

RAD9

RASSF1

RB1

RELA

RPA1

SETMAR

SYK

TAU

TLK1

Ser-549

WEE1

15659650, 11599922, 23272087

n/a

11251070

14585975

23152407

Ser-23

Ser-47

15467443, 17339337

23550703

22585575

25024738
22231448

16412704

15970704
17962807

17380128

24197116

24376897

18317453

11390356, 17671432

22152481

17585055

16511572

Ser-20

TP73

TP53

12660173

Ser-367

MDMX

23454898

n/a

MAD2

PMIDs

Site

CHK1 substrates

Table 3
(continued)
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selecting “Substrate view” the information can be grouped by
phosphorylated substrate, so that we can check the PPIs for
phosphorylated CHK1.
4. Select “Kinase view” to investigate phosphorylation-dependent
PPIs for CHK1 substrates. Review results for CHK1 as kinase,
and check the information for interactant with its associated
text evidence. Figure 5a depicts the text evidence for PMID:
14559997. In this particular case, the phosphorylation of
CDC25A on Ser-178 and Thr-507 by CHK1 promotes the
binding to 14-3-3 proteins. In addition to highlighting kinases,
substrates, and sites using the same color scheme as RLIMS-P,
interactants are highlighted in orange.
You can also check for information about CHK1 as interactant, using the “Interactant view.”
5. Download the result table. Similar to RLIMS-P, eFIP results
can be downloaded in CSV format by using the “Download
Table” link in the upper left corner of the results table
(Fig. 2b). Table 4 provides a summary of results where CHK1
participated in a phosphorylation-dependent PPI either as the
phosphorylated substrate or as the interactant. Table 5 provides a summary of phosphorylation-dependent PPIs where
CHK1 acts as the kinase.
3.4 Visualization
of Phosphorylation
and Interaction
Events in Cytoscape

eFIP also supports visual exploration of phosphorylation interaction networks using Cytoscape [28], which depicts in one graph a
network of kinase–substrate relations, as well as PPI relations,
including both the enhancement and inhibition of an interaction.
Therefore, the phosphorylation-dependent interactions described
in Subheading 3.3 can be displayed in Cytoscape.
Cytoscape View from Text Mining PMID Evidence Page
1. Go to the eFIP home page.
2. Search for PMID:14559997. Enter the PMID in the search box
(Fig. 2a 4) and submit.
3. Open the “Text Evidence” page. Click on the “hand” icon in the
last column (Fig. 2b 4) to see the text evidence (Fig. 5a).
4. Click on “See Cytoscape View.” The link to the Cytoscape view is
at the top right of the evidence table (Fig. 5a 5). The Cytoscape
view for this example is shown in Fig. 5b. CHK1 phosphorylates CDC25A at two residues. The phosphorylated residues
enable interaction with 14-3-3.
Cytoscape View for Multiple Articles (See Note 4)
5. Go to the eFIP home page.
6. Conduct query. For this case, enter the PMIDs 12676962,
17380128, and 20639859 separated by commas in the search
box (Fig. 2a 4) and then submit.

Fig. 5 Analysis of CHK1 eFIP text evidence for PMID:14559997. (a) The results can be filtered by section of the
article (1). The table with extracted results shows the substrate, kinase (if known), phosphorylation site, the
impact (inhibit, enhance, unknown association/dissociation), the interactant, the section of the article where
the information comes from and the sentence number in that section (2). The gene normalization table (3)
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Table 4
Summary of eFIP results for phosphorylation-dependent PPI involving CHK1
Substrate

PMIDs

CHK1

12676962
12415000

Kinase

Site

Impact

PPI

Interactant

Ser-345
Ser-345

Enables
Enables

Association
Association

Enables

Association

Enables
Enables
Enables
Inhibits
Enables

Association
Association
Dissociation
Association
Association

14-3-3
RAD24 (14-3-3
homolog)
RAD25 (14-3-3
homolog)
CDC25A
Chromatin
Chromatin
RAD9
RAD9

Increases

Association

CHK1

Enables
Increases
Unknown
Unknown

Association
Association
Association
Association

CHK1
CHK1
CHK1
CHK1

15585577
20639859
12676962
16360315
23593009
23593009
CRB2

22792081

CLSPN

15707391
22792081
12766152
12545175

CHK1

Ser-296
Ser-345
Thr-125
Thr-143

Thr-916, Ser-945

Table 5
Summary of eFIP results for CHK1 substrates with phosphorylation-dependent PPIs
Substrate

PMIDs

Kinase

BRCA2

18317453

CDC25
CDC25A

Impact

PPI

Interactant

CHK1

Enables

Association

RAD51

23166842
22806395

CHK1

Increases
Enables

Association
Association

SCFBETATrCP
RAD24 (14-3-3 homolog)

14559997

CHK1

Thr-507,
Ser-178
Thr-504
Thr-504

Enables

Association

14-3-3

Enables
Inhibits

Association
Association

14-3-3
Cdk1-cyclin A Cdk1cyclin B Cdk2-cyclin E

15272308
15272308

Site

CDC25B

20798862

CHK1

Ser-309,
Ser-323

Enables

Association

14-3-3

CDC25C

23874958
20798862

CHK1

Ser-216
Ser-216

Increases
Enables

Association
Association

14-3-3beta
14-3-3

RB1

17380128

CHK1

Ser-612

Enables

Association

E2F1

RAD51

18317453

CHK1

Enables

Association

BRCA2

Fig. 5 (continued) shows possible UniProt identifiers for the kinase, substrate, and interactant mentioned in the
table. The text evidence panel (4) contains the evidence sentences with section title and sentence numbers.
(b) The Cytoscape representation of the relations extracted in the article
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Fig. 6 The Cytoscape representation for the phosphorylation and PPI events extracted from articles with PMID
12676962, 17380128, and 20639859. Events extracted are illustrated with nodes and edges; see legend for
details (1). The graph can be exported (2)

7. Open “Cytoscape View.” The link to Cytoscape is on the top left
of the result table (Fig. 2b 5). The Cytoscape view for this
example is shown in Fig. 6.

4 Notes
1. The “Login” link is located in the upper-right corner of the web
page. When you click it, it will ask you to either enter your credentials or sign up. Select sign up and complete the information
needed. After the registration, an automatic email will be sent
out to explain details on how to log into RLIMS-P or eFIP.
2. For our CHK1 query, we obtained 1266 articles with potential
protein phosphorylation mentions, with 278 kinase mentions,
854 substrate mentions, and 245 site mentions as of
05/27/2016. Note that if you query PubMed instead of
RLIMS-P with the same query, it retrieves many more articles,
2781 as of 05/27/2016, many of which are not relevant to
CHK1 phosphorylation at all. In PubMed, finding the subset
where CHK1 is phosphorylated could then only be achieved
by manual inspection, whereas in RLIMS-P, selecting the appro
priate view will enable quick access to the most relevant set.
3. The text mining results should not be assumed to be completely correct. There is a possibility of encountering false positive results or of missing relevant data. The different tools
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provide their own metrics of performance, and it is important
to be aware of them when using the tools. In addition, one
should consider reviewing the substrate names thoroughly, as
textual variants of CHK1 presently appear as separate substrates. We are currently working on improving the consistency
and grouping of the substrate and kinase names.
4. The Cytoscape view provides an overview of the text mining
results in graphical format. However, if the output includes
multiple articles the number of nodes and edges may become
overwhelming. The current version of Cytoscape used in eFIP
does not allow hiding or displaying selected nodes. To see only
a selected subset, one could either retrieve data for selected
PMIDs or, alternatively, download a desktop version of
Cytoscape to read the saved XGMML-beta (Cytoscape compatible) file (Fig. 6 2).
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Part III
Protein Network Bioinformatics

Chapter 11
Functional Interaction Network Construction and Analysis
for Disease Discovery
Guanming Wu and Robin Haw
Abstract
Network-based approaches project seemingly unrelated genes or proteins onto a large-scale network
context, therefore providing a holistic visualization and analysis platform for genomic data generated
from high-throughput experiments, reducing the dimensionality of data via using network modules and
increasing the statistic analysis power. Based on the Reactome database, the most popular and comprehensive open-source biological pathway knowledgebase, we have developed a highly reliable protein functional interaction network covering around 60 % of total human genes and an app called ReactomeFIViz
for Cytoscape, the most popular biological network visualization and analysis platform. In this chapter,
we describe the detailed procedures on how this functional interaction network is constructed by integrating multiple external data sources, extracting functional interactions from human curated pathway databases, building a machine learning classifier called a Naïve Bayesian Classifier, predicting interactions
based on the trained Naïve Bayesian Classifier, and finally constructing the functional interaction database. We also provide an example on how to use ReactomeFIViz for performing network-based data
analysis for a list of genes.
Key words Functional interaction, Biological network, Biological pathway, Reactome, Network-
based analysis, ReactomeFIViz, Cytoscape, Naïve Bayesian Classifier, Java, MySQL

1 Introduction
Large-scale data sets are routinely generated in current biological
studies using high-throughput techniques in order to understand
disease mechanisms and develop better personalized precision
therapies for patients. However, these data sets are usually gene or
protein based. To understand the relationships among interesting
genes or proteins, researchers usually have to project them onto
biological pathways and network contexts so that these seemingly
scattered genes or proteins can be visualized and studied together
as groups.
Proteins and other gene products (e.g., miRNAs, lncRNAs)
interact with each other and form a huge interaction network inside
the cell. High-throughput experiments, such as Yeast 2-Hybrid
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_11, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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(Y2D) [1] and mass spectrometry coupled with co-
immunoprecipitation (MS CoIP) [2], have been used to generate
large-scale protein–protein interaction data sets for many species,
including human, mouse, fly, worm, and yeast. However, usually
interaction data sets generated by these experiments have high false
positive rates and physical interactions detected by these methods
may not necessary play functional roles inside cells.
Based on highly reliable, expert curated pathways in the
Reactome knowledgebase [3], the most popular and comprehensive open-source biological pathway database, we have developed a
software pipeline to construct a human protein/gene functional
interaction (FI) network covering around 60 % of total human
genes. Figure 1 shows the overview of procedures and data sources
to construct this FI network. We used protein pairwise relationships from protein physical interactions in human, mouse, fly,
worm, and yeast, gene co-expression, Gene Ontology (GO) annotation, and protein domain interactions as features to train a Naïve
Bayes Classifier (NBC) based on FIs extracted from Reactome.
NBC is a simple machine learning technique, assuming i ndependence
Human PPI
Mouse PPI
Fly PPI
Worm PPI
Yeast PPI
Lee’s Gene Expression
Prieto’s Gene Expression
Domain Interaction
GO BP Sharing

Reactome
KEGG
Panther Pathways
NCI-Nature
NCI-BioCarta
Encode TF/Target
TRED TF/Target
Data sources for annotated
FIs

Data sources for predicted FIs
Featured by

Trained by

Validated by

Naïve Bayes Classifier
Predicted by

Predicted FIs

Extracted from

Annotated FIs

FI Network
Fig. 1 An overview of the procedures used to construct the Reactome functional interaction network
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among features. The trained NBC then was validated by independent FIs extracted from other non-Reactome pathway databases.
The final FI network contains two types of FIs: annotated FIs
extracted from curated pathway data and predicted FIs by the
NBC. For gene regulatory network analysis, we have also included
interactions between transcription factors and their targets from the
ENCODE project [4] and the TRED database [5].
For users to perform network-based data analysis using the
Reactome FI network, we have also developed an app called
ReactomeFIViz [6] for Cytoscape [7], the most popular biological
network visualization and analysis platform. Users of our app can
construct an FI subnetwork for a list of genes, perform network
clustering to find network modules, annotate the subnetwork and
modules, and then perform survival analysis for network modules.
In this chapter, we describe the procedures to construct the
Reactome FI network and briefly introduce ReactomeFIViz. For
more information, the reader is encouraged to refer to our other
published materials [6, 8].

2 Materials
1. To construct the Reactome FI network, the reader is required
to have some programming experience in Java and experience
on using Eclipse, the most popular Java IDE (integrated development environment). Eclipse can be downloaded from
http://www.eclipse.org and the source code for the FI construction can be downloaded from http://reactomedev.oicr.
on.ca/download/tools/caBIG/FINetworkBuild.zip.
2. You will also need to install mysql database locally after downloading it from http://www.mysql.org.
3. To draw ROC (recover operating characteristic) curves for
checking the performance of the Naïve Bayes Classifier, you
need to install R. You can download the latest version of R
from https://www.r-project.org.
4. It is necessary to download many data sources from the Internet
to construct the Reactome FI network. We will give URLs in
Section 3 “Methods” when we describe detailed procedures.
5. To use ReactomeFIViz, the reader should install the latest version of Cytoscape from http://www.cytoscape.org. In order
to use Cytoscape, the following hardware and software requirements are suggested:
6. Hardware Requirements: A 2 Ghz or higher dual core or quad
core CPU, 4GB or more physical memory, 512 MB video
memory, 1 GB or more available hard drive space, a display
that supports 1024 × 768 or higher resolution, and a highspeed Internet connection.
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7. Software Requirements: To use the latest version of Cytoscape
(version 3.3.0 in January, 2016), the reader is required to install
Java 8 first. Java 8 is supported under Windows, MacOS, and
Linux, and can be downloaded from http://www.java.com.

3 Methods
3.1 Setting
Up Eclipse
and Loading
the FINetworkBuild
Project

1. The project used to build the FI network is programmed in
Java, and Eclipse is used for Java programming. After downloading Eclipse from http://www.eclipse.org and the Java
source code for the project from http://reactomedev.oicr.
on.ca/download/tools/caBIG/FINetworkBuild.zip, use menu
File/Import to get the Project dialog and choose “Existing
Projects into Workspace” (Fig. 2a), and then follow the step-
by-step procedures to create a Java project in Eclipse (Fig. 2b).
2. The configuration file (File name: configuration.prop) in the
resources folder is used to configure files and parameters used by
the project. Open this file in Eclipse and make sure the f ollowing
three values are configured to what you want (see Note 1 for
suggested values): YEAR, RESULT_DIR, DATA_SET_DIR.

Fig. 2 Import the Java source code to build a project for constructing the Reactome FI network. (a) (left): the
dialog for importing the Java source code into a project in Eclipse. (b) (right): the package explorer view of the
imported Java project for constructing the FI network
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3. We use log4j for logging output from program runs. The configuration for log4j is in file log4j.properties in the resource
folder. Since a large amount of output will be generated during
some methods’ running, it is recommended that you use a file
to keep the log output (see Note 2 for some discussion on how
to configure log4j).
3.2 Data Sources
for ID Mapping

The construction of the Reactome FI network relies on many data
sources, which may use different identifiers for genes and proteins.
We use identifiers from UniProt [9] as the standard and PIR [10]
for ID mapping.
1. UniProt is the authoritative protein knowledgebase used in FI
network construction. We map all proteins and genes to
UniProt accession numbers for normalization based on protein amino acid sequences to remove duplications. In this case,
you will need two files from the directory current_release/
knowledgebase/taxonomic_divisions in its ftp site, ftp.uniprot.org: uniprot_sprot_human.data.gz and uniprot_trembl_
huma.dat.gz.
For normalizing features used by the NBC, you also need
another file from UniProt for protein isoform sequences: uniprot_sprot_varsplic.fasta. This file should be downloaded from
the UniProt web site: http://www.uniprot.org/downloads,
searching for Isoform sequences. The downloaded file should
be named as is.
All three files downloaded from UniProt should be placed
in the same folder. The folder name should be configured in
the configuration file (configuration.prop) for property,
UNIPROT_DIR (see Note 3 for a suggested name).
2. We also use a mapping file to map Entrez gene ids to UniProt
accession numbers. This file can be downloaded from the PIR
ftp site ftp.pir.georgetown.edu/databases/: after logging in, go
to idmapping/mapping_by_sp, and download file h_sapiens.
tb. Remember where you place your file, and modify these two
properties in the configuration file: IPROCLASS_HUMAN_
FILE and ENTREZ_TO_UNIPROT_MAP_FILE_NAME.
The second property will be used by the program later on.

3.3 Data Sources
for Annotated FIs

Annotated FIs are FIs extracted from human curated pathways. In
addition to Reactome, we have also extracted FIs from KEGG
[11], NCI-PID [12], and Panther Pathways [13]. Pathways in
other non-Reactome databases are imported into the Reactome
curator tool project first for easy checking and then dumped into an
enhanced Reactome database locally. In addition to pathways, we
also import two interaction data sets for transcription factors and
their targets from TRED [5] and ENCODE [4] as annotated FIs.
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1. Reactome is used as the foundation for the FI network building. We use a slice of the Reactome central database to import
data from other sources. You can find this database in the
results folder after getting the project source. In addition to
this slice database, we also need a snapshot of the original central database. For the latest version, send a help email to help@
reactome.org.
Unzip these two database dump files and import them into
your local mysql after logging into it. For example, for loading
the slice database from the mysql dump file, test_slice_55.sql,
use the following commands:
create database reactome_55_plus_i;
use reactome_55_plus_i;
source test_slice_55.sql (Refer to Note 4 about loading the dump file into mysql).
After loading these two databases into your local mysql,
modify the following four properties in the configuration file
with values you are using for your databases: REACTOME_
SOURCE_DB_NAME,
DB_USER,
DB_PWD,
REACTOME_GK_CENTRAL_DB_NAME.
We will modify the loaded slice database, called reactome_55_
plus_i in the aforementioned example, for the FI network construction. For database transaction protection, we need to change
the table type in the database from MyISAM to InnoDB. To
make this change, run the JUnit method changeMyISAMToInnodb() in class org.reactome.data.ReactomeDatabaseModifier.
The slice database contains only some of the human proteins in UniProt. Copy other human proteins from the snapshot of the curated database by running the Java method,
copyHumanReferenceGeneProducts().
Finally, we need to modify the database schema by adding a
new attribute, dataSource, and two new classes, Interaction
and Targeted Interaction by running the following command
in the mysql terminal:
source {absolute_path_to}/SchemaModification.sql.
You should find a copy of SchemaModification.sql in the
resources folder. Refer to Note 5 on how to check if your database schema has been updated.
2. KEGG has many good pathway diagrams and disease pathways.
We download needed files from KEGG’s ftp site: ftp.bioinformatics.jp. However, you will need to have a license first in order to
access its ftp site. The following files are needed: kegg/xml/kgml/
non-metabolic/organisms/hsa.tar.gz, kegg/pathway/pathway.
list, /kegg/pathway/map_title.tab, kegg/pathway/organisms/
has.tar.gz, kegg/genes/links/genes_uniprot.list.gz. Unzip these
files and then extract a much smaller mapping file for human proteins using the following command (mac and linux only):
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grep hsa: genes_uniprot.list > hsa_genes_uniprot.list.
Specify values in the configuration file for the properties
related to KEGG based on the directory in which you have
placed your downloaded files (see Note 3 for more information): KEGG_DIR, KEGG_HSA_KGML_DIR, KEGG_
CONVERTED_FILE,
KEGG_ID_TO_UNIPROT_MAP_
FILE.
3. NCI-PID is a database for cancer pathways, composed of two
sources: pathways curated by NCI-PID curators and pathways
imported from BioCarta and Reactome. For constructing the
FI network, we will import NCI-PID curated pathways and
pathways from BioCarta using their BioPAX Level 2 export,
which can be downloaded from http://pid.nci.nih.gov/download.shtml. After unzipping, you should find two files: NCI-
Nature_Curated.bp2.owl, BioCarta.bp2.owl. (see Note 6
about the NCI-PID database).
For NCI-PID, the following parameters need to be specified
in the configuration file based on the directory you have used
(refer to Note 3): NATURE_PID_DIR, NATURE_PID_
CURATED, NATURE_PID_CURATED_CONVERTED,
NATURE_PID_BIOCARTA, NATURE_PID_BIOCARTA_
CONVERTED.
4. Pathways in the Panther database are imported based on
the SBML format. They are downloaded from Panther’s
ftp site: ftp.pantherdb.org. Two files are needed in directory pathway/current_release: SBML_{version}.zip and Seq
uenceAssociationPathway{version}.txt ({version} should be
replaced by an actual version number, e.g., 3.0.1), and these
properties should be set in the configuration file based on
the directory you use (refer to Note 3): PANTHER_DIR,
PANTHER_FILES_DIR,
PANTHER_MAPPING_FILE,
PANTHER_CONVERTED_FILE.
5. TRED provides functional interactions between transcription
factors (TFs) and their targets. Two types of TF/target interactions are available in TRED: human curated and computational
predicted. For constructing the FI network, we extract human
curated ones only using the Hibernate API (http://hibernate.
org/) after installing the TRED database locally in mysql. You
can get a mysql dump file from data_archive/tred. You also
need to configure the Hibernate configuration file (resources/
TREDHibernate.cfg.xml) based on your database and change
these two properties (Refer to Note 3): TRED_DIR,
TRED_CONVERTED_FILE.
6. ENCODE TF/target interactions were generated by the Gerstein
group in Yale (http://encodenets.gersteinlab.org), originally
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published in Nature [4]. For constructing the FI network, we
have kept a file containing these interactions in data_archive/
encode/tf-targets.txt. To use this file, specify these properties in
the configuration file according to names of the directory and the
file (refer to Note 3): ENCODE_DIR, ENCODE_TFF_FILE,
ENCODE_TFF_CONVERTED_FILE. (Refer to Note 7 for
more information on using this data set.)
3.4 Data Sources
for Predicted FIs

We use multiple features to predict functional interactions between
two proteins, including physical interactions downloaded from iRefIndex [14] for human, mouse, fly, worm, and yeast, gene co-
expression from two sources [15, 16], GO [17] annotation, and
protein domain–domain interactions. Protein interactions from nonhuman species are mapped to human using Ensembl-Compara [18].
1. To download files from Ensembl-Compara, go to its download
page: http://www.ensembl.org/info/data/ftp/index.html,
choose Comparative/MySQL to go to its ftp site. After logging into its ftp site, choose ensemble_compara_xx (xx for
release number), and then download seq_member.txt.gz, family.txt.gz, family_member.txt.gz, and ensembl_compara_xx.
sql.gz. Unzip all files.
Log into your mysql database, create an empty database
named ensemble_compara_xx (xx for release number), and
load the database schema with command: source ensembl_
compara_xx.sql. Log out from mysql and load downloaded
data files with the following command:

mysqlimport –u{mysql_db_user} -p --local ensembl_compara_xx family.txt family_
member.txt seq_member.txt
(Refer to Note 8 for how to make sure you have loaded content correctly.)
Assign correct values to the following properties in the
configuration file based on values you are using for your
ensembl_compara database: ENSEMBL_DIR, ENSEMBL_
COMPARA_DATABASE, ENSEMBL_PROTEIN_FAMILIES
(This file will be autogenerated in Subheading 3.5).
2. All protein–protein interactions used are downloaded from
iRefIndex [14], which collects interaction data from several
sources and then normalize them based on amino acid
sequences and UniProt accession numbers. These interactions
are provided in the PSIMI-TAB format and can be downloaded
from iRefIndex’s ftp site via http://irefindex.org/wiki/index.
php?title=iRefIndex: 6239.mitab.04072015.txt.zip (worm),
7227.mitab.04072015.txt.zip (fly), 9606.mitab.04072015.
txt.zip (human), 10090.mitab.04072015.txt.zip (mouse),
559292.mitab.04072015.txt.zip (yeast S288c). Unzip these
files, and update the properties with names starting with
IREFINDEX in the configuration file.
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3. We use two gene co-expression data sets for NBC training and
prediction: Lee’s gene expression [15] and Prieto’s gene
expression [16]. You can get these two data files from data_
archive/LeeGeneExp and data_archive/PrietoGeneExp (see
Note 9 about how we obtained these two data files), and make
sure these two properties are correct in the configuration file:
LEE_GENE_EXP_FILE_SOURCE, and PRIETO_PAIRS_
FILE.
4. We use GO biological process (BP) annotation to check if a pair
of genes has shared GO BP terms. You will need two files from
GO: gene_association.goa_human from http://www.geneontology.org/GO.downloads.annotations.shtml, and GO.terms_
and_ids.txt
from
http://www.geneontology.org/doc/
GO.terms_and_ids. Make sure the file names are as described
here and the GO_DIR value is correct in the configuration file.
5. We use domain–domain interactions from the pFam database
[19]. To download domain files, log into pFam ftp site: ftp.ebi.
ac.uk, go to the latest release folder (e.g., /pub/databases/
Pfam/releases/Pfam29.0 in December, 2015), get these two
files: pfamA.txt.gz and pfamA_interactions.txt.gz, and then
unzip them. Make sure the value for property PFAM_DIR_
NAME correct in the configuration file.
3.5 Construction
of the Reactome FI
Network

We have developed a software pipeline to construct the FI network.
Usually you should simply run methods in Eclipse in the following
order after all source files and databases have been downloaded, set
up and configured correctly as described previously. The following
methods are collected in class org.reactome.fi.FINetworkBuilder
(refer to Note 2 about logging).
1. prepareMappingFile: After this method runs, four files should be
generated: Uni2Pfam.txt, SwissProtACIDMap.txt, ACIDMap.
txt in the UniProt directory, and ENTREZ_TO_UNIPROT_
MAP_FILE_NAME (see the actual file names in your configuration file) in the iproclass directory.
2. convertPathwayDBs (refer to Note 10): Convert Pathways in
KEGG, NCI-PID, and Panther, and TF/Target interactions in
TRED and ENCODE into their own respective curator tool
project files with extension names .rtpj. You may need to open
these converted project files in the Reactome curator tool to
see how they look and make sure they are correct.
3. dumpPathwayDBs (refer to Note 11): Dump the converted
curator tool projects into the extended Reactome database created at step 1 in Subheading 3.3.
4. dumpPathwayFIs: Extract annotated FIs from individual pathway sources.
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5. prepareNBCFeatures: Check individual features used for training the NBC and generate necessary files for training.
6. trainNBC (refer to Note 12): Before running this method,
make sure you have assigned correct values to these two properties in the configuration file: ROC_CURVE_FILE and
BP_DOMAIN_SHARED_PAIRS.
After finishing the running of this method, draw an ROC
(recover operating characteristic) curve to estimate the performance of the trained NBC by running an R script in the RSource
folder, ROCCurveDrawing.R, after modifying the fileName variable in the code. You should get an ROC curve similar to Fig. 3.
To calculate AUC (area under curve) of the drawn ROC, you
need to install the ROC package from this web page: http://
www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/ROC.
html, and run a command like this in the R console: calculate.
AUC(rocData). The result should be greater than 85 % usually.
7. predictFIs: Before running this method, set the cutoff value in
the configuration file (usually it should be 0.50) using property CUT_OFF_VALUE and the file name for the predicted
FIs, PREDICTED_FI_FILE.
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Fig. 3 An ROC curve drawn based on data points generated from method
trainNBC
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8. buildFIDb: Before running the method, create an empty mysql
database named as “FI_yyyy” (yyyy should be the year when
the FI network is constructed), and make sure the following
values in the Hibernate configuration file in the resources
folder, funcIntHibernate.cfg.xml, are correct:
<property name=“connection.url”>jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/FI_YYYY</property>
<property name=“connection.username”>{mysql_user_name}</property>
<property name=“connection.password”>{mysql_user_password}</property>
3.6 Installing
Cytoscape

In previous sections, we described the procedures to construct the
Reactome FI network stored in a mysql database (see Note 13 for
the total time to construct the Reactome FI network). To allow
researchers to perform network-based data analysis using this network easily, we have developed a Cytoscape app called ReactomeFIViz
[6]. Cytoscape [7] is the most popular open-source network visualization and analysis platform. ReactomeFIViz is an application or
“app” that extends the functionality of Cytoscape to explore
Reactome pathways and search for disease-related pathways and
network patterns using the Reactome FI network. In the following
sections, we describe how to use ReactomeFIViz starting with
installation of Cytoscape.
To install Cytoscape, follow these two steps:
1. Use your web browser and load the Cytoscape web site
(http://www.cytoscape.org/), select the “Download” button,
and follow the instruction for user registration and installing
the software. Refer to Note 14 for alternative Cytoscape installation methods.
2. Once installed, launch the Cytoscape application. Refer to
Note 15 for more information about how to launch Cytoscape.

3.7 Installing
ReactomeFIViz

There are two ways to install ReactomeFIViz: directly from within
the Cytoscape software (described in the following) or from the
Cytoscape App Store (http://apps.cytoscape.org) (see Note 16 for
this method).
1. Launch the Cytoscape software.
2. Go to the “Apps” drop-down menu and select the “App
Manager…” feature.
3. In the “Search:” text box, type “ReactomeFI” (remove the quotation marks).
4. Select the “ReactomeFIPlugin” App (ReactomeFIViz was called
ReactomeFIPlugin previously).
5. Click on the “Install” button.

3.8 Using
ReactomeFIViz
to Analyze a Gene List

ReactomeFIViz accesses the Reactome FI network allowing the
user to construct an FI subnetwork based on a set of genes, query
the FI data source for the underlying evidence for the interaction,
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build and analyze network modules of highly connected sets of
genes, perform functional enrichment analysis to annotate the
modules with pathway or GO annotations, and overlay a variety of
information sources such as NCI Cancer Gene Index or GeneCard
annotations.
In this section, we use a simple gene list derived from a glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) study [20] to demonstrate how to
analyze a list of genes using the Gene Set/Mutation Analysis feature of ReactomeFIViz. For further details about the different supported file formats, see Note 17. For other features provided in
ReactomeFIViz, consult the tutorial in http://wiki.reactome.
org/index.php/ReactomeFIViz.
1. Launch the Cytoscape software.
2. Go to “Apps” in the drop-down menu, select “Reactome FI,”
and then click the “Gene Set/Mutational Analysis” feature. A
pop-up window will appear allowing upload of the gene list
and configuration of the Gene Set/Mutation Analysis feature.
3. Choose a Reactome FI Network Version from the listed three
versions. For this worked example, the most recent (2014) was
selected (see Note 18).
4. Under File Parameters, choose a file containing genes you
want to use to construct a functional interaction network and
specify the file format. For this worked example, you can download the GBM data set from: http://reactomews.oicr.on.
ca:8080/caBigR3WebApp/Cytoscape/GBM_genelist.txt.
5. Under FI Network Construction Parameters, select the “Fetch
FI annotations” and “Use Linker genes” features, and then
click OK (see Note 19). The constructed FI network based
upon the uploaded gene list will be displayed in the Cytoscape
network view panel (Fig. 4).
6. To query detailed information on selected FIs (see Note 20 for
details on the different types of FIs displayed in the network),
select the FI edge of interest. For example, select the line connecting the TP53 and MMP13 nodes, right click to invoke the
pop-up menu as the cursor is hovering over the line. Choose
under the “Reactome FI” option, the “Query FI Source” feature to display the summary of the source interaction information. In the pop-up window, select the line under “Reactome
Sources” to display more detailed interaction data (see Note 21).
7. To identify “topologically unlikely” clusters (or groups of
genes that are closer to each other on the network than you
would expect by chance), run the network clustering algorithm
[21] on the displayed FI network. To do this, invoke the popup menu by right clicking an empty space in the network view
panel, and under “Reactome FI” option, select the “Cluster FI
Network” feature. Nodes in different network modules will be
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Fig. 4 The Reactome FI network created from the GBM gene list. An FI specific visual style will be created
automatically for the FI network. The main features of ReactomeFIViz can be invoked from a pop-up menu,
which can be displayed by right clicking an empty space in the network view panel

shown in different colors (see Note 22). Selecting a module
from the table panel will yellow highlight the genes in the network view panel, which belong to the selected module.
8. To annotate the individual clusters with pathways, invoke the
pop-up menu by right clicking an empty space in the network
view panel, and under “Reactome FI” option, select the “Analyze
Module Functions” feature, and click on “Pathway Enrichment.”
To perform GO term enrichment analysis, select one of the GO
term categories: GO Molecular Function, GO Biological
Process, or GO Cellular Component from the “Analyze Module
Functions” feature. Selecting a module size or FDR cutoff value
will allow the user to filter enrichment results. After the analysis
is complete, a new table panel will appear displaying the results
of the pathway enrichment analysis (Fig. 5).
9. To overlay NCI Cancer Gene Index annotation onto the nodes
within the network, invoke the pop-up menu by right clicking
an empty space in the network view panel, and select “Load
Cancer Gene Index.” In the Disease hierarchy panel, click
through the different levels and terms, selecting and unfurling
the relevant terms until reaching the lowest point of the hierarchy relevant to the query. Selecting a particular NCI Cancer
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Fig. 5 The table panel displaying the results of a pathway enrichment analysis

Fig. 6 The NCI Cancer Gene Index feature overlays yellow highlighting on genes in the network that have breast
carcinoma annotations

Gene Index annotation term will yellow highlight the genes in
the network, which have that particular annotation (Fig. 6).

4 Notes
1. Values in the configuration file. In Reactome, we refresh our FI
network once per year. Therefore, the value for “YEAR”
should be set as the current year (e.g., 2015 for the 2015 version). RESTUL_DIR is usually set as “results/${YEAR}”. The
{YEAR} parameter will be replaced by the value of “YEAR”
automatically by the program. The value of DATA_SET_DIR
is usually “datasets.”
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2. Log4g.properties. There are two rootLoggers configured in the
log4j.properties. It is recommended that you choose LOGFILE
so that the log can be output to a local file. However, you may
use the console output (A1) for some methods to view output
in the Eclipse console view. It is suggested that you copy all log
output from Eclipse to a file for future reference. A file called
Combined_Logging.txt is created for this purpose.
3. Suggested names for data source files and output files. You can
use existing file names in configuration.prop as examples.
Usually you can just change dates in the directory names for
newly downloaded files.
4. Loading mysql dump into mysql. In order to make sure mysql
can find the dump file, start mysql from the directory containing the unzipped mysql dump file. Otherwise, you have to use
the absolute path to your dump file.
5. Check updated database schema. To check if your database
schema has been updated, download a copy of the Reactome
curator tool from http://www.reactome.org/download, connect the tool to your database using menu Database/Database
Browser/Schema View, and check if you can find two classes,
Interaction and TargetedInteraction under the Event class,
and an attribute called dataSource for the topmost class,
DatabaseObject. To get the latest version of the database
schema for the Reactome API used in multiple places, choose
menu File/Export Schema to overwrite the original copy of
schema in the resources folder.
6. NCI-PID database. The NCI-PID pathway was retired around
the end of 2015. Its content has been hosted by the NDEx
database. We have not tried using the NDEx database, and
believe you may skip pathways from this source to construct a
functional interaction network with enough coverage since the
coverage in Reactome is much higher at present and can cover
the loss from the NCI-PID pathways.
7. ENCODE TF/target interactions. There are many TF/Target
interactions in the original ENCODE project release. These
interactions were detected based on ChIP-seq (chromatin
immunoprecipitation sequencing) and many of them may not
play actually biological roles inside cells. We use a simple filter
to choose TF/Target interactions that are supported by gene
co-expression and/or GO BP annotation sharing.
8. Loaded Ensembl-Compara database. To make sure the procedures used to load the content for the database worked as
expected, use the following query after logging into mysql and
selecting your database:
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM seq_member WHERE taxon_id
= 559,292 AND source_name LIKE ‘UniProt%';
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The returned value should be around 6200.
9. Gene co-expression data files. The original downloaded data files
contain gene pairs only. In order to be used as features in NBC,
we have mapped gene names to UniProt accession numbers.
We used the downloaded UniProt data file to do this mapping.
We used the SwissProt part of the UniProt data for doing the
mapping for the Prieto data file. For Lee’s data file, we used
the original downloaded mapping file, refseq-hs-
annts.txt,
chose correlations generated from three or more data sets, and
then normalized with the latest UniProt data.
10. Method convertPathwayDBs. In order to keep the log file, make
sure log4j.prop is configured to write output to a file and
assign enough memory for running this method (e.g., −
Xmx4G). Some of identifiers used by several databases cannot
be mapped to UniProt accession numbers, including a very
small number (less than 200) of KEGG ids from KGML pathways, as well as some of gene names used by TRED and
ENCODE. You may see a FileNotFoundException at the end
of the method run. You can just ignore it.
11. Method dumpPathwayDBs. It is recommended that you connect your curator tool to the database and check instances converted from other non-Reactome sources by searching based
on the dataSource attribute. Some UniProt accession numbers
may be duplicated if they cannot be mapped to Reactome
ReferenceGeneProduct instances and are used in multiple data
sources. This should be fine for generating the FI network
after normalization.
12. Method trainNBC. After finishing running this method, you
should also run class NBCGUITest to study the prediction
results using different combinations of features (see Fig. 7 for a
screenshot from running this class).
13. Time to construct the Reactome FI Network. All results should
be output into the folder defined by property RESULT_DIR
in the configuration file. The whole process including collecting all data sources usually takes 2 days with most of the time
spent on collecting data files. The time used for Section 3.5
should be around half a day.
14. Cytoscape installation. You can install Cytoscape from a compressed archive distribution, from source, or use one of the
automated installation packages that exist for Windows, Mac
OS X, and Linux platforms.
15. Launching Cytoscape. The instructions for this will depend on
your computer’s operating system. For Mac or Linux, double
click on the Cytoscape icon in the Application/Installation
folder. For Windows, open the Cytoscape folder through Start
Menu, and then click on the Cytoscape icon. The Cytoscape
desktop and the welcome screen should now appear.
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Fig. 7 Screenshot of the window generated by running class NBCGUITest

16. Alternative ReactomeFIViz App Installation. The reader can
also directly install the ReactomeFIViz App from the Cytoscape
App Store web site:
(a) Launch Cytoscape software
(b) U
 se a browser to load the Reactome web within the
Cytoscape App Store page: http://apps.cytoscape.org/
apps/reactomefiplugin
(c) C
 lick on the “Install” button. A dialog window should pop
out showing the progress.
(d) W
 hen installed, the button on the ReactomeFI plugin web
page will change to “Installed.”
17. ReactomeFIViz supported file formats. Three different file formats are supported for gene set/mutation analysis: (1) Simple
gene set with one line per gene; (2) Gene/sample number pair,
which contains two required columns—gene and number of
samples having the gene mutated, and an optional third column listing sample names (delimited by “;”); and (3) NCI
MAF, which is the mutation file format used by The Cancer
Genome Atlas project (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/). The
HotNet Mutation Analysis, for doing cancer mutation data
analysis, uses the NCI MAF format. ReactomeFIViz can also
load a pre-normalized gene expression data file. In this case, an
expression data file should be a tab-delimited text file with table
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headers. The first column should be gene names. All other columns should be expression values in different samples.
18. Reactome FI Network Version. It is possible to get different
results using different FI network versions because a later version may contain more proteins/genes and more FIs. From
our experience, however, a significant FI network module is
usually stable across multiple versions.
19. FI Network Construction Parameters. The “Fetch FI annotations” feature will display the FI attributes on the network.
“Use Linker genes” will add “linker” genes to the network,
which are not part of the uploaded gene list but known to
interact with members of the gene list, increasing the connectivity within the network.
20. FI Edge Attributes. Edges will be displayed based on FI direction attribute values. In Fig. 4, “->” for activating/catalyzing,
“-|” for inhibition, “-” for FIs extracted from complexes or
inputs, and “---” for predicted FIs. See the Cytoscape
“VizMapper” tab, “Edge Source Arrow” Shape, and “Edge
Target Arrow” Shape values for details.
21. MMP13-TP53 FI Source Information. For the worked example, the MMP13-TP53 interaction is derived from TRED,
where TP53 is the transcription factor with MMP13 the target, and is supported by functional analysis (i.e., Western and
Northern blots) and literature citations (i.e., PMID 10753945,
PMID 10415795).
22. Clustering Results. In the worked example, there are 7 modules containing 2 genes or more, with the largest modules containing 25 genes. Different colors are used only for first 15
modules based on their sizes.
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Chapter 12
Prediction of Protein Interactions by Structural Matching:
Prediction of PPI Networks and the Effects of Mutations
on PPIs that Combines Sequence and Structural
Information
Nurcan Tuncbag, Ozlem Keskin, Ruth Nussinov, and Attila Gursoy
Abstract
Structural details of protein interactions are invaluable to the understanding of cellular processes. However,
the identification of interactions at atomic resolution is a continuing challenge in the systems biology era.
Although the number of structurally resolved complexes in the Protein Databank increases exponentially,
the complexes only cover a small portion of the known structural interactome. In this chapter, we review
the PRISM system that is a protein–protein interaction (PPI) prediction tool—its rationale, principles, and
applications. We further discuss its extensions to discover the effect of single residue mutations, to model
large protein assemblies, to improve its performance by exploiting conformational protein ensembles, and
to reconstruct large PPI networks or pathway maps.
Key words Structural matching, PPI prediction, Mutation mapping, PPI network, Structural pathway modeling

1 Introduction
1.1 Review
of Template-Based
Approaches

In the cell biological processes are realized through interactions
among proteins and between proteins and other molecules.
Protein–protein interactions (PPIs) orchestrate complex processes
including signaling and catalysis. With the recent advances in experimental techniques, the number of identified PPIs keeps increasing.
However, we are still far from complete knowledge of PPIs and
their characterization at the atomistic level. Template-based computational methods to predict PPIs have recently become popular
due to the significant increase in protein sequence and structural
data. In this chapter, we review template-based approaches, not
only to predict PPIs but also to provide structural models of the
interacting proteins. Here, we describe PRISM, one of the earliest
template-based algorithms that aimed to build PPI networks (called

Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
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structural PPI networks) based on augmented sets of structural
models of the interactions. The integration of protein structures
into the PPI network allows mapping of single nucleotide variations
(SNVs) in protein-coding areas to interactions and predicting the
effect of the mutations in larger settings. The fundamental concept
behind PRISM is that there are favorable structural motifs at protein–protein interfaces and that these architectural motifs resemble
those found in protein cores [1–5].
1.2 Template-Based
Docking

Template-based computational approaches for predicting PPIs and
their structural models utilize the accumulated sequence and structure data of known PPIs [2]. Given two unbound proteins, the task
of the template-based method is to find a similar complex (template)
in the database of known interactions, aligning the unbound proteins
to the template. One of the earliest approaches is the homology-
based prediction of PPIs [6], which is based on the observation that
homologous pairs of proteins tend to interact in a similar manner.
The homology-based method requires significant sequence similarity (at least 30 %) and uses the whole sequence. Interactome3D is
among the homology-based methods. Additionally, the domain–
domain preferences of protein interactions are considered as partial templates in Interactome3D [7]. The Instruct method also uses
domain-mediated interaction templates and searches for domain
availability in target proteins [8]. In the case of low sequence similarity, a protein threading approach can be used [9, 10]. This method
was initially used for predicting the structure of single proteins, and
later the methodology has been extended to model PPIs [9, 10]. In
both cases, similarity between the unbound proteins and templates
as a whole is sought. This limits the applicability at large scale due to
many factors such as low coverage of available data, conformational
changes of the proteins, and so on.
Another template-based approach is to use partial structures as
templates, where the most representative case is the use of protein
interfaces. PRISM is one of the first methods that uses protein
interfaces to predict PPIs and their structural models [11, 12]. In
this chapter, we outline the basics of PRISM and its extensions for
PPI prediction. We include in silico analysis of functional variations, constructing large assemblies (see Note 1) and modeling PPI
networks in atomic detail. We also detail the functionalities of the
PRISM web server for online prediction.

2 Methods
2.1 Principles of PPI
Prediction by PRISM

PRISM combines sequence and structural information about
known protein interfaces to discover not only potential novel interactions but also the binding modes of known protein interactions.
The method is well established, accurate, and computationally efficient. PRISM serves both as an online resource [13] and a
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Fig. 1 A schematic representation of PRISM functionalities. PRISM can be run on local computers as well as
interactively on the web server. PRISM predictions can be used for multiple purposes. Predicting the interaction
between two proteins and PPI networks is possible with PRISM. In addition, with an accurate design of the
template set, conformational changes can be handled in the prediction. The effect of residue mutations can be
analyzed by comparing the wild-type and mutated predictions

downloadable protocol [12] (Fig. 1). To run the PRISM system,
two datasets are necessary: (1) a template set and (2) a target set.
The idea is that if partner chains of a template interface are spatially
similar to any region on the surfaces of the two targets and share
some evolutionarily important residues, then these target proteins
can interact with each other with an architecture resembling that of
the template interface.
2.1.1 Template Set

The template set is composed of known protein interfaces. Protein
complexes deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) are the main
resource to extract protein interfaces. The performance of PRISM
depends on the diversity of the interfaces in the template dataset.
The ideal set should cover all available architectures of protein
interfaces. An approximate template set can be formed by clustering structurally similar interfaces and choosing one member from
each cluster. Details on how to construct an interface dataset using
this approach is discussed in [14–16]. PRISM provides a built-in
(default) template set prepared in this way, which is a subset of the
protein interfaces in the PDB. Depending on the system under
investigation, the template set can be modified—e.g., using only
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oncogenic interfaces to model cancer-specific interactions. The latest version of the interface dataset used in PRISM was constructed
from the all PDB complexes deposited before January 2012. This
version includes 22,604 unique interface architectures.
In addition to structural similarity, PRISM uses matching of
some critical residues. The residues in protein interfaces do not
equally contribute to the binding energy of interactions. Some interface residues are more important; these are called “hot spots”.
Experimentally, they can be determined by alanine-scanning mutagenesis experiments, but these data are available only for a limited
number of complexes. Therefore, computational approaches
emerged to accurately and efficiently predict binding hot spots.
Hotpoint, which considers solvent accessibility and contact potentials of residues [17, 18], is one of these approaches. If a residue is
highly packed and buried in the interface, it has a higher tendency to
be a hot spot. Hot spots predicted by the Hotpoint server are used
in the built-in template set of PRISM. However, the user is free to
label hot spots with other available methods.
2.1.2

Target Set

The target set is composed of all proteins under consideration. It
should contain at least two proteins. The atomic coordinates of the
targets are retrieved from the PDB (for details see Note 2). For
proteins not available in the PDB, homology modeling–based
techniques can be used to increase the structural coverage of the
target set.
The target set can be shaped based on the purpose of the analysis. If the aim is to discover a specific interaction between two
proteins, the target set should contain all available structures of the
two proteins. To structurally model a known pathway, all proteins
functioning in that pathway form the target set. Another possibility
is to construct an organism-specific structural interactome with
PRISM. In this case, all proteins having structural information or
homology models in that organism are included in the target set.
If the aim is to construct a tissue-specific structural interactome,
the target set should cover all proteins expressed in the selected
tissue.
Recent efforts using PRISM have shown that considering all
available 3D conformations of proteins improves the accuracy of
prediction [19] (see Note 3). Proteins are flexible and prone to conformational changes. Binding of an activator to the extracellular
portion of a membrane protein or binding a small molecule to a
region of a protein that is distant from the functional region can lead
to allosteric changes in global structure. Domain motions including
hinge motions also reflect conformational changes, typically on a
larger scale. For example, when a small molecule (trifluoperazine)
binds to calmodulin, calmodulin adopts a new conformation that
opens up two helices and changes its binding preferences. Even
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binding of an ion (Ca2+) shifts the equilibrium between the open
and closed calmodulin states. The PDB is a rich source for multiple
protein conformations.
2.1.3

Prediction

The prediction procedure follows four consecutive steps: (1)
extraction of the surface regions of target proteins, (2) structural
alignment of the templates to the targets, (3) transformation of the
targets onto the templates and filtering unrealistic cases, and (4)
flexible refinement and energy calculation.
Proteins interact using their surfaces. Therefore, the first step is
extracting the atomic coordinates of target protein surface residues.
The NACCESS [20] tool, which calculates the solvent accessibility
of protein residues, is used for this purpose. Residues are defined as
being on the surface if the ratio of their solvent accessible surface
area in the protein state and in an extended tripeptide state is greater
than 15 %. To conserve the secondary structure, residues within
6 Å of the surface are also extracted. These are called “nearby” residues. The output of this step is the atomic coordinates of the surface and nearby residues of each of the target proteins in PDB
format.
The next stage is rigid body structural alignment, which is
sequence order independent where only geometric similarity is
sought. PRISM uses Multiprot [21] for structural alignment. At
the alignment stage, conservation of the template interface hot
spots on the target surface is also checked to limit the search space.
If the surfaces of two targets have spatially similar regions to complementary partners of a template interface and at least one hot
spot in each partner chain is conserved on the target surfaces, the
global structures of the targets are superimposed onto the template. In this way, the first putative complex is modeled. The superimposition of the targets may cause atomic clashes. At the filtering
stage, predicted complexes having many atomic clashes are removed
from the final list. The last stage entails refinement of predicted
complexes and ranking them according to their binding affinities.
Fiberdock [22] is employed for refinement and energy calculation
purposes. First, the side chains in the interaction interface and the
backbone of the predicted complex are optimized. The binding
energy score is also calculated. In this way, PRISM considers not
only geometric complementarity but also the flexibility of targets
and their chemical complementarity. The final list gives a set of
predicted complexes refined with docking protocols.
After completion of all intermediate stages, the final result
includes the list of putative binary interactions, their binding
energy scores, and their 3D modeled complexes. The output is a
rich resource for further analysis and modeling. PRISM is multifunctional. It can be used for predicting binary interactions, discovering the effect of residue mutations, constructing protein
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interaction networks, and structural modeling of known pathways
(Fig. 1). Each of these functionalities is reviewed in the following
sections.
2.2 PRISM2.0
Web Server

PRISM can be used in two ways: (1) PRISM stand-alone version
[12] or (2) PRISM web server [13]. Advanced users may prefer to
install the PRISM protocol and use it on their local computers. This
allows adjustment of parameters for prediction or getting output for
intermediate steps. The stand-alone version runs only in the Linux
environment. PRISM is continuously upgraded to improve its performance and user-friendliness as well as its computational effectiveness. The current stand-alone protocol (version 1.0) can be accessed
at http://prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr/prism_protocol/. An upgraded
stand-alone version will be released soon. The PRISM web server,
on the other hand, has been developed to provide a simple user
interface to perform all the steps of the PRISM algorithm with
default settings. The web server (PRISM2.0) [13] implements a
slightly modified version of the stand-alone protocol [12]. In addition, the web server aims to provide a repository (database) of
structural models of all predicted interactions. All the predicted
interactions between proteins having PDB IDs are stored in its
database. As the community uses the server, it is expected that the
structural models in the database will grow and become an invaluable resource.
The web server is multifunctional, which allows for online prediction as well as browsing the accumulated data. We provide an
overview of the web server in Fig. 2. The step-by-step procedure to
run the prediction algorithm on the PRISM server is provided in
Subheading 2.2.1.

2.2.1

The user first needs to prepare the target pairs and determine the
templates to be used in the prediction.

Online Prediction

1. Because PRISM requires the structures of target proteins, protein names or any other identifiers must be cross-referenced to
the PDB identifiers. As mentioned in Note 2, one protein may
have many PDB identifiers; each may represent partial structures of different fragments or structures at different resolutions. For example, human RAF protein has many structures in
the PDB (e.g., chain B of 1c1y covers positions 55–131, chain
A of 1faq covers positions 136–187, and chain A of 3omv covers 323–618). All structures of the corresponding target protein should be included for a better accuracy. As input, the user
can provide the PDB codes of these proteins with or without
chain identifiers or upload the PDB formatted files of the target
structures. If chain identifiers are included in the PDB id, then
only those chains will be used. For example, the input 1a0hAE
will use only the A and E chains (skipping the other chain in
1a0h) to form the protein structure.
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Fig. 2 Overview of the PRISM web server. (a) The “Prism” tab is designed for online prediction. The “Predictions”
tab is for browsing the accumulated data in the web server. The “Templates” tab is for browsing detailed information about the built-in template set. (b) For online prediction, two options are available: (1) predicting the
interaction between two proteins (left panel) or (2) predicting interactions in a network (right panel). For the
former option, the input is the PDB codes or PDB files of “Target 1” and “Target 2.” For the latter option, the input
is the list of protein pairs with their PDB codes. The template code and e-mail address are optional inputs for
both. (c) The “Results” page lists the predicted interactions with the target codes, the template (the column
labeled “Interface”), and the calculated binding energy. Each interaction has a “View” button where an interactive visualization of the predicted complex is possible. Target 1 is colored blue and Target 2 is red. Their interface
regions are in pink and light blue, respectively. The contacts in the interface region and the PDB file of the predicted complex are downloadable using the “Contact of Interface Residues” and “Structure” links, respectively
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2. If the protein does not have information in PDB, homology
modeling techniques can be used to predict the structure.
Some useful resources for homology modeling are MODELLER
[23], SWISS-MODEL [24], and ModBase [25]. The input for
online prediction in PRISM would then be the PDB formatted
files of the homology models.
3. With its default settings, PRISM uses the built-in template set.
However, the user can enter a template name to run PRISM
only for one interface. This option is useful if the user is interested in predicting an interaction using a specific template
(much faster than using the whole template set) or in using a
template interface that is not available in the built-in set.
4. There are two prediction options (Fig. 2b): the first is to search
for the interaction between two proteins and the second is to
predict a network of interactions for up to 10 pairs of proteins.
If the target set contains a structure prepared by the user with
homology modeling, then only the “predict between two proteins” option can be used.
5. After preparing the target pairs and determining the templates
to be used, the job can be submitted. The user can wait on the
page, bookmark the page to browse later, or enter an email
address to receive a notification after the job is completed.
6. For each prediction, the PDB codes and chain identifiers of the
targets, the template interface used in the prediction and the
calculated binding energy are listed (Fig. 2c). Also, a “View”
button is available for interactive visualization of the predicted
complex in JMol where user can examine the predicted interface as well as noninterface regions in the overall complex. The
PDB formatted file of the predicted complex and contacting
residues in its interface are downloadable on the results page.
2.2.2 Browsing
Accumulated PPI
Predictions in PRISM

The PRISM web server also provides a search option and a download option to retrieve predictions from the accumulated data.
1. On the upper panel (shown in Fig. 2a), the user can select the
“Predictions” tab to browse the PPIs already predicted and
deposited at PRISM. Only the predictions for structures available in PDB are stored in the database. User-supplied protein
structures (i.e., from homology modeling) are not accumulated. All the functionalities including visualization and download are also available for the accumulated data.
2. In addition, the user can search the data either with the target
code or with the template interface code. For example, the target 3g9wD has five predicted interactions in the accumulated
data and these interactions are predicted from the templates
3g9wAD and 1jfiBC. When we search the data with a template
interface code, e.g., 3fxdBD, we find that there are 38 predicted interactions based on this interface.
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The built-in template dataset can be also browsed and analyzed in
detail.
1. On the upper panel (shown in Fig. 2a), the user can select the
“Templates” tab to browse the built-in template set. PRISM
provides a table listing the representative of each cluster of
interfaces (“Representative” column) as well as the number of
interfaces in the cluster (“Members” column).
2. Clicking on an interface in the “Representative” column displays a page in the HotRegion database where the user can find
the computational hot spots and hot regions.
3. Clicking on a number in the “Members” column opens a new
window listing the interfaces structurally similar to the representative interface. Each member interface has a web link to
the HotRegion database.
The PRISM web server has also a “Tutorial” page where the
definitions of all terms are mentioned and the principles of prediction procedure can be found in detail (Fig. 2a).

2.3 Mapping Residue
Level Mutations
onto Predicted Binding
Sites

The reconstructed structural PPI networks of signaling pathways
help complete missing parts of pathways and provide PPI details.
For example, they reveal the details of how signals coming from
different upstream pathways merge and propagate downstream,
how parallel pathways compensate for each other, and how multi-
subunit signaling complexes form. These networks can also offer
the possibility of observing the effects of SNPs and mutations on
signal propagation.
There has been a tremendous increase in genomic variations
data as well as in PPI data. Genome-wide association studies,
whole-genome sequencing, and exome sequencing have shown
that each personal genome contains millions of variants, thousands
of which are nonsynonymous single nucleotide variants (nsSNVs)
causing changes at the residue level. Some of these variations are
neutral, whereas some are disease associated. For example, cancer
results from somatically acquired variations in the DNA of cancer
cells. However, not all the somatic changes present in a cancer
genome are involved in development of the cancer. Indeed, it is
likely that some have no contribution at all. These are termed as
passenger mutations, whereas the ones that do contribute to disease are driver mutations. The identification and characterization of
disease-associated, driver variations are important tasks in personalized medicine and genomic sequencing [26]. Genetic variation and
mutation data are publicly available in databases such as the Online
Database of Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) [27], the
Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) [28], Humsavar
(http://www.uniprot.org/docs/humsavar) of Uniprot, ClinVar
[29], COSMIC (Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer) database [30], and cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics (which contains
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data from the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project) [31]. These
databases capture variants at the level of the gene nucleotide
sequence as well as the corresponding amino acid changes in the
protein (gene product). These variations can be polymorphisms,
variations between strains, isolates, or cultivars, disease-associated
mutations, or RNA editing events. Most databases provide detailed
information about the mutations, including the mutated residue
numbers.
In our previous studies [32, 33], we extracted available point
mutations (and data related to these mutations, e.g., phenotypic
effects) from different sources and modeled the effects of oncogenic mutations. First, we identified mutations that mapped to the
interface region of our modeled protein–protein complexes. Next,
we performed in silico mutagenesis to observe the contributions of
these specific mutations to the interaction (see Subheading 2.5). We
re-ran PRISM on the mutant structures [32, 33] and modeled the
new interaction between the mutant target and its partner. PRISM
results for the wild-type and mutated cases give insight into the
edgetic effects of the analyzed mutation. A mutation may cause a
loss of an interaction, cause a gain, or be neutral. In Fig. 3, we show
a conceptual representation of edgetic effects in a PRISM predicted
network. A hypothetical protein “A” having two binding sites loses
three interactions when a mutation occurs in one of its binding

Fig. 3 A representation of the concept of a mutation effect in a PRISM predicted network. Protein A has two
binding sites (red and blue colored regions) and the mutation occurs in the red binding site in A’ (mutated
protein A). Known interactions are gray and novel interactions are green double lines. A mutation in protein A
leads to loss of interactions between A and P2, P3, P4. On the other hand, when the mutation occurs in protein
B, it gains a new interaction (with P6) while conserving its wild-type interactions
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sites. However, a mutation in the binding site of hypothetical protein “B” is neutral for its wild-type interactions. However, a new
interaction is gained when this mutation occurs in B. This type of
analysis has been applied to the interleukin 1 (IL-1)-initiated signaling pathway [32]. Mapping residue mutations onto the reconstructed structural IL-1-initiated signaling pathway improved our
understanding of the activation/inhibition mechanism.
2.4 From PRISM
Predictions
to Interaction
Networks
and Pathway Modeling

PRISM predicts PPIs at the proteome scale in a computationally
efficient way, which enables us to construct large PPI networks. In
these networks, nodes represent proteins and edges represent the
interaction between them. The output of PRISM is the PDB codes
of the chains of predicted interacting pairs, their binding energy,
the structural model of the predicted complex, and the name of the
template interface. To convert the PRISM output to a classical PPI
network, each structural state is mapped to its corresponding protein name (see Note 4). The Uniprot database can be used as the
central cross-referencing resource to map PDB chains to their
unique protein identifiers. To illustrate a sample network predicted
by PRISM, we compiled all the interactions accumulated in the
web server. Since 2014, 542 unique human protein targets from
1193 PDB chains have been tested by external users. In total, 749
unique interactions have been predicted (Fig. 4). Among them,
246 are known interactions supported by experimental or database
evidence in the STRING database [34] with a confidence score

Fig. 4 A network constructed with the interactions that have been predicted by users of the PRISM web server.
Node sizes are scaled based on their centrality in the network. Gray edges are PRISM predicted and STRING
validated interactions. Green two-line edges are PRISM predicted novel interactions
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greater than 0.80. The remaining 503 interactions are novel—
discovered by PRISM. The sizes of the nodes are scaled according
to their centrality in the network. The node colors change from
blue to red based on their centrality.
Additionally, a known pathway map can be structurally reconstructed by PRISM predictions. Adding the structures of protein
interactions is necessary for rational pathway modeling and improves
the understanding of how a function is exerted or a signal is transduced in a pathway. In previous work, PRISM has been applied to
structurally model several pathways. Among them, the reconstructed p53-mediated pathway has been used to illustrate the multipartner interaction preferences of hub proteins including p53 and
Mdm2 [35].
In general, pathway maps are incomplete. Predicted novel
interactions help in reconstructing the pathway and in elucidating
unknown functionalities. The human ubiquitination pathway,
IL-1-initiated signaling pathway, MAPK pathway, and Toll-like
receptor signaling pathway have also been structurally modeled
with PRISM. For this type of analysis, the initial target set is all
PDB chains of the proteins present in the pathway of interest. The
output is structural models of known interactions and predicted
novel interactions. By superimposing all partners of a protein, overlapping and distinct binding sites can be identified. This enables
discriminating simultaneous or mutually exclusive interactions.
2.5 Case Study

PRISM can also be utilized to reconstruct phenotype-specific subnetworks of PPIs. Previously, we formed subnetworks using the critical seed genes for two different phenotypes: lung and brain metastasis
from primary breast tumors [33]. The seed genes were obtained
from the literature [36, 37]. We extended the networks around these
genes by using GUILD [38]. Finally, we modeled the structures of
protein–protein complexes in these subnetworks and mapped the
mutations from COSMIC [30] to the protein interfaces. This permitted the evaluation of the effect of mutations on the interactions.
For example, EGFR was observed to make different interactions in
the two reconstructed subnetworks. In brain metastasis, EGFR was
found to interact with HBEGF, whereas the same protein was found
to interact with EREG in lung metastasis. Indeed, HBEGF and
EREG were known to have roles in brain [36] and lung [39] metastasis of breast cancer, respectively. When we examined the modeled
structures of EGFR−HBEGF and EGFR–EREG complexes (Fig. 5),
we realized that both complexes’ interfaces included different genetic
variations obtained from the COSMIC database [30]. The residue
R377S mutation affects both EGFR–EREG and EGFR–HBEGF
interactions. However, the D46N, Q432H, and V441I mutations
were found only in the EGFR–EREG interface (see Note 5 about
how to determine residue positions from sequence to structure).
Consequently, one can speculate that the latter three mutations
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Fig. 5 The structures of EGFR-EREG and EGFR-HBEGF complexes modeled by PRISM

might have important roles in lung metastases initiating from breast
tumors. These mutations may contribute in different ways to the
stability of the complexes and thus to their signaling pathways. Some
mutations can make the complex active all the time (a gain-of-function mutation), whereas others can make the interaction weaker (a
loss-of-function mutation). Calculation of the effect of these mutations on the stability of the complex is needed to determine whether
a mutation is likely to cause a loss- or gain-of-function.

3 Notes
The following are some points to be kept in mind:
1. Proteins often form large assemblies. Besides pairwise prediction of PPIs, discovering the organization of proteins in large
assemblies is crucial to accurately model functional pathways.
PRISM can to be used to build three-dimensional models of
protein assemblies from predicted binary interactions. PRISM
has also been successfully applied to model symmetric cyclic
structures and asymmetric complexes. Electron microscopy
(EM) maps have been used for the validation of constructed
assemblies. In a recent study, the TIR domain signalosome in
the Toll-like receptor-4 signaling pathway has been constructed
with PRISM predictions [40].
2. If the complete structure of the targeted protein is not available, all partial structures can be added to the target set (partial
crystallization).
3. Using multiple conformations from the PDB increases the
accuracy. Rather than using a single structure, structures captured under different conditions help to increase the conformational space.
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4. A gene product might have several PDB codes. When preparing the target set and/or constructing PPI networks, mapping
from gene codes to the corresponding protein codes needs to
be done (possibly using UniProt).
5. The positions of mutations in the protein sequence may not
match the residue position in the protein structure. To solve
this problem, the fasta sequence of the protein structure can be
aligned with the complete protein sequence and the residue
positions can be relabeled. Another problem is that if a structure includes only a fragment of a protein, a particular position
might not be present in the structure at all.
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Chapter 13
NDEx: A Community Resource for Sharing and Publishing
of Biological Networks
Rudolf T. Pillich, Jing Chen, Vladimir Rynkov, David Welker,
and Dexter Pratt
Abstract
Networks are a powerful and flexible paradigm that facilitate communication and computation about
interactions of any type, whether social, economic, or biological. NDEx, the Network Data Exchange, is
an online commons to enable new modes of collaboration and publication using biological networks.
NDEx creates an access point and interface to a broad range of networks, whether they express molecular
interactions, curated relationships from literature, or the outputs of systematic analysis of big data. Research
organizations can use NDEx as a distribution channel for networks they generate or curate. Developers of
bioinformatic applications can store and query NDEx networks via a common programmatic interface.
NDEx can also facilitate the integration of networks as data in electronic publications, thus making a step
toward an ecosystem in which networks bearing data, hypotheses, and findings flow seamlessly between
scientists.
Key words Biological networks, REST API, Java, Open source, BioPAX3, Big data, Pathway analysis,
OpenBEL, Python, Cytoscape, Provenance, Cyberinfrastructure

1 Introduction
Networks are a precise and computable form in which biologists
can express many kinds of information, including models of biological mechanisms, experimental facts, and relationships derived
by systematic data analysis. When pathway diagrams evolved into
repositories of small pathway networks [1, 2, 3], they became
searchable resources and the basis for data interpretation and collaborative pathway editing applications [4]. In recent years, the
development and progress in omics technologies have contributed
to boosting the construction of networks inferred by the systematic processing of big data, providing an important avenue for
interpretation and a counterpoint to literature curation [5, 6, 7].
In this view, it is necessary to create an infrastructure where the
rapidly expanding corpus of biological network models created by
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_13, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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researchers can be stored, shared, discussed, reviewed, and used.
This chapter describes NDEx, the Network Data Exchange, an
online commons where scientists can store, share and publicly distribute biological networks as dynamic actionable data, and develop
applications using them [8]. One of the goals of the NDEx Project
is to create a home for network models that are currently available
only as figures, tables, or supplementary information, such as networks produced via systematic mining and integration of large-
scale molecular data. In doing this, the NDEx project does not
compete with existing pathway and interaction databases, such as
KEGG or Reactome; instead, NDEx provides a novel, common
distribution channel for these efforts, preserving their identity and
attribution rather than subsuming them.
By providing a flexible computable medium for biological
knowledge, networks are also becoming a critical element for new
models of scientific publication, in which data and its derivatives
are as important as text [9]. The NDEx platform is intended to
enable experimentation with novel forms of scientific review and
discourse. NDEx networks are assigned stable, globally unique
URIs and can be referenced by publications, by other networks,
and by analytic applications.
NDEx aims to become the main hub for the development of new,
lightweight applications and scripts capable of accessing and manipulating networks via the NDEx API, making it easy for scientists to
develop novel network-based analyses. An example is CyNDEx, the
NDEx Cytoscape App: CyNDEx enables users to access an NDEx
server directly from Cytoscape and engage its full range of tools to
analyze and transform any networks stored on NDEx. The NDEx
project fosters the creation of new utilities and analytic tools that use
NDEx via code examples, client libraries in multiple languages, developer documentation, and a strong social media outreach campaign to
drive community awareness and engagement.

2 Materials
2.1 NDEx Sources

All NDEx sources are stored on GitHub in publicly accessible
repositories under the ndexbio organization: https://github.
com/ndexbio.
The following repositories support released NDEx software.
For all other repositories under ndexbio, we advise you to consult
with the NDEx team on their status before using. Some are in
active development, while others may be obsolete or highly
experimental.

2.2 NDEx Server

https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-rest
https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-object-model
https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-common
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https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-webapp
The NDEx Java Client is not an application; it is a library available
for use by developers to create Java applications that access NDEx.
https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-java-client
https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-object-model

2.5 NDEx
Python Client

The NDEx Python Client is a library facilitating access to networks
on NDEx servers from Python. It provides convenient methods to
find, query, and save networks while managing authentication.
https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-python-client

2.6 CXIO

Java library is used for CX serialization and de-serialization by the
NDEx server and the NDEx Java Client library.
https://github.com/cytoscape/cxio

2.7 CyNDEx
Cytoscape App

https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-cytoscape-app
https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-java-client
https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-object-model

2.8 NDEx Sync
Copier Utility

https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-sync
https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-java-client
https://github.com/ndexbio/ndex-object-model

3 What Is NDEx
3.1 Comparison
of NDEx to Other
Network Resources

NDEx is an online resource to enable collaboration and publication using biological networks. It is a “commons,” a scientist-
driven data exchange, where both individuals and organizations
can share networks of any type, from pathway models and interaction maps in standard formats to a novel data-driven knowledge.
This user-centric focus differentiates NDEx from the array of
biological network resources currently available to biologists. In
many cases NDEx is complementary to the missions of existing
network resources, potentially playing roles as a novel distribution
channel, a user content management component, or a source for
staging of prepublication content. Most of these resources can be
categorized either as repositories of network-structured information, as analysis applications that operate on input data (such as
gene lists) via techniques that use one or more reference networks,
or as both. “Repositories” in this context means resources where
the network content is managed by the organization maintaining
the resource and is therefore different from the structure of NDEx
in which the users manage the network content. Some well-known
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examples of repositories include KEGG (http://www.genome.jp/
kegg/pathway.html), Pathway Commons (http://www.pathwaycommons.org/about/), IntAct (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/),
and BioCyc (http://biocyc.org/). Many repositories also differ
from NDEx because they use specific network formats and models
of biology, in contrast to the NDEx strategy of supporting many
formats in a common framework; one such example is the NCI/
Nature—curated Pathway Interaction Database (http://pid.nci.
nih.gov/) that only uses the BioPAX3 format.
Analysis applications using network resources include sites
such as GeneMANIA (http://www.genemania.org/) and NCI
DAVID (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/). Although NDEx provides
some search and query operations that could be construed as
“analysis,” its mission is not to perform biological analyses but
instead to be a service that facilitates the creation of applications,
both as a source of reference networks and as a place for users to
store network-structured analysis results. A recent example of a
network-oriented analysis application is the Network Portal
(http://networks.systemsbiology.net/) by the Institute for Systems
Biology, which “provides analysis and visualization tools for
selected gene regulatory networks to aid researchers in biological
discovery and hypothesis development.” Its design includes several
features to promote data sharing and integration with other applications, but its primary focus is analysis using networks of transcriptional regulation.
WikiPathways [10] (http://www.wikipathways.org/index.
php/WikiPathways) is a pioneering collaborative platform for the
curation of biological pathways, a resource that shares the NDEx
goal of facilitating scientific discourse by providing a platform for
user-driven content. It differs, however, in that: (1) it is focused on
pathway diagrams that are small and curated and in which the content may not be fully represented as a network, and (2) it employs
the “Wiki” model of collaboration on a public document, different
from the “Google Docs” approach of NDEx in which users manage the access to their networks. The role of NDEx in the context
of collaborative environments such as WikiPathways could be as a
“back end” resource to store and share the content created by the
collaborators.
BioModels at EBI (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-
main/) is an example of a database of biological information that
could be considered a network resource, but which is different
from NDEx not only because the content is managed but also
because it is specialized to a particular kind of biological data
structure. BioModels is a “repository of computational models of
biological processes,” serving as resource for the computational
modeling community. Although there are forms of these computational models that can be expressed as networks (and which
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NDEx may support at some point), BioModels presents these
models in a comprehensive manner tailored to the needs of its
user community of bioinformatic experts.
To conclude, NDEx provides a novel distribution strategy for
organizations that maintain repositories, a new channel for their
content to reach users and applications.
3.2 Available Online
Resources

The following sections present a comprehensive but not exhaustive
list of network repositories and selected examples of network-
oriented analysis applications. The repositories include both those
that are based on curated mechanistic information (“pathways”)
and those that are focused on interaction data. PathGuide (http://
www.pathguide.org/) was an invaluable resource for the preparation of this section.

3.2.1 Aggregators
of Network Resources

Pathway Commons–http://www.pathwaycommons.org/about/
●●

“Pathway Commons is a network biology resource and
acts as a convenient point of access to biological pathway
information collected from public pathway databases,
which you can search, visualize and download.”

●●

Aggregator of network repository data from many sources.

●●

Normalizes resources to BioPAX3.

●●

Distributes in SIF and BioPAX3 formats.

iRefIndex–http://irefindex.org/wiki/index.php?title=iRefIndex
●●

3.2.2 Protein–Protein
and Other Molecular
Interaction Networks

“Provides an index of protein interactions available in a
number of primary interaction databases including BIND,
BioGRID, CORUM, DIP, HPRD, InnateDB, IntAct,
MatrixDB, MINT, MPact, MPIDB, MPPI and OPHID.”

Quoted sentences below and in Subheadings 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 are
taken from the resources’ websites.
BioGRID—http://thebiogrid.org/
●●

“BioGRID is an interaction repository with data compiled
through comprehensive curation efforts.”

CCSB Interactome—http://interactome.dfci.harvard.edu/
●●

A repository of experimentally derived protein interactions.

DIP—http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/dip/Main.cgi
●●

“The Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP™) catalogs
experimentally determined interactions between proteins.”

IntAct—http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/
●●

A central, standards-compliant repository of molecular
interactions, including protein–protein, protein–small
molecule, and protein–nucleic acid interactions.
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IntAct provides both an open-source database system and
analysis tools for molecular interaction data and acts as
common curation platform for 11 molecular interaction
databases.

NetPro—http://www.molecularconnections.com/products/
#netpro “NetPro™ is a comprehensive database of Protein–Protein
and Protein–Small molecules interaction, consisting of more than
320,000 interactions captured from more than 1500 abstracts, approximately 1600 published journals and more than 60,000 references.”
STRING—http://string-db.org/
●●

“STRING is a database of known and predicted protein
interactions.
The interactions include direct (physical) and indirect
(functional) associations.”

MINT—http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint/Welcome.do
●●

“MINT focuses on experimentally verified protein-protein
interactions mined from the scientific literature by expert
curators” and is now integrated with IntAct.

RBPDB—http://rbpdb.ccbr.utoronto.ca/
●●

Repository of RNA–protein interactions.

BioLiP—http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/BioLiP/
●●

“BioLiP is a semi-manually curated database for high-quality,
biologically relevant ligand-protein binding interactions.”

BindingDB—http://www.bindingdb.org/bind/index.jsp
●●

“BindingDB is a public, web-accessible database of measured binding affinities, focusing chiefly on the interactions of protein considered to be drug-targets with small,
drug-like molecules.”

TRANSFAC—http://www.gene-regulation.com/index2
●●

Commercial repository of gene regulation interactions,
subset available for academic use.

iMEX—http://www.imexconsortium.org/
●●

“A non-redundant set of protein–protein interaction data
from a broad taxonomic range of organisms.” iMEX also
provides access to a selection of data curated by other
resources such as IntAct, MINT, and DIP.

TAP Project—http://tap.med.utoronto.ca/exttap/
●●

●●

“The Yeast TAP Project is aimed at elucidating the entire
network of protein-protein interactions in a model eukaryotic organism, namely, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae.”
Repository derived from experimental data using tandem
affinity purification (TAP).
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NetPath—http://www.netpath.org/
●●

“‘NetPath’ is a manually curated resource of signal transduction pathways in humans.”

NCI–PID—http://pid.nci.nih.gov/
●●

●●

The NCI/Nature—curated Pathway Interaction Database
is a collection of “Biomolecular interactions and cellular
processes assembled into authoritative human signaling
pathways.”
Officially retired as of December 31, 2015, the NCI–PID
relies on NDEx as its primary distribution channel.

Reactome—http://www.reactome.org/
●●

“Reactome is a free, open-source, curated and peer
reviewed pathway database whose goal is to provide intuitive bioinformatics tools for the visualization, interpretation and analysis of pathway knowledge to support basic
research, genome analysis, modeling, systems biology, and
education.”

SignaLink Database—http://signalink.org/
●●

“An integrated resource to analyze signaling pathway
cross-talks, transcription factors, miRNAs and regulatory
enzymes.”

WikiPathways—http://www.wikipathways.org/index.php/
WikiPathways
●●

●●

“WikiPathways is an open, public platform dedicated to
the curation of biological pathways by and for the scientific
community.”
Pathway diagrams are sometimes only partially computable,
incorporating graphic elements with meaning apparent to
the biologist but difficult for algorithms to interpret.

BioCyc—http://biocyc.org/
●●

“BioCyc is a collection of 5711 Pathway/Genome
Databases (PGDBs), plus software tools for understanding
their data.” It includes EcoCyc and MetaCyc and is focused
on metabolism.

KEGG—http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
●●

Repository of manually curated pathway and interaction
networks and diagrams.

MANET—http://manet.illinois.edu/aboutManet.php
●●

“The Molecular Ancestry Network (MANET) database
project traces evolution of protein architecture onto biomolecular networks.”
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SMPDB—http://smpdb.ca/
●●

●●

“An interactive, visual database containing more than 618
small molecule pathways found in humans.”
Includes extensive, carefully formatted diagrams and
exports in BioPAX3 and SBGN.

Atlas of Cancer Signaling Networks—https://acsn.curie.fr
●●

●●

“ACSN is a pathway database and a web-based environment that contains a collection of interconnected cancerrelated signaling network maps.”
Uses SBGN created with cell designer and has a unique
graphic interface.

UCSD Signaling Gateway—http://www.signaling-gateway.org/
molecule/
●●

The UCSD signaling gateway molecule pages provide
essential information on thousands of proteins involved in
cellular signaling.

SPIKE—http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~spike/
●●

●●

“SPIKE is a database of highly curated human signaling
pathways with an associated interactive software tool.”
Incorporates information from other repositories in the
curation process.

BIGG—http://bigg.ucsd.edu/
●●

“BiGG is a knowledgebase of Biochemically, Genetically
and Genomically structured genome-scale metabolic network reconstructions.”

HumanNet—http://www.functionalnet.org/humannet/
●●

“A probabilistic functional gene network of 18,714 validated protein-encoding genes of Homo sapiens (by NCBI
March 2007), constructed by a modified Bayesian integration of 21 types of ‘omics’ data from multiple organisms,
with each data type weighted according to how well it links
genes that are known to function together in H. sapiens.”

Ingenuity—http://www.ingenuity.com/products/ipa
●●

Large proprietary database of molecular interactions
integrated with analysis tools.

Thomson Reuters Metabase—http://thomsonreuters.com/en/
products-services/pharma-life-sciences/pharmaceutical-research/
metabase.html
●●

Large, proprietary “manually curated database of mammalian biology and medicinal chemistry data.”
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Pathway Studio—http://www.elsevier.com/solutions/pathwaystudio
●●

3.2.4 Related Biological
Repositories

Large proprietary database integrated with analysis tools.

BioModels—https://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/
●●

BioModels Database is a “repository of computational
models of biological processes.” Models described from
literature are manually curated and enriched with
cross-references.

The Cell Collective—http://thecellcollective.org
●●

●●

Virtual cell models for simulations.
Related to NDEx in that they also support a “crowdsourcing” strategy.

BioCarta—http://www.genecarta.com
Curated pathway diagrams. Not a network resource—only diagrams and gene lists are available and no computable connectivity.
3.2.5 Selected Examples
of Network-Oriented
Analysis

GeneMania—http://www.genemania.org/
●●

“GeneMANIA finds other genes that are related to a set of
input genes, using a very large set of functional association
data.”

Network Portal—http://networks.systemsbiology.net/
●●

“Provides analysis and visualization tools for selected gene
regulatory networks to aid researchers in biological discovery and hypothesis development.”

DAVID—https://david.ncifcrf.gov/
●●

Gene set analysis enrichment scoring includes pathways.

MSigDB—http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp
●●

Gene set enrichment analysis.

GenomeSpace—http://www.genomespace.org
●●

●●

“GenomeSpace is a cloud-based interoperability framework to support integrative genomics analysis through an
easy-to-use Web interface.”
Integration includes network-oriented tools.

Cytoscape—http://www.cytoscape.org/
●●

“An open source software platform for visualizing molecular interaction networks and biological pathways and
integrating these networks with annotations, gene expression profiles and other state data.”
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3.3 Technical
Description

The following section will provide a short technical overview of the
NDEx platform and its main components. For more detailed information on any of the following topics, please visit the documentation page on the NDEx website at www.ndexbio.org.

3.3.1

Server and API

The central component of the NDEx framework is the NDEx
server, a database application accessed by a web-based RElational
State Transfer Application Programming Interface (REST API)
[11], enabling its use from a wide variety of programming environments. Client libraries to facilitate the use of the API are available for Java, Python, and R. The network exchange format (CX)
used in the NDEx API provides a semantic-neutral framework
accommodating networks of many types while normalizing the
treatment of controlled vocabularies, supporting references, provenance history, and property annotations of elements. The REST
interface to the public NDEx server is deployed at http://public.
ndexbio.org/rest.

3.3.2

Web User Interface

The main NDEx Web UI is a web application that enables users to
search and browse networks, establish accounts, create or join
groups, and upload, export, download, and administer networks.
It provides simple visualization of small networks and query results
from large networks and enables the user to review the provenance
history of the network. The user can also edit network metadata,
such as title or description. It is important to note that the Web UI
relies only on the published NDEx API for access to an NDEx
server, so it serves as an example for others to develop large NDEx-
based applications. The Web UI for the public NDEx server is
deployed at http://public.ndexbio.org.

3.3.3 CX
Interchange Format

NDEx v1.3 supports network I/O operations where the network (or subnetwork in a query) is encoded in CX v1.0, the
Cytoscape Cyberinfrastructure network interchange format. CX
has been developed in conjunction with the Cytoscape group to
be the future standard for network interchange by Cytoscape,
NDEx, and applications and services in the Cytoscape
Cyberinfrastructure (previous versions of NDEx used a JSON
network format that will be supported for back compatibility but
which is now deprecated).
The purpose of CX is to provide a format in which networks
can be transmitted between diverse services (Fig. 1). It is designed
for flexibility, modularity, and extensibility and as a message payload in common REST protocols. It enables applications to standardize on core aspects of networks, to coordinate on more specific
standards within CX, and to ignore or omit irrelevant aspects. It is
not intended as an optimized format for storage or for specific
functionality in applications.
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Fig. 1 The CX Interchange Format and its relationships with NDEx and Cytoscape
in the context of the Cytoscape Cyberinfrastructure

The context in which CX will transmit networks is the
Cytoscape Cyberinfrastructure (CI), a service-oriented
architecture (SOA) implemented using REST protocols and primarily intended to facilitate computation with biological networks of many types. Within the CI framework, services may be
created to store, query, visualize, lay out, and transform networks.
These services may then be orchestrated by applications that
implement bioinformatic analyses, ranging from custom user
interfaces to interactively scripted applications in environments
like IPython Notebook and to managed workflows in environments such as Taverna or Galaxy. An application such as the
Cytoscape desktop application can participate both as a client of
services and as a service for other applications.
Because of the wide diversity of network formats used in biology, a critical aspect of CX is that it provides straightforward strategies for lossless encoding of potentially any network. At the most
basic level, this means that CX imposes very few restrictions: graphs
can be cyclic or acyclic and edges are implicitly directed, but formats can choose annotation schemes to override this.
Semantically complex formats such as OWL, BioPAX,
OpenBEL, SGML, or SBGN can be supported while at the same
time enabling the expression of simple networks without undue
overhead. CX does not, itself, make any commitment to a single
“correct” model of biology or graphic markup scheme.
Finally, CX also addresses the critical requirement of enabling
exchange of large networks while maintaining a low burden on
both sending and receiving applications. Particularly, it enables a
sending application to begin streaming a network without having
the entire network in memory and allows the receiving application
to begin processing a network before having received the entire
network. Thus, the design of CX enables applications to reduce
memory requirements for both the sender and receiver while also
lowering delivery latencies.
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3.3.5 Network Search
and Query

The CX network data model enables the transmission of networks
with diverse semantics, uploaded from files in a variety of source
formats, including SIF, XGMML, XBEL, and BioPAX3.
Expressing these diverse network formats in CX provides users
and application developers with consistent handling of nodes,
edges, namespaces and identifiers, citations, properties associated
with nodes and edges, and network provenance history. The CX
data model does not, however, standardize the representation of
biology in the networks that it stores. The meaning of the relationships indicated by edges or the classes indicated by the attributes of nodes in a network may conform to a rich standard such
as BioPAX3 or OpenBEL, or they may have ad hoc meanings
unique to the particular network. NDEx provides a common
storage medium and access protocol for CX, facilitating the use
of diverse networks by applications but not limiting the semantics
that they may express.
The intent in the design of the CX network data model and
in the NDEx utilities for loading specific network formats is to
fully preserve the information content of networks: a network
file in a given format imported to NDEx via CX should be equivalent (though not necessarily identical) to a network file output
in a subsequent export operation using that format. The example in Fig. 2 shows one edge represented in the CX network data
model.
Although NDEx provides both API and user interfaces to
upload files in common formats (XGMML, XBEL, SIF, BioPAX3),
the API also provides methods to create and query networks in
CX, enabling researchers and developers to create and use networks with arbitrary semantics while still taking advantage of the
common infrastructure supported by NDEx (Fig. 3). For example, researchers might experiment with novel representations of
RNA–RNA and RNA–DNA interactions using CX aspects for
controlled vocabularies, citations, or terminology definition by
functional composition. When stored in NDEx, the resulting networks would benefit from NDEx-enabled applications that provide common functions such as basic visualization, indexing for
search, or sharing and annotation. Specialized, modular applications (including ad hoc scripts) can then be constructed using the
NDEx API to perform analyses and visualization that depend on
the novel representation choices. This pattern of use is intended
to foster experimentation with representations with rapid, straightforward sharing and discussion of the representational strategies
and analytic consequences.
An Apache Solr (http://lucene.apache.org/) service running in a
separate process provides the primary NDEx text search engine by
indexing text strings to elements in the CX data model, including
networks, users, groups, nodes, edges, citations, and supports.

@context
“HGNC” : “http://identifiers.org/hgnc/

node
@id: 4
name: ‘AKT1’
node attributes:
“pv” : “0.03”
“fc” : “2.21”
“represents” : ‘HGNC:AKT1”

node
@id: 12
name: ‘GSK3B’
node attributes:
“pv” : “0.14”
“fc” : “1.13”
“represents” : “HGNC:GSK3B”

edge @id: 25 s: 4 t: 12 i: “phosphorylates”
edge attributes:
“tissue” : “brain”

edge-support edge: 25 support: 44

support
@id: 44
text: “Akt in turn phosphorylates GSK3 …”
citation: 51

citation
@id: 51
identifier: “http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22065948”
idType: “URI”

Fig. 2 Example of one network edge represented in the CX network data model. Each box in the diagram is a
network aspect element, labeled with its aspect name and element id. Edge 25 connects nodes 4 and 12 by the
s (source) and t (target) relationships. The meaning of edge 25 is indicated by its “interaction” attribute, “phosphorylates.” Nodes 4 and 12 are associated with terms “HGNC:AKT1” and “HGNC:GSK3B” using the “represents”
attribute. These terms are linked by their prefixes to the HGNC-controlled vocabulary at a specific reference URI
via the @context network aspect, indicating that the terms are standard human gene symbols. Both nodes have
user-defined attributes “fc” and “pv” associated with them to record differential expression data mapped onto the
network. Edge 25 has a user-defined property “tissue”: “brain” used by the authors to indicate the tissue context.
Edge 25 is also annotated with an edge-support aspect element, justifying the relationship with evidence text
from support 44. Support 44 is in turn derived from citation 51, the article from which the edge was curated
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CX

XGMML
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SIF
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Cytoscape Web
Visualization
Component

NDEx
WEB UI
(angular.js)

Fig. 3 NDEx v1.3 network format transformations

The Solr indexing enables search for networks by selected attributes. It also enables the identification of network nodes by their
names and by controlled vocabulary terms, including terms in
specialized CX aspects such as function terms.
The Solr service can run on the same machine instance as the
NDEx server, a different machine instance, or even on a cluster.
This flexibility provides an easy way to scale this aspect of NDEx,
distributing the memory and processor requirements beyond a
single machine. The NDEx architecture is explained in Fig. 4.
Because Solr is a standard, widely used search application, the
configuration of the indexing of NDEx elements by text will
involve less custom software and will be easier to modify, customize, and maintain. It is anticipated that this strategy will also result
in improved performance, benefiting from Solr optimizations and
future enhancements. The greater ease of customization will facilitate experimentation in indexing and improve application-specific
optimizations. Any NDEx server, including the NDEx public
server, can potentially extend the default indexing scheme.
The design for a default schema for attribute indexing using
the Solr service is described in Table 1. The intent is to limit the
default schema to a core set of network attributes that are justified/required in common use cases (such as the NDEx Web UI).
The easy customization possible in this design enables a strategy of
incremental testing and adoption of further attributes. This attribute schema does not describe the method for indexing networks
based on the nodes that they contain. That method incorporates
the node name and controlled vocabulary terms associated by CX
aspects including nodeAttributes and functionTerms.
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NDEx REST API – Including CX Network Transactions
Apache Tomcat
NDEx Server
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Delete Networks

OrientDB 2.1 Graph / Document Database

Network
Transactions

Apache SOLR - Text Indexing

Fig. 4 NDEx v1.3 architecture

3.3.6

Usage Metrics

Although NDEx is a relatively young project, it has managed to
gain a lot of momentum, thanks to its ambitious set of goals, collaborative efforts, and user-centric philosophy. Figure 5 shows
some usage metrics in a simple graphical form. The future development and implementation of administrative tools will greatly
enhance the spectrum of statistics that can be tracked, thus providing valuable material for analysis and targeted improvement.

4 A New Wave in the Publication Process
NDEx aims to provide a flexible infrastructure where users can
simplify their workflow while promoting collaboration and interaction from the very earliest stages of the research process up until
the final communication of results to the public.
4.1 Collaborating
Before, During,
and After a Publication

As a data commons, NDEx enables scientists and organizations
that set up accounts on the NDEx server to upload and save networks and to create communities of users, much like Google+
Circles or LinkedIn groups. Users can manage access to their networks, making them private, public, or shared with selected users
and community groups, similar to shared document systems such
as Google Docs or Dropbox (Fig. 6). Networks stored in NDEx

Description

Name of network

Description of network

Version of network

Description of organisms associated with the network

Description of diseases associated with the network

Description of organs, tissue types, cell types, and cell lines associated with the network

Describes the holder of the rights to the network—same as dc:rightsHolder

Description of the rights asserted by the rightsHolder—same as dc:rights. The indexing of this general field should
aggregate not only the actual “rights” attribute but also the more specific rights attributes, such as copyright or license.
In that way, network authors do not need to state information redundantly

Copyright asserted by the rightsHolder

The date of the copyright asserted by the rightsHolder

Identifies the type of license offered by the rightsHolder if a standard form is used

Identifies the network as having a public license of one of the following types: unrestricted/academicOnly/
notForProfitOnly/researchOnly

Individuals responsible for creating the content of the network—see dc:contributors

Time at which the network was created

Time at which the network was last modified

Number of edges in the network

Number of nodes in the network

NDEx network visibility: public, private, discoverable

NDEx

Name of NDEx account owning the network

Attribute

Name

Description

Version

Organism

Disease

Tissue

rightsHolder

Rights

Copyright

copyrightDate

licenseType

publicRightsType

Contributors

creationTime

modificationTime

edgeCount

nodeCount

Visibility

readOnly

Owner

String

Boolean

String

Integer

Integer

Date

Date

Freetext and string

String

Freetext and string

Date

Freetext and string

Freetext and string

Freetext and string

Freetext and string

Freetext and string

Freetext and string

String

Freetext

Freetext and string

Type

Table 1
Default Solr indexing schema. Note that some attributes are highlighted in blue text. These are NDEx internal attributes and are not encoded in the CX
networkAttributes aspect. In the case of attributes like “EdgeCount,” they are calculated values
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Fig. 5 Panel (a) shows the number of networks (top), registered users (middle), and numbers of unique visitors
and views (bottom) for the NDEx public server starting from the NDEx v1.2 official release in July 2015. Panel
(b) shows the geographical distribution of views in the month of March 2016

can be examined by reviewers during the publication process as
live, interactive elements rather than static figures or complex data
tables. As an example, the Ideker Laboratory at UC San Diego has
recently started using NDEx to control access to networks referenced in submitted publications, thus simplifying and accelerating
the review process.
To support publication of networks as data, it must be possible
to unambiguously specify the identity of the network and trust that
the content of a published network will remain constant. NDEx
assigns every network a globally unique ID, a 128-bit UUID that
distinguishes it from all others. A UUID reference to a network
therefore refers to a specific data artifact, as maintained by its
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1

owns

Can read

Can edit

2

public
Can read
STUDENT GROUP 3

members

Fig. 6 Example of access control for networks in NDEx. User 1 owns the red,
green, and blue networks. She makes the blue network public, allowing read
access to anyone, including anonymous users; she shares the educational
green network with the members of Student Group 3 for teaching purposes;
finally, she shares the red experimental network directly with User 2 for
research and collaboration

NDEx server. In addition, the owner of an NDEx network can set
its status to be read only, preventing further edits. These features
enable networks to be reliable, consistent references, suitable as
inputs to further research.
Once published, NDEx seeks to facilitate the reuse of biological networks created by scientists as inputs to further experiment
and analysis, providing structures that enable scientific reproducibility and new opportunities for attribution and citation. Given an
analysis that uses information from public networks obtained from
NDEx, it should be straightforward to reference those specific
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networks and their authors. Moreover, any researcher wishing to
validate the analysis should be able to access the exact networks
used or, at a minimum, should know the identity and description
of those networks. Finally, when a network is the result of a workflow in which other networks were inputs, it should be possible to
access the history of events and sources for easy reproduction of
results. At this stage, it becomes important to know how and when
a network was created and which inputs and algorithms would be
required to reproduce it. NDEx addresses these needs by including
the “provenance history” with each network. The provenance history captures the workflow leading to the current network by
describing prior events, networks, and other resources and grows
as networks are created, modified, used, or copied. The provenance
history is described in detail in the next paragraph and Fig. 7.
Finally, organizations that create and publish network content
can use NDEx as a channel for distribution: networks from the
NCI Pathway Interaction Database [12], the Pathway Commons
[13], and the OpenBEL Consortium [14] are few examples of
those available in NDEx. As an example, run a “user search” using
the keyword “database”: NDEx will return all the user accounts of
organizations maintaining publicly accessible network databases.
4.2 Network
Provenance History

A network can represent assertions of biological relationships that
are the results of experimental, analytic, or curation processes.
Networks may in turn serve as inputs to further processes of analysis
and model creation. If the workflow and dependencies on information sources are clearly documented, researchers may better understand the meaning of the relationships in the network and are
better empowered if they wish to reproduce the analyses leading to
the network. To achieve these goals, networks stored in NDEx
include a provenance history aspect that can be accessed and managed via the NDEx API (Fig. 7).
For example, a network might be derived by an algorithm
which finds subnetworks based on experimental data mapped to
entities in a reference network; in this case the application performing the analysis should record the analysis event in the provenance
history of the output network, including references or descriptions
of the algorithm used, the input experimental data, and a description of the input reference network.
For robustness, the provenance history stores descriptions of
“ancestor” networks and other information sources, not just links
to those resources. This preserves the utility of the provenance history in situations in which some or all of the input information
sources are unavailable or have been modified since they were used
in the workflow. Researchers (or algorithms) can inspect the
provenance history of the current network to address questions
about the status of all of the inputs to the workflow. The NDEx
network provenance history is similar in intent to synapse analytical
provenance [15].
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Fig. 7 A provenance history is a tree structure containing ProvenanceEntity and
ProvenanceEvent objects. It is serialized as a JSON structure by the NDEx
API. The root of the tree structure is a ProvenanceEntity object representing the
current state of the network. Each ProvenanceEntity may have a single
ProvenanceEvent object that represents the immediately prior event that produced the ProvenanceEntity, which is, in turn, linked to a network of
ProvenanceEvent and ProvenanceEntity objects representing the workflow history that produced the current state of the network. The provenance history
records significant events as networks are copied, modified, or created, incorporating snapshots of information about “ancestor” networks

The provenance history can be used to infer network equivalence, whether a given network stored in NDEx has the same content as another network or an external resource. This is valuable
since in the general case, computing equivalence by algorithm may
be computationally expensive or could require network format-
specific knowledge. Any operation that modifies the network,
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including changes to visibility or provenance, also changes the last
modification date of the network.
Changes to network membership, what users have access to a
particular network, do not modify the network itself and so do not
change either the modification date or provenance history.
The standard fields in ProvenanceEntity and ProvenanceEvent
objects correspond to relationships defined in the PROV-Ontology
(PROV-O) [16]. Other property-value pairs can annotate these
objects to provide more information about the entities and events.
Any ad hoc pair of strings can be added as a property-value pair,
and the properties used may be idiosyncratic to the recorded events
and entities. However, the use of properties defined in the Dublin
Core (DC) [17] metadata annotations and the Provenance,
Authoring and Versioning (PAV) ontology [18] is preferred when
applicable.
It is important to note the difference in the use of these ontologies in an NDEx provenance structure and the original intent. A
ProvenanceEntity is a description of the referenced object, not the
object itself. Therefore, a property such as dc:title that is asserted
for a ProvenanceEntity refers to the original entity that the
ProvenanceEntity represents. The provenance history references
ancestor networks and other data sources but can also include self-
contained descriptions of those objects that capture their state at
the time they were used.
In a copy operation, an application/utility creates a new network (the target) that encodes the same content as an existing network (the source). In the resulting target provenance history, the
root ProvenanceEntity represents the target, and the copy operation is represented as a ProvenanceEvent of type COPY in which
the output is the root entity and the input is a ProvenanceEntity
representing the source. The ProvenanceEntity representing the
source and all of its prior entities and events are copied from the
provenance history of the source. Information stored in the provenance history about the source is intended to reflect the state of
the source at the time of the copy and should not be updated to
reflect subsequent changes in the source. Information about the
source stored in the provenance history is thereby preserved,
regardless of whether the source is later modified or deleted.
In any case where the source network has the same UUID as
the target, the ProvenanceEvent is an edit of some type. Because
the event can have both startingAt and endingAt properties, the
editing process can span an arbitrary amount of time. The application managing the editing process can therefore control the granularity of the provenance history. For example, an editing
application could represent a long sequence of edits in a verbose
chain of events and intermediate states, or it could simply keep
updating the endingAt time as the edits continued. In both cases,
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the resulting provenance history would be a valid representation
of the workflow, although one would capture greater detail than
the other.
In the case where a utility creates a network that has content
equivalent or homologous to the source but described in a different identifier system (such as gene ids replaced with corresponding
gene symbols), an additional resource describing the identifier
mapping is typically involved. In this case, the mapping resource is
also an input to the ProvenanceEvent, and it is appropriate to use
the property pav:sourceAccessedAt to describe the relationship.
A modification operation in which the information in network
A is augmented by information coming from network B, or where
a new network is created from both A and B, is called a “merge.”
This type of modification creates a branched provenance history
(Fig. 7), where the ProvenanceEvent for the merge has two inputs,
both network A and network B.

5 Applications and Services
Besides its roles as data commons and network publication channel, NDEx provides a flexible, programmatically accessible storage
service that promotes modular software development and workflows; in this view, network output from one application can
become input to another. NDEx is not meant to perform biological analysis and visualization itself but instead aims to enable the
seamless interchange of networks between applications that are
specifically designed for analytic purposes.
5.1 Communication
Between NDEx
Servers: The NDEx
Sync Utility

While the public NDEx website is a resource to discover, access,
share, or publish networks, there are situations in which it is better
to deploy a separate copy of NDEx. For example, an NDEx server
can be installed behind a firewall to handle cases where strong
security is required, enabling storage of proprietary networks
developed for the health science industry or those that incorporate
patient information subject to privacy standards (e.g., the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)). A private
NDEx can also be deployed on local servers or on a scientist’s
desktop computer for applications that store very large networks or
perform frequent, expensive transactions (Fig. 8).
The information on a private NDEx server will, however, typically be most useful in conjunction with shared and public content.
We have therefore created the NDEx Sync, a command-line utility
that enables users to synchronize networks between different
NDEx server instances, supporting cases where researchers wish to
maintain local copies of public reference networks. NDEx Sync can
be executed as periodic task, checking specified accounts and networks for changes on a “source” NDEx and then creating or
updating networks on a “target” NDEx.
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Copy and Sync

Access public
networks

Access public and
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Fig. 8 Communication between NDEx servers. NDEx Sync can be used to copy and synchronize different NDEx
servers, thus allowing access to both public and proprietary networks

5.1.1

How It Works

NDEx Sync is like a file-mirroring utility, but with an important
difference: the copied networks are not exact duplicates of the
source networks. Copied networks are assigned new UUIDs: every
network stored in an NDEx server has a globally unique identifier
and can be referenced by that identifier at its host NDEx. NDEx
Sync updates (or creates, if necessary) the network’s provenance
history, adding a “provenance event” that documents the copy
process. The copied networks are therefore documented as distinct
entities, copied at a specific time from a uniquely identified source.
The provenance history provides a structure to document the
events leading to the current state of a network. As already discussed, applications using NDEx are not required to maintain the
provenance history for networks that they manipulate; however, it
is strongly encouraged as a standard practice and will be supported
by NDEx utilities.
For each source network that is selected as a candidate for copying, NDEx Sync examines the provenance history of each network
in the target account to determine:
●●

●●

Was this target network copied from the source network?
Is the target out-of-date (i.e., the target “date last modified” is
older than the source “date last modified”)?

The default behavior of NDEx Sync is that it will copy the
source network to the target account if there is no copy of the
source network in the target account or if the only copies present
are out-of-date or have been modified.
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Copy Plans

The working instructions for the NDEx Sync utility are defined by
the user in a document called a “copy plan”; an example of a copy
plan is shown in Fig. 9. The NDEx Sync copy plan specifies:
●●

An account and credentials for the source NDEx

●●

An account and credentials for the target NDEx

●●

The criteria to select networks on the source NDEx, which can
be (1) a query to find networks matching search text, (2) a
query to find networks administered by an account and matching search text, or (3) a list of network UUIDs

●●

The updateTargetNetwork parameter

●●

The updateReadOnlyNetwork parameter

5.1.3 Update
of Networks by NDEx Sync

The default behavior of NDEx Sync is conservative, never overwriting or deleting any network in the target directory. This behavior
can be overridden by the copy plan parameter updateTargetNetwork, specifying that NDEx Sync should update target networks
that are identified as unmodified, out-of-date copies of the specified
source networks. In an update, the target network keeps its UUID,
but its contents are replaced by the contents of the source network,
and the provenance history is handled in the same manner as in a
default, non-update copy event. The updated network may be
accessed by that UUID and any new request will obtain the updated
content. Using NDEx Sync to update networks is only appropriate
for situations in which the target network is intended as a cache of
the source, where users want to obtain the latest version of the
source content and where they do not expect the content of the
network to be consistent over time.

5.1.4 Updates of Read-
Only Networks

By default, updates will not be performed if the target network has
read only => true. The updateReadOnlyNetwork configuration
parameter in a copy plan overrides this behavior. This handles the
case in which NDEx Sync is used to maintain a local copy of a
remote resource and where the local copy is intended as a read-
only, immutable reference. It is important to note that NDEx Sync
can only update networks if the account specified by the username
in the target element in the copy plan (blue arrow in Fig. 9) has
administration privileges for the networks to be updated.

5.1.5 NDEx Sync
and the CX
Interchange Format

NDEx Sync uses the CX format for network copy and update operations in which both the source and target NDEx server are v1.3
or later. When a copy or update is performed in CX mode, each of
the server transactions is a streamed operation. NDEx Sync does
not need to instantiate the entire network in memory; instead, it
simply operates by sending the output from the source stream to
the input of the target stream. This reduces latency and, most
importantly, the memory footprint on each machine involved in
the process.
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{
"planType" : "QueryCopyPlan",
"source" : {
"route" : "http://public.ndexbio.org/rest",
"username" : "user1",
"password" : “pw1111"
},
"target" : {
"route" : "http://localhost:8080/ndexbio-rest",
"username" : "user2",
"password" : “pw2222"
},
"queryString" : “*",
"queryLimit" : "10000",
"queryAccountName" : "user3",
"updateTargetNetwork" : “true",
"updateReadOnlyNetwork" : "false"
}
Fig. 9 Example of NDEx Sync copy plan. With this copy plan, User 2 will copy or update all networks (queryString = *) up to a maximum of 10,000 networks (queryLimit = 10,000) that are available in the User 3 account,
from the source NDEx server (http://public.ndexbio.org/rest) to the User 2 account on the target NDEx server
(http://localhost:8080/ndexbio-rest). Blue arrow: networks in the User 2 account will be updated only if User 2
has administration privileges on those networks

5.1.6 Command-Line
Examples

The command is the same as the earlier version of NDEx Sync to
run in CX mode:
> bash ndex-copier.sh/users/user12/my-copy-scripts
The “nocx” argument is used to run in the original mode. The
original mode is required if one or both of the servers being
accessed are running NDEx v1.2:
> bash ndex-copier.sh/users/user12/my-copy-scripts nocx
To run NDEx Sync from the MS Windows terminal, use the
following commands:
> java -jar ndexbio-sync.jar my-copy-scripts
or
> java -jar ndexbio-sync.jar my-copy-scripts nocx
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5.2 Communication
Between NDEx
and Cytoscape:
The CyNDEx App

The Cytoscape desktop application and the wide variety of
Cytoscape apps (plug-ins) provide a rich environment for analysis
and manipulation of biological networks [19]. Cytoscape can also
access NDEx via the REST API, enabling its users to search,
query, import, and export networks. Under Cytoscape, a workflow might start by importing a transcriptional regulatory network from NDEx, after which the user could annotate the
network with a differential mRNA expression dataset and process
it to find subnetworks enriched for genes with significant changes
in mRNA expression. The user could then export the subnetworks back to NDEx for review by collaborators or for use as
inputs to further analyses.
Communication between NDEx and the Cytoscape desktop
application is mediated by the CyNDEx App, and upcoming
releases of Cytoscape are expected to incorporate its functionality
into the main application, making NDEx networks immediately
available to users [8]. The CyNDEx App is an example of an application in which the NDEx Java Client library uses the NDEx API
to access NDEx servers.
CyNDEx allows Cytoscape users to connect to a selected
NDEx server anonymously or via an existing account, search for
networks, and then import a selected network or a subset of a large
network as a query result. The imported networks are reduced to
nodes, edges, and properties on those nodes and edges, in compliance with the Cytoscape table-oriented data model. Once the work
in Cytoscape is done, users can export the modified network to
NDEx and make it available to collaborators or the larger scientific
community.

5.2.1 CyNDEx and the CX
Interchange Format

CyNDEx v1.3 uses the CX format for network transfer from
Cytoscape to NDEx. The use of CX enables the storage and
retrieval of Cytoscape networks in NDEx without data loss, including the preservation of graphic markup and subnetwork structure.
When a network is retrieved (imported) from NDEx, CyNDEx
requests all of the CX aspects supported by Cytoscape: the core
aspects and the Cytoscape-specific aspects. In contrast some aspects
used in the NDEx Web UI such as citations or functionTerms are
not supported by Cytoscape.
If the retrieved network was originally from Cytoscape, the
combination of the core aspects and the Cytoscape-specific aspects
restores the network in its entirety, bringing layout, graphic
markup, and the structure of subnetworks and views. This
Cytoscape data structure is displayed as a “network collection,”
presenting views of its subnetworks that in some cases can be
extremely simple, having only one view. CyNDEx provides two
options for saving (exporting) networks to NDEx: either the entire
network collection is saved as an NDEx network or a single view
may be selected and saved.
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If the retrieved (imported) network does not have any Cytoscape
aspects, CyNDEx must create default structures in Cytoscape,
building a simple network collection with a single view and
default graphic style. If either the network collection or the single
view is saved (exported) to NDEx, the new structures will also be
stored.
Note that if a network with NDEx-specific aspects is retrieved
and then saved back to NDEx as a new network, the NDEx-specific
aspects will not be included in the new network. The only exception to this rule is the provenance history.
5.2.2 Network Update

Using the new NDEx API method updateCXNetwork, clients
can update selected CX aspects and leave others untouched.
CyNDEx can update a network stored in NDEx even though
Cytoscape does not support all of the aspects in the original network. For example, a network using the NDEx-specific citation
aspect can be imported into Cytoscape without its citations and
then have Cartesian coordinates and other properties assigned.
Those new properties, along with any other Cytoscape information, can be used to update the network in NDEx without changing the citations stored for that network. As discussed in the CX
specification, it is possible to create networks that have inconsistencies between aspects managed by different applications, so applications are responsible for detecting and reconciling inconsistencies
when they receive a network.

5.2.3 Provenance History

Although Cytoscape does not support the provenanceHistory CX
aspect, CyNDEx preserves the provenance history of the networks
it retrieves from NDEx when it creates new networks in NDEx
based on these retrieved networks. Like the NDEx server, CyNDEx
v1.3 relies on the CXIO Java IO library (see Materials) created by
the Cytoscape team.

5.3 An Example
of an NDEx Utility:
The Python
TSV Loader

Very often, network data consist of complex spreadsheets that can
be hard to understand and challenging to interpret without carefully reading the publication in which they appear. The Cytoscape
desktop application is capable of loading networks from Microsoft
Excel spreadsheets or Tab-separated (TSV) text files; however,
users are limited in their freedom to attach custom properties to
the different network elements. In addition, there is no easy way
to handle the citation information associated with nodes and
edges. To overcome these limitations, we have created a versatile
and fully customizable TSV Loader that takes advantage of the
NDEx Python Client library (see Materials). The NDEx Python
Client v2.0 was released as a PyPi module that can be installed via
the PIP installation utility, and a detailed Python Client tutorial is
available in the documentation section of the NDEx website at
www.ndexbio.org.
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Fig. 10 NDEx TSV Loader. In NDEx v1.2, the TSV Loader creates a CX network, converts it to a JSON network,
and then uploads it to NDEx. In v 1.3, the CX network will be directly uploaded to NDEx using the new CX
streaming capability

5.3.1

Python TSV Loader

5.3.2 Origin File
and Loading Plans

The TSV Loader has been developed to work with NDEx v1.2, the
latest officially released version deployed to the NDEx public server
at the time this chapter was written. However, we have taken into
account the upcoming implementation of CX in NDEX v1.3 and
made sure the TSV Loader was flexible enough to adapt to this
new standard while being unaffected by the gradual phase out of
the older platform.
In NDEx v1.2, the TSV Loader creates a CX network, transforms it in a JSON network, and then uploads it to the NDEx
server (red path in Fig. 10). This requires the full network to be
accommodated (stored) in the server’s memory, which can turn
out to be a very expensive operation in cases where multiple users
upload large networks at the same time.
In NDEx v1.3, the TSV Loader will create a CX network and
upload it directly to the NDEx server using the CX streaming
feature (green path in Fig. 10). This will dramatically reduce the
memory footprint on the server’s side and guarantee better performance and efficiency. The next phase of development will wrap the
TSV Loader utility in an intuitive UI and deploy it as a stand-alone
service.
The TSV Loader is a command-line utility that, similarly to the
NDEx Sync, uses JSON plans as templates for parsing networks for
upload to NDEx. In addition to the loading plan, the TSV Loader
also requires a tab-separated text file (origin file) that contains the
actual network data. An example origin file and loading plan are
shown in Fig. 11.
The loading plan consists of four main sections: source plan,
target plan, edge plan, and citation plan (Fig. 11a). In each section,
the user can specify what columns from the origin file (Fig. 11b)

Fig. 11 (a) Example of a loading plan for the TSV Loader: users can fully customize the plan including
namespaces, IDs, citation, and node/edge properties. (b) Sample origin file showing three protein–protein
interactions with external links and PubMed IDs; the column names in this origin file are the same used in the
loading plan shown in panel (a)
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should be used to generate the network. The TSV Loader can easily handle citations, whether they are PubMed IDs or DOIs. Users
are also free to append as many properties as they like to either
nodes (source and/or target), edges, or both. In all those cases
where a property is specified by a column in the origin file that
contains a full URL (“DB entry” column in Fig. 11b), the TSV
Loader will generate a clickable element, thus allowing seamless
access to external resources right from within NDEx.
5.4 Outreach
and Collaborations

The NDEx Project is carrying on several collaborations to develop
and integrate analytic applications and utilities that will be essential
elements of the Cytoscape Cyberinfrastructure. The CRAVAT/
Mupit tool developed by the Karchin Lab [20] will use NDEx
networks as back end for its enrichment analysis, while the Fraternali
group at King’s College London is developing an analytic application for short loops in protein–protein interaction networks [21]
that will use NDEx as source of networks, storage platform, and
visualization. Additional collaborations with projects supported by
the NCI ITCR program are still at a planning stage and will be
starting in Q2 2016.
Since its inception, the NDEx Project has been developed
keeping in mind that researchers might not be expert computational biologists; NDEx should be intuitive enough to be used by
any researchers, from bioinformaticians to wet lab molecular biologists. In order to engage and educate users, the NDEx Project
maintains a strong social media presence including a Twitter page
(@NDExProject), a LinkedIn company page (https://www.linkedin.com/company/ndex-project), and a YouTube channel currently hosting only the NDEx Overview video but soon to be the
reference point for video tutorials and user guides.
The NDEx Project is involved in the NCI Informatics
Technology for Cancer Research Training and Outreach Workgroup
(ITCR TOW) and in the J. Craig Venter Institute Network Special
Interest Group (JCVI Network SIG) for the purpose of coordinating and improving outreach activities such as workshops, training
sessions, and meetings.
In addition, the NDEx Project maintains an informational
website (www.home.ndexbio.org) with news, blog, and the NDEx
Documentation, both for users (manuals and tutorials) and developers (technical literature).
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Chapter 14
Bioinformatics Analysis of Functional Associations
of PTMs
Pablo Minguez and Peer Bork
Abstract
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) are an important source of protein regulation; they fine-tune the
function, localization, and interaction with other molecules of the majority of proteins and are partially
responsible for their multifunctionality. Usually, proteins have several potential modification sites, and their
patterns of occupancy are associated with certain functional states. These patterns imply cross talk among
PTMs within and between proteins, the majority of which are still to be discovered. Several methods detect
associations between PTMs; these have recently combined into a global resource, the PTMcode database,
which contains already known and predicted functional associations between pairs of PTMs from more
than 45,000 proteins in 19 eukaryotic species.
Key words Systems biology, Proteomics, Protein regulation, Post-translational modifications,
Protein–protein interactions

1 Introduction
The cell is a very robust system where the final response to stimuli
depends on many layers of regulation. In the last two decades,
many new techniques have been developed to provide snapshots of
genome and proteome regulation at different levels: transcription,
posttranscription, translation, or posttranslation. These new types
of experiments have changed partially the discovery workflow in
science—now we may start to test a hypothesis with a lot of data
and few assumptions, following a top-down strategy. Three main
steps are required in this type of analysis: (1) filtering, mainly applying strong statistical controls in order to reduce the false positives
rate; (2) annotation, where a biological meaning is superimposed
on the statistics; and (3) integration, where results are merged with
other levels of regulation to model cell behavior. Bioinformatics
has come to help with the development of new algorithms, tools,
and databases to address these three challenges.
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For proteins, their role in a particular cell state is partially
c ontrolled by means of the addition of small moieties called posttranslational modifications (PTMs). There are many PTM types
described that are amino acid specific; their number, position, and
combination present at a particular moment determine the final
state of a protein. Mass spectrometry (MS) technology is able to
explore the modification status of the whole proteome with a particular type of PTM at once. This technique requires an enrichment of these moieties in order to increase their detection
threshold, which results in false positives as a side effect. An increasing number of experiments are now available that report mostly
phosphorylation sites but also the occupancy of other PTM types
such as acetylations, ubiquitinations, glycosylations, and others, of
nearly the whole proteome under different conditions. Under this
scenario there are two big challenges to address in order to translate the huge amount of data available into reliable information
about the regulation of specific proteins. First, we should try to
discriminate among all PTMs reported to focus on those with biological relevance. Several databases work to gather this type of
information, measuring the conservation of the modified amino
acids as a proxy for the prevalence of the PTM over evolution [1, 2],
calculating the accessible surface area [3], or mapping the PTMs
onto more or less complete maps of the regulatory elements of the
proteins [1–5] and even onto their secondary [3] and tertiary
structures [1, 3, 6]. The second challenge is to elucidate the possible cross-regulatory effects of PTM combinations under specific
conditions. There are hundreds of described examples of PTM
cross talk in the literature [7, 8] (see Note 1), and it is postulated
that the function, localization, and interactions of most proteins
depend partially on their modification pattern [9]. However, the
search for their cross-regulatory effects is still an unexplored field.
There are a few systematic efforts that go beyond the basic annotation of the experiment where the modifications were reported [4]
(e.g., the cell cycle phase where they are present [2]) to more
detailed information; for example, the downstream effects of the
modifications [10] and their interaction with other PTMs [1] have
been manually annotated, and text-mining tools have been used
to report the functional processes in which the modifications are
involved [11]. Although these approaches provide very accurate
and valuable information, they can only be applied to low-
throughput experiments (LTEs), while the majority of the PTMs
reported come from high-throughput experiments (HTEs). The
PTMcode database complements this information with several prediction methods to annotate pairs of PTMs as being functionally
linked. To the best of our knowledge, PTMcode is the only
resource that provides predictions of post-translational regulation
of proteins based on the functional associations among their PTMs.
In addition, PTMcode also provides predicted cross talk between
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PTMs in interacting proteins that might regulate their binding,
placing PTMcode as a bridge between protein-protein interactions
(PPIs) and PTM databases.
Herein, we describe in detail how to explore functional
associations between protein modifications using the PTMcode
database.

2 Materials
Two types of users can profit from the data produced by the
PTMcode database: those interested in the post-translational regulation of particular proteins or protein families [12, 13] and those
interested in performing further high-throughput computational
analyses on the PTMs, either using our curated dataset of PTMs in
one or many species [14–16] or applying other algorithms to the
predicted functionally associated PTMs in order to contribute to
the deciphering of the global “PTMcode” [17, 18] (see Note 2).
For both type of tasks, the PTMcode database has implemented
ways to explore and download the data.
PTMcode is freely accessible at http://ptmcode.embl.de and
requires no more than a modern browser installed in a standard
computer. In order to access some PTMcode features, users should
allow java applets to be run. Please check if your favorite browser is
supported here (https://java.com/en/download/help/enable_
browser.xml).

3 Methods
3.1 PTMs and PPIs
Are the Main Sources
of Protein Posttranslational
Regulation

Two interconnected processes regulate final protein function and
localization: (1) the interaction with other molecules, mainly other
proteins to form transient or stable complexes, and (2) the addition of PTMs [19] that may regulate the protein’s binding activity.
Many resources are dedicated to gather and curate these two types
of events. The PTMcode database is not a substitute for PTM databases [2, 11, 20] nor the repositories that compile or predict PPIs
[21–23]; instead it incorporates both types of regulation in a
unique resource in order to provide a complete picture of the posttranslational regulation of eukaryotic proteins. Thus, PTMcode
compiles in its second release:
1. Post-translational modifications from six databases [2, 3, 11,
20, 22, 24] and nine proteome-wide experiments [25–33]
summing up 316,546 experimentally verified PTMs of 69 different types. The PTMs are mapped onto sequences extracted
from the eggNOG database [34], which chooses the largest
transcript as representative of the protein. To avoid spurious
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mapping due to different sequence or transcript versions,
PTMcode checks that all PTMs for a particular protein coming
from the same source modify the type of amino acid reported.
If even one PTM is mapped onto the incorrect residue, we
assume that the protein sequence from the source is not the
same as the one in our database, and all PTMs coming from
that source for that protein are discarded. This methodology
permits us to build a consistent and accurate dataset of protein
modifications for 45,361 proteins from 19 eukaryotes.
2. Protein-protein interactions extracted from the STRING database [35]. STRING compiles and scores known and predicted
protein-protein associations based on several types of evidence.
PTMcode collects high-confidence PPIs (score >0.700) that
are based on experimental evidence of physical binding
(“experiments” evidence type). In total, PTMcode includes
221,268 PPIs from the 19 eukaryotes.
3.2 Non-
Experimentally
Verified PTMs

In order to understand the modification landscape of the proteome, the study of individual proteins by means of LTEs, although
very accurate, is clearly insufficient. We need HTEs to cover as
many species, proteins, PTM types, and conditions as possible.
Despite the efforts of the community, this goal is still far from
being accomplished as only a few species have been subject to this
type of screening. Thus, many different tools have been developed
to predict modifications (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/databases/
PTMpredictions/).
The PTMcode database annotates a new category of PTMs
that complements the information provided by experimentally
verified modifications—the so-called “propagated PTMs.” The

principle behind them is that conservation of an amino acid over
evolution is a proxy for the conservation of its function and so for
its modifications [36–38].
Propagated PTMs are assigned using orthologous groups
(OGs) from the eggNOG database. eggNOG builds OGs for proteins from thousands of species and organizes them in levels of
inclusive taxa. For every protein, PTMcode selects the OG of the
oldest eukaryotic level in which it is included and spreads the annotation of its experimentally verified PTMs across the conserved
residues in a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of all proteins in
that group (Fig. 1). This naive exercise allows us to disseminate
modifications from one species to others. We evaluated that 22.7 %
of the experimentally verified human phosphoserines align with a
known phosphorylation site in another species (15 % is the random
expectation) [1], which is surely an underestimate as HTEs have
been performed on only a few other species. Thus, the PTMcode
database maps over 1,30,0000 non-verified PTMs in ~130,000
proteins and provides modification patterns for the proteomes of
species that have not been subjects of HTEs.
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Fig. 1 Schema for PTM propagation. The SOX2 protein has two sources of PTMs coming from two HTEs performed in mouse and human (sequences highlighted with a red rectangle). The experimentally verified PTMs
are mapped into the MSA of the OG, and the conserved amino acids in the columns with annotated PTMs are
marked as “propagated PTMs”

To show the impact of this type of novel annotation, nine
species had, as a result of our “PTM collection pipeline,” less than
500 “real” modifications, but by including propagated PTMs,
these numbers increased more than 250-fold to a level comparable
with species with HTE data.
PTMcode predicts functional associations for propagated
PTMs among themselves and with experimentally verified modifications. However, the propagated PTMs have to be considered
potential PTMs and should be interpreted with more care than the
ones found in experiments.
3.3 Channels
for the Prediction
of Functional
Associations
Between PTMs

There are many possible ways in which two particular PTMs might
be functionally associated. For instance, they could be part of a
molecular switch that controls protein function and/or localization [39], they could constitute a series of consecutive modifications [40], or they could contribute to the same final outcome of
the protein even though they are added at different times and in
different cell compartment (e.g., PTMs as a signal for protein
transport).
In order to catch this wide variety of regulatory events, the
PTMcode database implements five independent channels to predict the functional association between PTMs within the same protein; some of these are also applied to PTMs between interacting
proteins. Below we describe these five channels in the context of
PTMs within the same protein; for the association of PTMs
between interacting proteins, see Subheading 3.7.

3.3.1 Coevolution
Channel

The coevolution of two protein residues has been widely used as a
proxy for their functional connection [41]. One of the most popular algorithms to address this concept is mutual information (MI)
[42]. When applied to the MSA of a group of orthologous p
 roteins,
MI can estimate the coevolution of two residues (two columns in
the MSA) by measuring the accuracy of predicting the amino acid
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present in one position knowing the identity of the amino acid in
the second position. To evaluate the functional association of two
PTMs, PTMcode uses a slightly modified version of MI to penalize
anticorrelation of residues (residues that have an opposite pattern
of coevolution).
As discussed in [43], the signal coming from the MI evaluation
must be compared to a background distribution of MI values to
avoid spurious correlations due to phylogenetic influences (closely
related species in the MSA) and small sample size (few species in
the MSA). Some background distributions have been already proposed based on label randomization in the MSA [44] or on the set
of MI values of all pairs of residues in the MSA [43]. PTMcode
uses very strict criteria for its background distribution, using the
MI values from non-modified residues in the MSA of the same
type of amino acid and located in similar protein regions (ordered
or disordered) as the two modified residues under evaluation. Pairs
of PTMs with an MI value higher than 95 % of the background
distribution are classified as coevolving. For residues lacking
enough variability in the MSA column (very conserved or not conserved) to be able to compute MI values, we calculate the ratio of
the conserved site in a MSA position to the total proteins and compare it to the distribution of the non-modified sites with the same
limitations taken as background. Again pairs with a ratio above
95 % of the background distribution are selected as coevolving.
The coevolution channel is designed to extract a wide range of
regulatory relationships as the underlying mechanisms might
be very different and are not included in the definition of the
algorithm.
3.3.2 Structural Distance
Channel

The atomic proximity of two amino acids in the 3D structure of a
protein is a widely accepted proof of the residues’ functional
association. Indeed protein contact maps representing matrices of
all-against-all residue distances within a protein can be used to
reconstruct its 3D structure [45]. The PTMcode database uses
available protein 3D structures from the Protein Data Bank [46] to
measure the distance between Cα-Cα atoms of all pairs of modified
residues within the model. Although a threshold of 6–12 Å is usually accepted to determine contact between residues, we wanted to
be more strict, so we calculated the threshold value based on
known cases of PTMs that have a physical interaction. In total, we
could measure 12 pairs of residues having this type of association
and set as an optimal value for physical contact their average
distance (4.69 Å).
The limitations of this channel are due to the availability of 3D
protein structures and the mapping of the residues from sequence
coordinates to positions in the structure.
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3.3.3 Same Residue
Channel

A very specific case of PTM cross talk is the direct competition of
two types of modifications for the same protein residue [47]. There
are two significant examples of this type of cross talk, the yin-yang
molecular switches [48] where the same serines or threonines are
modified with a phosphorylation or an O-linked glycosylation, co-
regulating protein function and localization, and lysines that can
be acetylated, SUMOylated, ubiquitinated, or methylated to produce different outcomes (e.g., in histone tails [49]).
PTMcode collects these events by checking the different PTM
types that modify the same protein residue.

3.3.4 Manual Annotation
Channel

In addition to predictions, PTMcode stores manually annotated
PTM crosstalk events extracted from published papers. In these
cases, a description of the interaction of both PTMs is provided.

3.3.5 PTM Hotspot
Channel

3.4 The PTMcode
Home Page

From the analysis of the post-translational regulation of well-
studied proteins such as the TP53 oncogene, we have learned that
there are certain protein regions with an accumulation of PTMs
[50] that act as regulatory centers (PTM hotspots). This concept
was extended by Beltrao et al. [51] to many other eukaryotic proteins. PTMcode identifies PTM hotspots following the definition
of Beltrao et al. and presents them within its complete framework
of regulatory events. For each modified residues in a protein, we
count the number of PTMs in a window of 31 amino acids (15
downstream and 15 upstream) and compare them using a Fisher
exact test to the number of modifications in the whole protein.
P-values are adjusted by false discovery rate and overlapping
regions are collapsed.
The users’ entry page (Fig. 2) is divided into two panels:
1. The left panel (Fig. 2a) is dedicated to the exploration of
particular combinations of PTM types. It is an option implemented for scientists that are interested in a particular type of
cross talk, e.g., phosphorylations and O-linked glycosylations
in yin-yang sites [52, 53] or phosphorylation linked to ubiquitination as a signal for degradation [7, 54]. From the browser
wheel, users may select two types of PTMs and a table of all
instances of known and predicted functional associations are
displayed below. Two tabs divide the table into associations
within the same protein and those regulating two interacting
proteins.
2. The right panel (Fig. 2b) is designed to allow users to explore
the predicted regulation of particular proteins. Again, two tabs
separate the options to explore the regulation of a protein of
interest or the regulation of its interactions with other proteins. The input is either a protein name or sequence (several
examples are provided), and the search can be restricted to
specific protein regions, residues, or PTM types of interest.
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Fig. 2 The PTMcode home page

3.5 Exploring
a Particular Protein

From the home page (http://ptmcode.embl.de), PTMcode
provides several options to search for a protein of interest. Users
may enter either the sequence (only exact matches are reported) or
a protein identifier. In the case of protein IDs, PTMcode uses the
protein ID dictionary from the STRING database, which has cross
links between IDs from the major protein and gene resources. This
dictionary does not report only synonymous IDs for the same protein but other cross links that help the users to identify the correct
protein from the melting pot that represents the world of genes
and protein names. If there is any source of conflict in the name
provided, we redirect the user to a disambiguation page where the
correct entry can be selected. If, in spite of the facilities implemented to find the desired protein, there is an unclear outcome or
the protein is not found, we suggest searching for the protein ID
in the Ensembl database (http://www.ensembl.org/) and, following the links to proteins and transcripts, getting either the ID or
the sequence of the largest transcript associated with the input
ID. Be aware that the protein sequence is our ultimate unique
identification for a particular protein.
Users may also restrict the search to their favorite PTM types,
known modified residues, or particular protein regions.
Once a protein is selected, PTMcode directs the user to its
entry page that is divided into three panels (Fig. 3):
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Fig. 3 PTMcode Results page. The three panels are shown for the TP53 human protein. In the “protein panel”
(a), users may choose to show the “propagated” PTMs and display all functional associations or those related
to one particular PTM or evidence type. They also can download the set of known and predicted associations
either as an image or in text format. In the “PTM panel” (b) detailed information about the selected modification is shown. From the “associations panel” (c), the details of every PTM functionally associated with the
selected modification are displayed including their rRCS (highlighted in red) and the evidence channels supporting the prediction

1. The protein panel. An interactive framework where an image of
the protein is displayed (Fig. 3a) showing along the protein
coordinates: (1) the protein globular domains annotated by
the SMART database [55], (2) the PTMs, and (3) the hotspot
regions. From this panel, users may explore the information
about the domains (linked to SMART), PTMs, and their
functional associations with other modifications. A zoom facility allows viewing of the details of particular protein regions and
a checkbox permits inclusion of the “propagated PTMs” in the
display. They are shown with a red border to distinguish them
from the experimentally verified modifications. When the user
clicks on their favorite PTM, the rest of the panels refresh in
order to show the knowledge for that particular modification.
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2. The PTM panel. Under the header “detailed information for
selected PTM,” a self-refreshing table appears each time a
PTM is clicked in the “protein panel” (Fig. 3b). In here, some
of the features of the selected PTM are displayed:
(a) The type of modification.
(b)	A conservation score that reflects how the residue is conserved across orthologous proteins.
(c) The number of functional associations predicted.
(d)	A general classification of the possible function of the PTM
based on the PTM type: categories include “regulatory”
(involved in regulation of protein function), “stabilizing”
(required for conformational purposes), and “uncharacterized” (with unknown or unclear function).
(e) The source from which we obtained the modification.
(f)	The enzyme that performs the modification (if annotated
in the sources at the time of downloading the data).
The information provided by this panel is complemented by a
pop-up box that appears when the mouse is over a PTM in the
“protein panel.”
3. The PTM associations panel. A user-sortable table that lists the
modifications that were predicted to be functionally associated
with the selected PTM (Fig. 3c). The table provides (a) the
modification type, (b) the source (in release 2 all are experimental), (c) the amino acid and position in the sequence,
(d) the conservation score, (e) the set of evidence (channels)
that supports this association, and (f) the status, either predicted or known.
The different questions that can be answered from these three
panels are discussed in detail within the following subheadings.
3.6 How to Assess if
a PTM Is Biologically
Relevant

One of the hot topics in the field of protein PTMs is the discrimination between functional and nonfunctional modifications. This
information is especially relevant for phosphorylation sites as from
the early days of MS proteome-wide experiments; it has been postulated that some phosphorylations might result from promiscuous
kinase activity [56]. In addition, it is possible that in some cases the
conservation of phosphorylation events might be at the kinasesubstrate level and not at the site level [38], especially in disordered regions. Still, phosphorylation sites have been found to be
generally more conserved than both their flanking regions [57]
and non-modified serines, threonines, and tyrosines in ordered
and disordered regions [9]. Thus, although one cannot discard the
possibility that non-conserved phosphorylations are functional,
many resources use the conservation level of the site [58–60] and
even of the protein [26, 61] to assess the functionality of PTMs.
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The fact that phosphorylation is by far the most explored
 odification type also contributes to the special attention that it
m
receives; in the future it is expected that other PTMs will be recognized as important sources of protein regulation [62], and so they
will be also subject of this type of questioning. On the top of this,
the conservation level of a modification site is valuable information
in itself, as it reflects the evolutionary constraints of the function
(if any) performed by the moiety.
The PTMcode database uses its own conservation algorithm,
the relative residue conservation score (rRCS), to guide users in
assessing the evolutionary constraints of a modification and its biological relevance. The rRCS of a PTM reports the conservation of
the modified residue over orthologous proteins and is calculated as
follow:
1. The protein in which the modification has been found is
assigned to the oldest eukaryotic group of orthologous proteins provided by the eggNOG database [34].
2. Using the multiple alignment of the OG, the residue conservation score (RCS) is calculated for the residue. The RCS is the
result of multiplying two components, the residue conservation ratio (RCR) that is the ratio of conserved sites and non-
conserved sites, and the maximum branch length (MBL) of
any two species containing the same residue as the PTM site
from a species tree generated out of marker genes.
3. The modified residue is assigned to either an ordered or disordered region on the protein using DisEMBL [63].
4. The RCS is calculated for all residues in the OG of the same
type of amino acid as the modified residue that are also in the
same type of protein region (ordered or disordered). The set of
scores generated here represents the background distribution
used to calculate the rRCS.
5. The rRCS of the modified residue is calculated as the percentile of its RCS value in the background distribution. An rRCS
>95 means that the modified residue is more conserved than
the 95 % of the same amino acids within the same type of protein region.
For full details on rRCS algorithm and performance see [9].
Other people use rRCS for the same purpose [64, 65], and other
resources have other types of conservation measurements based on
their own algorithms [20] or on the visual inspection of orthologous protein alignments [2, 3].
Other types of data that could help to determine the biological
relevance of a PTM, in the absence of specific annotation, are the
number of publications where a particular PTM has been reported,
the number of coevolving residues or the number of databases
from which the PTM has been extracted. Indeed, in [1] we already
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showed a significant positive correlation between the number of
papers reporting a PTM, the normalized number of coevolving residues, and its conservation. This and other relevant information can
be explored within the pop-up box that appears when the mouse is
over the modification in the “protein panel.” Other clues provided
by PTMcode that can be used for the assessment of the biological
importance of a PTM include (1) whether there is annotation concerning the enzyme(s) that perform the modification, (2) whether
the modification is inside a hotspot region, or (3) whether the
modification is in a globular domain as these domains are ordered
regions and so are under more evolutionary constraints.
3.7 Exploring
the Functional
Associations
Between PTMs

The known and predicted functional associations between PTMs
within a particular protein can be explored in detail from the “protein panel” (Fig. 4). From the top menu of the frame, users can
display all the associations for all the PTMs. A set of connecting
lines will be displayed to illustrate the predicted cross talks. Pro
pagated PTMs (if shown) can participate in functional associations
among themselves and with experimentally verified PTMs. When a
single PTM is clicked, the associations shown will be restricted to
those involving that modification (Fig. 4a). The lines connecting
PTMs are color coded according to their association type (see the
“evidence type” menu for details (Fig. 4b)). Clicking an “evidence” square will display only the associations with the selected
evidence type; a second click deactivates the selection.

3.7.1 Exploring
Cross-Talk Events
by Evidence Type

The evidence for cross talk between two PTMs is displayed in the
“PTM associations panel.” Users may click on each of the colored
boxes in the evidence column, and a pop-up box will be displayed
with further information, as detailed below:
1. Coevolution channel (green box). The conservation pattern of
two modified amino acids within the MSA of the OG can be
explored clicking on the “display in Jalview’ button (Fig. 4c) in
the pop-up box. In addition, we provide a list of species where
the two amino acids are conserved.
2. Structural distance channel (yellow box). The pop-up box
shows the two PTMs and the atomic distance between them
(Fig. 4d). From the table row, the “highlight in structure”
button will open a Jmol plug-in where the protein 3D structure with the two modified residues highlighted may be
explored using full Jmol features (Fig. 4e).
3. Same residue channel (pink box). The pop-up box shows the
two modified amino acids and a general annotation of their
cross talk based on the types of PTMs involved. For instance,
sites with a phosphorylation and an O-linked glycosylation
reported are annotated as “competition” and sites with an
O-linked glycosylation and a hydroxylation are annotated as
“cooperation” [66].
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Fig. 4 Evidence channels for PTM functional associations. The human protein TP53 is methylated at position
K372 (a). This methylation shows several functional associations with other PTMs supported by different “evidence channels” (b). For instance, it is found to be coevolving with the K164 residue that might be acetylated
(c) and is found to be in contact with the K370 residue (e), also acetylated. This cross talk has been already
reported in a scientific paper as indicated by the gray square (manual annotation) in the corresponding row of
the table of functional associations

4. Manual annotation channel (grey box). The pop-up box shows
the two modified residues, a link to the paper where the association has been reported and a single-sentence annotation
that summarizes the effect of the cross talk.
3.7.2 Exploring PTM
Hotspots

Inside the “protein panel,” hotspots—regions with a significant
concentration of PTMs—are indicated by a blue line (Fig. 5).
Clicking on the blue line will highlight the region and display the
included PTMs. A click on any of the PTMs will highlight the corresponding entry in the “protein panel.” Hotspots that consist of
“propagated” PTMs are only displayed if the “display propagated
PTMs” checkbox is activated. To view an example of a PTM
hotspot, users may check human cyclin-dependent kinase 12
(CRKRS). Interestingly, the homologous mouse protein has a
hotspot in almost the same region, while in the rat protein, this
region only appears as a hotspot if the “propagated” PTMs
are displayed (Fig. 5). This observation highlights the need for
annotation of “propagated” PTMs in species with no HTEs and
supports the methodology that we use to calculate them.
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Fig. 5 PTM Hotspot representation. The hotspots found in three orthologous proteins are shown. Hotspots
supported by experimentally verified PTMs are shown in blue; hotspots supported by “propagated” PTMs are
shown in red

3.7.3 Export
of Functional Association
Data

The “protein panel” display can be downloaded using the top
menu in png and jpg formats with a range of resolutions. The functional associations in text format can also be downloaded following
the link below the “protein panel.”

3.8 Functional
Associations of PTMs
in Interacting Proteins

As discussed earlier in this Chapter, PTMs and PPIs constitute an
intricate layer of protein regulation that only recently has been
connected using large-scale approaches. Several computational
studies have shown enrichments in PTM clusters in protein complexes [18], a higher number of interaction partners in modified
proteins compared to non-modified [67] and a higher degree of
coevolution between PTMs located in interacting proteins compared to non-interacting [1]. On top of these simple associations,
the “PTMcode” also plays a role in the regulation of protein
interactions. For example, proteins with particular coevolving

PTM types form bigger protein-protein networks than proteins
with same type of PTMs that are not coevolving [9].
In order to predict functional associations between PTMs in
interacting proteins, some of the channels described in Subheading
3.3 were adapted to address the particularities of this task. For the
“coevolution channel,” the two interacting proteins are mapped to
their respective OGs, and their MSAs are pruned to keep only
proteins of species in common to both. Then, the MI algorithm
described in Subheading 3.3.1 is applied. For the “structural distance channel,” we measure the distance of all pairs of modified
residues in protein interfaces mapped in the structure of the protein
complex (if available). The “same residue channel” and “hotspot”
evidence sources are not applicable here, and manual annotation
was not performed for this type of association. Be aware that we
apply these predictions to all the possible pairs of PTMs between
the two proteins, not only those located in the binding interface,
so especially for the coevolution channel, the associations may
encompass a wide variety of mechanisms.
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Fig. 6 Functional associations of PTMs in interacting proteins. The human protein TP53 has many reported
interactions. The interaction with MAPK1 is shown within the “protein panel”; from here predicted functional
associations between their PTMs on MAPK1 and TP53 can be explored in detail

The functional associations of PTMs in interacting proteins
can be explored from two entry points:
1. From the home page (see Subheading 3.4), the tab “explore a
protein pair” allows the user to display the list of interacting
partners of his/her favorite protein. From that list, a particular
interacting protein can be selected, and the two proteins are
displayed in parallel within the “protein panel.”
2. If a single protein is being explored, as described in previous
Subheadings, the “interactions menu” provides information
about PPIs (see our definition of PPI in Subheading 3.1) and
their predicted functional associations. The “network display”
button will open a new panel with a representation of the PPI
network (Fig. 6). From here, any PPI with a continuous edge
can be explored (dashed edges represent PPIs with no PTMs
functionally linked).
Once a PPI is selected, the “protein panel” shows now the two
proteins (Fig. 6), their PTMs, and their functional associations.
Clicking on any of them displays evidence and features as described
for single proteins in previous Subheadings.
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4 Notes
1. For a general review on specific cross talk between different PTM
types, we suggest reading the supplementary material in [9].
2. To download the whole dataset of PTMs and functional associations, users may visit the “data” tab at the top of any
PTMcode page. A direct download link is provided for associations regulating proteins and PPIs.
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Chapter 15
Bioinformatics Analysis of PTM-Modified Protein
Interaction Networks and Complexes
Jonathan Woodsmith, Ulrich Stelzl, and Arunachalam Vinayagam
Abstract
Normal cellular functioning is maintained by macromolecular machines that control both core and
specialized molecular tasks. These machines are in large part multi-subunit protein complexes that undergo
regulation at multiple levels, from expression of requisite components to a vast array of post-translational
modifications (PTMs). PTMs such as phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and acetylation currently number
more than 200,000 in the human proteome and function within all molecular pathways. Here we provide
a framework for systematically studying these PTMs in the context of global protein–protein interaction
networks. This analytical framework allows insight into which functions specific PTMs tend to cluster in,
and furthermore which complexes either single or multiple PTM signaling pathways converge on.
Key words Protein interaction networks, Post-translational modifications, Protein complexes,
Modification cross talk

1 Introduction
Most cellular functions are driven by the coordinated action of
multiple macromolecular assemblies of interacting protein subunits. Defining the molecular architecture of how these individual
protein building blocks interact is a major task fundamental to a
better understanding of cellular processes in health and disease [1–3].
Recent protein–protein interaction (PPI) studies have improved
interactome data coverage and provided novel insight into multiple
cellular systems [4–8].
Generating datasets broad in scope is fundamental to interactome mapping, providing an increasingly better framework for further analysis. Much work to improve data quality had focused
previously on determining and improving the specificity of large-scale
PPI approaches [9–11]. However, recent methods have substantially
improved issues surrounding poor interaction space coverage;
e.g., yeast two-hybrid approaches have adopted second-generation
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sequencing techniques to reduce workload and increase sensitivity in
large-scale yeast two-hybrid dataset generation [12, 13]. The yeast
two-hybrid PPI search space has been expanded toward modification-dependent protein interactions [14] and disease variant proteins
[15, 16]. Mass spectrometry-based PPI approaches have become
more quantitative [6] and comparative [8]. These interaction datasets, along with other recent well-controlled high-throughput studies,
are invaluable for their systematic approach and have built a relatively
unbiased framework for the analyses of genetic variation, transcription data, protein expression, and post-translational modification
datasets [2].
As such, there have been recent efforts to curate datasets that
integrate multiple sources of PPIs [4, 17–21]. One related approach,
termed COMPLEAT, developed a framework for the analysis of
high-throughput datasets at the level of protein complexes [22].
Protein complexes are the functional units of proteome organization, and their dynamic assembly is fundamental in inducing rapid
cellular responses to different internal and external cues. For datasets that include multiple conditions or time points, a protein complex-based analysis might be preferable because it could reveal
network dynamics that are missed in other types of analyses.
Moreover, the individual protein complexes that participate in a
signaling pathway assemble in different compartments and at different times, and selected complexes associated with a pathway might
integrate signals from other pathways. Finally protein complexes do
not rely on prior knowledge or functional annotations as such and
thus provide a broader more unbiased basis for functional analysis.
We suggest that protein–protein interaction networks, such as
protein complex datasets, are very useful in gaining a more comprehensive understanding of post-translational modifications. Human
PTMs are known to number greater than 400 and range from
chemical modifications of amino acid side chains such as acetylation
and phosphorylation, to the addition of the large peptide chains of
the ubiquitin and ubiquitin-like families through isopeptide bonds
[23]. PTM regulation is achieved by a large number of components
encoded by 5–10 % of the protein coding genome, each controlled
by distinct regulatory systems that vary in both number and mechanism of modification. For example, reversible protein phosphorylation is controlled through the direct action of >500 kinases and
>150 phosphatases in human. The critical requirement for normal
PTM functioning can be observed as many regulatory proteins are
annotated in disease pathogenesis and are the targets of current
drugs in ongoing clinical trials [24, 25].
Large datasets recording post-translational modifications via
mass spectrometry have been made available. For example, phosphoproteomics analysis of mammalian samples typically record
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more than 1000, sometimes up to 50,000 sites [26]. Several
differential datasets demonstrate that hundreds of phosphosites
change specifically in response to an external trigger or a cellular
perturbation. Even though stoichiometry of the phosphosite may
be low and the functional impact (effect size) of single modifications of proteins on the phenotype may vary substantially, it is clear
that any given phospho-response of the cell is widespread and
affects many cellular pathways and machines [27, 28].
Systematic analysis of PTM regulation involving multiple signaling PTMs, such as phosphorylation, acetylation, ubiquitination,
and methylation, had been limited by data paucity. In particular,
studies addressing more than one PTM type at a time [29]
are largely elusive. However, in recent years, serine/threonine and
tyrosine phosphorylation datasets have been augmented by acetylation and ubiquitination datasets to provide a more comprehensive
view of cellular signaling events. These systematic datasets have
allowed global analysis both of individual PTM traits and more
interestingly their interconnectivity and relationships to one another
within individual proteins and across both evolutionary and protein–protein interaction frameworks [30–40].
Here we detail how to integrate PTM data with a protein complex interaction framework. Part of the analysis has been carried out
in the COMPLEAT web-based tool. Building this framework not
only allows for systematic analysis of novel PTM datasets but allows
the contextualization of individual experimental PTM datasets.

2 Materials
2.1 Protein
Interaction Data
from Distinct Sources

Experimentally identified PPI for human, Drosophila, and yeast
were systematically compiled from major PPI databases such as
BioGrid [18], IntAct, and MINT [19]. Further, these resources
were complemented with species-specific interaction databases such
as DroID [41] for Drosophila. The PPIs were downloaded from the
corresponding source databases and the gene/protein identifiers
were mapped to Entrez gene identifiers. Next these PPI resources
were integrated to build a comprehensive PPI network for human,
Drosophila, and yeast [22]. As a complement to the curated
resources, we also used a human interaction dataset retrieved from
a collection of more than 50 high-quality, large-scale interaction
studies [4] containing more than 100,000 human PPIs which
should be less affected by research biases.

2.2 Posttranslational
Modification Datasets

Data for each PTM was obtained from PhosphositePlus [42] and
integrated with publically available datasets (available as supplementary tables from specific papers) to obtain a nonredundant list
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Fig. 1 Mapping post-translational modifications to unique sequence identifiers and proteins in protein complexes. V, X, Y, and Z are representative of Entrez gene identifiers that in turn point to the specific protein
products that make up any given complex

of modified 13 amino acid sequences (13mers). The central amino
acid was annotated as modified in each 13mer and only modified
tyrosine, lysine, serine, or threonine residues were utilized in the
final analysis. The numerical position of each annotated PTM was
critical for downstream analysis as integrating multiple datasets can
cause errors in modified residue placement. This can be either due
to different isoform/protein sequences being utilized in different
studies, which would lead to differing numbering systems, or simple annotation errors. Most studies provide protein sequence
information surrounding the annotated site that can be used to
control for position within the specific isoform used. Therefore,
each 13mer is standardized in annotation type through sequence-
specific matching to an individual RefSeq protein sequence, and
the most highly annotated RefSeq protein is used for any given
Entrez gene identifier (Fig. 1). In order to be able to combine the
PTM dataset with the interaction dataset, when multiple very similar protein products are annotated across many RefSeq sequences
and Entrez gene identifiers, the most highly annotated protein in
each class was selected for further analysis as representative of the
protein subfamily (see Note 1). These careful control steps are
taken to allow robust analysis of PTMs within a single protein and
across many protein complexes, reducing annotation and redundancy errors that can occur when collating multiple datasets
(Fig. 1). An example dataset of 100,391 uniquely mapped 13mers
annotated across 12,127 unique proteins is freely available online
(Dataset S1 in [32]) (see Note 2).
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3 Methods
3.1 Building
a Network
of Complexes
from Varied
Interaction Data
Sources

To build a comprehensive protein complex resource for human,
Drosophila, and S. cerevisiae, two different approaches were combined (Fig. 2). First, protein complexes from literature-curated
resources (referred as literature-based protein complexes) were
compiled. This literature-based protein complexes resource was
then supplemented with high-confidence putative protein complexes identified from protein–protein interaction networks.
Combined, the literature-based and deduced protein complexes
create the largest repository available of complexes for human,
Drosophila, or yeast.
Binary interaction information was obtained from resources
described in Subheading 2.1 (PPI networks in Fig. 2). Literature-
based complexes were compiled from databases such as CORUM,
PINdb, CYC2008, gene ontology (GO), KEGG, and DPiM. With
the exception of protein complexes that are annotated by GO, all
the other complexes are mapped across human, Drosophila, and
yeast using DIOPT (http://www.flyrnai.org/diopt), an integrative ortholog prediction tool. DIOPT scores were used to select
the best ortholog match in case of “one-to-many” ortholog relationships. Only complexes consisting of two or more proteins were
included in the complex resources generated. Complex annotations
from the source databases, including complex name, purification
method, and PubMed ID, were also included.

Fig. 2 Building comprehensive protein complex resources available via COMPLEAT at http://www.flyrnai.org/
compleat/
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3.2 Predicted Protein
Complexes

Two complementary computational tools were used to predict protein complexes from PPI networks: CFinder [43] and NetworkBlast
[44]. CFinder identifies protein complexes from a single PPI network, whereas NetworkBlast is a network alignment tool that identifies conserved protein complexes by aligning two or more networks.
CFinder (http://www.cfinder.org/) can be downloaded and implemented locally. CFinder uses the clique percolation method (CPM)
to locate k-clique communities. A k-clique community is a union of
all smaller complete subgraphs (or k-cliques) that can be reached
from each other through a series of adjacent k-cliques. We used
unweighted, undirected PPI networks as input from human, Dro
sophila, and yeast. We filtered the PPI networks using co-expression
values or co-localization information to remove low-confidence
PPIs. Co-expression values were used to filter human and Drosophila
PPI networks, and only edges with Pearson correlation >=0.2 were
retained. For the yeast network, we used co-localization information
and retained only those PPIs where the subcellular localization of
both proteins is known and the proteins co-localize. We used the
filtered human, Drosophila, and yeast PPI networks as input and ran
CFinder with the default parameters. NetworkBLAST was used to
identify evolutionarily conserved protein complexes by aligning
two networks from different species. NetworkBLAST can be
downloaded (http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~bnet/networkblast.htm)
and implemented locally. We used stringent parameters to align the
human, Drosophila, and yeast networks. The complex density was
set to 0.95 and false negatives to 0.2, 0.2, and 0.1 for the human,
Drosophila, and yeast networks respectively.

3.3 Studying
Enrichment of PTMs
Within a Network
of Protein Complexes

PTMs are mapped via proteins to the human COMPLEAT complex
dataset for enrichment analysis. Each gene product in the protein
complex and PTM datasets is annotated with a unique Entrez gene
identifier. It is critical that each unique gene ID points to a unique
protein sequence (here RefSeq identifiers, Fig. 1). Currently, we
ignore isoform level annotation, because this information across
multiple data types is very sparse (see Note 3). Furthermore, it allows
nonredundant, rapid, and error-free annotation of PTMs across
each protein complex using well-defined lookup tables (Fig. 3).
Protein complex size varies considerably, both in number of
unique protein subunits and total protein content. It was therefore
necessary to assess the enrichment of PTMs within the network
over a null PTM distribution randomized model. Random protein
complex dataset generation was untaken via PTM annotation permutation performed at the protein level, keeping all modifications
across an identifier linked when shuffled. Annotation permutation
was performed within 16 individual bins of approximately equal
size; each bin contained proteins within the same size and complex
dataset frequency quartiles to account for slight correlations
observed in the dataset characterization. One hundred annotation
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Fig. 3 Identifying highly modified protein complexes in comparison to protein complex data with randomized
protein annotation. In the middle panel, 1 % outliers of the distribution are color coded in red. For any given
modification, these are typically hundreds of human complexes that are highly modified and can support
hypothesis generation

randomized datasets were collated and the data distribution for
each modification ascertained, giving an indication of what modification levels would be across complexes by random chance. To
visualize highly modified complexes, the total modification across
a complex was plotted against the median modification per subunit
and overlaid on the randomized dataset distribution (Fig. 3). As
such, 1 % outliers of the distribution are identified as highly modified complexes and can either provide a basis for specific hypothesis
driven experimentation on selected complexes or guide systematic
functional prioritization, e.g., though GO enrichment analysis.
3.4 GO Analysis
of Enriched Complexes

GO functional analysis was undertaken using the ConsensusPathPD
overrepresentation analysis tool [17] using gene ontology level
four categories for both biological processes and molecular
functions (p-value cutoff, 0.05). Only protein identifiers present in
complexes that were enriched for the designated PTMs alone were
taken forward to the GO analysis, using a background dataset consisting of all identifiers found in the protein complex interaction
dataset. Using this simple approach, we obtained a first look at the
pathways and processes specifically enriched in a group of protein
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complexes. In particular this analysis can highlight overarching
functional distinctions between datasets, either between different
PTMs [32], or it can be extended to comparative analysis of different stimuli, time points, or cell types. In general, p-values and distinct input lists at varying enrichment cutoffs can be used to filter
results and observe GO enrichment. However, this relatively simplistic approach to assigning confidence does not always help to
identify the most biologically relevant and novel findings from
typically very long lists of enriched GO terms.
3.5 COMPLEAT
Analysis of PTMs
to Identify Complexes

Though GO and pathway annotations are extremely useful, there is
a need to broaden the data analyses from a different perspective. For
example, recent PTM datasets are being generated under different
conditions and/or time points with the objective of capturing the
dynamics of biological systems [27, 28, 45]. As a result, common
challenges in analyzing PTM datasets are to distinguish signal from
noise, place results in a functional context, and prioritize a subset of
candidates for further validation. Several enrichment analysis methods, including GO, pathway, and gene set-based enrichment analyses, have been developed to help address these needs. For PTM
data, protein complex-based analysis is more appropriate since protein complexes are the functional units of proteome organization
and their dynamic assembly is fundamental in bringing about differences in cellular responses to different internal and external cues.
Protein complex-based analysis could also address another limitation of the existing gene set annotations, which tend to be either too
specific or too broad. In order to understand how PTMs responded
at a systems level, we must be able to visualize and study the dynamics of protein complexes and cellular networks. COMPLEAT analysis was developed to address these issues.
COMPLEAT analysis is a four-step procedure that can be
performed via a web-based interface at http://www.flyrnai.org/
compleat. (1) Upload your data from a tab-delimited input file, (2)
choose the organism, (3) press submit and run the program, and
(4) obtain the output as graphical representation and as table view
using the menu. P-value and score can be adjusted to obtain results
at user-defined cutoff and redundant complexes can be masked by
enabling “hide redundant.” Example files, a YouTube demo clip
and a FAQ section, are available at the site.
A gene or protein list with mapped PTMs can be used as input.
The tool can handle multiple identifiers as input including Entrez
gene ID, gene symbol, and Uniprot ID. In addition to the gene
identifier, the tool also requires a weight for each gene/protein. This
could be a discrete value (“1” if there is PTM observed for given
proteins or “0” if no PTM) or continuous values (e.g., number of
PTMs observed in a protein or a confidence score pertaining to the
observed PTMs). To find enriched complexes, i.e., complexes that
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have protein members overrepresented in the PTM-
input data,
COMPLEAT maps the input values to each complex using gene or
protein identifier and computes a score and p-value. The score corresponds to the interquartile mean (IQM) of the input values for all
members mapped to the complex. To compute a p-value of a given
complex size n, COMPLEAT generates 1000 randomized protein
complexes with size n and computes the random distribution of
IQMs. This is modeled as probability density distribution and used
to compute the p-value of the given complex [22]. The results are
visualized as an interactive scatter plot. Using the interactive scatter
plot, users can select complexes of interest (based on complex score
or p-value), and network illustrations of the selected complexes are
displayed using Cytoscape Web.
In addition to analyzing a single PTM dataset, users can compare multiple PTM datasets generated under different conditions
or time points. Such comparative analysis could help to understand
how PTMs responded at a systems level and we must be able to
visualize and study the dynamics of protein complexes and cellular
networks.
3.6 Delving Deeper
into the PTM Data:
Distribution of PTMs
Across Individual
Protein Subunits

Having observed enrichment of the PTM signal across the protein
complexes, we can then see whether signal enrichment can be
observed at a more detailed level of individual complex subunits.
Recent approaches have used protein structures to observe clustering of PTMs within three-dimensional space; however, these are
necessarily restricted to the limited 3D structure models available.
To study all proteins in the dataset, we undertook a simpler approach
of scanning across the linear protein sequence in windows of 20AAs
to ascertain whether PTM enrichment could be observed from this
more detailed viewpoint (Fig. 4). To obtain local maxima of PTM
density, 20AA windows are calculated with 10AA overlap to be able
to ascertain the maximum PTM density over any given sequence
space. PTM peaks can be further characterized in detail through
comparison with protein sequence-based annotations such as amino
acid content, disorder prediction (e.g., using Iupred disorder prediction software, http://iupred.enzim.hu/), and protein domains
(e.g., from interpro, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/). Using this
approach regions of particularly high PTM density, termed PTMi
spots [32], were identified in hundreds of human proteins. PTMi
spots represent very dense modification patterns in disordered protein regions and may be important for PTM crosstalk. PTMi spots
showed an equally high mutation rate as functional protein domains
in cancer, inferring equivocal importance for cellular functioning
[32]. Understanding PTM enrichment in the context of surrounding protein features provides a greater depth of understanding and
can lead directly to hypothesis driven experimentation.
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Fig. 4 Identifying PTMi spots through scanning across the linear protein sequence in windows of 20AAs

4 Notes
1. Only one RefSeq identifier per Entrez gene identifier is taken
further, as protein interaction networks typically refer to one
protein per GeneID. In special cases, if the modifications map
to several Entrez gene identifiers, they are collapsed. For example, histones are represented by multiple unique Entrez gene
identifiers, so to be able to assign PTMs to a specific Entrez
gene identifier, the most highly annotated GeneID and associated RefSeq are taken forward to the final table.
2. Please be aware that post-translational modification data grow
at an enormous rate. Therefore, datasets have to be assembled
frequently for up to date analyses.
3. This protocol tries to circumvent the problem of different
splice isoforms in the analyses by using the form that is most
highly modified by PTMs. However, even though interaction
networks are currently not isoform specific, they typically refer
to a reference protein isoform via an Entrez gene identifier. It
is also important to note that protein interactions will vary
substantially between isoforms of the same protein [46].
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Chapter 16
iPTMnet: Integrative Bioinformatics for Studying PTM
Networks
Karen E. Ross, Hongzhan Huang, Jia Ren, Cecilia N. Arighi, Gang Li,
Catalina O. Tudor, Mengxi Lv, Jung-Youn Lee, Sheng-Chih Chen,
K. Vijay-Shanker, and Cathy H. Wu
Abstract
Protein post-translational modification (PTM) is an essential cellular regulatory mechanism, and disruptions in PTM have been implicated in disease. PTMs are an active area of study in many fields, leading to
a wealth of PTM information in the scientific literature. There is a need for user-friendly bioinformatics
resources that capture PTM information from the literature and support analyses of PTMs and their functional consequences. This chapter describes the use of iPTMnet (http://proteininformationresource.org/
iPTMnet/), a resource that integrates PTM information from text mining, curated databases, and ontologies and provides visualization tools for exploring PTM networks, PTM crosstalk, and PTM conservation
across species. We present several PTM-related queries and demonstrate how they can be addressed using
iPTMnet.
Key words Post-translational modification, Phosphorylation, Acetylation, Text mining, Protein-
protein interaction, Protein ontology, Database, PTM crosstalk

1 Introduction
Post-translational modification (PTM) is a major mechanism by
which the cell regulates the biological activity of proteins. PTMs,
such as phosphorylation, acetylation, and ubiquitination, have a
broad range of effects, altering protein stability, enzymatic activity,
subcellular localization, and interactions. Coordination of multiple
PTMs at the same site or at multiple sites on a protein affords
another layer of complexity, giving the cell exquisite control over
protein function [1]. Abnormalities in PTM have been implicated
in many diseases, and modulation of PTM is being actively pursued
as a therapeutic strategy. A growing number of kinase inhibitors
are being used to treat cancer as well as inflammatory and autoimmune diseases [2]. Histone deacetylase inhibitors are also showing
promise in cancer treatment [3].
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_16, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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Because of the extent and importance of PTM events in the cell,
researchers from many fields are often confronted by PTM-related
questions, from simple questions such as “What are the substrates of
this kinase?” and “Which sites are acetylated in this protein?” to more
complex queries such as “How does this PTM interact with other
PTMs in the same protein?”, “What are the functional consequences
of this PTM event?”, and “Which of these PTM events that have
been observed in mouse are likely to also occur in humans?” The
ultimate resource for answering these questions is the scientific literature; however, it can be overwhelming. A PubMed search for “phosphorylation” returns >250,000 articles; a search for “acetylation”
returns nearly 30,000. Several efforts are underway to summarize
this information in bioinformatics databases for easy consumption by
biologists. Resources such as UniProtKB [4], PhosphoSitePlus [5],
and Phospho.ELM [6] provide high-quality PTM information manually curated from the literature. However, manual curation is timeand labor-intensive, making it nearly impossible to keep up with the
vast body of PTM literature. The use of automated text mining tools
to capture PTM information from the literature is a promising
approach to supplement the work of human curators.
We have developed iPTMnet (http://proteininformationresource.org/iPTMnet/), a user-friendly web resource that integrates text-mined information with information from curated
databases to provide a detailed, current picture of PTM events.
iPTMnet includes automated results from two text mining tools—
RLIMS-P, which identifies mentions of kinases, substrates, and
phosphorylation sites in text [7], and eFIP, which identifies mentions of phosphorylation-dependent protein-protein interactions
(PPIs) [8]. The system incorporates PTM databases that specialize
in different organisms, including mammals, plants, and yeast (see
Note 1). With an emphasis on PTM relationships, including
enzyme-substrate relationships and PTM-dependent PPIs, iPTMnet offers a user-customizable PTM network view. Furthermore,
iPTMnet uses the Protein Ontology (PRO, see Note 2) [9] to
represent combinatorial PTM forms (proteoforms, see Note 3) and
orthologous relationships between PTM proteins in different
organisms to support studies of PTM conservation across species
and PTM crosstalk. Here we describe the use of iPTMnet to answer
a variety of PTM-related biological questions (see Note 4).

2 Methods
2.1 Browsing
in iPTMnet. Example:
Overview of Plant
Kinase Information

The iPTMnet Browse feature provides a general overview of PTMs
and/or PTM enzymes in organisms of interest. To explore information about plant kinases:
1. Go to the iPTMnet home page at http://proteininformationresource.org/iPTMnet/ and click “Browse” (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Menu selections for browsing plant kinases in iPTMnet

2. The panel on the left side of the page allows you to select
individual organisms (e.g., Maize) or groups of organisms (e.g.,
Plant). For this example, select “Plant.” Output can be further
filtered using the two menus—PTM type and Has Role—
located directly below the orange “Browse” button. To display
kinases, select “Phosphorylation” from the PTM type menu and
“Enzyme” from the Has Role menu. Click “Browse” (Fig. 1).
3. Results are displayed in a table with nine columns (Fig. 2). The
first column shows the iPTMnet identifier. Clicking here will
take you to the iPTMnet entry page for the protein (see
Subheading 2.2). Clickable links to the iProClass, UniProt,
and PRO pages for the protein are also provided. The next
columns display the protein name, gene names, and organism.
Reviewing the organism column reveals that most of the results
(34/36) are proteins from Arabidopsis. The remaining two are
from maize. The Substrate Role column displays a green check
mark if the protein has known PTM sites and lists the number
of known PTM enzymes, if any. Thirty-one out of the 36 plant
kinases undergo PTM themselves (i.e., they have at least one
PTM site); however, a PTM enzyme is known in only 17 of
those cases. The Enzyme Role column displays a green check
mark if the protein is a PTM enzyme, followed by the number
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Fig. 2 Table of results of browsing plant kinases in iPTMnet. Users can select rows in the table and download
the PTM information in tab-delimited format for viewing in a spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel

of known substrates. Because we filtered the list for proteins
with kinase activity, every result has a green check mark in this
column. The final three columns display the number of PTM-
dependent PPIs automatically identified by eFIP, the number
of PTM sites, and the number of isoforms for the protein. The
numbers in the last five columns of the table are clickable links
to the relevant sections of the protein entry page.
4. You can select results to download or display in a network view
(see below) by checking the box to the left of the iPTMnet
identifier (Fig. 2).
2.2 Basic Exploration
of a PTM Network.
Example: Arabidopsis
Mitogen-Activated
Protein Kinase 6
(MPK6)

The iPTMnet protein entry pages are organized into several tables
that provide information about PTM sites, PTM enzymes, proteoforms, and PTM-dependent PPIs for the selected protein. If the
protein is itself a PTM enzyme, information about its substrates is
also given. Users can access two visualization options from the
entry pages: (1) a Cytoscape network view of the PTM relationships and (2) a multiple sequence alignment view that shows an
alignment of proteoforms of the selected protein as well as orthologous proteins from other organisms with PTM sites highlighted (see
Subheadings 2.5 and 2.6). We will illustrate how the protein entry
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Fig. 3 (a) The iPTMnet protein search interface. Settings for searching for MPK6 kinase in Arabidopsis are
shown. (b) Results page for the search shown in (a). (c) Top portion of the iPTMnet entry page for Arabidopsis
MPK6. The link to the Cytoscape network view for this protein is outlined in the green box

page can be used to answer PTM-related questions about a protein
of interest using Arabidopsis MPK6 as an example. MPK6 is a
MAPK, one of the terminal kinases in the MAPK signaling cascade,
and plays a key role in the response to pathogens [10]. In general,
MAPKs are activated via phosphorylation by upstream kinases.
Therefore, we would expect MPK6 to be a phosphoprotein as well.
2.2.1 Is MPK6
a Phosphoprotein? If So,
What Sites Is It
Phosphorylated on? What
Phosphorylated
Proteoforms of MPK6
Are Known?

1. In the section labeled “Search for Protein in the iPTMnet
Database” on the iPTMnet home page (http://proteininformationresource.org/iPTMnet/), enter MPK6 in the search
box (Fig. 3a). Because we are interested in Arabidopsis MPK6,
select A. thaliana from the “Restrict by Organism” menu, and
click Submit.
2. Search results are displayed on a new page with the search term
highlighted in yellow (Fig. 3b). The columns in the search
results table are the same as in the browse results table described
above. In this case, only one iPTMnet entry, our desired protein Arabidopsis MPK6, matches the search criteria. Click on
the iPTMnet ID to go to the entry page (Fig. 3c).
3. To view information about PTM sites in MPK6, click on
“Q39026 (MPK6) as Substrate” in the gray “Display” box in
the upper left corner of the page (Fig. 4a). This will bring the
substrate table to the top of the browser window (Fig. 4b).
The table has five columns: Site, PTM Type, PTM Enzyme,
Source, and PMID. We can see that MPK6 is indeed a phosphoprotein. It has four phosphorylation sites at S215, T221,
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Fig. 4 Parts of the iPTMnet entry page for Arabidopsis MPK6. (a) The Display panel with links to the various tables
on the entry page. Links to the MPK6 as Substrate table shown in (b) and the Proteoforms table shown in (c) are
indicated by the red circles. (b) The MPK6 as Substrate table, which shows information about PTM sites on
MPK6. (c) Proteoforms table, which shows PTM proteoforms of MPK6 that have been curated in PRO. Clicking
on links in the PMID column (red circle) will display the PubMed abstracts of articles used as evidence for the
PRO terms. From there, users can navigate to the full-text articles, if available, using the PubMed interface. An
evidence sentence taken from the Results section of PMID:10713056 is shown in the blue box

Y223, and T226. The PTM enzyme is not known for any of
these sites. We can view the information in its source database
or view the associated literature citations, by clicking on the
links in the Source and PMID columns, respectively.
4. To view proteoforms of MPK6, click on “Proteoforms” in the
“Display” box (Fig. 4c). The Proteoform table lists the proteoform ID, the site and type of modification, the modifying
enzymes if known, source, and literature reference. One
MPK6 proteoform has been described: MPK6/Phos:1
(PR:000028874), which is doubly phosphorylated on T221
and Y223, two of the sites listed in the Substrate table.
Inspection of the Results section of one of the literature references by clicking on its PMID, 10713056, and then navigating
to the full-text article via PubMed indicates that this proteoform is the active form of MPK6 [11].
2.2.2 What Are
the Substrates of MPK6?

To view substrates of MPK6, click on “Q39026 (MPK6) as PTM
Enzyme” in the “Display” box. The PTM enzyme table has two
tabs. The first tab “Protein as Phosphorylation Enzyme” (Fig. 5a)
shows all substrates of MPK6 in cases where the relevant MPK6
proteoform is not reported; the second tab “Proteoform as
Phosphorylation Enzyme” (Fig. 5b) shows the substrates of specific proteoforms of MPK6. The “Protein as Phosphorylation
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Fig. 5 The MPK6 as PTM enzyme table for Arabidopsis MPK6. The table has two tabs. The first tab (a) shows
substrate and site information for MPK6 in general. The second tab (b) shows substrate and site information
for a phosphorylated proteoform of MPK6 (At-MPK6/Phos:1, PR:000028874)

Enzyme” table lists the ID of the substrate, the site, the source
database, and literature references (see Note 5). Each substrate-site
pair is listed in its own row. Thus, the first and second rows of the
table indicate that MPK6 phosphorylates the substrate ZAP6 on
S8 and S223, respectively. Overall, there are seven substrates, and
ten substrate-site pairs listed. The “Proteoform as Phosphorylation
Enzyme” table lists the ID of the modified proteoform, the modification sites, and the ID of the MPK6 proteoform that is acting as
the PTM enzyme as well as source information and references. In
this table we see that the doubly phosphorylated activated form of
MPK6 (MPK6/Phos:1, PR:000028874) phosphorylates one or
more sites on five different proteins (see Note 6).
2.2.3 Visualization
of the MPK6
Phosphorylation Network

For a network view of MPK6 relationships, click on the Cytoscape
View icon at the top right of the page in the Protein Information
section (green box in Fig. 3c). The network will be displayed in a
new tab/window (Fig. 6). Click on “LEGEND” in the upper left
corner of the window to display an explanation of the node and
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Fig. 6 Cytoscape network view for Arabidopsis MPK6. Kinases are pink, pentagonal nodes; proteins, sites, and
proteoforms are gray circles. Gray edges connect sites to their corresponding proteins and proteoforms. Pink
edges connect kinases to the sites they phosphorylate. MPK6 itself is outlined in blue

edge style. PTM enzyme nodes are pentagons and substrates and
sites are circles. PTM-enzyme → site, PTM-enzyme → proteoform
and site → substrate edges are shown. The color of the PTMenzyme nodes and PTM-enzyme → site/proteoform edges indicates the PTM type (e.g., pink represents phosphorylation).
2.3 PMID-Centric
Searching in iPTMnet

iPTMnet also allows users to search for a PMID of interest and
view a summary of all PTM information in iPTMnet associated
with that PMID.
1. From the iPTMnet home page, select “PMID” from the pull-
down menu to the left of the “Search for Proteins in iPTMnet
Database” panel. Enter a PMID of your choice, for example,
15696159, and click Submit (Fig. 7a).
2. Inspect the results page. The page shows the PMID, title, and
abstract of the article (Fig. 7b), followed by several tables of
PTM information (Fig. 7c–f). The selection of tables that is
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Fig. 7 PMID-centric view in iPTMnet. Searching for PMID:15696159 (a) opens the PMID:15696159 entry page,
which displays the title and abstract of the article (b) as well as several tables of iPTMnet information associated with the article: a PTM enzyme-substrate table (c), a proteoform table (d), a proteoform-PPI table showing
curated phosphorylation-dependent PPIs from PRO (e), and a PTM-dependent PPI table showing
phosphorylation-dependent PPIs automatically extracted by eFIP (f)

displayed will depend on the PTM information in the article.
In this case, there are four tables:
Enzyme-substrate table (Fig. 7c): This table summarizes the
PTM enzyme, substrate, and site information in iPTMnet for
which the article is cited as evidence. We can see that this article described phosphorylation of ABL1 and 14-3-3 proteins
(YWHAB and YWHAZ). In two cases (YWHAB pS186 and
YWHAZ pS184), the kinase, MAPK8, is also provided.
Proteoform table (Fig. 7d): This table displays the proteoforms
curated by PRO based on the article. Two of the substrate-site
pairs shown in the first table have been curated by PRO: ABL1
pT735 (PR:000044506) and 14-3-3 protein zeta/delta
(YWHAZ) pS184 (PR:000044508).
Proteoform PPIs (Fig. 7e): This table shows the phosphorylation-
dependent PPIs that have been curated by PRO based on
the article. For example, the tyrosine-phosphorylated form of
ABL1 (PR:0000544506) interacts with YWHAZ.
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PTM-dependent PPI (Fig. 7f): This table displays phosphorylation-dependent PPIs automatically extracted from the article
by the text mining tool, eFIP. In this case, eFIP detected an
interaction between phosphorylated ABL1 and the 14-3-3
family member, YWHAQ.
2.4 Construction
and Analysis of More
Complex PTM
Networks. Example:
Tyrosine
Phosphorylation
of Beta-Catenin
(CTNNB1)
During Mitosis

Users can construct networks based on multiple iPTMnet entry
pages in order to address more complex scientific questions as
shown in the following example involving beta-catenin (CTNNB1).
CTNNB1 functions as an adhesion molecule as part of the adherens junction at the cell membrane and as a transcriptional co-
regulator in the nucleus. The distribution of CTNNB1 between
the membrane-associated and nuclear pools and CTNNB1 stability
are regulated by a complex interplay of multiple PTMs. Tyrosine
phosphorylation of CTNNB1, which occurs on several residues, is
generally associated with CTNNB1 dissociation from the membrane, increased stability, and increased transcriptional activity
[12]. It has been reported that CTNNB1 tyrosine phosphorylation decreases during mitosis [13]. It is plausible that this decrease
is due to regulation of one or more of the CTNNB1 tyrosine
kinases by the mitotic kinase CDK1. We can use iPTMnet to identify tyrosine kinases that phosphorylate CTNNB1 that are in turn
phosphorylated by CDK1:
1. Search for the CTNNB1 entry page in iPTMnet as in step 1 of
Subheading 2.2.1. Enter “CTNNB1” in the search box and
select human as the organism. You will see one search result;
click on its iPTMnet ID (iPTM:P35222/CTNB1_HUMAN)
to go to the entry page.
2. Go to the “P35222 (CTNNB1) as Substrate” table. Because
we are interested in CTNNB1 tyrosine phosphorylation, use
the pull-down menu in the Site column to select “All Tyrosine”
and the pull-down menu in the PTM type column to select
“Phosphorylation.” This will filter the table to show only tyrosine phosphorylation events (Fig. 8).
3. Next, we will build a custom network view that only displays
the kinase-site relations for the tyrosine phosphorylation sites.
For each site that has a known kinase, there is a check box to
the left of the site column (Fig. 8, red arrow). Click on all of
the check boxes in the filtered Substrate table. As you click on
each one, the substrate ID, site, and kinase ID will appear in
the gray Cytoscape View panel on the left. Click on the submit
button at the bottom of the Cytoscape View panel (Fig. 8,
green rectangle). The network will be displayed in a new tab/
window. You can manually position the nodes by clicking and
dragging to make a concentric layout with CTNNB1 in the
center, its tyrosine phosphorylation sites in the inner ring, and
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Fig. 8 Portion of the human CTNNB1 entry page illustrating how to construct a custom Cytoscape network view
of tyrosine phosphorylation of CTNNB1. The right side of the figure shows the settings for filtering the CTNNB1
as substrate table to show only tyrosine phosphorylation sites. Clicking the checkboxes next to the tyrosine
sites (red arrow) adds these relations to the custom Cytoscape View panel (left). Clicking on the Submit button
(outlined in green) will display the network

the kinases in the outer ring (Fig. 9). The network shows seven
CTNNB1 tyrosine phosphorylation sites (Y64, Y86, Y142,
Y331, Y333, Y489, Y654) that are phosphorylated by ten
kinases (EGFR, FLT3, FYN, FGFR2, FGFR3, PTK6, CSK,
SRC, NTRK1, and ABL1; the “h” preceding each kinase name
in the Cytoscape network indicates that they are from human).
4. The next step is to determine which of these tyrosine kinases is
a substrate of the mitotic kinase CDK1. Return to the tab/
window displaying the CTNNB1 entry page. Do not clear the
Cytoscape View panel. Click on the iPTMnet logo in the upper
left corner of the page to go to the home page. Search for
CDK1 in human as you did for CTNNB1 in step 1 of this
Subheading. Click on the search result (iPTM:P06493/
CDK1_HUMAN) to go to the human CDK1 entry page.
5. Go to the “P06493 (CDK1) as PTM Enzyme” table. Enter the
first CTNNB1 tyrosine kinase from step 3 (EGFR) into the
search box in the upper right corner of the table (Fig. 10a). The
table will display only one row, which indicates that EGFR S1026
is phosphorylated by CDK1. Check the box to the left of the
site column to add this relation to the custom Cytoscape view.
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Fig. 9 Cytoscape view of tyrosine phosphorylation of CTNNB1. Kinases are pink,
pentagonal nodes; CTNNB1 and its phosphorylation sites are gray circles. Gray
edges connect sites to CTNNB1. Pink edges connect kinases to the sites they
phosphorylate

The Cytoscape panel should still be displaying the CTNNB1
kinase-substrate relations added in step 3. Next, search for the
second kinase, FLT3, in the table. iPTMnet does not have any
information about CDK1 phosphorylation of FLT3, so the
search returns, “No matching records found” (Fig. 10b). Con
tinue to search for the remaining nine kinases. Of these kinases,
only one (ABL1) is a CDK1 substrate; add this relation to
the Cytoscape view. Finally, click on the submit button in the
Cytoscape View panel to see the network.
6. You can manually position the nodes to create the arrangement shown in Fig. 11. The gray outline shows the CDK1
relations that were added to the network. From this analysis,
we can conclude that CDK1 may regulate EGFR through
phosphorylation on S1026 and ABL through phosphorylation
on S569, which, in turn, could affect CTNNB1 phosphorylation on Y86, Y142, Y489, and Y654. To test the hypothesis
that CDK1 is negatively regulating CTNNB1 phosphorylation
via EGFR and/or ABL, the next step would be to check the
literature references for the CDK1-EGFR and CDK1-ABL
kinase-substrate relations to see what effect CDK1 phosphorylation has on EGFR and ABL activity.
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Fig. 10 Views of the human CDK1 as PTM Enzyme table, illustrating how to search for particular substrates of
interest. Searching the table for EGFR (a) returns one result, indicating that CDK1 phosphorylates EGFR on one
site (S1026). Searching for FLT3 (b) returns no results, indicating that iPTMnet does not have any information
about FLT3 phosphorylation by CDK1

Fig. 11 Cytoscape network view showing potential regulation of CTNNB1 tyrosine phosphorylation by CDK1.
The CTNNB1 tyrosine phosphorylation network is shown as in Fig. 9. In addition, phosphorylation of CTNNB1
tyrosine kinases by CDK1 is shown (gray outline). Kinases are pink, pentagonal nodes; other proteins and their
phosphorylation sites are gray circles. Gray edges connect sites to their corresponding proteins. Pink edges
connect kinases to the sites they phosphorylate
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2.5 Analysis of PTM
Crosstalk in iPTMnet.
Example: TP53
and EP300

PTM crosstalk is the influence of one PTM on other PTMs of the
same substrate protein. Crosstalk can involve direct competition
between two PTMs for a single site, or it can occur when PTM at
one site enhances or inhibits binding of PTM enzymes, thereby
influencing PTM at a second site. iPTMnet can be used to explore
both of these types of crosstalk. To facilitate identification of cases
where two PTMs compete for the same site, sites that undergo
multiple types of PTM are highlighted in a special dark yellow
color in the iPTMnet sequence view. To identify potential crosstalk
among multiple sites in a protein, we can take advantage of the
integration of PTM-dependent PPI and PTM-enzyme-substrate
information in iPTMnet. Specifically, we can find cases where a
PTM enzyme is involved in a PTM-dependent PPI with a protein
via one modification site and also modifies a second site on the
same protein. Although the existence of these multiple relations
does not definitively show that PTM crosstalk is occurring, it pinpoints interesting candidates for further study. In this Subheading,
we will illustrate how to use iPTMnet to explore PTM crosstalk
using the tumor suppressor protein TP53 and the acetyltransferase
EP300 as examples.

2.5.1 PTM Crosstalk I:
Exploring Sites
with Multiple Possible
Modifications

1. Using a similar procedure to steps 1 and 2 of Subheading
2.2.1, go to the iPTMnet entry page for human TP53. Enter
“TP53” in the search box and select human from the Restrict
by Organism menu.
2. Look at the Interactive Sequence View Panel. It may take a few
extra seconds to load. You will see a “zoomed-out” view of the
human TP53 protein sequence. Only the modified residues are
shown, highlighted in different colors. The color of the highlighting indicates the type of modification: pink is phosphorylation, light blue is methylation, dark blue is acetylation, and
dark yellow is multiple modifications. You can scroll through
the sequence using the horizontal scroll bar.
3. Click on the magnifying glass in the upper right corner of the
panel. Now you will see a “zoomed-in” view of the sequence
that displays all residues. The modified residues are still highlighted as before and you can scroll through the sequence
using the horizontal scroll bar (Fig. 12a). Clicking on the magnifying glass again will return you to the “zoomed-out” view.
4. Moving the mouse over a highlighted residue in either the
“zoomed-out” or “zoomed-in” view will open a box with infor
mation about the modification, including modification type,
PTM enzyme (if known), evidence source, and literature references. To examine this information for a multiply modified site
that may serve a point of PTM crosstalk, mouse over the dark
yellow highlighted serine residue at position 149 (Fig. 12a).
The box reveals that this site is both phosphorylated by casein
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Fig. 12 PTM crosstalk involving human TP53 and EP300. (a) Interactive sequence view panel on the human
TP53 entry page. Modified sites are highlighted (pink, phosphorylation; light blue, methylation; dark blue,
acetylation; dark yellow, multiple modifications). Mousing-over a modified site (e.g., S149) pops up a window
with more information about the modification. Clicking on the magnifying glass (red circle) toggles between a
zoomed-out and zoomed-in view of the sequence. The zoomed-in view is shown. (b) Display Options panel in
the Cytoscape network view window showing network style parameters that can be set by the user. The menu
for changing the network layout is indicated in the red rectangle. (c) Cytoscape network view showing PTMdependent PPIs (green edges) and PTM enzyme-site (purple edges) relations for human EP300. The arrows
indicate proteins that are involved in phosphorylation-dependent PPIs with EP300 and are also acetylated by
EP300. PTM enzymes are pentagonal nodes (pink, kinases; purple, acetylases). Other proteins and sites are
gray circles. Gray edges connect sites to their corresponding proteins; pink edges indicate phosphorylation;
purple edges indicate acetylation; and green edges indicate phosphorylation-dependent PPIs

kinase II (CSNK2A1) and glycosylated. Click on the PMIDs
to view the evidence for these modifications and learn more
about how they may interact.
2.5.2 PTM Crosstalk II:
Exploring Crosstalk
Among Multiple Residues

1. Using a similar procedure to steps 1 and 2 of Subheading
2.2.1, go to the iPTMnet entry page for the human acetyltransferase EP300. Enter “EP300” in the search box and select
human from the Restrict by Organism menu. Click on the
search result (iPTM:Q09472/ EP300_HUMAN) to go to the
entry page.
2. Inspect the “Q09472 (EP300) as PTM Enzyme” table to view
substrates/sites that are acetylated by EP300. One of the substrates listed is TP53, which is acetylated by EP300 on K382.
Another, STAT3, is acetylated on K685.
3. Next, inspect the PTM-dependent PPI table (the last table on
the entry page). You will see that EP300 (the interactant) participates in several PTM-dependent PPIs, including one with
TP53 phosphorylated on T18 or S20. Thus, EP300 participates in a PTM-dependent PPI with TP53 and also acetylates
TP53, raising the possibility that there is crosstalk between
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these two modifications. To learn more about the nature of
this potential crosstalk, click on the PMID for the TP53-EP300
interaction (PMID:11258706) and review the abstract. The
abstract states that phosphorylation of EP300 on T18 and S20
enhances EP300 binding, suggesting that phosphorylation of
TP53 on T18 and S20 may lead to increased acetylation
at K382 by EP300. Similarly, EP300 participates in PTMdependent PPI with STAT3 phosphorylated on S727. Since
STAT3 is also acetylated by EP300, there is also possible crosstalk between these modifications.
4. This analysis can also be performed using the Cytoscape network view. To create the view, first click on “Clear” in the
Cytoscape View panel to remove any previous selections. Next,
go to the “Q09472 (EP300) as PTM Enzyme” table and click
the checkboxes next to each EP300 substrate/site pair. These
relations should appear in the Cytoscape View panel. Then, go
to the PTM-dependent PPI table and click on all of the checkboxes to add these relations to the network view. Click on
“Submit” in the Cytoscape View panel, which will display the
network in a new tab. To more easily identify cases where proteins participate in multiple types of relations with EP300 (i.e.,
PTM-enzyme-site and PTM-dependent PPI), open the Display
Options menu and select “Hierarchical” from the Layout
menu (Fig. 12b). Inspect the network (Fig. 12c). You should
see that TP53 has three modification sites that are involved in
relations with EP300: two phosphorylation sites (T18 and
S20) that participate PTM-dependent PPIs (green edges) and
one site (K382) that is acetylated. STAT3 has two sites involved
in relations with EP300: one phosphorylation site (S727) that
participates in a PTM-dependent PPI and one acetylation site
(K685). The other proteins in the network are involved
in either PTM-dependent PPI or acetylation relations with
EP300, but not both.
2.6 Exploration
of Cross-Species
Conservation of PTMs
in iPTMnet. Example:
BCL2 in Human,
Mouse, and Rat

The iPTMnet Interactive Sequence Alignment view provides a
convenient interface for comparing PTM proteoforms within and
across species. The view uses the PRO hierarchy to identify related
sequences to align. Experimentally observed PTM sites in each
sequence are highlighted in color. If the modifiable residue is conserved in other sequences in the alignment, it is highlighted in
gray. Users can select which sequences and/or PTMs to show in
the alignment. We will use the iPTMnet sequence alignment view
to compare phosphorylation of the anti-apoptotic and cell cycle
inhibitory protein BCL2 in human, mouse, and rat:
1. Go to the iPTMnet entry page for human BCL2 (P10415).
2. In the upper right corner of the Interactive Sequence View
panel, click on “Select/align proteoforms across species”.
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Fig. 13 (a) Multiple sequence alignment view for BCL2. Phosphorylated sites are indicated in pink; conserved
phosphorylation sites are indicated in gray. The zoomed-out sequence is shown. On the left, the tree view for
selecting sequences to include in the alignment is shown. (B) Zoomed-in multiple sequence alignment view for
three selected BCL2 sequences: human (hBCL2), rat (rBCL2), and mouse (mBCL2)

The alignment will open in a new tab (Fig. 13a). Nine
sequences are shown by default. The first four sequences are
BCL2 orthologs from different species (human/hBCL2, rat/
rBCL2, chicken/chick-BCL2, and mouse/mBLC2). Human
BCL2 has eight phosphorylation sites (highlighted in pink)
and one ubiquitination site (highlighted in dark blue). One
human phosphorylation site, Y9, is conserved in mouse, rat,
and chicken (as indicated by the gray highlighting) but has not
been experimentally shown to be phosphorylated in these
organisms. Another site, S70, has been shown to be phosphorylated in human, mouse, and rat, but is not conserved in
chicken. The remaining sequences are proteoforms of BCL2
(four human and one mouse) with experimentally observed
combinations of phosphorylation sites. For example, hBCL2/
iso:1/Phos:3 (PR:000027463) is phosphorylated on three of
the six possible sites (T69, S70, and S87). hBCL2/iso:1/
Phos:4 (PR:000027465) is phosphorylated on T69 and S87,
but not S70.
3. At the left of the alignment, there is a hierarchical tree view
that lists the sequences shown in the alignment (Fig. 13a). To
more easily compare human, mouse, and rat BCL2, uncheck
all of the sequences in the tree except hBCL2, mBCL2, and
rBCL2 and click on “Align.” Click on the magnifying glass in
the upper right corner of the alignment to see the “zoomedin” view (Fig. 13b). Six of the human phosphorylation sites
(Y9, S24, S69, S70, S87, and Y235) and the ubiquitination site
(K22) are conserved in all three organisms. In addition, S70
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and S87 have been shown to be phosphorylated in all three
organisms. However, the remaining two sites, T56 and T74,
are not conserved in rat or mouse.
4. Mouse-over human T56 and T74 to see the kinase information and references for these sites. T56 is phosphorylated by
MAPK1, MAPK3, MAPK14, and CDK1; T74 is phosphorylated by MAPK1 and MAPK3. Click on the PMIDs to learn
more about the regulation and functional consequences of
these modifications. According to PMID:10669763, phosphorylation of T56, T74, and S87 by MAPK family members
protects BCL2 from degradation, thereby preserving its antiapoptotic activity. S87, which is phosphorylated in human,
mouse, and rat, appears to be the most important site for preventing degradation. Thus, it is possible that this regulatory
mechanism is conserved in mouse and rat and mediated by
phosphorylation S87 only [14]. However, according to
PMID:10766756, phosphorylation of T56 by CDK1 is
required for the cell cycle inhibitory function of BCL2 [15].
Lack of conservation of this site in mouse and rat raises interesting questions about the cell cycle role of BCL2 in these
organisms.

3 Notes
1. The following PTM resources are included in iPTMnet:
(a)	
HPRD: post-translational modifications and enzyme-
substrate relationships for human proteins [16]
(b)	PhosphoSitePlus: expert-curated PTM information including phosphorylation, ubiquitination, acetylation, and methy
lation mainly for human, rat, and mouse proteins [5]
(c)	Phospho.ELM: expert-curated database for phosphorylation sites in animal proteins [6]
(d)	
PhosPhAt: protein phosphorylation sites identified by
mass spectrometry in Arabidopsis thaliana [17]
(e)	P3DB: protein phosphorylation data from multiple plants
derived from large-scale experiments and the literature [18]
(f)	PhosphoGrid: experimentally verified in vivo protein phosphorylation sites in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [19]
(g)	UniProtKB: comprehensive protein database in which the
reviewed section contains expert-annotated information
from the literature, including PTMs [4]
2. PRO provides a structured hierarchical representation of
protein entities and protein complexes [9]. It consists of three
sub-ontologies: ProEvo, for evolutionary relationships among
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proteins; ProForm, for relationships among proteoforms
(see Note 3), including PTM forms of a protein; and ProComp,
for protein complexes. Two features of PRO are particularly
relevant to iPTMnet. First, orthologous proteins can be easily
identified using PRO. In the PRO hierarchy, species-specific
orthologs of a protein are connected by an is_a relation
(parent-
child relationship) to a species-independent term.
Second, PRO terms can be defined for individual PTM proteoforms, including forms with multiple PTMs, and these terms
can be associated with proteoform-specific functional information. For example, the mouse apoptosis regulatory protein
BAD has three phosphorylated proteoforms in PRO involving
different combinations of three sites: S112, S136, and S155.
PR:000026136 is phosphorylated on S136; PR:000026167 is
phosphorylated on S112 and S136; and PR:000026133 is
phosphorylated on S112, S136, and S155. The S112/S136
doubly phosphorylated form (PR:000026167) exhibits a
phosphorylation-dependent decreased interaction with 14-3-3
proteins; this information is included in the term’s annotation.
The relationship among PTM proteoforms of a protein can be
easily seen in the PRO hierarchical structure.
3. Proteoform refers to any of the protein products of a single
gene, including those that arise by genetic mutation, alternative splicing, and post-translational modification [20].
4. The data and screenshots presented in this article were collected from iPTMnet v3.1 in May 2016.
5. The Substrate column of the PTM enzyme page displays the
UniProtKB identifier followed by the gene name in parentheses.
If no gene name is given in the UniProtKB record, then only
the UniProtKB identifier will be displayed. For example,
no gene name is displayed for the MPK6 substrate Q9SJF3
(Fig. 5a) because the UniProtKB record does not provide this
information. On the UniProtKB entry page, the gene is referred
to by its Arabidopsis ordered locus identifier, At5g67300.
6. If the PTM enzyme is listed as MPK6 (with no proteoform
information), it does not imply that the MPK6 is unphosphorylated, just that its phosphorylation status was not assayed
and/or reported. It is possible (and even likely given what we
know about MAPK signaling pathways and MAPK activity)
that MPK6 is phosphorylated on its activating sites in all cases.
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Part IV
Proteomic Bioinformatics

Chapter 17
Protein Identification from Tandem Mass Spectra
by Database Searching
Nathan J. Edwards
Abstract
Protein identification from tandem mass spectra is one of the most versatile and widely used proteomics
workflows, able to identify proteins, characterize post-translational modifications, and provide semiquantitative measurements of relative protein abundance. This manuscript describes the concepts, prerequisites,
and methods required to analyze a tandem mass spectrometry dataset in order to identify its proteins, by
using a tandem mass spectrometry search engine to search protein sequence databases. The discussion
includes instructions for extraction, preparation, and formatting of spectral datafiles, selection of appropriate search parameter settings, and basic interpretation of the results.
Key words Protein identification, MS/MS spectra, Protein sequence databases, Peptide identification, Search engine

1 Introduction
The identification of proteins by tandem mass spectrometry is one
of the most versatile and widely used techniques in mass
spectrometry-based proteomics. It can be applied to purified protein samples containing just a few proteins, or to complex samples
containing many proteins, such as cell lines or clinical tissue samples. Tandem mass spectrometry can be applied without prior
knowledge of the protein content of the analytical sample and can
readily identify proteins, characterize post-translational modifications, and provide semiquantitative measurements of relative protein abundance. Furthermore, the acquisition of tandem mass
spectra by modern mass spectrometers is highly automated, making it possible to conduct high-throughput, comprehensive analyses of complex protein mixtures, generating tens to hundreds of
thousands of tandem mass spectra per sample and facilitating the
characterization of complex proteomes.
The most common application of tandem mass spectrometry
in proteomics workflows seeks to identify the unknown proteins of
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_17, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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an analytical sample. In a workflow called shotgun proteomics, by
analogy with whole genome shotgun sequencing, or bottom-up
proteomics, to contrast with top-down, intact protein analysis, the
sample’s proteins are solubilized and subjected to proteolysis to
produce short peptides, 10–20 amino acids in length, for analysis
by (tandem) mass spectrometry. The resulting peptide mixture is
separated according to the peptides’ physical and chemical properties using liquid chromatography and analyzed by mass spectrometry as they elute off the column. As peptides with similar physical
and chemical properties elute from the column, the mass spectrometer collects survey scans and selects abundant peptide ions
for fragmentation and analysis by tandem mass spectrometry,
resulting in MS/MS or tandem mass spectra. Mass spectrometers
can collect as many as 50 tandem mass spectra after each survey
scan, with each cycle of one survey scan and many tandem mass
spectra taking a few seconds. Over the course of a 2–4 h chromatography gradient, this shotgun/bottom-up proteomics workflow
can collect tens to hundreds of thousands of MS/MS spectra, each
representing a fragmented peptide from the sample’s proteins. The
automated acquisition of tandem mass spectra in conjunction with
liquid chromatography is often shortened to LC-MS/MS.
Computer software called tandem mass spectrometry search
engines analyze shotgun/bottom-up proteomics spectra datasets
to identify the proteins in the sample. These search engines match
the tandem mass spectra with peptide sequences from protein
sequence databases and use the confidently matched peptides to
infer the protein content of the sample. This manuscript describes
the concepts, prerequisites, and methods required to analyze shotgun/bottom-up proteomics datasets using tandem mass spectrometry search engines. The discussion includes instructions for
extraction, preparation, and formatting of spectral datafiles; selection of appropriate search parameter settings; and interpretation of
the results. For more background on these various techniques, we
refer the reader to one of the many excellent reviews [1–7].
This manuscript will focus on the analysis of a typical shotgun/
bottom-up proteomics dataset acquired from a complex protein
mixture for the purposes of protein identification. The various
experimental technologies of mass spectrometry-based proteomics
are constantly changing, with improved instrument resolution,
fragmentation analysis of larger peptides and proteins, new ionization and fragmentation technologies, and novel separation techniques and digest reagents. We will not explicitly discuss these new
technologies, though we expect that this manuscript will provide a
foundation for understanding how software tools might be used
for this data, too.
This manuscript will not directly address the analysis of datasets from proteomics quantitation workflows, except where these
impact the settings used for protein identification from tandem
mass spectra. This manuscript will also not attempt to describe, in
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explicit terms, instructions for any specific search engine, but will
document the concepts and principles behind each of the typical
parameters so that appropriate choices can be made for any search
engine. Finally, we note that we do not address a variety of other
techniques and software tools for protein identification from tandem mass spectra, notably the de novo [8–11] and hybrid sequence
tag [12–14] approaches.

2 Concepts
In order to streamline the description of the methods to follow, we
introduce some important mass spectrometry concepts and terminology that will be used throughout the manuscript.
2.1 Ionization

Mass spectrometry is an analytical technique that measures the
mass of molecules and atoms [15]. The molecules to be analyzed
are transformed into charged, gas-phase ions which can be manipulated and detected by the mass spectrometer. The ionization of
peptides for mass spectrometry is typically carried out using one of
two technologies: electrospray ionization (ESI) or matrix-assisted
laser desorption/ionization (MALDI). Peptides are given charge
during ionization in positive ion mode by protonation, the addition
of one or more protons, with the peptides observed in shotgun/
bottom-up proteomics experiments typically gaining one proton
when subject to MALDI ionization, and one to five protons when
subject to ESI ionization.

2.2 Mass-to-
Charge Ratio

The mass spectrometer’s mass analyzer uses electrical, magnetic, and
RF fields to separate the gas-phase ions in time or space before they
are detected and counted. These fields manipulate the ions based on
their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z value), rather than their mass; therefore, the number of attached protons must be determined before the
mass of an ion can be inferred. The number of protons attached to a
peptide or fragment ion is called its charge state. The x-axis of a mass
spectrum, such as the example in Fig. 1, records observed ions’ m/z
values in atomic mass units, the approximate mass of a hydrogen
atom, or equivalently, that of a proton or a neutron. The mass spectrometry community generally refers to atomic mass units as Daltons
(Da). We point out that the protonation of a peptide affects not only
its m/z value but also its mass, increasing the mass by 1.0078 Da.
Conversion between the molecular weight (m) and the mass-tocharge ratio (m/z) of a positively charged ion in charge-state z+ can
be accomplished using the formula:
m/z =

(m + zmH )
z

(1)

where mH = 1.0078 is the mass of a proton/hydrogen, in Daltons,
to five significant figures.
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Fig. 1 Survey scan (#984) from spectra file raftflow37 from Peptide Atlas dataset raftflow (http://www.peptideatlas.org/repository/; Accession Number PAe000004)
2.3 Ion Counts
and Resolution

Mass spectra are essentially histograms of ion counts, with the y-axis
of a mass spectrum representing the number of ions at a particular
m/z value in arbitrary units, as shown in Fig. 1. The ion counts for
an individual molecular ion are observed at many similar m/z values, generating a characteristic peak shape. A spectrum that samples each ions’ peaks at many similar m/z values is called a profile
spectrum. The ability of a mass spectrometer to distinguish different ions with distinct m/z values, called resolution, depends on
their true m/z values and the width of the peak shape observed in
the profile mass spectrum. Figure 2 shows the peak shapes for peptide ions of AACLLPKLDELRDEGK, demonstrating how the
peaks of individual ions may overlap, or convolve, as they get close
together. Low-resolution instruments may ultimately be unable to
measure the m/z values of individual ions if they get too close, an
effect which has important consequences for determining peptide
ion charge states (see Subheading 2.5) and therefore mass.

2.4 Peak Detection

After acquisition, profile spectra are analyzed using peak detection
algorithms, to obtain centroided spectra, or peak lists, in which each
ion’s peak shape is integrated and summarized by m/z value and
integrated intensity. After centroiding, the peaks of Fig. 2 become
impulses, without shape, and depending on the peak detection
algorithm and instrument resolution, may represent the underlying, convolved peak shapes of peptide ions accurately, or in some
cases, poorly. Figure 3 shows the centroided spectrum result of a
simple apex-based peak detection algorithm applied to each of the
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Fig. 2 Schematic isotope clusters for peptide AACLLPKLDELRDEGK (molecular weight 1769.93 Da), in charge
states 1+, 2+, and 3+, as might be observed in profile spectra from high (top row) and low (bottom row)resolution instruments

profile spectra of Fig. 2. While the low-resolution peak shapes for
charge states 2+ and 3+ in this figure represent the convoluted
shapes of four distinct molecular ions, most peak detection algorithms will output just two or three peaks in this region.
Unsurprisingly, the result of peak detection on the high-resolution
profile spectra captures the peptides’ ions well.
2.5 Isotope Clusters
and Charge State

Peptides, as naturally occurring organic molecules, contain elements such as carbon which sometimes incorporate one or more
extra neutrons in the nucleus. Approximately 1 % of naturally
occurring carbon is observed as the 13C isotope rather than the
more common 12C isotope. When one 13C isotope is present in a
peptide, its molecular mass increases by 1.0025 Da (to 5 s.f). In
any proteomics sample, the masses observed for the many copies of
a particular peptide are probabilistically distributed among those
with no 13C isotopes, exactly one 13C isotope, exactly two 13C
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Fig. 3 Schematic isotope clusters for peptide AACLLPKLDELRDEGK (molecular weight 1769.93 Da) after peak
detection, in charge state 1+, 2+, and 3+, as might be observed in centroided spectra from high- (top row)
and low (bottom row)-resolution instruments

isotopes, and so on. As the mass of the peptide increases, the probability of incorporating 13C isotopes increases too, so the relative
intensities of each of the peptide’s isotopic peaks changes with mass.
Figure 2 shows an isotope cluster for the peptide
AACLLPKLDELRDEGK (molecular weight 1769.93 Da) in
charge states 1+, 2+, and 3+, as might be observed in a low-
resolution and high-resolution mass spectrometer. Notice that the
peaks of the 1+, 2+, and 3+ charge state isotope clusters are separated by 1, 1/2, and 1/3 Daltons, making it possible to infer the
charge state of the ion. Depending on the instrument’s resolution,
however, we may not be able to reliably determine the m/z value
spacing of the isotope cluster peaks, particularly after peak detection, in order to establish the charge state of peptide ions.
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2.6 Average vs
Monoisotopic Mass

Depending on the resolution of the instrument and the mass of the
molecules being analyzed, the result of peak detection may not
reflect a specific isotope of a peptide ion, but may instead represent
the centroid and peak integration of the convolution of all of the
peptide ions’ isotopes’ peak shapes. In this case, the reported m/z
value for the peak represents a weighted average of the individual
isotope cluster peaks, and the intensity represents the peak integration of the entire cluster. This m/z value represents the average
mass of the peptide ion. With sufficient resolution or small enough
masses, a centroided peak representing the monoisotopic mass of the
peptide ion can be reliably determined. The monoisotopic mass is
the mass of the peptide ion calculated using only the most abundant isotopic form of each element, which is the leftmost peak of
the isotope cluster for peptides in typical shotgun/bottom-up proteomics experiments. The calculated monoisotopic mass of peptide
AACLLPKLDELRDEGK of Fig. 2 in charge state 1+ is
1770.94 Da, while the average mass is 1771.93 Da.

2.7 Peptide
Fragmentation Spectra

Peptide tandem mass spectra measure the m/z values of fragment
ions formed by collisionally induced dissociation (CID), in which
precursor ions break apart due to collisions with pressurized, inert
gas molecules. Precursor ions, selected by their m/z value, represent many copies of an ionized peptide. When the peptide ions
break apart in CID, their protons are retained by one or more of
the fragments, and the charged fragment ions measured by the
mass analyzer and detector, forming the tandem mass spectrum.
Peptides tend to fragment along the peptide’s amino acid backbone, revealing the peptide’s primary structure, its amino acid
sequence. When the N-terminus (left end) fragment retains a proton, the fragment ions are named using the initial letters of the
alphabet and the number of amino acids in the fragment. Similarly,
when the C-terminus (right end) fragment retains a proton, its
fragment ions are named using the last letters of the alphabet. The
most common fragment ions formed by low-energy CID are the
b-ions and y-ions, though a-ions are also observed sometimes.
Figure 4 shows a peptide fragmentation spectrum of the precursor
ion at m/z value 898.84 of Fig. 1 representing the peptide
LQGSATAAEAQVGHQTAR in charge state 2+. Observed b- and
y-ions are marked in the spectrum and on the peptide sequence
logo in the top-left corner.
The molecular weight of N-terminus peptide fragment ions is
computed using the formula
i

t i = mN + å + maak for i = 1, ¼.,n - 1

(2)

k =1

where ion-type t ∈ {a, b, c}; maak is the residual mass of the kth
amino acid of the peptide, k = 1 ,  .  .  .  , n; the N-terminal offset
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Fig. 4 Tandem mass spectrum (scan #985) of peptide LQGSATAAEAQVGHQTAR, from the charge state 2+
precursor ion with m/z value 898.84 in scan #984 (Fig. 1), from spectra file raftflow37 of the Peptide Atlas
dataset raftflow

mN = 0.0; and the ion-type offsets ma =  − 27.9994; mb = 0.0; and
mc = 17.0265. The m/z values are determined using (1).
The molecular weight of C-terminus peptide fragmentation
ions are computed using the formula
i

t i = mC + å + mt

for i = 1, ¼., n - 1

(3)

k =1

where t ∈ {x, y, z}; the C-terminal offset mC = 18.0106, and the iontype offsets mx = 25.9793; my = 0.0; and mz =  − 16.0187. The m/z
values are determined using (1).

3 Materials
3.1 Tandem Mass
Spectrometry Search
Engine

There are many open-source and commercial tandem mass spectrometry search engines available, although only a few have become
widely used. Commercial search engines Mascot [16], from company Matrix Science, and SEQUEST [17], available from Thermo
Fisher, are very popular. More recently, a number of free, open-
source search engines have found significant adoption, particularly
X!Tandem [18] and MSGF+ [19].
For small-scale or ad hoc analyses, Mascot and X!Tandem are
available for free on the web, at the websites shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
Free web-based interfaces to popular tandem mass spectrometry search
engines, suitable for small-scale or ad hoc analyses
Search engine

URL

Mascot

http://matrixscience.com

X!Tandem

http://thegpm.org

Table 2
Web-based interfaces for large-scale analyses of tandem mass
spectrometry data
Search tool

URL

PepArML

http://grg.tn/peparml

TPP

http://tools.proteomecenter.org/twa

Chorus

http://chorusproject.org

ProteoSAFE

http://massive.ucsd.edu

Each of these web-based tools allows the user to upload a spectral
datafile, select search parameters, execute the search, and browse
and interpret the results. For large-scale analyses or where greater
configuration flexibility is required, users can either download, and
perhaps compile, the free search engines and configure searches to
run on the available local compute resources or use services available in the cloud under a variety of cost models. Examples of these
services include the PepArML [20] search engine, the Trans-
Proteomic Pipeline in the cloud [21], Chorus, and ProteoSAFE.
See Table 2.
3.2 Protein
Sequence Database

The protein sequence database provides peptide sequences to be
matched against the tandem mass spectra by the search engine. As
such, the selected protein sequence database will have a significant
impact on the sensitivity, specificity, and speed of the search. Since
peptides whose sequence is missing from the protein sequence database cannot be matched with any spectrum, poorly chosen sequence
databases will result in spectra going unidentified and their peptides
being unobserved. However, larger, more inclusive protein
sequence databases take longer to search and may result in more
false-positive identifications and reduced statistical significance.
Locally installed search engines generally expect FASTA format protein sequence databases, which can be readily downloaded
from a variety of websites. Installation of protein sequence data-
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bases for locally installed search engines may require special configuration and preprocessing of the protein sequence database file,
but the analysis flexibility gained is significant. The local installation of specific protein sequence databases is one of the primary
reasons to install and run a search engine in-house, as the sequence
databases provided by the free web-based search engines are often
quite limited.
When available, organism-specific sequence databases eliminate false positives from closely related species, but can leave peptides from common contaminants unidentified. For this reason,
keratins, trypsin, and other artifactual protein sequences are sometimes added to organism-specific sequence databases, even though
they do not inform the biology of the sample.
Where the source of the proteins is a single, well-characterized
model organism, UniProt [22] reference proteomes, downloaded
with isoforms, are a good choice. If the origin of the sample is
unknown, or known to be a mixture of organisms, then the Swiss-
Prot section of UniProtKB [22] is a good choice. UniProt also
provides tools for selecting and downloading sub-proteomes constrained by protein feature or annotation. NCBI’s RefSeq is
another good source of protein sequences and is available in various taxonomic divisions. Organism-specific RefSeq sequences can
be found in the genomes section of the NCBI FTP site.
The use of NCBI’s nr and similar computationally merged
protein sequence databases or protein sequences from poorly
annotated genomes is not recommended as redundant peptide
sequences, and poor protein naming can significantly complicate
the interpretation of the results. In some cases, searching ESTs and
genome sequences may be appropriate [23], but considerable
post-search analysis must be carried out to make up for the absence
of reliable protein annotation.
3.3 Instrument
Characteristics

The technical characteristics of the mass spectrometer and its configuration for a particular experiment have a large impact on the
tandem mass spectra acquired. As such, these details inform the
selection of appropriate search parameters. Some parameters do
not change on an experiment to experiment basis, but others do—
in each case, the informatics analyst may need to consult with the
mass spectrometrist to determine appropriate settings.
It is crucial to establish whether the ionization (see Subheading
2.1) technology used is MALDI or ESI, as MALDI ionization primarily generates charge state 1+ peptide ions. Electrospray (ESI)
instruments usually generate peptide ions in charge states 1+, 2+,
and 3+, although 4+ and 5+ charge states are sometimes observed
for larger, more basic peptides. Charge state 1+ precursors can be
assumed for MALDI tandem mass spectra, significantly simplifying
their analysis. In a pinch, the absence of 2+ and 3+ precursors and
a preponderance of 1+ precursors can be taken to indicate MALDI
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MS/MS spectra, while precursors with charge states greater than
1+ indicate ESI spectra.
Appropriate mass-accuracy parameters for precursor and fragment ion m/z values must reflect realistic performance characteristics of the mass spectrometer. These parameters determine when
an experimental m/z value is considered to match the peptide or
fragment mass computed in silico. Fragment ion matches are the
foundation of scoring and evaluation of peptide identifications. If
the fragment mass-accuracy parameter is set too tightly, many valid
fragment matches will be missed, reducing true positive peptides’
scores. If the fragment mass-accuracy parameter is set too loosely,
spurious fragment matches will be observed, inflating all peptides’
scores and increasing the number of false-positive identifications.
Precursor mass-accuracy parameters should also be chosen
carefully to reflect the resolution of the survey scan. The precursor
mass-accuracy parameter is the primary criteria used by the search
engines to determine whether or not a peptide sequence will be
considered for scoring against a particular spectrum. If set too
tight, many valid peptide identifications will be missed. If set too
loose, many incorrect peptide sequences will be scored, resulting in
slower search times and increased potential for false-positive identifications. Sometimes, the instrument’s real-time algorithm for
picking precursor ions from the survey scan will select isotope cluster peaks (see Subheading 2.5) other than the monoisotopic peak—
in this case, the search engine will require a precursor match
tolerance of at least 1 Da to match the experimental m/z value with
the monoisotopic mass computed from the peptide sequence. As
the detrimental effects of loose precursor mass-accuracy parameters are generally mild, a precursor mass tolerance of 2.5 Da is
often used to ensure these peptide ions are identified.
Note that for some instruments, particularly the LTQ-Orbitrap
(Thermo Fisher), the mass analyzer and the resolution used for
survey scans and tandem mass spectra in a particular experiment
are configured by the mass spectrometrist at acquisition time—for
these instruments, the instrument model is not sufficient to establish mass-accuracy parameters.
For older instruments, it is important to understand whether
the reported m/z values represent average masses or not (see
Subheading 2.6). Current instruments are generally able to resolve
individual isotope cluster peaks for the relatively low charge states
in typical LC-MS/MS data, so usually experimental m/z values
should be matched against monoisotopic masses rather than average masses.
3.4 Tandem Mass
Spectra Datafile

The handling and pre-processing of tandem mass spectra datafiles
can, unsurprisingly, have significant impact on the peptide identification results. Mass spectrometers generally store spectral data in
binary vendor (and instrument)-specific file formats that can only
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be read by software provided by the instrument vendor. The mass
spectrometer’s “raw” spectra files must usually be processed and
exported to some nonproprietary, open format for analysis by tandem mass spectrometry search engines. Typically, the vendor software will provide some facility for tandem mass spectra export, and
a number of open-source tools that use the vendor libraries are
available as part of the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline1 (TPP) [24] or
the ProteoWizard2 [25] projects.
Peak detection or centroiding (see Subheading 2.4) must be
carried out if the raw spectra files contain profile spectra, as the
tandem mass spectrometry search engines require peak lists from
centroided spectra. Some tools provide additional spectral processing facilities, which can improve the quality of the spectra to be
analyzed. Common spectral processing options include intensity
thresholding, deisotoping, precursor charge state determination or
enumeration, and spectrum merging or averaging.
Intensity thresholding removes peaks less than a specific relative intensity, which can reduce spectrum size and eliminate spurious fragment matches. Deisotoping finds isotope clusters and
eliminates the non-monoisotopic peaks, reducing spurious fragment matches. Both of these processing steps have the potential to
do more harm than good, removing valid fragment ions from the
spectrum. Precursor charge states may be determined by examining isotope clusters (see Subheading 2.5) in the survey scans, which
are often not exported for the tandem mass spectrometry search
engine. Alternatively, multiple copies of each tandem mass spectrum may be enumerated, each with a different declared charge
state. Spectral merging and averaging can be carried out when the
same precursor m/z value is selected for fragmentation multiple
times in an LC-MS/MS experiment. Merging or averaging these
tandem mass spectra boosts the intensity of common peaks and
reduces the intensity of noise and can have a significant impact on
the peptide identification results.
The open-source tools tend not to provide deisotoping, precursor charge state determination, or spectral averaging facilities,
and where the vendor libraries do not provide peak detection routines, the open-source tools implement relatively crude centroiding algorithms. Nevertheless, until quite recently, vendors did not
provide tools for exporting the spectra in convenient open formats,
and open-source tools were the only option. Due to the dependence on vendor software and libraries, raw spectra conversion
must generally be carried out on the Windows platform.
Commonly used open file formats for tandem mass spectra are
indicated by their file extension: .dta, representing a single tandem
mass spectrum, with the filename encoding scan number and
1
2

See http://tools.proteomecenter.org/wiki/index.php?title=Formats:mzXML.
See http://proteowizard.sourceforge.net.
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charge state information; .mgf (Mascot generic format), representing many tandem mass spectra in a simple, text-based format; and
.mzXML and .mzML, representing many tandem mass spectra and
their metadata using XML. Of the XML formats, mzXML appeared
first and has been widely adopted. mzML represents the current
HUPO Proteomics Standards Initiative XML standard for tandem
mass spectrometry data.
A significant issue with some of these formats is the loss of
important metadata associated with each tandem mass spectrum,
particularly the original raw datafile scan numbers and LC retention
times. Using mzML is the best way to avoid losing this metadata.
The MGF format is the most widely supported of the generic, simple, text-based tandem mass spectrometry formats.
3.5 Sample
Preparation

Information about the manipulation and handling of the protein
sample prior to analysis by mass spectrometry is the final prerequisite for a successful peptide identification analysis. First, the proteolytic enzyme used to cleave proteins into peptides must be
established. Trypsin, which cuts at Arg (R) and Lys (K) unless followed by Pro (P), is the most common. Second, Cys (C) residues
are typically chemically modified, deliberately, to ensure they have
a known, predictable mass. Iodoacetamide is the most commonly
used reagent for this purpose, subjecting the Cys residues to
carbamidomethylation and increasing their mass by 57.0215 Da.
Other deliberate chemical labeling of specific residues and peptide
or protein termini should also be noted, since these too change the
expected masses of peptides. In particular, many proteomics quantitation workflows use stable isotope labels, differential chemical
modifications on specific amino acids, or peptide termini, and these
must be considered in setting appropriate peptide identification
search parameters.
Where the sample represents a single protein (extracted from a
gel band or spot) or is derived from a specific species or a specific
biological context, this should also be noted, as this can be useful
for selection of protein sequence databases and interpreting the
results.

4 Methods
4.1 Prepare
the Spectra Datafile

The vendor and open-source tools available for processing and
exporting the tandem mass spectra may not output the spectra in a
format supported by your choice of search engine. Once in some
open format, however, any number of tools are available for reformatting the spectra. The TPP and ProteoWizard projects (see
Subheading 3.4) provide a number of programs for converting
between a variety of XML formats and the more basic formats,
such as dta and mgf.
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4.2 Specify Search
Parameters

Many of the search parameters required by tandem mass spectrometry search engines impact the classic balance between search time
and the potential to miss valid peptide identifications. The informatician must ensure that the parameters chosen do not exclude
too many valid peptide identifications while keeping the search
time reasonable. For these parameters, there is always the question
of whether or not a more thorough search will yield sufficient additional identifications (spectra, peptides, or proteins) to justify the
additional search time. While the search time consequences must
always be paid, the benefit is generally impossible to quantify
before searching, unless some kind of additional information is
available. We make these trade-offs explicit, where they are relevant, in the following steps.

4.2.1 Protein Sequence
Database

The selection of the protein sequence database to search represents
the most significant trade-off between search time and the potential to miss peptide identifications due to the absence of t rue-positive
peptide sequences from the protein sequence database. Larger,
more inclusive protein sequence databases will take longer to
search, but may identify more peptides. Smaller, more selective
protein sequence databases will take less time to search, but important or unexpected peptides may be missed. Where the source of
the proteins is a single, well-characterized model organism, the
UniProt reference proteomes are a good choice. If the origin of
the sample is unknown, or known to be a mixture of organisms,
then the Swiss-Prot section of UniProtKB is a good choice. For
web-based search engines, some interesting options may be available, depending on the site, but specific exotic options, such as
proteins from a specific bacterial genome, may not. See Subheading
3.2 for a discussion of the sequence database options for locally
installed search engines.

4.2.2 Instrument
Parameters

Having established the instrument characteristics as a prerequisite
to the search in Subheading 3.3, all that remains is to map these
characteristics to the parameters required by the search engine.
Average or monoisotopic masses should be specified as appropriate
(see Subheadings 2.6 and 3.3). Mass tolerance parameters are generally specified in Da (Daltons) or ppm (parts per million). The
ppm units are used when the mass tolerance is proportional to the
measured mass, while Da is used when the mass tolerance is constant with the measured mass. Low-resolution tandem mass spectra may require a fragment mass match tolerance setting as large as
0.6 Da, while for higher-resolution fragmentation spectra, a setting of 0.1 Da is appropriate.
Some search engines will require the name of the instrument
or a vendor neutral abbreviation of its ionization and mass analyzer
technologies to be specified, since these can significantly affect the
characteristics of peptide fragmentation.
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4.2.3 Mass Modification
Parameters

While the residual, unmodified mass of amino acids is well established, there is no guarantee that the particular peptide ion observed
in the mass spectrometer contains only unmodified amino acids.
Some residues, particularly Cys, are chemically modified deliberately (see Subheading 3.5) as part of the sample preparation. In this
case, the mass modification is called fixed and is applied to every
Cys residue of every peptide, before scoring. There is no running
time penalty for fixed mass modifications. Incorrectly setting or
failing to set the Cys fixed modification, however, will render the
spectra of Cys containing peptides unidentifiable. The carbamidomethylation of Cys is the most common of such modification, and
if in doubt, a +57.0215 fixed mass modification, representing carbamidomethylation of Cys by iodoacetamide, should be used.
So-called variable modifications indicate potential adducts on
specific residues. If the oxidized Met variable modification is
selected, then every Met residue in the sequence database will be
considered with both the nominal mass of 131.0405 Da and the
mass with an additional 15.9949 Da (147.0354 Da). Variable
modifications can be specified for biological mass modifications,
such as for phosphorylation, or common artifactual mass modifications, such as oxidation, on specific residues. The search time
increases exponentially in the number of variable modifications, so
they should only be used when they are expected.

4.2.4 Proteolytic Enzyme
Parameters

The proteolytic enzyme setting should match the sample preparation conditions established in Subheading 3.5.
Even when the specific proteolysis enzyme and its cleavage
motif is known, there is no guarantee that it will cleave at every site
the motif appears or that it will leave non-motif positions alone. As
such, the samples’ peptides may ultimately have none, one, or both
termini consistent with the enzyme and may contain internal motif
sites representing a missed cleavage opportunity. By default, search
engines will consider only those peptide sequences with both Nand C-terminus consistent with the selected proteolytic enzyme. A
semi-specific (or semi-tryptic) search will consider peptide
sequences with at least one of the N- or C-termini consistent with
the proteolytic enzyme (trypsin). A nonspecific search will consider
all peptide sequences, regardless of the N- or C-termini sequence.
The selection of semi-specific proteolysis will typically increase
search times by a factor of 20–30, but can sometimes increase the
number of identified peptides substantially. A nonspecific search is
usually only applied in special cases.
The maximum number of internal motif sites a peptide may
contain is controlled by a parameter called missed cleavages, which
is typically set to a small number, such as 1 or 2.

4.2.5 Precursor Mass
Tolerance Parameters

As outlined in Subheading 3.3, appropriate settings for the precursor mass tolerance parameters should be set to ensure that
peptide sequences match the precursor mass of their spectra.
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Older instruments with poor precursor mass accuracy and significant potential for selection of non-monoisotopic isotope cluster
peaks as precursor ions have led to the use of 2 Da for the precursor mass tolerance. Some search engines will model the potential
for isotope cluster peaks explicitly, making it possible to specify a
tight precursor mass tolerance and a small number of nonmonoisotopic isotope cluster peaks to test, in addition to the
monoisotopic mass of the peptide sequence. This is particularly
appropriate for newer mass spectrometers, such as the Orbitrap,
which can measure the precursor ion with high mass accuracy,
and for which a precursor mass tolerance of 0.05 Da is appropriate. The isotope cluster precursor selection parameter is called
#13C by Mascot and is generally set to a small number like 1 or 2.
It should be noted that peptide sequences may fail to match
the mass of their experimental precursors for a variety of reasons.
An incorrect charge state determination for an experimental precursor ion will make it impossible to match against its peptide
sequence, while incorrect fixed or missing variable modifications
will make it impossible for the in silico computation of a peptide
mass to match the experimental value.
4.3 Execute Search

Once the spectra are prepared and uploaded and the search parameters are set, the execution of the search is generally straightforward.

4.4 Results
Interpretation

We provide some general guidelines for results interpretation based
on the following principles. First, peptide-spectrum match scores
merely assess the strength of the fragment evidence and cannot
establish the correctness of a match, so estimates of statistical significance must be used to control the number of false-positive peptide identifications, and second, due to the proteolytic digest of
proteins to peptides in the shotgun/bottom-up proteomics workflow, proteins are not identified directly, but must instead be
inferred from the peptide identification evidence.

4.4.1 Peptide-Spectrum
Match Scores

Search engines compute a single overall score for each peptide-
spectrum match to rank the peptides matched with each spectrum.
The score is used to limit the number of retained peptide sequences
per spectrum. Strong and weak scores for peptide-spectrum
matches vary depending on the precursor ion’s charge state, the
quality of the spectrum, and the fragmentation characteristics of
the (unknown) peptide represented by the precursor. We can
assume that any good peptide-spectrum match score will usually
give the best score to the correct peptide, if spectrum is of good
quality. However, this does not imply that the best peptide identification for each spectrum is necessarily correct. If the score is sufficiently good, we may conclude the evidence for the
peptide-spectrum match is strong, and the peptide is likely the correct identification. If the score is too weak, we must conclude that
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the correct peptide cannot be determined from the peptide-
spectrum match even if the (unknown) correct peptide has the best
score. Various rule-of-thumb thresholds have been published for
selecting the likely correct peptide-spectrum matches in the results
from specific search engines, but these have proven less reliable
than the statistical significance methods described below.
4.4.2 Peptide-Spectrum
Match Characteristics

Peptide identifications may also have a variety of quantitative and
qualitative values associated with the peptide-spectrum match.
Common match characteristics include the experimental precursor
m/z, experimental precursor mass, theoretical precursor mass, presumed charge state, missed cleavages, N- and C-terminal sequence
proteolytic enzyme specificity, number of matching b- and y-ions,
and the peptide rank. All of these match characteristics can be used
to assess the quality of the match, though the search engines themselves do not usually factor these characteristics directly into their
scores. These values can be used as additional filtering criteria,
post-search, to preferentially remove false-positive identifications.
Generally accepted characteristics of lower-quality identifications
include semi-specific and nonspecific proteolytic enzyme N- or
C-termini, number of missed cleavages, and the difference between
the experimental and theoretical precursor mass. These match
characteristics can also be used to evaluate instrument performance
and sample preparation.

4.4.3 Peptide-Spectrum
Match Statistical
Significance

In the absence of a way to easily decide whether a specific rank 1
peptide identification should be accepted, various statistical significance techniques have been employed to provide search engines
with calibrated scores. For a peptide-spectrum match of peptide P
with spectrum S, the per spectrum p-value statistic assesses the
probability that a single random peptide would score as well as, or
better than, peptide P when matched against spectrum S. The
E-value statistic assesses the expected number of random peptides
that would score as well as, or better than, peptide P in a search of
a sequence database of “random” peptides of the same size as the
one actually searched. The E-value corrects for the increased number of false-positive identification at a given p-value when searching
a large sequence database. The scores of random peptides matched
with spectrum S are used to calibrate the range of poor scores
for spectrum S, which hopefully does not include that of peptide
P. Crudely, if the peptide’s score is not considerably better than
those of random peptides, the evidence for its correctness is weak.
Unfortunately, each search engine uses a different notion of
randomness in its p-value and E-value estimation techniques, which
make E-values from different search engines difficult to compare.
Well-estimated E-values, however, do provide a normalized score
for comparisons of peptide-spectrum matches between spectra and
peptides from the same analysis, even when the peptides are of
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different lengths and the spectra vary in their signal and noise characteristics. E-values are always monotonic with the peptide-spectrum match scores for peptides matched to a specific spectrum, and
so preserve rank. E-values are computed internally by the search
engine and output, with the peptide-spectrum match score, as part
of the search results.
As normalized, calibrated peptide-spectrum match scores,
p-values and E-values make it possible to apply a single acceptance
threshold to an entire set of rank 1 peptide identifications. However,
determining a suitable E-value threshold for accepting peptide
identifications is not straightforward, as filtering by the per spectrum E-value does not control the number or proportion of false
peptide identifications in the accepted peptide identification set.
The false discovery rate (FDR) statistic measures the proportion of incorrect peptide identifications in any accepted peptide
identification set, such as the set determined by thresholding on
the scores, p-values, or E-values of rank 1 peptide identifications.
To estimate the (spectral) FDR in practice, the spectra are also
searched against a similarly sized sequence database of known false
protein sequences (called decoys) and the same score, p-value, or
E-value threshold applied to the decoy peptide identifications.
Usually the decoy protein sequences are merely the reverse of the
original (or target) protein sequences. The number of decoy peptide identifications that pass the threshold is taken as an estimate of
the number of incorrect peptide identifications in the original
accepted set of peptide identifications and FDR computed accordingly. The FDR statistic should only be computed using scores
valid for comparing peptide identifications between spectra, so
p-values and E-values should be used, if available. The estimated
FDR can be computed for every possible E-value threshold to
establish a relationship between E-value and FDR, making it possible to achieve a specific FDR target such as 1 %, 5 %, or 10 %.
Decoy-based FDR estimation can be readily carried out,
regardless of a search engine’s scoring scheme or its methodology
for computing p-values and E-values. FDR estimates, computed
consistently from the search results against a common target-decoy
sequence database, can also be used to compare search engine sensitivity and specificity on a level playing field. The PepArML meta-
search engine [20, 26] provides one such platform for comparing
search engines with a consistently estimated FDR value. PepArML
currently supports X!Tandem with native [18], k-score, and s-score
scoring plug-ins [27] and OMSSA [28], MyriMatch [29], MSGF+
[19], and Mascot [16] search engines. Multiple search engines are
most easily compared by using the q-value plot, which shows the
relationship between the estimated FDR value and the number of
spectra with peptide identifications in the corresponding accepted
set. Any vertical line on the q-value plot indicates the number of
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Fig. 5 q-value plot comparing XTandem and MSGF+ performance. Spectral data
from Freese et al. [31]. Peptide identification searches carried out using
PepArML [20]

spectra identified by a search engine at a given level of spectral
FDR-based specificity. See Fig. 5 for an example of a q-value plot
generated by PepArML.
4.4.4 Protein
Identifications
from Significant Peptides

With statistically significant peptide spectrum matches identified, it
is now possible to characterize the protein content of the sample.
Broadly, we look for proteins with significant peptide identifications to two or more distinct peptide sequences. While it is often
tempting to accept proteins identified by peptide identifications to
just a single peptide sequence with sufficiently small E-value, there
are a variety of ways in which a false-positive peptide identification
may be statistically significant, but nevertheless incorrect. Sequence
homology is one common source of such errors. Requiring two or
more distinct peptides per protein provides some measure of protection against these statistically significant, yet incorrect, peptide
identifications.
For big spectral datasets with a large number of significant
peptide identifications after filtering by a fixed FDR value, even a
small proportion of incorrect identified peptides in the accepted set
can result in enough false peptides that some incorrect proteins
satisfy the two distinct peptide constraint. We can estimate the size
of this effect using a simple binomial model based on the number
of distinct decoy peptides n in the accepted set of peptide identifications
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and the number of protein sequences N in the sequence database.
Under the assumption that identified decoy peptides are distributed uniformly over the decoy sequences, the expected number of
decoy proteins D with at least k peptides can be determined using
the binomial distribution:
E [ D ] = N Pr [ X ³ k ];

1
æ
ö
X ~ Binomial ç p = , trials = n ÷
N
è
ø

(4)

Crucially, we point out that the expected number of decoy
proteins passing the k distinct peptide constraint is dependent on
the absolute number of identified decoy peptides, not the proportion of decoy peptides in the filtered peptide identification set.
When the total number of accepted peptide identifications is large,
the number of decoy peptides also increases, driving the expected
number of decoy proteins up to a potentially unacceptable level.
Figure 6 shows how the expected number of decoy proteins
changes with the number of accepted decoy peptides according to
the binomial model. Unfortunately, the number of decoy peptides
at each E-value threshold is rarely reported and cannot be directly
inferred from the spectra FDR rate. We point out that it is quite

Fig. 6 Expected number of decoy proteins with at least two distinct peptides
under the binomial model, for various spectral FDR cutoffs. Spectral data from
Freese et al. [31]. Peptide identification searches carried out using PepArML [20]
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feasible, when estimating the q-value curve, to establish the relationship between the number of decoy peptides and the spectral
FDR and apply Eq. (4) to estimate the corresponding expected
number of decoy proteins with at least k distinct identified peptides.
By bounding the expected number of decoy proteins with at least
two distinct peptides at a small value, say 0.05, we can establish a
conservative spectral FDR filtering threshold, even for very large
spectral datasets.
Multiple statistically significant peptide identifications to the
same peptide should not increase confidence that the identifications are correct. These repeated identifications are often an artifact of instruments’ precursor sampling strategies. MS/MS spectra
of the same precursor ion are often acquired multiple times during
its elution envelope, resulting in repeated, related spectra, which
tend to have correlated errors. Correlated errors are also likely
when multiple peptide ion charge states are seen.
Furthermore, while we usually assume that distinct peptides
represent independent peptide identifications, there are occasions
when this is not sufficient. Peptides with common N- or C-termini
sequences are sometimes identified due to precursor charge state
enumeration (see Subheading 4.1) or nonspecific proteolytic cleavage (see Subheading 4.2.4). These dependent identifications are an
extremely common artifact of some spectral processing software,
which enumerates identical MS/MS spectra with charges states 2+
and 3+. In the case of these dependent spectra too, only one peptide should be considered for the purposes of determining matched
proteins.
A reasonable approach to conservative protein identification is
to require at least two distinct peptide sequences per inferred protein after filtering the peptide-spectrum matches using a FDR-
based threshold, chosen to ensure an appropriate protein false
discovery rate. While the simple binomial model described above
can be used to provide a general idea of appropriate thresholds to
avoid a significant number of false-positive protein identifications,
its assumptions are not a good match for the properties of real
protein sequence databases, where proteins have varying lengths
and share peptide sequences. Retaining decoy peptides throughout
the protein inference procedure makes it possible to use the number of inferred decoy proteins as an (still rather imperfect) estimate
of the likely number of incorrect proteins. Significantly, in large
datasets which identify a significant proportion of the proteins in
the sequence database, the protein FDR estimate should be
adjusted to account for the possibility of false-positive peptide
identifications falling on true positive proteins, using a technique
such as that implemented in the MAYU [30] tool.
Table 3 shows protein inference results from the Freese et al.
spectra dataset [31] for various spectral FDR filtering thresholds
and two different search engines.
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Table 3
Protein inference results from PSMlab prototype. Spectral data from Freese et al. [31]. Peptide
identification searches carried out using PepArML [20]
Search

Spectral

Target

Decoy

Engine

FDR (%)

Proteins

Proteins

MAYU
FDR (%)

FDR (%)

X!Tandem

1

1256

0

0.00

0.00

X!Tandem

5

1477

18

1.22

1.20

X!Tandem

10

1662

69

4.15

4.08

MSGF+

1

1646

1

0.06

0.06

MSGF+

5

1855

27

1.46

1.43

MSGF+

10

2037

122

5.99

5.86

4.4.5 Protein
Identification and Shared
Peptides

Unfortunately, the strategies outlined in the previous section only
control for the chance observation of false-positive proteins given
FDR-based peptide identification filtering and at least two distinct
peptides per protein. Another common source of incorrect protein
identification in peptide identification analyses is due to peptide
sequences found in both true-positive and false-positive proteins.
Shared peptide sequences are common when searching a sequence
database with protein sequences from many species due to sequence
homology, but they are also observed in protein sequence databases containing sequence variants and protein isoforms. Thus,
while statistically significant peptide identifications are necessary to
conclude the presence of a protein, they are not sufficient. We can
conclude that at least one of the proteins supported by statistically
significant, but shared, peptide identification evidence is present—
the difficulty is in determining which one.
When proteins with shared peptide sequences have multiple
additional significant peptide identifications to peptide sequences
that are not shared, the choice is clear and these should be retained.
Proteins whose identified peptides are a strict subset of those of
another protein should be eliminated. Proteins whose identified
peptide are exactly equivalent and must be treated as equally valid
conclusions—but at most one of these should be reported.
Unfortunately, some tools choose between equivalent proteins
arbitrarily, which can sometimes give the impression that an
uncharacterized protein or unexpected protein isoform has been
identified when, in fact, the identified peptide sequences can also
be found in a well-understood, canonical protein form. Heuristics
and keyword matching can sometimes be used to select the best
representative from proteins with equivalent peptide identification
evidence, but the informatician should always be on guard for
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misleading representatives for proteins with the same set of identified
peptides. The remaining shared peptide cases require the careful
examination of distinguishing peptide identifications to determine
if the evidence is strong enough to support the existence of m
 ultiple
protein sequences. Usually this is not the case, and at most one
sequences should be reported.
A good general rule of thumb is that each identified protein
should have its own evidence, not shared with any other identified
protein. The identification of proteins with shared peptides is fine,
as long as each protein has peptides that are not shared. This permits both the canonical form of a protein and an isoform sequence
to be identified, as long as the isoform sequence has sufficient peptide evidence not shared with the canonical form. If there is insufficient unshared evidence for the isoform sequence, then only the
canonical sequence should be reported.
With the issue of shared peptides in mind, then, we strengthen
the above guidance to require at least two distinct (and nonoverlapping) peptide sequences per inferred protein, not shared with
any other inferred protein, after filtering the peptide-spectrum
matches using a FDR-based threshold, chosen to ensure an appropriate protein false discovery rate.
4.4.6 Protein
Identification and Protein
Parsimony

Protein inference algorithms which find the smallest set of protein
sequences sufficient to explain a given accepted set of identified
peptides implement a principle known as parsimony. Protein parsimony algorithms must necessarily remove any protein whose peptides are equivalent to, or a subset of, the peptides of another
protein, thereby removing redundant protein identifications due
to shared peptides. On the other hand, the traditional protein parsimony approach will retain a protein sequence even if it has just a
single peptide sequence of its own. This violates the principles outlined in Subheading 4.4.4. Unfortunately, very few protein inference tools satisfy both Subheadings 4.4.4 and 4.4.5, and the
informatician is left to apply manual or heuristic filtering to the
protein inference results as needed. The Edwards lab is developing
a peptide identification post-processing toolkit, called PSMlab,
which satisfies both of these principles. The results shown in Table 3
represent the output of a PSMlab prototype.
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Chapter 18
Bioinformatics Analysis of Top-Down Mass Spectrometry
Data with ProSight Lite
Caroline J. DeHart, Ryan T. Fellers, Luca Fornelli, Neil L. Kelleher,
and Paul M. Thomas
Abstract
Traditional bottom-up mass spectrometry-based proteomics relies on the use of an enzyme, often trypsin,
to generate small peptides (typically < 25 amino acids long). In top-down proteomics, proteins remain
intact and are directly measured within the mass spectrometer. This technique, while inherently simpler
than bottom-up proteomics, generates data which must be processed and analyzed using software tools
“purpose-built” for the job. In this chapter, we will show the analysis of intact protein spectra through
deconvolution, deisotoping, and searching with ProSight Lite, a free, vendor-agnostic tool for the analysis
of top-down mass spectrometry data. We will illustrate with two examples of intact protein fragmentation
spectra and discuss the iterative use of the software to characterize proteoforms and discover the sites of
post-translational modifications.
Key words Top-down, Mass spectrometry, Proteomics, ProSight Lite, Intact protein, Bioinformatics

1 Introduction
Complementing the speed and sensitivity of bottom-up proteomics
[1, 2], top-down proteomics [3] offers a comprehensive view of
proteoforms present in the sample (for a more detailed description
of a proteoform, see Note 1) [4]. It is important to distinguish
between top-down mass spectrometry and top-down proteomics.
In top-down mass spectrometry, one or a few proteoforms are isolated and studied. This technique is typified by studies of histones
[5–7] and immunoglobulins [8–10], among others, including the
routine analysis of small (< 40 kDa) proteins. In top-down proteomics, a whole, unknown proteome is typically isolated, fractionated, and analyzed by mass spectrometry [11–13]. The tools used
for the study of top-down mass spectrometry and top-down proteomics are related, but fundamentally different. Top-down proteomics requires searching tandem MS data against a database of
known proteins and proteoforms [14, 15], while top-down mass
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_18, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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spectrometry is simpler. In the latter case, the experimenter
generally knows the protein under study, but may want to characterize the location of post-translational modifications [5] or to better understand a new protein fragmentation technique [16]. Here
we illustrate, with real data use cases, how to deconvolute and
deisotope top-down mass spectrometry data with QualBrowser
and Xtract (ThermoFisher, San Jose, CA) followed by analysis with
ProSight Lite [17], a free tool for intact protein data analysis.

2 Materials
1. ProSight Lite [17] downloaded from http://prosightlite.
northwestern.edu. This must be installed on a Microsoft
Windows computer with .NET Framework 4.5.1 or greater.
2. Top-down mass spectrometry data. A ThermoFisher .raw file
for a top-down standard used in this study has been provided
at http://hdl.handle.net/2022/20816. In addition to the
raw data, the output from Subheading 3.1 (below) is provided
as PostXtract .raw files and text files containing the deconvoluted and deisotoped masses for use as input in Subheadings
3.2 and 3.3. A brief description of how the sample was prepared is found in Note 2.
3. Internet access to http://www.uniprot.org. This is required to
automatically extract protein sequence information from a
UniProt [18] entry.
4. (Optional). Software tools to view, deconvolute, and deisotope
mass spectra. Many vendors supply a proprietary algorithm
with their instruments. In this method, Xtract was used within
QualBrowser from ThermoFisher Scientific. Other free options
for the deconvolution and deisotoping of top-down mass spectrometry data include MS-Deconv [19] (available at http://
bix.ucsd.edu/projects/msdeconv/) or YADA [20] (available
at http://fields.scripps.edu/yada/); however, a full discussion
of their use is beyond the scope of this chapter.
5. (Optional). Software tools to convert mass spectrometry data
into an extensible markup language format such as .mzML and
.mzXML. This may be required by deconvolution/deisotoping tools. One suggestion would be ProteoWizard [21], found
at http://proteowizard.sourceforge.net/downloads.shtml.

3 Methods
3.1 Deconvolution
and Deisotoping
of Raw Data

1. For this exercise, download TopDownStandard.raw from the
repository and open the file in QualBrowser. We will deconvolute and deisotope data for two of the five proteins present in
the file, ubiquitin and carbonic anhydrase, as shown in Fig. 1
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Fig. 1 Example chromatogram showing the separation of five intact proteins
present in TopDownStandard.raw. The MS and MS/MS spectra for ubiquitin and
carbonic anhydrase were chosen near the apex of the respective peaks

(see Note 2 for more information). The goal of the steps to
follow is to generate zero-charge, monoisotopic mass spectra
for the precursor and fragmentation scans. Instructions presented below will work with ThermoFisher .raw files. Other
workflows can be generated with other vendor-provided software or using openly available tools as described in Materials.
All output files from the steps below are published with the
dataset as indicated above in Subheading 2, item 2.
2. To prepare data for ProSight Lite, we require the intact mass
(MS1 data) for each protein and a list of MS2 fragments
observed. In QualBrowser, display the intact mass spectrum
for ubiquitin from scan 334 (for more in-depth explanations of
QualBrowser commands, see http://planetorbitrap.com/
download.php?filename=524212aa70353.pdf).
3. Display the Xtract dialog for scan 334 by pinning the mass
spectrum tab. Right click to bring up the options menu, select
the Export menu, and then click Xtract. If Xtract is not available, see Note 3.
4. Set the Xtract parameters as displayed in Fig. 2. For top-down
mass spectrometry, monoisotopic, zero-charge data are typically required. Further explanation of these parameters may be
found in Note 4. Select Xtract to generate a deisotoped,
deconvoluted spectrum from scan 334.
5. Select the new window that appears by pinning it. Navigate to
scan number two of the PostXtract scan. This scan contains
the monoisotopic, zero-charge (13C0) mass spectrum. Scan 1
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Fig. 2 Selected Xtract parameters to be used for deconvolution and deisotoping. An explanation of these
parameters may be found in Note 4

Fig. 3 Demonstration of exporting post-Xtract data onto the clipboard for further
analysis by ProSight Lite

contains the zero-charge mass spectrum that has not been
deisotoped (and thus contains all of the isotopes). Scan 3
contains the m/z values from the input spectrum that were
deconvoluted and deisotoped by the Xtract algorithm. Scan 4
contains the remaining m/z values from the input spectrum
that were not deconvoluted and deisotoped by the Xtract
algorithm.
6. Copy the monoisotopic, zero-charge (13C0) mass spectrum to
the clipboard. Right click to bring up the options menu, select
the Export menu, and then click Clipboard (Exact Mass) as
shown in Fig. 3.
7. Open a spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel and paste
the data from the clipboard. Note the most intense intact mass:
8,559.6556 Da. Save the file as UbiqMS1.xlsx.
8. Repeat steps 3–7 with scan 330. Scan 330 is an HCD fragmentation scan of the 11+ charge state of ubiquitin. Save the resulting file as UbiqMS2.xlsx.
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Fig. 4 Home screen of ProSight Lite showing the two pieces of information
needed to perform the analyses outlined in Subheading 3.2, steps 2 and 6

9. Repeat steps 3–7 with scan 556. Scan 556 is an intact mass
spectrum of bovine carbonic anhydrase. Note the most intense
intact mass: 29,006.8254 Da. Save the resulting file as
CAMS1.xlsx.
10. Repeat steps 3–7 with scan 561. Scan 561 is an HCD fragmentation scan of the 32+ charge state of carbonic anhydrase. Save
the resulting file as CAMS2.xlsx.
3.2 ProSight Lite
Analysis of Bovine
Ubiquitin (Simple
Analysis Case)

1. Open ProSight Lite and note the two pieces of information
required: experimental data (MS1 and MS2) and sequence
information (Fig. 4).
2. Click Add Experimental Data. Note the new window that
appears (Fig. 5).
3. In Precursor, enter 8,559.6556 as determined in Subheading
3.1, step 7, above or copy from UbiqMS1.xlsx.
4. Open UbiqMS2.xlsx and copy the mass data from Column
A. Paste these values into the Fragments (one per line) text
box.
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Fig. 5 Experimental Data panel. Precursor and fragmentation data must be provided and other parameters must be set prior to further analysis by ProSight Lite

5. Select the following parameters (see Note 5 for more detailed
descriptions), then click Save:
(a) Precursor Mass Type: Monoisotopic
(b) Mass Mode: M (neutral)
(c) Fragmentation Method: HCD
(d) Fragmentation Tolerance: 10 ppm
6. Click on Add Candidate Sequence. Note that a new window
appears (Fig. 6).
7. In the sequence text box, enter the sequence of bovine ubiquitin: MQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIP
PDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVL
RLRGG
8. Select No Modification for cysteine and methionine, and then
click Save.
9. Results are obtained (Fig. 7) indicating a strong agreement
between the experimental data and the candidate sequence.
The P-score is 2.5 × 10−68, multiple fragments cover both
termini, and the intact mass differs from the theoretical by
0.04 Da or < 5 ppm. Flags pointing to the upper left indicate
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Fig. 6 Modify Sequence panel. An amino acid sequence may be directly pasted
into the sequence text box or automatically retrieved using a UniProt accession
number

Fig. 7 Successful analysis of bovine ubiquitin with ProSight Lite. Scores are discussed in detail in Note 6
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N-terminal fragments, while flags pointing to the lower right
indicate C-terminal fragments. The fragment color is determined by the Roepstorff fragment type [22]: a/x are green,
b/y are blue, and c/z are red. Scores are further described in
Note 6.
10. Exports:
(a)	A list of matching fragment ions and their mass errors can
be downloaded by selecting the Microsoft Excel icon to
the upper right of the matching fragment table.
(b)	Fragmentation maps may be downloaded in PNG (raster
graphic) or SVG (vector graphic) under the Export menu.
(c)	Results may be saved for future use or shared with collaborators using the PCML format under the File… Save menu.
3.3 ProSight Lite
Analysis of Bovine
Carbonic Anhydrase II
(Iterative Analysis
Case)

1. Open a new instance of ProSight Lite and Add Experimental
Data as in Subheading 3.2, step 2–5, above with the following
changes:
(a)	Use data from CAMS1.xlsx in Subheading 3.2, step 3
(either enter 29,006.8254 as determined in Subheading
3.1, step 9, above or copy from the file).
(b) Use data from CAMS2.xlsx in Subheading 3.2, step 4.
2. Click on Add Candidate Sequence. In the UniProt Accession
text box (Fig. 6), enter P00921, and click Search. This populates the sequence text box with the amino acid sequence for
bovine carbonic anhydrase II. Select No Modification for cysteine and methionine, and then click Save. This step prevents
errors in the process of copying and pasting data from multiple
sources and should be used when the protein being studied is
present in the UniProt Knowledgebase.
3. Iteration 1. Results are obtained (Fig. 8) indicating poor agreement between the experimental data and the candidate
sequence. The excellent P-score of 2.7 × 10−20 arising from the
strong coverage of the C-terminal region of the protein indicates that the protein is identified as carbonic anhydrase II;
however, the theoretical intact mass is 88.89 Da higher than
the observed intact mass, and no N-terminal fragment ions are
observed. At this stage, we have identified the protein, but
have not fully characterized the proteoform due to the large
mass error.
4. Iteration 2. To correct this mismatch between the theoretical
and observed data, first select Modify Candidate Sequence,
remove the N-terminal methionine from the sequence in the
text box, and click Save. The results (Fig. 9) show an identical
P-score (2.7 × 10−20) and no new N-terminal fragment ions;
however, the mass difference shows that the theoretical mass is
now 42.15 Da lower than the observed mass.
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Fig. 8 Iteration 1: Partial characterization of bovine carbonic anhydrase. The protein is identified, but the proteoform (see Note 1 for a detailed description) is not fully characterized

Fig. 9 Iteration 2: Improved characterization of bovine carbonic anhydrase as a result of removing the initial
methionine from the sequence prior to re-searching
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Fig. 10 Iteration 3: Complete characterization of the N-terminal methionine cleaved, N-terminally acetylated
bovine carbonic anhydrase II proteoform

5. Iteration 3. The final iteration requires the modification of the
N-terminus with an acetyl group (with a mass of 42.01 Da).
To add this modification, click on the gray “N” to the left of
the sequence and, from the Modification box on the lower
right, select “Acetylation.” Note that once changes are made,
the coverage and scores update in real time. This feature allows
for many changes to be made iteratively as the user improves
the match of the theoretical proteoform to the observed data.
The final result can be seen in Fig. 10. The P-score is improved
to 6.5 × 10−48, multiple fragment ions report on both termini,
and the precursor mass error is reduced to just 0.14 Da or
4.9 ppm. After iteration 3, the proteoform has been correctly
and fully characterized.
6. Exports can again be performed as described above in
Subheading 3.2, step 10.

4 Notes
1. A proteoform is a single instance of a group of protein products arising from a specific gene incorporating multiple sources
of potential variation including alternative splicing, single-
nucleotide polymorphism, and post-translational modifications, among others [4].
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2. The top-down standard is a solution containing bovine
carbonic anhydrase (Sigma C2624), equine myoglobin (Sigma
M5696), bovine trypsinogen (Sigma T1143), and bovine
ubiquitin (Sigma U6253). A nanoLCMS run is performed in
which a sample containing 0.6 pmol carbonic anhydrase,
1.1 pmol myoglobin, 0.5 pmol trypsinogen, and 0.1 pmol
ubiquitin is injected onto a 75 μm ID × 15 cm PLRP-S column
(5 μm dp, Agilent) and eluted from 5 % acetonitrile in water
+ 0.1 % formic acid to 52 % acetonitrile in water + 0.1 % formic
acid over 27 min at a flowrate of 300 nL/min. Data are
acquired in data-dependent MS/MS mode on a ThermoFisher
Velos Orbitrap Elite targeting the top 1 m/z value. That species is isolated in a 15 m/z window and HCD fragmentation
occurs at 25 % NCE. Bovine superoxide dismutase (SOD1) is
present as a contaminant in bovine carbonic anhydrase.
3. If Xtract is not available within your copy of QualBrowser,
contact your local ThermoFisher mass spectrometry sales representative to find out how to enable this feature.
4. Description of Xtract parameters with QualBrowser:
(a)	Generate Masses Mode: Specifies whether Xtract returns
zero-charge (M) or protonated, singly charged (M+) data.
In this chapter, we use M as the convention as it is more
intuitive.
(b)	Mass Range: Specifies the m/z range to be deconvoluted
and deisotoped. This is typically set to the start m/z and
end m/z of the scan being processed.
(c)	Resolution@400: Specifies the mass resolving power
(m/Δm) of the measured scan. This parameter is only used
as a default if the resolving power cannot be determined
from the data.
(d)	S/N Threshold: Specifies the lowest signal-to-noise ratio
that the Xtract algorithm will confer with trying to deconvolute and deisotope the mass spectrum. Altering the
threshold lower will generate more masses; however, many
of these masses arise from noise and may be incorrect.
A higher S/N threshold will generate fewer noise-related
masses, but also fewer real masses.
(e)	Fit Factor: Specifies the minimum fit parameter used by
the Xtract algorithm. Increasing this parameter requires a
more perfect fit of the data to the theoretical spectrum to
be considered real; reducing this parameter requires a
poorer fit to be considered real.
(f)	
Remainder: Specifies the remainder of the fit that is left in
the scan during Xtract analysis. This remainder is used to
deconvolute overlapping, lower-intensity ion signals.
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(g)	Averagine Table: Specifies the model for the isotopic
abundances to be used by Xtract. This should not be
changed during typical operation.
(h)	Max Charge: Specifies the maximum charge to be considered by the Xtract algorithm. This should be set at or
above the highest charge expected in the mass spectrum.
5. Description of the experimental data parameters for ProSight
Lite.
(a)	Precursor Mass Type is derived from the Xtract results.
Selecting scan 2 in Subheading 3.1, step 5, generates
monoisotopic masses.
(b)	Mass Mode is derived from the Xtract parameters; see
Note 4.
(c)	Fragmentation Method is determined by the fragmentation used in the mass spectrometer instrument method.
(d)	Fragmentation Tolerance is intrinsic to your instrument’s
mass measurement accuracy. Setting this parameter too
narrow will discard many real masses; however, setting this
parameter too wide will negatively affect the confidence in
the results [23].
6. Description of scores in ProSight Lite:
(a)	PCS. Proteoform characterization score described in previous manuscript [6]. Range, 0–infinity. Higher numbers
indicate better scores.
(b)	P-Score. ProSight P-Score described in previous manuscript [23]. Range, 0–1. Lower numbers indicate better
scores.
(c)	% Fragments Explained. The percentage of the total number of fragments observed that are explained by the fragmentation data. This percentage can vary depending on the
quality of deconvolution/deisotoping algorithm. Range:
0–100 %. Higher numbers indicate better deconvolution
(less noise); lower numbers either indicate that more than
one protein was isolated and fragmented simultaneously or
that the deconvolution algorithm generated unrelated noise.
(d)	% Residue Cleavages. The percentage of inter-residue
bonds where at least one fragment ion was observed.
Range: 0–100 %. Higher numbers indicate better scores.
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Chapter 19
Mapping Biological Networks from Quantitative
Data-Independent Acquisition Mass Spectrometry:
Data to Knowledge Pipelines
Erin L. Crowgey, Andrea Matlock, Vidya Venkatraman,
Justyna Fert-Bober, and Jennifer E. Van Eyk
Abstract
Data-independent acquisition mass spectrometry (DIA-MS) strategies and applications provide unique
advantages for qualitative and quantitative proteome probing of a biological sample allowing constant sensitivity and reproducibility across large sample sets. These advantages in LC-MS/MS are being realized in
fundamental research laboratories and for clinical research applications. However, the ability to translate
high-throughput raw LC-MS/MS proteomic data into biological knowledge is a complex and difficult task
requiring the use of many algorithms and tools for which there is no widely accepted standard and best practices are slowly being implemented. Today a single tool or approach inherently fails to capture the full interpretation that proteomics uniquely supplies, including the dynamics of quickly reversible chemically modified
states of proteins, irreversible amino acid modifications, signaling truncation events, and, finally, determining
the presence of protein from allele-specific transcripts. This chapter highlights key steps and publicly available
algorithms required to translate DIA-MS data into knowledge.
Key words Citrullination, Data-independent acquisition, Phosphorylation, Post-translational modifications, Protein networks, SWATH

1 Introduction
The combination of liquid chromatography (LC) and tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS) is a technology frequently applied to high-
throughput peptide and protein identification and quantification.
The most common strategy for peptide identification utilizes a
data-dependent acquisition (DDA) approach (review; see Bantscheff
et al. [1]) [2, 3]. In this approach, the instrument sequentially
surveys the observable peptide ions that elute from the LC column
at a particular time (MS1 scans), followed by consecutive individual ion isolation and fragmentation events that ultimately assay
only a subset of peptides based on their signal intensity and limited
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by time to generate their MS/MS (MS2) fragmentation spectra.
The acquired mass spectra, both the parent ion mass and a subset
of corresponding fragmentation spectra, are matched against theoretical spectra (generated from a sequence database) by a search
engine, which then assigns peptide sequences and infers the corresponding proteins (review; see Nesvizhskii [4]).
DDA allows the identification of proteins in simple to complex samples. However, as sample complexity increases, there can
be inconsistent sampling of all the same ions across a sample set
due to the semi-stochastic selection of precursor ions and time
dependent selection of co-eluting precursor ions. Therefore, DDA
discovery proteomic experiments will have some missing data [5],
particularly for the lower abundant ions. Some improvement in
the coverage of the ions selected for MS/MS is observed by conducting multiple technical replicates. An alternative to DDA-MS
workflow is data-independent acquisition (DIA) (Fig. 1). In DIA,
MS/MS scans are collected systematically and independent of

Fig. 1 Data-dependent acquisition mass spectrometry vs. data-independent acquisition mass spectrometry.
(A) Scan cycles: DDA, only fragment ion (MS/MS) spectra for selected precursor ions detectable in a survey
(MS1) scan are generated. DIA, fragment ion spectra (MS/MS) for all the analytes detectable within the m/z
precursor range are recorded. (B) Search: DDA, fragment ion spectra are assigned to their corresponding
peptide sequences by sequence database searching. DIA analysis are based on targeted data extraction, in
which peptide ions from a spectral library are queried against experimental data to find the best matching
fragment ion masses and respective intensities. (C) Quantification: DDA, peptides (and then proteins) are
quantified using MS1 signal or spectral counts. DIA computes protein abundance based on selection of transition ion from MS/MS spectra. (D) Translation of large-scale peptide/proteins quantified into knowledge
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precursor information over a number of preselected mass ranges.
The DIA strategies are based on acquiring fragment ion information for “all” observable precursor ions by repeatedly cycling
through predefined sequential m/z windows (DIA-MS/MS spectra) normally over the complete chromatographic elution range
generating mixed fragment ion spectrum of all analytes that exist
in the m/z range covered (see Note 1). We will concentrate on
sequential window acquisition of all theoretical (SWATH) mass
spectra, which is a two-step process that combines DIA with a
preselected peptide library that is used for quantification [6, 7].
This DIA-MS approach is an extension of other MS approaches
such as (1) the collection of fragmentation data without precursor
ion selection [8], (2) the use of ion mobility spectrometry-CIDtime of flight mass spectrometry [9], (3) the use of wide isolation
windows [10], and (4) the use of narrow isolation windows combined with many injections [11].
The key advantage of DIA is the ability to reproducibly measure same preset proteins across multiple samples. By design, a
DIA experiment ensures selection of the observable ions present
for a particular MS/MS analysis and thereby increases the chance
of including proteotypic peptides, i.e., the peptides experimentally proven to uniquely identify each protein and be consistently
observed for a given protein. A goal should be that the characteristics of these selected peptides attempt to match those used
for high-quality targeted MS-based approaches like those of multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) assays [12]. If possible, these
preselected proteotypic peptides that represent the targeted proteins within the library would allow accurate protein quantification and infer a lower limit of detection. Furthermore, because
DIA provides fragmentation information for each ion within the
selected mass range, the analysis will include peptides containing
post-translationally modified PTM amino acid residue(s), specific
splice variants, as well as any peptides carrying a non-synonymous
single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP).
Many of the DIA-MS studies to date have focused on quantifying proteins within a biological sample and have not included the
analysis of site-specific PTMs. However, our premise is that PTMs
are potential disease-specific markers of mis-regulated mechanism/
pathways. Their importance to biological interpretation is irrefutable, and a large-scale in-depth understanding of protein PTMs is
important for gaining a perception of a wide array of cellular functions. The computational analysis of modified peptides was pioneered 20 years ago by Yates et al. [13] and Mann and Wilm [14]
and is still an active area of research. Currently, there are >300
types of PTMs described [15, 16], and most likely there are many
more yet to be discovered. PTM-search algorithms can be categorized into three groups: targeted, untargeted, and de novo PTMsearch methods [17].
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DIA-MS techniques overcome the scalability that limits targeted
MRM assays to a short list of preselected peptides. In practice, all
peptides within the defined mass-to-charge (m/z) window are fragmented collectively in m/z blocks across the full m/z range being
covered in DIA [7]. DIA-MS experiments are capable of producing
quantitative data on many proteins within a single DIA run but
require a library against which to search. Thus, often this results in a
shorter time frame per sample analysis than traditional DDA shotgun
experiments, which can rely on multidimensional fractionation or
long MS run time to obtain the same depth [6, 7]. However, the
development of a new library can be time-consuming, and many
aspects are still being determined about what constitutes an appropriate library. The most popular DIA-MS platforms currently are Q
Exactive Orbitrap mass spectrometer from Thermo Fisher Scientific
(Orbitrap), the SCIEX SWATH 2.0, together with their recent triple
TOF system (TripleTOF 6600™), followed by high-definition MSE
(HDMSE) and ultra-definition MSE (UDMSE) by Waters.
PTMs are often sub-stoichiometric and therefore the less
abundant species of molecules within any proteome sample. The
gain in sensitivity comes at the expense of the wider isolation windows that may interfere with the ability to accurately confirm PTM
localization. This is not a problem if there are not multiple residues
within the peptide that could possess the PTM or if the exact residue is not of interest. Otherwise, a secondary experiment for
proper confirmation maybe required. Additionally, DIA-MS experiments can provide an alternative approach to PTM identification
that depends upon established peptide transition ions from a pre-
generated ion library rather than matching an in silico digest of
specified PTMs. All modified versions of a given peptide with
shared transition ions of the unmodified fragment ions allowing
one to identify novel PTMs of a given peptide based on parent ion
mass shifts and changes in retention time, if expected. This will
open additional opportunities to discover (and potentially quantify) unanticipated modified peptide species from DIA data sets by
a strategy that does not suffer from the combinatorial explosion of
the search space usually experienced with traditional PTM database
search approaches.
As mentioned above, PTM analysis by DIA-MS has proven to
be extremely useful in the analysis and quantitation of citrullinated
proteins. Citrullination is an irreversible deamidation of arginine
residues within a protein carried out by enzymatic reaction. This
modification leads to the loss of a positive charge and reduction in
hydrogen-bonding ability [18]. This modification plays a role in
several physiological and pathological processes such as epigenetics,
apoptosis, and cancer. However, it is rarely studied because a citrullinated protein or peptide is difficult to discern from its native non-
citrullinated form and because the PTM is low abundant,
necessitating highly specific and sensitive detection techniques.
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A recent publication by Fert-Bober showed how building tissue-
specific PTM library increased the accurate detection and quantification of low abundant citrullinated peptides that would have not
been possible otherwise [19].
There are a number of features that MS data search algorithms
share with respect to preprocessing and post-processing MS data,
although the method, format, and information provided can vary
significantly. Common features include the handling of protein
and peptide sequences, the parsing of results from various proteomics search engine output files, the visualization of MS-related
information, and the inference of biological interpretation. Robust
tools for data analysis are required to analyze the MS/MS spectra
and to translate these large-scale proteome data into biological
knowledge. In the area of DIA informatics, there are several computational software/algorithms available for analyzing DIA data
(Table 1) that perform the extraction of peptide identifications and
quantitation from the raw spectral data files using an empirically
generated spectra library, which can be derived from DDA [20] or
DIA data. We will not discuss the pros and cons of these in this
chapter. However, this chapter will provide an overview of commercially available bioinformatics tools, with the primary focus on
the open-source algorithms that researchers can employ when converting DIA-MS data into knowledge.

2 Materials
1. Access to the internet.
2. Processed list of proteins and PTMs identified and quantitated
in a DIA-MS experiment (e.g., see [19]). See Table 1 for a list
of commonly used DIA-MS algorithms.
3. Walkthrough examples include an example output from open-
source software Cytoscape: http://www.cytoscape.org/ and
App Store: http://apps.cytoscape.org/.

3 Methods
1. Library considerations: Each LC-MS run generates data consisting of peak intensities for 1000s of peptides each with specific
retention time (RT) and mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) values.
These aspects have been recently reviewed [25] and are common to both DIA and DDA. However, there are several issues
such as building of MS peptide libraries and LC alignment (e.g.,
the use of exogenous and endogenous retention time standards)
that are unique to DIA, although new methods are being developed and some do not need external retention time calibration
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Tsou et al. 2015 [24] http://diaumpire.sourceforee.net/

Keller et al. 2016 [36] http://tools.proteomecenter.org/wiki/index.ph p?title=Software:SWATHProp
het

SCIEX

Reiter et al. 2011
[23]

Röst et al. 2014 [7]

MacLean et al. 2010 https://brendanx-uw1.gs.washington.edu/labkey/project/home/software/
[22]
Skyline/begin.view

Type of
quantitation Reference

mzML, mzXML, MS2
mz5, and other
vendor-specific
formats

Input spectra
format

Skyline

Software

Table 1
Common software applications for the analysis of DIA-MS spectra data
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peptides (e.g., DIA-Umpire [24]) as they rely on the retention
times of known commonly identified landmark peptides to perform retention time alignment across all the runs.
There are publicly available libraries (e.g., pan-human library)
[25], which can be used. But, at the same time, any premade
libraries may not contain cell-, organ-, or disease-specific proteins
or modified forms that are present in the sample(s) being analyzed. For example, the pan-human library will miss specific stem
cell or cardiac proteins that are expressed in specific tissues or
cells. The best way to create a library is not entirely clear, and
sample type and experimental goals should be considered when
addressing this consideration. To date, we have primarily created
sample-specific libraries. We hope to move toward increasing our
specificity in the selection of peptides and transitions and to perform in DIA with tight percent coefficient of variance in a manner similar to the development of MRM- or SRM-
targeted
protein assays (see Note 2). However, additional work by the
scientific community remains to determine how to efficiently
generate these peptide libraries.
PeakView
(http://sciex.com/products/software/
peakview-software) and OpenSWATH [7] (http://www.
openswath.org/), two commonly used algorithms for DIA-MS
analysis, both rely on RT alignment of specified ions or a set of
standard ions across the elution profile from any DIA run to
the peptide library used to make proper peptide identifications. Peptide assignments are initially based on their parent
mass, retention time (RT), a set of their fragment ions, and the
ratios of fragment ion-relative abundances. Once peptide identification has been performed, quantitation is determined
using a set of peptide fragment ions.
PeakView is available through SCIEX (http://sciex.com/
products/software/peakview-software) and is a stand-alone
software application that is compatible with all SCIEX mass
spectrometer systems for the quantitative review of LC-MS
and MS/MS data. For detailed methods from our group, see
[26]. OpenSWATH [7] is available for download by the ETH
Zurich group, http://www.openswath.org/openswath_
instructions.html, and they provide a well-documented tutorial for executing these processes. Both algorithms, PeakView
and OpenSWATH, depend on a library for the DIA analysis.
2. Protein quantification: In order to compare LC-MS protein
quantification between samples (technical or biological), we
recommend, when possible, that they are analyzed
simultaneously. We have found this to reduce the extent of
normalization required. This is a challenging task as (1) variation in exogenous-supplied (iRT) [27] or endogenous (cIRT)
[28] RT standards can exist across multiple runs due to the LC
instrument conditions, (2) variability in sample load and the
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complexity of peptide mixtures, (3) variation in m/z values
due to occasional drift in the calibration of the mass spectrometry instrument, and (4) variation in peak intensities due to
spray conditions (in most cases, this is proportional to concentration of peptides in the sample). Thus, alignment with respect
to m/z and RT is necessary for quantitative comparison of
proteins/peptides (see Note 3).
There are several methods for quantifying protein concentrations from DIA-MS data, including MSstats and
OpenSWATH, and have been recently reviewed [20]. MSstats
(https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/
html/MSstats.html), an R package for statistical analysis of
quantitative mass spectrometry-based proteomic experiments
[29], is an R/Bioconductor package. It provides protein abundance using linear-
mixed model and group comparisons.
Differential analysis can be helpful when comparing a disease/
perturbation to a control/background.
3. Data to knowledge – overlay on interactome: Proteomic
discovery-based data ultimately shifts the burden to the downstream analysis, which requires an extensive systems biology
approach for data interpretation. A researcher is dealing with
the quantifiable proteome, or interactome depending on the
experiment and questions being assessed.
A major advantage to using UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot accessions (and sequences) for protein identification is the ability to
link protein functional annotations to the proteins identified
within the original library. There are several mapping tools
available to convert between various database identifiers, for
example, the UniProt mapping tool (http://www.uniprot.
org/uploadlists/) can map UniProtKB accession numbers to
other database identifiers such as RefSeq. These mapping steps
are often required for downstream analysis and ultimately allow
the connection of many underlying functional databases.
STRING (http://string-db.org/) [30] is a database of
known and predicted protein interactions, which include direct
and indirect associations that are derived from five sources:
genomic context, high-throughput experiments, co-expression,
automated text mining, and previous knowledge in databases. It
has a user-friendly interface and provides flexibility for setting
various parameters like confidence. The output from STRING
can also be saved in a text file format compatible with Cytoscape
and therefore allows further customization for visualizing the
results.
NetworkAnalyst
(http://www.networkanalyst.ca/)
is
another open-source tool available for analyzing a list of proteins using protein-protein interaction networks [31, 32]. It
has an easy-to-use graphical interface, and proteins of interest
are mapped to manually curated protein-protein interaction
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database to construct relevant networks. The tool provides a
system for functional enrichment analysis and the results,
including the network map, can be easily exported.
Cytoscape, an open-source bioinformatics software for visualizing molecular interaction networks, can be freely downloaded from http://www.cytoscape.org (Fig. 2). Furthermore,
Cytoscape has several plug-ins (applications) (http://apps.
cytoscape.org/apps/all) available for creating an interactome
from a user input (i.e., lists of proteins). The apps can easily be
installed by using the Application Manager within Cytoscape
(Fig. 2). Reactome FI, which was originally developed for
microarray data, allows a researcher to upload a list of genes of
interest, and the algorithm will display the interactome for those
candidates. There are many types of analysis that Reactome FI
can execute, and the user can easily select the appropriate module (Fig. 3).
Reactome FI enables functional enrichment analysis and
easily customizable network output maps. Using the DIA-MS

Fig. 2 Download Cytoscape and install plug-ins. (1) Cytoscape is an open-source application that can be
downloaded from http://www.cytoscape.org. The application is free and available for Mac or Windows. The
application requires Java, which is also freely available at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/
downloads/jre8-downloads-2133155.html. (2) Install plug-ins. Step 1: Open Cytoscape and click on the Apps
tab. The App Manager will appear. Step 2: Type in the search bar the name of the application of interest. Step
3: Select the application of interest and click on install
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Fig. 3 Overview of Reactome FI plug-in. Step 1: Click on the apps tab and application installed (following Fig. 2)
will appear. Step 2: Select the application of interest (i.e., Reactome FI). Step 3: Select the type of analysis to
execute

(SWATH) data released in [19], an interactome was generated
for citrullinated proteins that were differentially regulated in
cardiocytes [19] (Fig. 4). The results from Reactome FI can
also be analyzed via other Cytoscape plug-ins, including
ClusterONE [33] (Fig. 5).
4. Data to knowledge – functional enrichment analysis: Enrichment
analyses are typically performed utilizing gene ontology (GO)
annotations, which include cellular compartment, molecular
function, and biological process, and/or pathway annotations
from databases like KEGG and Reactome. Common statistical
tests include Fisher exact or a p-value probability or chance of
seeing at least x number of genes out of the total n genes in the
list annotated to a particular GO. The goal is to differentiate
enrichment above random background. These types of analysis
can help generate new hypothesis about protein dynamics under
a given biological system or enhance our current understanding
of biological processes associated with a given condition.
There are several publicly available tools for enrichment
analysis, including iProXpress (http://pir.georgetown.edu/
iproxpress2/), BiNGO [34], and Panther (http://geneontol-
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Fig. 4 Reactome FI analysis of the top citrullinated proteins in heart diseases. The top citrullinated proteins
from [19] were uploaded and analyzed in Cytoscape via Reactome FI. Circles nodes represent proteins that
were differentially citrullinated, whereas triangle nodes represent proteins that were not reported as having
differentially citrullinated residues, but are linked to proteins, through protein-protein interactions (gray lines)
that do have differentially regulated citrullinated residues. The top three pathways enriched per module were
extracted. Module 1: Striated muscle contraction, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and dilated cardiomyopathy.
Module 2: glycolysis/gluconeogenesis. Biosynthesis of amino acids and validated targets of c-Myc transcriptional activation. Module 3: Parkinson’s disease, the citric acid cycle and respiratory electron transport, and
Huntington’s disease. Module 4: Tyrosine metabolism, fatty acid degradation, and retinol metabolism. Module
5: The citric acid (TCA) cycle and respiratory electron transport, carbon metabolism, and metabolic pathway

ogy.org/page/go-enrichment-analysis). BiNGO [34] is a
Cytoscape plug-in (see Fig. 2 for overview on downloading
plug-ins) that enables functional enrichment analysis and visualization. Data can be uploaded directly from the user or from
a network, and the user has the option to select various parameters and statistical tests for analyzing the data (Fig. 6). Using
the DIA-MS (SWATH) data released in a recent publication,
an example of a functional enrichment output from BiNGO
[34] was generated for citrullinated proteins that were differentially regulated in cardiocytes [19] (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 5 ClusterONE analysis of an interactome. The network in Fig. 4 was further analyzed in Cytoscape using
ClusterONE. Orange triangles are nodes that represent proteins that are highly connected within and across
modules. Red squares are nodes that were clustered, whereas gray circles are outliers. The top cluster consisted of eight proteins: COL6A3, ACTN2, ACTN3, ITGAV, VIM, TNNT2, MYBPC3, and TNNI3 (p-value 0.001,
density 0.714, quality 0.625)

5. Considerations for PTM analysis: Diversity at the protein level
comes from (1) mRNA splice variants and internal start sites,
(2) variants affecting the primary sequence of amino acids
(e.g., SNPs), and (3) different PTMs. The large-scale study of
variance due to genomic alterations typically requires next-
generation sequencing techniques for DNA/RNA molecules,
as a priori knowledge is not required. Proteomic data is further
complicated as different forms of PTMs may occur in tandem,
greatly increasing the complexity of the proteome. PTMs
broadly contribute to the recent explosion of proteomic data
as they possess a significant aspect to protein function.
In PTM analysis, each peptide representing a modification
site of interest needs to stand alone; this is in contrast to proteome analysis where several peptides are usually taken into consideration to reveal characteristics of a single protein. Global
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Fig. 6 Overview for executing a BiNGO analysis. Step 1: Enter the name of the analysis, and select either “Get
Cluster from Network” or “Paste Genes from Text.” Step 2: Select over- or underrepresentation; select a statistical test (i.e., hypergeometric); and select a multiple testing correction (i.e., Benjamini and Hochberg false
discovery rate (FDR) correction), a significance level, the categories to be visualized, reference set, and ontology type (biological process, molecular function, or cellular compartment). Step 3: Select the appropriate species and start BiNGO analysis

PTM analysis remains a major challenge in the field and is very
resource demanding. MS-based proteomics provides tens of
thousands of sites, raising the question of their biological relevance. Researchers are faced with the challenge of selecting biologically relevant sites from large-scale data, and then determing
how to perform functional follow-up assays on these candidates
(see Note 4).
Oftentimes, it can be challenging to determine the exact
location of a PTM, such as phosphorylation, and as such, there
are several publicly available algorithms that can be applied to
further assess PTM data generated from MS/MS data. For
example, Ascore is an algorithm that measures the probability
of a correct phosphorylation site localization based on the
presence and intensity of site-determining ions in MS/MS
spectra [35]. Recently, PTMProphet was added to the
SWATHProphet software and serves as a tool to identify/
annotate modifications in peptide sequences by identifying
precursor ions consistent with a modification, along with the
mass and localization of the modification in the peptide
sequence [36]. Another algorithm for scoring/annotating
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Fig. 7 Gene ontology (molecular function) enrichment analysis using Bingo. The top citrullination proteins from
[19] were uploaded into BiNGO and analyzed for enriched gene ontology (GO) molecular function terms. Orange
nodes represent the most significantly enriched GO terms, whereas white and yellow represent the least significantly enriched GO terms. The BiNGO analysis highlights the hierarchy of the ontological terms. For this dataset,
the most enriched molecular function terms were hydro-lyase activity, carbon-oxygen lyase activity, oxidoreductase activity, NAD or NADH binding, lyase activity, troponin C binding, and enoyl-CoA hydratase activity

PTM localization, called LuciPHOr, uses a modified targetdecoy-based approach that uses mass accuracy and peak intensities for site localization scoring and false localization rate
(FLR) [37].
Citrullination is another important PTM and recent
advancements have enabled DIA-MS detection, and bioinformatics methods have enabled the analysis for this biologically
relevant irreversible PTM, including algorithms for scoring
the location of this PTM within a peptide sequence [19].
Interestingly, it has been supported that citrullination of sarcomere proteins causes a decrease in Ca(+2) sensitivity in skinned
cardiomyocytes, indicating an important structural and functional alteration associated with this PTM [19].
6. Considerations for translating large proteome datasets into biological knowledge leveraging PTM data: For DIA-MS data, it is
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important at both the peptide level and protein level to translate the data into an integrated knowledge base. Translating
large data into knowledge is a difficult task, and there is no
gold standard or process available. At the foundation, a system
capable of linking many functional annotations together is
essential. Without this type of connectivity, functional enrichment analysis such as GO and pathway would not be possible.
Linking to disease databases like the Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man (OMIM), a catalog of human Mendelian
disorders, which contains 20,267 entries describing 13,606
genes from ~7000 disorders [38], helps to provide a resource
for annotating clinically relevant gene/protein candidates.
Text and data mining also become invaluable resources
when analyzing large datasets as it is impossible to manually
research all quantified proteins in their various states across
many experiments. Data mining involves integration of many
biological datasets and annotations and when utilized effectively can produce more holistic insights. See review [39] for a
comparison of different methods for data integration and their
advantages and disadvantages. Furthermore, there are other
tools for data integration and text mining, including
RapidMiner, KNIME, and R statistics, that can be customized
for the end users’ goals.
Oftentimes, a researcher may need to leverage ortholog
mapping across species to reveal significant findings. This underutilized aspect holds considerable value and can infer importance of a modifiable amino acid residue. This is particularly
important because functionally important modification sites are
more likely to be evolutionarily conserved; yet cross-species
comparison of PTMs is difficult since they often lie in structurally disordered protein domains. Current tools that address this
are PhosphoSitePlus [40], Phospho.ELM [41], Phosphorylation
Site Database [42], PHOSIDA [43], PhosPhAt [44],
PhosphOrtholog [45], NetworKIN [46], and RegPhos [47].
O-GLYCBASE [48] and dbOGAP [49] are databases for
glycoproteins, most of which include experimentally verified
O-linked glycosylation sites. UbiProt [50] stores experimental
ubiquitylated proteins and ubiquitylation sites, which are
implicated in protein degradation through an intracellular
ATP-dependent proteolytic system. Furthermore, PTMScout
(http://ptmscout.mit.edu) is another web resource that is
constructed around a custom database of PTM experiments
and contains information from external protein and post-
translational resources, including GO annotations, Pfam
domains, and Scansite predictions of kinase and phosphopeptide-binding domain interactions [51].
Motif analysis strategies and domain-domain interactions
related to PTMs are also important aspects in translating data.
Proteins having related functions may not show overall high
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sequence similarity, yet they may contain sequences of amino
acid residues that are highly conserved within the tertiary
structure of the protein. Currently, the largest collection of
sequence motifs in the world is PROSITE [52] and META
Site such as MOTIF [53]. PROSITE can be accessed via
ExPASy (http://www.expasy.org). A free software package
named MacPattern [54] is available for searching PROSITE
motifs. Other useful resources for searching protein motifs are
BLOCKS [55], MOTIF Search (http://www.genome.jp/
tools/motif/), and MoST [56].
SysPTM [57] has designed a systematic platform for multitype PTM research and data mining. Additionally, Human
Protein Reference Database (HPRD) [58] contains a wealth of
information relevant to the function of human proteins in
health and disease, as well as the annotation of PTMs.
The rate of discovery for PTMs is gaining momentum and is
significantly outpacing our biological understanding of the function and regulation of these modifications, and data mining techniques have the potential to enable the discovery of previously
unknown patterns and relationships hidden in large datasets.

4 Notes
1. DIA methods have advantages and disadvantages related to the
instrument and the composition and complexity of the biological sample. Similar to DDA experiments, the instrument method
of DIA experiments entails trade-offs across mass resolution and
mass accuracy, scanning rates and the number of data points
taken across a peak, number and width of isolation windows,
and cycle times. Ultimately, DIA encompasses the strengths of
both DDA and MRM approaches [6], combining shotgun
(DDA) discovery proteomics with the quantitative capabilities
and high-throughput nature of targeted approaches [7].
2. A spectral library of identified peptides can be manually programmed, downloaded (if available), or generated by previous
DDA experiments. The effectiveness of sequence-searching
approach depends on (a) high-quality reference spectra, with good
signal-to-noise ratios and devoid of impurities, and (b) effective
matching algorithms with the robustness and flexibility to accommodate imperfect matches while minimizing false matches.
3. It is our experience that the larger the number of samples being
compared, complexity of data analysis increases due to limited
scalability of current methods. It is also our experience that
only selected peptides and transitions with coefficient of variances of under 20 % in the DDA runs are necessary to ensure
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accurate quantification. This is the level of reproducibility and
precision required in clinical chemistry hospital assays.
4. The interpretation of proteome data obtained from high-
throughput methods cannot be appropriately deciphered without a priori knowledge which may come by biochemical or
physiological data where specific PTM data from in vitro or
in vivo is available. For example, cardiac troponin (cTnl) plays a
key role in the regulation of contraction and relaxation of heart
muscle. There are numerous phosphorylation sites on cTnl with
and without in vitro or in vivo PKA phosphorylation [59].
Mutational data supports that residues that have been substituted as a pseudo mimetic, such as the phosphorylation of sites
22 and 23 in cTnI being replaced with Asp to mimic the negative charge, have a profound effect on the function of cTnl [60].
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Chapter 20
Annotation of Alternatively Spliced Proteins
and Transcripts with Protein-Folding Algorithms
and Isoform-Level Functional Networks
Hongdong Li, Yang Zhang, Yuanfang Guan, Rajasree Menon,
and Gilbert S. Omenn
Abstract
Tens of thousands of splice isoforms of proteins have been catalogued as predicted sequences from transcripts in humans and other species. Relatively few have been characterized biochemically or structurally.
With the extensive development of protein bioinformatics, the characterization and modeling of isoform
features, isoform functions, and isoform-level networks have advanced notably. Here we present applications of the I-TASSER family of algorithms for folding and functional predictions and the IsoFunc,
MIsoMine, and Hisonet data resources for isoform-level analyses of network and pathway-based functional
predictions and protein-protein interactions. Hopefully, predictions and insights from protein bioinformatics will stimulate many experimental validation studies.
Key words Functional prediction, Isoform network, Protein folding, Splice isoforms

1 Introduction
One of the most remarkable developments in biological evolution
is the emergence in multicellular organisms of gene structures with
exons and introns. An elaborate splicing machinery in cells processes heterogeneous nuclear RNAs and generates several different
mRNA transcripts from individual genes that can be translated into
protein products. Just describing gene or protein expression as
“upregulated” or “downregulated” ignores the fact that these transcripts and proteins are mixtures. These splice variants can and often
do have dramatically different functions; when the proteins fold
similarly and compete for target sites, they may, in fact, have opposing actions, such as proapoptotic and antiapoptotic activities [1].
Alternative splicing generates protein diversity without increasing genome size. This phenomenon seems to explain how humans
can “get by” with only 20,000 protein-coding genes, whereas there
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_20, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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were predictions of 50,000 to 100,000 or more protein-coding
genes when the Human Genome Project was launched. The splice
variants cannot be identified in genome sequences, but the splicing
can be mapped to the gene exon/intron structures. There are multiple kinds of splicing events, including alternative 5 ′ or 3′ start
sites, mutually exclusive exons (exon swaps), intron retention, alternative promoters, and alternative polyadenylation. There are examples of every kind of splicing in cancers, for example, and complex
combinations of splice isoforms are well described in the nervous
system. Ensembl, UniProt, neXtProt, RefSeq, and ECgene are
databases with extensive information about protein splice variants.

2 Materials
Depending on the biological or clinical question being investigated,
either primary experimental data or publicly available datasets for
protein and transcript isoforms from appropriate specimens may be
utilized for annotation and characterization of splice isoforms. For
example, we have characterized splice isoforms of Her2/ERBB2+
breast cancers from humans and in mouse models [2, 3].
1. Use the current version of UniProt (e.g., release 2015/03) at
http://www.uniprot.org to obtain a reliable, high-quality set
of protein isoforms which are consistently annotated both in
Ensembl (version 75) at http://wwwensemblorgHomo_sapiens/Info/Index and in NCBI RefSeq (e.g., release 70) at
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/.
Note that the annotation on splice isoforms varies from
database to database and version to version. In Ensembl, information on protein-coding transcripts for a gene is updated or
changed whenever the database version is changed. RefSeq is
generally less inclusive than Ensembl.
The identification of a “canonical isoform” often defaults to
the longest product (protein sequence). UniProt curators
choose a canonical variant from among several protein isoforms
encoded by one gene using some mixture of the following criteria: highest expressed (varies by tissue and conditions); most
conserved across species; the amino acid sequence that allows
the clearest description of domains, isoforms, polymorphisms,
and post-translational modifications; or, finally, the longest
sequence. The other sequences are called “noncanonical” isoforms: see http://www.uniprot.org/help/canonicalandisoforms. As described below, we propose a method to identify the
“most highly connected isoform” and consider the highest connected isoform (HCI) the canonical form.
Generally, the functional annotation of genes is based on
their widely studied canonical protein or, more crudely, on the
mixture of unrecognized isoforms. There is only very limited
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experimental evidence or computational annotation of functions of noncanonical protein isoforms. Gene ontology (GO)
and Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes (KEGG) are
widely used; we recommend also using GeneCards for genelevel annotations (http://www.genecards.org/).
2. RNA-Seq provides far more precise measurement of levels of
expression of transcripts and their isoforms than microarray analyses do. Available datasets can be downloaded from the NCBI
Short Read Archive (http://www.ncbi.nomlnih.gov/sra). Often
there are biological replicates available.
Analyze the RNA-Seq data using Sailfish [4], an alignment-
free algorithm (unlike Tophat/Cufflinks) for estimation of the
isoform abundances. Sailfish builds a unique index of all k-mers
(short and consecutive sequences containing k nucleic acids),
counts the occurrences of the k-mers in the RNA-Seq fragments, and quantitates the transcripts by the number of occurrences of the k-mers through an EM algorithm. The index file
for the Sailfish quantitation process can be generated from
Ensembl cDNA file (GRCh38 version).
Use the R package edgeR to quantitate differential expression of transcript isoforms between two tissues or tumor types
being compared. This method uses an over-dispersed Poisson
model to account for biological and technical variability.
Bonferroni correction of p values for multiple hypothesis testing can be performed with the p.adjust function in stats, R
package (http://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-patched/library/
stats/html/p.adjust.html). Use the Sailfish estimates of read
counts for each transcript isoform in calculations of differential
expression.

3 Methods
3.1 Inferring
Structure and Function
of Protein Isoforms
Using Structural
Bioinformatics Tools

We developed an integrated computational approach with tools for
3D protein structure prediction and structure-based protein function annotation, which can be used for inferring potential folding
and functions of the noncanonical splice proteins compared with
those of the canonical proteins. As examples, we first applied this
approach to examining the function and folding stability of
pyruvate kinase M2 isoforms, whose 3D structures were known,
and three cancer-related isoform pairs, Bcl-x, caspase 3, and odd-
skipped related 2, which were reported to have opposite functions,
but lacked experimentally derived structures [5].

3.1.1 Protein 3D
Structure Prediction

We developed and recommend two methods, I-TASSER [6–11]
and QUARK [12–14] for template-based and ab initio protein
structure predictions, respectively (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Flowcharts of template-based structure prediction by I-TASSER (a) and ab initio structural folding by
QUARK (b)
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For additional comments about the I-TASSER family of tools
and alternative methods, see Subheading 4.
I-TASSER pipeline for template-based structure prediction. The
pipeline of I-TASSER is presented in Fig. 1a. The classic I-TASSER
is depicted in the left-bottom panel of Fig. 1a, which consists of
three steps:
1. Thread the query sequence through the PDB library by a
locally installed meta-threading-server (LOMETS) method
[15] to identify structure templates. Because LOMETS combines multiple threading programs based on different but
complementary alignment algorithms, the templates often
have improved structural coverage and alignment accuracy
compared to individual threading algorithms.
2. Construct full-length model by reassembling the continuous
segments excised from the templates in the threading-aligned
regions using iterative replica-exchange Monte Carlo (REMC)
simulations, where the structure in the threading-unaligned
regions is built by an on-lattice ab initio modeling procedure.
The REMC simulations are guided by a highly optimized
knowledge-based force field that consists of generic backbone
contact and correlation interactions, hydrogen bonding, and
threading template-based restraints [11, 16].
3. Select the lowest free energy models by the clustering of all
structure decoys as generated by the REMC simulations [17,
18]; the atomic models are then refined by REMO via the
optimization of the hydrogen-bonding networks [19].
In recent developments, we proposed three methods to
improve the accuracy of I-TASSER for distant homology modeling. These new developments are depicted in the upper-right panel
of Fig. 1a, which was proved efficient in improving the modeling
accuracy for proteins that lack close homologous templates [20].
These include:
1. Extended SVMSEQ [21] to generate multiple-scale residue contacts to guide the long-range I-TASSER structure assembly [22]
2. Developed SEGMER [23] to detect super-secondary structural motifs by segmental threading which improve spatial
restraints of medium-range I-TASSER simulations
3. Applied FG-MD [24] to refine I-TASSER models at the atomic
level based on fragment-guided molecular dynamic simulations,
where the fragments from the PDB are shown to be able to
improve the funnel of landscape of the physics-based force field.
QUARK pipeline for ab initio protein structure folding. Because
the accuracy of I-TASSER predictions often relies on the existence
of PDB templates and cannot be used to model proteins with new
folds, we developed QUARK for ab initio protein structure prediction (Fig. 1b), [12, 25], which consists of three steps:
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1. Select 200 short fragments at each position of the target
sequence, each with 1–20 residues, from unrelated proteins by
gapless matches.
2. Use the selected fragments to assemble full-length models by
REMC simulations, under a composite physics- and knowledge-
based potential that consists of H-bond, van der Waals, solvation, Coulomb, backbone torsion, bond length and angle, and
statistical strand and helix packing interactions [12]. Meanwhile,
non-covalent contact and distance profiles are derived from the
short-range fragments by consistency analysis and used to
accommodate long-range packing simulations [25].
3. Select final models by SPICKER clustering program, and then
refine the atomic models by ModRefiner [26] through a two-
step atomic-level minimization to improve H-bond networks
and physical realism.
Test of structure prediction methods in blind CASP experiments.
I-TASSER and QUARK have been tested in both benchmark [6,
7, 12, 13, 27] and blind experiments [8, 9, 10, 28–30]. For the
blind test, community-wide CASP experiments have been
organized every two years since 1994 to examine the state of the
art of structure prediction methods (http://predictioncenter.org)
[31, 32]. Structure predictions of a set of >100 protein targets are
made before the experimental structures are released, and the modeling results by predictors are assessed by independent scientists.
The CASP experiments have attracted hundreds of predictors from
the community in the last two decades. I-TASSER was tested (as
“Zhang-server”) in the seventh–eleventh CASP competitions in
2006–2014, and QUARK participated in the ninth and tenth
CASPs. I-TASSER and QUARK have consistently ranked in the
top two positions in the automated server section for generating
the most accurate protein structure predictions [29, 30, 33–35].
These results demonstrate the advantage of these pipelines over
other state-of-the-art methods for high-resolution protein structure predictions.
3.1.2 Structure-Based
Function Annotations

To annotate the biological functions of proteins, we first developed
a high-quality protein function database, BioLiP [36], semi-
manually curated from databases and PubMed literature. Two
complementary approaches, COFACTOR [37, 38] and COACH
[39], were then proposed to predict the protein functions by structurally matching the prediction structure models with the known
proteins in BioLiP.
Development of protein functional databases. Many structure-
based protein function analyses and prediction studies use known
proteins solved in the PDB [40] as templates to infer biological
functions of unknown proteins. However, numerous proteins in
the PDB contain redundant entries and/or misordered residues
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and functions. In particular, many proteins were solved using artificial molecules as additives to facilitate the structural determination
experiments. These ligands do not necessarily represent biologically
relevant binding. Therefore, it is essential to develop cleaned protein libraries with biological functions carefully validated. We proposed a hierarchical procedure, which consists of three steps of
computational filtering and manual literature validation for assessing the biological relevance of the annotated protein functions.
1. Download 3D structure for each entry in the PDB, with the
modified residues (i.e., residues modified post-translationally,
enzymatically, or by design) translated to their precursor standard
residues based on the MODRES record. To exclude crystallization neighbors, the biological unit files rather than the asymmetric
unit files are used for evaluating the ligand-protein contacts.
2. Extract ligands, which are defined as small molecules, from the
PDB file. Three types of ligand molecules are collected in the
BioLiP database, the molecules from the HETATM records
(excluding water and modified residues), small DNA/RNA,
and peptides with less than 30 residues. If the closest interatomic distance between two HET group ligands is smaller
than 2 Å, the two ligands are merged as a single ligand and are
regarded as a k-mer ligand.
3. Submit each ligand molecule to a composite automated and
manual procedure to decide its biological relevance. If the
ligand molecule is evaluated as biologically relevant, its interaction with the receptor (i.e., binding site residues in the receptor) is deposited into the BioLiP database. Additionally, the
ligand-binding affinity, catalytic site residues, EC numbers,
GO terms, and cross-links to the PDB, UniProt, PDBsum,
PDBe, and PubMed databases are also collected and deposited
into BioLiP.
BioLiP is updated weekly and is freely available for the community at http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/BioLiP. The
current release of BioLiP contains 344,990 entries constructed
from 72,005 unique PDB proteins, in which 40,078 entries are for
DNA/RNA-protein interactions, 15,648 for peptide-protein
interactions, 94,907 for metal ion-protein interactions, and
184,357 for regular small molecule-protein interactions. There are
in total 23,492 entries with binding affinity data collected from
Binding MOAD [41], PDBbind-CN [42], and BindingDB [43]
databases and from a manual survey of the literature. It also contains proteins of known enzyme commission (EC) [44] and gene
ontology (GO) [45]. Currently, the EC domain of BioLiP involves
7674 protein chains with 203 unique first three-digit and 1900
unique four-digit enzyme commission numbers. The GO domain
contains 26,004 chains/domains associated with 11,686 unique
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gene ontology terms. These data provide important resources for
function annotation studies.
COFACTOR method for EC, GO, and ligand-binding predictions. COFACTOR is a template-based approach developed for
structure-based function annotation [37, 38].
1. Identify functional templates by global and local structural
matches of the target proteins with the known proteins in the
BioLiP [36]. The target structures can be either from experimental determination or computational structure prediction.
2. Infer functional insights, including ligand-binding sites,
enzyme commission number, and gene ontology terms, from
the highest scoring function templates.
COFACTOR was tested in the function prediction section of
the ninth CASP experiment, where COFACTOR (as “
 I-TASSER_
FUNCTION” in the server section and “ZHANG” in the human
section) was ranked in the first two positions [46].
COACH protocol for ligand-binding prediction. Because individual methods can only generate predictions for specific protein targets,
we proposed a new protocol, COACH, which aims to extend the
coverage of function predictions by combining results from multiple
methods (Fig. 2) [39]. The pipeline consists of two steps:
1. Use two complementary algorithms TM-SITE and S-SITE to
derive functional templates from BioLiP library. TM-SITE was
designed to recognize functional templates by binding-specific
substructure comparison combined with biochemical feature
alignment of binding pockets. S-SITE uses protein sequence profile collected by PSI-BLAST that is then searched through BioLiP.

Fig. 2 Protocol of COACH for structure-based protein function annotation. Prediction results from five different
programs are combined using support vector machine to increase accuracy and coverage of function
annotations
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2. Combine multiple predictions by TM-SITE and S-SITE,
together with three other predictors (COFACTOR [38],
FINDSITE [47], and Concavity [48]), to derive consensus
function annotations using support vector machine (Fig. 2).
The COACH protocol was examined in the recent community-
wide COMEO experiment designed to test ligand-binding predictions using prereleased PDB sequences as a continuous base [49].
COACH was consistently ranked as the best method in the last 22
individual datasets with its average AUC score, the area under the
curve of the true positive rate versus false positive rate plot, 22.5 %
higher than the second best method [49].
3.1.3 Structure-Based
Function Annotations
of Alternative Splice
Proteins Expressed
in Her2/Neu-Induced
Breast Cancers

Identification of splice variant peptides in tumor tissue of mice with
her2/neu-amplified breast cancer. We analyzed tumor and normal
mammary tissue LC-MS/MS datasets from the Chodosh mouse
model of Her2/neu-driven breast cancer, which accounts for
15–20 % of breast cancers in humans [50]. A total of 608 distinct
alternative splice variants, 540 known and 68 novel, were identified [3]. There were 216 more from the tumor lysate than from
the normal sample (505 vs. 289), probably reflecting greater cellularity and higher expression per cell. We chose 32 of the 45 novel
proteins expressed only in tumor specimens for confirmation with
qRT-PCR; all were confirmed except for one primer which did not
work, and 29 of 31 showed increased mRNA expression. Of the 15
biomarker candidates that Whiteaker et al. [50] confirmed as overexpressed in tumor lysates with MRM-MS, we found that 10 had
splice variants in our analysis, although we had no information on
the functional activities of the different isoforms of these or any
other proteins from proteomic analyses.
Among the 68 novel proteins, we demonstrated variants resulting from new translation start sites, new splice sites, extension or
shortening of exons, deletion or swap of exons, retention of introns,
and translation in an alternative reading frame. Our annotations
revealed multiple variants with potential significant functional motifs,
including two relating to BRCA1 through binding to its BRCT
domain. The peptide sequence “FSRAEAEGPGQACPPRPFPC” is
in the second intronic region of leucine zipper-containing LF
(Rogdi) gene. Using Splice Site Prediction by Neural Network from
the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (http://w.fruitfly.org/
seq_tools/splice.html), we found a predicted donor splice site “gactgaggtgaggtg” where the novel peptide was identified as coding
sequence with a splice site prediction score of 0.93. Functional
motifs identified in expressed intronic sequences include LIG_
BRCT_BRCA1_1, a phosphopeptide motif which interacts directly
with the carboxy-
terminal domain of BRCA1. The peptide
“GSGLVPTLGRGAETPVSGAGATRGLSR” aligned to the first
intronic region of transcription factor sox7; the very same LIG-
BRCT_BRCA1_1 motif was found in this intronic region.
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Structure modeling-based analysis on alternative splice proteins in
Her2/neu-induced breast cancers. Experimentally determined structures of protein splice isoforms remain rare; in fact, there were only
seven full-length pairs of such isoforms in the enormous Protein
Data Bank (PDB) and the Alternative Splicing and Transcript
Diversity (ASTD) database as of 2011 [5]. Homology modeling
methods are poor at predicting atomic-level structural differences
because of the high sequence identity between the isoforms. We
exploited the bioinformatics tools [6, 11, 38, 39] described above
(Subheading 3.1) to analyze the folding, structural conformation,
and likely functional consequences of alternative splicing of proteins
identified in the Her2/neu-induced breast cancer model [5]. The
procedure of the application consists of three steps:
1. Based on the I-TASSER modeling, we have demonstrated that
attributes in ab initio structural assembly and template refinement can partially differentiate atomic details of splice protein
variant pairs [5]. The structure modeling approach was benchmarked on the seven pairs of protein splice isoforms with
solved structures in PDB, which resulted in structural models
with an average RMSD = 1.72 Å to the native, after excluding
all homologous templates to the targets. Some of the structural variations in the isoform pairs were due to exon swapping. Even alternative splice variants whose structures are very
similar may have functional differences due to the absence of a
functionally critical residue or altered post-translational modifications of residues in the swapped exon. For example, in the
case of acid phosphatase (acp1) variants, the Mg2+-binding site
is missing in the 1xwwA variant.
2. We used the strategy to model three cancer-related variant
pairs reported to have opposite functions, but lacking experimentally derived structures: Bcl-x, caspase 3, and odd-skipped
related 2. In each isoform pair, we observed structural differences in regions where the presence or absence of a motif can
directly influence the distinctive functions of the variants. For
example, an additional 63 amino acids (AA 129–191) create an
extra domain in the core structure of bclx-L (233 AA) compared with bclx-S (170 AA); the shorter variant is missing the
two Bcl-2 family motifs BH1 and BH2, while the longer variant contains all four Bcl-2 homology motifs (BH1–4). This
difference results in a completely different topology and function; bclx-L is antiapoptotic, while bclx-S is proapoptotic.
3. We applied I-TASSER to five splice-variant pairs overexpressed
in the mouse Her2/neu mammary tumor: annexin 6, calumenin, cell division cycle 42 (cdc42), polypyrimidine tract-
binding protein 1 (ptbp1), and tax1-binding protein 3 (tax1bp3).
These pairs were chosen based on the following five criteria:
differential expression, annotated as a known protein in Ensembl,
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at least 75 % sequence identity with the canonical protein, known
homologous variants of the protein pair in Homo sapiens, and an
I-TASSER confidence score (C-score) for both variants >−1.5
to ensure the quality of structure prediction.
Despite the high sequence identity between the variant pairs
(99, 92, 95, 95, and 79 %, respectively), structural differences were
revealed in biologically important regions of these protein pairs.
For example, the only difference between anxa6-001 and anxa6002 at the sequence level is the presence of six residues in anxa6001 (VAAEIL, AA 525–530) that are missing in anxa6-002. The
global topology of the I-TASSER models of the two isoforms is
almost identical, with RMSD = 0.38 Å and TM-score = 0.99.
However, there is an obvious local structural change in the region
due to the absence of “VAAEIL” residues (AA 525−530 in anxa6001), as identified by the structural alignment algorithm, TM-align
[51]. As reported, these six residues are in the end of a helical
region (blue-colored in the original figure) which is followed by a
loop. Because of the absence of the six residues, the loop is smaller
in the shorter variant. The nearby proline-directed kinase phosphorylation ([ST]P) site followed by a serine phosphorylation site
moves from 535–537 to 529–531, inside the helix region in anxa6002, where phosphorylation is less probable than for anxa6-001.
The I-TASSER models in Fig. 3 show that the threonine and
proline residues are buried by other atoms in the anxa6-002

Fig. 3 The I-TASSER models for two splice isoforms of Annexin 6. (a) The “TPS” residues in anxa6-001 are
exposed to solvent which helps increase the likelihood of phosphorylation as a post-translational modification.
The hydroxyl groups, which are the target of kinases for phosphorylation, are highlighted in the inset. (b) Due
to the absence of “VAAEIL” residues (aa 525–530 in anxa6-001) in the anxa6-002 variant, the “TPS” residues
are either partially or completely buried by other atoms which significantly reduce the possibility of the protein
for phosphorylation [Modified from reference [1]]
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variant, whereas the hydroxyl group of serine (S531 in anxa6-002)
seems quite accessible for phosphorylation (see inset of Fig. 3b). In
order to search for phosphopeptides from the spliced region of
anxa6, we performed a fresh analysis of the mass spectrometric data
with our custom database using X! Tandem, specifying phosphorylation on serine or threonine (phospho(S) and phospho(T)) as
potential residue modifications. Because phosphorylation is usually
present at low stoichiometry and our dataset was not enriched for
phosphopeptides, it was striking that we identified a spectrum from
the normal sample that matched to the peptide “DQAQED
AQVAAEILEIADTPSGDKTSLETR” with 3281.5 daltons as the
calculated peptide mass plus a proton (mh). The unmodified mh of
this peptide is 3201.5 daltons; the additional 80 daltons can be
accounted for precisely by phosphorylation of either the threonine
or serine residue in the peptide. We did not find such a phosphopeptide from the tumor sample. However, we did find multiple
high-quality spectra from the tumor sample that identified the
sequence “DQAQEDAQEIADTPSGDKTSLETR,” the unique
peptide that matches the anxa6 short variant (with residues
“VAAEIL” missing). None of these spectra revealed modification
by phosphorylation. Even though only a single spectrum identified
the phosphopeptide from the unique region of the long anxa6
variant in the X! Tandem search, these observations are consistent
with our functional inference from the structural comparison of
the anxa6 variants [5] that the longer anxa-001 variant is more
prone to undergo phosphorylation at Thr-535 or Ser-537 than in
the anxa-002 variant at the Thr-529 or Ser-531 sites. Posttranslational phosphorylation of anxa6 has been reported to be
associated with cell growth in 3T3 fibroblasts and human
T-lymphoblasts [52]; we previously predicted that the critical
phosphorylation may occur at Thr-535 and/or Ser-537 in the loop
region. We have now strikingly refined this prediction, which we
hope experimentalists will test.
3.2 Methods for
Annotation of Protein
Isoform Structure and
Predicted Functions,
Using Support Vector
Machine Multiple-
Instance Learning to
Predict Functions of
Isoforms and Isoform-
Level Networks

The prediction of isoform functions and networks can be formulated as a problem that can be addressed by multiple-instance
learning (MIL) algorithms [53]. MIL works mainly in three steps
(Fig. 4):
1. Initialization: label all isoforms in positive genes as Class 1 and
all isoforms in negative genes as 0.
2. Model building: build a classifier using a given method such as
support vector machines and Bayesian networks followed by
using this classifier to score all isoforms.
3. Witness updating: reselect the highest scored isoform from
positive genes as “witness,” and label them as Class 1. All other
isoforms are labeled as Class 0. If results are not converged, go
to step 2. Otherwise, the converged model is stored for predicting isoform functions.
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Fig. 4 The schematic of iterative multiple-instance learning (MIL) for isoformlevel function prediction
3.2.1 Genome-Wide
Isoform Functions
and Networks in the Mouse

Eksi et al. performed the first genome-wide isoform function
predictions using the MIL algorithm for the mouse [53]. The
method is described in the following steps:
1. Collect isoform feature data. A total of 811 RNA-Seq experiments
(samples) were downloaded from the NCBI Sequence Read
Archive (SRA) database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra), followed by estimating isoform expression using the TopHat and
Cufflinks suites (v2.0.051). Quality control was conducted [53],
and 365 samples were kept for subsequent analysis. All isoform
expression from these 365 samples was collected into a data matrix.
2. Select “gold standard” of gene functions. Biological process
terms in GO were used as “gold standard” for functional
annotation.
3. Learn a support vector machine (SVM) model from the above
collected data using the MIL algorithm (Fig. 4).
4. Use the learned SVM model to predict functions for all mouse
isoforms.
5. Build a web server to make isoform functions publicly available
and searchable (http://guanlab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/isoPred).
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Fig. 5 An example query of Anxa6 gene from the mouse isoform function database

Taking Anxa6 (Annexin A6) as an example, the steps for querying the functions of its isoforms are described below (also shown
in Fig. 5).
1. Go to website http://guanlab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/isoPred,
type in “Anxa6” in the input box, and click the “Search” button (step 1, Fig. 5).
2. Users will be guided to http://guanlab.ccmb.med.umich.
edu/isoPred/search_result.php. Locate “Anxa6” in the form
on this page, and click it (step 2, Fig. 5).
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3. Users will be guided to http://guanlab.ccmb.med.umich.
edu/isoPred/gene_result.php?gene=Anxa6. On this page, see
function predictions for each isoform presented in the table
(step 3, Fig. 5).
Further, Li et al. constructed a genome-wide functional relationship network for the mouse [54, 55] with the following steps:
1. Collect isoform-pair feature data: RNA-Seq, exon array,
pseudo-amino acid composition (pseudoAAC), and proteindocking data. For RNA-Seq and exon array, isoform expression was estimated followed by calculating isoform correlation
as feature data. Correlation was also calculated between isoforms using their pseudoAAC profile. Protein-docking itself is
an isoform-pair feature.
2. Construct “gold standard” of functionally related gene pairs.
GO biological processes and KEGG and BioCyc pathways were
used to construct a “gold standard” of functionally related gene
pairs. Genes annotated to the same biological process or GO
term are assumed to have a functional relationship.
3. Learn a model using MIL with Bayesian network as the base
learner.
4. Use the learned model to make genome-wide predictions of
functional relationship between any two isoforms.
5. Build a web server to allow users to search isoform networks.
It is publicly available at http://guanlab.ccmb.med.umich.
edu/isoformnetwork.
Users can go to this server, input their gene(s) of interest, click
the “Search” button, and see isoform networks along with GO
enrichment results.
Based on the mouse isoform network, Li et al. catalogued the
highest connected isoforms (HCIs) as a predicted “canonical isoform” using the following approach [55].
1. Calculate an average functional relationship (AFR) score for
each isoform of multi-isoform genes.
2. For each multi-isoform gene, choose the isoform with the
highest AFR score as HCI. The remaining isoforms are considered as NCI (non-highest connected isoforms).
3. Use independent RNA-Seq and proteomic data to investigate
the expression of HCI at both transcript and protein levels.
4. Identify a set of genes whose HCIs are most expressed at transcript level and are also expressed at protein level.
Further, the MIsoMine database was developed to provide an
integrated platform for analyzing isoform expression, functions,
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and networks for the mouse [56]. Users can go to the website
(http://guanlab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/misomine/) to perform
isoform-level analyses.
3.2.2 Genome-Wide
Isoform Functions
and Networks
in the Human

Panwar et al. predicted functions for splice isoforms in humans
[57]. The approach mainly consists of the following steps:
1. Download the human RNA-Seq data from the ENCODE
study [58]; 127 samples were used. The TopHat and Cufflinks
suites were used to estimate isoform expression in terms of
FPKM [59] using the Ensembl gene annotation (version74,
available at http://www.ensembl.org/).
2. Use gene ontology biological processes to construct “gold
standard” functional annotations.
3. Build an SVM model using the MIL algorithm, and use the
model to predict the functions of all human isoforms.
4. Build a web server to store all the predictions and to make the
predictions searchable (http://guanlab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/
isofunc/).
In addition to isoform functions, Li et al. built a genome-wide
function relationship network at the isoform level for the human
[60], an effort from the chromosome 17 Human Proteome Project
[61]. The pipeline is described below:
1. Collect four types of isoform-level feature data, including
RNA-
Seq expression, pseudo-amino acid composition,
protein-docking score, and conserved domains.
2. Construct a “gold standard” of functionally related gene pairs
using GO biological processes and KEGG pathways.
3. Build a Bayesian network classifier using the MIL algorithm,
and use the model to make genome-wide predictions of function relationships between isoforms.
4. Build a web server to store the human isoform network
(http://guanlab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/hisonet). Users are
able to query isoform networks of their genes of interest.
In addition, using the same method described in Subheading
3.2.1, Li et al. catalogued a set of HCIs for the human.

3.2.3 Comparison
of Isoform Functions
and Networks in Mice
and Humans

Li et al. compared the HCIs between mouse and human to investigate whether they are conserved:
1. Choose a set of 306 multi-isoform homologous genes between
mouse and human. For each of these genes, denote its mouse
and human HCI as HCIm and HCIh.
2. Identify 61 of the 306 genes whose HCIm and HCIh are homologs based on the HomoloGene database in NCBI (http://
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene).
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Fig. 6 The functional networks of the highest connected isoform (HCI) (NM_002493.4, NDUFB6_2) and non-
highest connected isoform (NCI) (NM_182739.2, NDUFB6_1) of the NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 beta
subcomplex, 6 (NDUFB6) gene

3. Computationally generate a null distribution of the number of
genes whose HCIm and HCIh are homologs by chance (41 ± 6).
4. Calculate a p-value by comparing the observed value [61] to
the null distribution.
The overlap between mouse and human HCI is significant
(p = 0.0003), providing additional evidence supporting the
“canonical” features of HCIs. As an example, NUDFB6 is a gene
encoding two splice isoforms: HCI (NM_002493.4, NDUFB6_2)
and NCI (NM_182739.2, NDUFB6_1); their networks are shown
in Fig. 6. The HCI, but not the NCI, was reported to be expressed
at the protein level in normal human retina [60], further supporting the “canonical” characteristics of HCIs.
3.2.4 Examples
from the ERBB2 Amplicon
and Pathways

The ERBB2 (HER2) gene is an epidermal growth factor (EGF)
receptor of the receptor tyrosine kinase family. The protein encoded
by this gene functions by forming a heterodimer through binding
with ERBB1, ERBB3, or ERBB4 receptor proteins. Amplification
or overexpression of this gene has been shown to be strongly associated with a major subset of human breast cancers. One can
explore the isoform functions and networks for this gene:
1. Isoform functions. From the IsoFunc database (http://guanlab.
ccmb.med.umich.edu/isofunc/), identify the functions of the
five protein-coding splice isoforms of ERBB2 based on Ensembl
annotation (version 74). For example, ENST0000\0541774 was
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Fig. 7 Isoform networks of ERBB2_1 (NM_004448.2) and ERBB2_2 (NM_001005862) of the human ERBB2
gene

predicted to carry the “canonical Wnt signaling pathway” with a
fold change = 37. In contrast, the likelihood for the other isoforms to have this function is much smaller (fold change ranging
from 1.7 to 3.3). ENST00000445658, ENST00000269571,
ENST00000584601, and ENST00000406381 are predicted to
most likely function in “sterol biosynthetic process,” “extracellular matrix disassembly,” “extracellular matrix disassembly,” and
“cell-substrate junction assembly,” respectively. These predictions suggest the potential functional differences between isoforms, though they need to be experimentally validated.
2. Isoform networks. To explore further the functional interactions,
obtain the isoform networks of ERBB2 isoforms from http://
guanlab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/hisonet/. This server provides
networks for two isoforms, NM_004448.2(ENST00000269571)
and NM_001005862.1(ENST00000584601), which are shown
in Fig. 7. Both networks are enriched for GO biological processes
such as “phosphoinositide 3-kinase cascade” and “protein amino
acid autophosphorylation,” suggesting their functional similarities. Functional differences were also predicted. For instance, GO
term “regulation of MAP kinase activity” was enriched in the network of NM_004448.2 but not NM_001005862.1, suggesting
possible different roles/extent for ERBB2 isoforms to be involved
in the MAP kinase signaling pathway.
3.3 Concluding
Remark

The combination of proteomics and transcriptomics with the bioinformatics algorithms and methods of structural biology and
functional relationship networks can generate many new insights
and provide testable hypotheses for experimental studies.
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4 Notes
There are a variety of computational tools that have been developed in the field, including, e.g., Rosetta [62], HHsearch [63],
and Modeller [64] for protein structure prediction and Concavity
[48], FINDSITE [47], and ProFunc [65] for structure-based
function annotations. While the I-TASSER family tools represent
one of the most efficient sets of methods as demonstrated in various community-wide structure and functional modeling experiments [29, 34, 46, 66], it is important to remember that the results
are predictions from automated computational programs. The
accuracy and confidence of the models vary among different proteins, depending on the availability of homologous templates and
size of the target sequences. We have developed two confidence
scores to guide their use by biologist users.
First, C-score [27] is a measurement of confidence of protein
structure models built by I-TASSER [11] and QUARK [12] programs. It was defined based on the significance score of structure
templates identified by threading alignments and the structural
density of Monte Carlo-based conformational search. A large-scale
benchmark experiment based on 500 nonredundant proteins
showed that there is a high correlation between the C-score and
TM-score of the predicted models, with a Pearson correlation
coefficient = 0.91 [27].
Second, we proposed an F-score [38] to estimate the accuracy
of structure-based function predictions by COFACTOR [37] and
COACH [39]. The F-score was defined based on the C-score of
protein structure predictions and the structural and sequence similarities between the target and template proteins. A positive correlation between F-score and the accuracy of the predicted models
was found in both COFACTOR and COACH predictions.
The I-TASSER family tools have been designed to predict protein
structure and functions from the primary sequences. However, information from experimental data or human-based functional analyses
can be of critical importance to improve the accuracy of the modeling.
The on-line servers and downloadable packages of the I-TASSER
family tools have provided entries that allow users to conveniently
introduce experimental constraints, including contact and distance
maps and specific template alignments, to the modeling systems.
There are multiple factors that would affect the prediction of
functions and networks and thus subsequent comparisons, such as
choice of gene annotation software for estimating isoform expression. For example, the predictions of human isoform functions
[57] and networks [60] are based on RefSeq (version 37.2) and
Ensembl (version 74) gene annotations, respectively, so preliminary interpretation of comparative results should be viewed with
caution. RefSeq annotation is of high quality but is much less
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complete compared to Ensembl, which contains many more (predicted) genes and isoforms. This annotation difference will affect
the estimation of splice isoform expression and the subsequent prediction of functions and networks. Also, note that Hisonet provides functions based on GO enrichment, which is different from
the directly predicted isoform functions in IsoFunc.
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Chapter 21
Computational and Statistical Methods for High-
Throughput Mass Spectrometry-Based PTM Analysis
Veit Schwämmle and Marc Vaudel
Abstract
Cell signaling and functions heavily rely on post-translational modifications (PTMs) of proteins. Their
high-throughput characterization is thus of utmost interest for multiple biological and medical investigations. In combination with efficient enrichment methods, peptide mass spectrometry analysis allows the
quantitative comparison of thousands of modified peptides over different conditions. However, the large
and complex datasets produced pose multiple data interpretation challenges, ranging from spectral interpretation to statistical and multivariate analyses. Here, we present a typical workflow to interpret such data.
Key words Proteomics, Bioinformatics, Post-translational modifications (PTMs)

1 Introduction
Nearly all proteins have been found to appear in different molecular forms in cellular organisms [1]. Post-translational modifications
(PTMs) change the physicochemical properties of proteins affecting their activity, localization, and binding partners. Changes in
the PTM abundances and their regulation have a great impact on
cellular behavior and aberrant cell states due to diseases [2]. With
more than one million human proteoforms estimated to date [3],
the characterization of the entire set of proteins comprised in complex samples requires sophisticated experiments, followed by elaborated data analysis [4, 5].
Large-scale PTM analysis experiments based on LC-MS/MS
nowadays allow quantifying tens of thousands of modified peptides
[6]. While the analysis of intact proteins, top-down proteomics,
has great potential to provide unbiased data with complete protein
sequence coverage [7], the approach remains analytically challenging for the analysis of complex mixtures [8, 9]. Bottom-up
approaches where proteins are proteolytically digested into peptides are thus preferred for high-throughput approaches attempting at identifying and quantifying thousands of modified proteins.
Cathy H. Wu et al. (eds.), Protein Bioinformatics: From Protein Modifications and Networks to Proteomics, Methods in Molecular
Biology, vol. 1558, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-6783-4_21, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2017
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Due to the generally low stoichiometry of modified proteins,
their detection relies on various enrichment methods. Different
protocols were thus developed allowing the detection of phosphorylation, glycosylation, sumoylation, ubiquitination, acetylation, etc. as reviewed in [6, 10]. As a result, PTM analysis
workflows are analytically more complex and costly than other
proteomic experiments. Another consequence of this low abundance of modified peptides is that PTM studies require high
amounts of starting material, which can become a limitation for
rare samples like patient biopsies as reviewed in [11]. Consequently,
PTM studies often rely on low number of replicates requiring
sophisticated data analysis methods. For a recent review on computational and statistical techniques to tackle data from PTM
studies, see [12].
Another consequence of the complexity of the workflow often
including multiple manual procedures is a high technical variability between samples and high prevalence of missing values. To
alleviate these problems, samples are generally labeled and combined, eventually with an internal standard [13–15]. This can be
achieved using isobaric tags which allow multiplexing up to ten
different samples [16]. Then, isobaric reagents are attached to
peptides after digestion, and the samples are pooled in equimolar
amounts. The different samples will hence be submitted to the
same preparation procedure and remain undistinguishable until
mass spectrometry analysis, where the fragmentation of the peptide will produce so-called reporter ions. These ions with masses
that are specific to every sample will in turn be used to evaluate the
relative abundance of the peptide in the different samples. Two
different reagents exist, iTRAQ [17] allowing the multiplexing of
four or eight samples and TMT [18] for two, six, or ten samples,
as reviewed in [13, 14, 19].
Here, we present a data analysis workflow for such data, where
samples for the study of developmental stages of the mouse brain
were labeled using iTRAQ 4-plex reagents and enriched for phosphorylation and glycosylation, as well as acetylation. For details,
see the original publications [20, 21]. We will focus on the analysis
of modified and unmodified peptides. Several bioinformatic packages exist for the interpretation of proteomic datasets as reviewed
in [13, 14, 19]. However, while standard workflows are well
established for global proteome analyses, due to the complexity of
the quantitative investigation of PTMs, such studies generally
require the application of specialized data interpretation methods
[12]. As a result, the interpretation of the datasets generated
requires more extensive bioinformatic expertise. We present an
example of an interpretation pipeline combining open-source
software tools and R scripts. The tools presented are under active
development; future versions will thus differ from the ones presented in this Chapter.
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2 Materials
2.1 Resources

1. The raw data used in this Chapter as illustrative example are
publicly available from the PRIDE database [22] through the
ProteomeXchange consortium [23] using the accession
(PXD003932). The analyzed samples were extracted from
mouse brain tissue at different ages. The samples were treated
employing two enrichment strategies yielding three different
datasets for each of the four biological replicates (peptides
enriched for acetylation, glycosylation + phosphorylation, and
without enrichment). For more details on the experimental
design, please refer to the original publications [20, 21].
2. The UniProt Mus musculus reference proteome database version of the 2 January 2016 (see Note 1) is used in this Chapter.
In order to reduce the prevalence of false positives (see Note 2),
contaminant sequences from common Repository of
Adventitious Proteins (cRAP, www.thegpm.org/crap) and the
sequence of porcine trypsin were appended.

2.2 Software

All software tools used here are freely available and can be downloaded from their respective websites. A detailed tutorial on how
to operate these tools can be found at compomics.com/
bioinformatics-for-proteomics [24]:
1. Java (java.com): Some of the following software require Java
installed (see Note 3).
2. ProteoWizard [25] (proteowizard.sourceforge.net): msconvert as part of the ProteoWizard package allows the conversion
of raw mass spectrometry files to open formats (see Note 4). It
can also be used to process the mass spectra [26].
3. SearchGUI [27] (github.com/compomics/searchgui): SearchGUI
allows searching spectra using multiple search engines via a
user-friendly interface or in command line. At time of writing,
SearchGUI supports X! Tandem [28], MyriMatch [29], MS
Amanda [30], MS-GF+ [31], OMSSA [32], Comet [33], Tide
[34], and Andromeda [35].
4. PeptideShaker [36] (github.com/compomics/peptide-shaker):
PeptideShaker can be used to combine and interpret the peptides inferred from spectra by multiple search engines. It is
designed to work seamlessly in combination with SearchGUI,
via a user-friendly interface or in command line.
5. Reporter (github.com/compomics/reporter). Reporter performs reporter ion-based quantification of data identified by
PeptideShaker (see Note 5).
6. R software environment (www.r-project.org). R provides a versatile scripting language for statistical data analysis. We furthermore recommend installing RStudio (www.rstudio.com) for
improved editing and running of the scripts.
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7. R scripts (bitbucket.org/veitveit/ptmanalysis/src). The scripts
allow running the quantitative and statistical analysis [37] after
simple editing of relevant parameters. Adaptation to different
project designs can be achieved by modification of the respective code segments.

3 Methods
3.1 Database Search

1. After downloading and unzipping SearchGUI, double-click on
the .jar file to start the tool. The mainframe displayed in Fig. 1
allows setting up the search.
2. Select the spectrum files by clicking Add next to Spectrum
File(s). It is possible to select the raw files directly. msconvert
will then be automatically enabled (see Notes 6 and 7).
3. Select the search settings to use for the search in the dropdown menu next to Search Settings (see Note 8).
4. In this Chapter, we will create new settings; click on the Add
button next to the drop-down menu. The dialog displayed in
Fig. 2 allows the creation and edition of search settings. Set a
name for the search settings in the text field next to Name (see
Note 9). Click on Show Advanced Settings to display the
options shown in Fig. 2 allowing the setting of advanced identification parameters (see Note 10).
5. Click on Spectrum Matching; the dialog displayed in Fig. 3
allows to set the search parameters. Select the file containing
the protein sequences using the Edit button next to Database
(FASTA). Select fixed and variable modifications using the
arrows in the Modifications panel. For this Chapter, use iTRAQ
4-plex of K and Carbamidomethylation of C as fixed and
Deamidation of N, Deamidation of Q, Oxidation of M, and
iTRAQ 4-plex of peptide N-term as variable (see Notes 11 and
12). For fractions enriched for phosphorylation, add
Phosphorylation of S, Phosphorylation of T, and Phosphorylation
of Y. Set the Fragment Mass Tolerance to 0.05 Da in the
Protease and Fragmentation panel, and let the other settings to
default (see Note 13). Click on OK to finish the edition of the
search settings and Save to save the identification settings.
6. Select an output folder for the search engine results (see Note 14).
7. Select the search engines to use for the analysis; in this Chapter,
we use X! Tandem, MyriMatch, and MS Amanda. Advanced
search engine parameters can be edited by clicking on the
respective cogwheels (see Note 15).
8. Go to the Edit → Advanced Settings menu and make sure that
Group Identification Files is set to Zip File per Mgf in the Output
panel.
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Fig. 1 Main interface of SearchGUI. In the Input and Output panel at the top, it is possible to provide spectrum
files in various formats, select and edit search settings, and set an output folder. Below, in the Pre Processing
panel, msconvert can be operated to convert and process the spectrum files. In the Search Engines panel, the
desired search engines can be selected. In the Post Processing panel, PeptideShaker can be used to combine
and interpret the results of the selected search engines. Finally, at the bottom, clicking Start the Search!
launches the process. Note that the settings of every algorithm are available via the cogwheel next to them

9. It is possible to set up the PeptideShaker post processing from
the Post Processing panel. In this Chapter, the project will be
created separately in the next Subheading. Click on Start the
Search! to launch the process. A dialog appears showing the
progress and output of the search engines.
3.2 PSM Aggregation
and PTM Localization

1. After downloading and unzipping PeptideShaker, double-click
on the .jar file to start the tool. In the Welcome dialog displayed in Fig. 4, click on New Project (see Note 16).
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Fig. 2 Identification Settings dialog. In the Settings Description panel at the top, it is possible to set a name for
the settings. Below, in the Identification Settings panel, it is possible to edit the different identification settings.
Note that advanced settings are accessible by clicking Show Advanced Settings

2. In the project creation dialog displayed in Fig. 5, reference
your project in the Project Details panel, and select the
SearchGUI output corresponding to the files of a given PTM
enrichment for a given replicate, e.g., unenriched measurements of replicate two or acetylation of replicate three.
SearchGUI output files can be selected via the Browse button
next to Identification File(s) in the Input Files panel. Note that
the other fields are filled automatically using the output of
SearchGUI. If it is not the case, fill these manually.
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Fig. 3 Search setting dialog. In the Database panel at the top, it is possible to select the protein sequence
database to use for the search. Below, in the Modifications panel, fixed and variable modifications can be
selected. Note that new modifications can be selected using the cogwheel at the top right. In the Protease and
Fragmentation panel, it is possible to set protease used to digest the sample, a given number of allowed
missed cleavages, precursor and fragment ion mass tolerances, precursor charge and isotope tolerances, and
the type of fragment ions used for the search.

3. Click on Load Data!; a dialog will appear showing the progress
of the import process.
4. Upon creation, the project can be visualized in the
PeptideShaker interface where PTMs are color coded, as displayed in Fig. 6 with the Overview tab.
5. Go to the Modifications tab. There, it is possible to navigate
the peptides carrying the modifications of interest as displayed
in Fig. 7.
6. Save the results using the File → Save As… menu (see Note 17).
7. Create a project for every set of files corresponding to a PTM
enrichment approach and replicate.
3.3 Reporter Ion
Quantification

1. After downloading and unzipping Reporter, double-click on
the .jar file to start the tool.
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Fig. 4 PeptideShaker Welcome dialog. When starting PeptideShaker, the Welcome dialog allows starting a new
project, opening a saved project, starting a search using SearchGUI, reprocessing public data from the PRIDE
repository, and opening the example dataset or an introductory presentation. At the bottom, clicking Settings and
Help allows setting up software parameters like available memory or temporary folders and provides additional
help and the possibility to report bugs

Fig. 5 PeptideShaker project creation dialog. In the Project Details panel at the top, it is possible to document
the project for later reuse. Below, in the Input Files panel, it is possible to select the search engine result files,
the spectrum files, and the database to use for peptide to protein matching. In the Project Settings panel, it is
possible to select and edit the identification parameters and project and process related settings. At the bottom, clicking Load Data! starts the data import
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Fig. 6 PeptideShaker Overview tab. The Overview tab of PeptideShaker presents the proteomics results in a
top-down manner, with proteins listed in the top table. The tables to the left, respectively, list the peptides of
the selected proteins and peptide-spectrum matches (PSMs) of the selected peptide. To the right, the annotated spectrum of the selected PSM is displayed with quality control plots. Note that it is possible to customize
the spectrum annotation using the menu under the plot. At the bottom, the sequence of the protein is displayed
where parts of the sequence presenting no proteolytic peptides are represented by a thin line and identified
peptides are highlighted in color depending on their validation status. The selected peptide is highlighted in
blue. Note that post-translational modifications (PTMs) are color-coded throughout the interface. Here, one can
distinguish phosphorylation and oxidation in red and blue, respectively, visible in the peptide and PSM tables,
as well as under the protein sequence at the bottom

2. In the project creation dialog displayed in Fig. 8, select the
PeptideShaker output via the Browse button next to Project File
in the Files Selection panel. Note that the other fields are filled
automatically using the output of PeptideShaker. If it is not the
case, fill these manually.
3. Make sure that the reporter ion method selected is iTRAQ
4-plex, and click on the cogwheel next to the drop-down menu
to open the Methods Settings dialog displayed in Fig. 9.
4. Leave the purity coefficients to default (see Note 18) and click
OK.
5. Leave the sample assignment table and quantification settings
to default (see Notes 19 and 20), and click Start Quantifying!
to launch the project creation.
6. Upon creation of the project, the results are displayed as shown
in Fig. 10. Export the Default Peptide Report using the
Export → Quantification Features menu.
7. Repeat the procedure for every PeptideShaker project.
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Fig. 7 PeptideShaker Modifications tab. The Modifications tab of PeptideShaker lists the peptides carrying the
different variable modifications. The modification of interest can be selected in the top left table; all peptides
carrying this modification will be listed in the Modified Peptides table next to it. When a peptide is selected in
the Modified Peptides table, related peptides are displayed in the Related Peptides table, where related peptides are defined as peptides presenting the same sequence but different modifications or cleavage statuses.
Here, the selected peptide is found once with an iTRAQ modification on the N-terminus, once without. At the
bottom left, the different PSMs found for the selected peptides are listed in respective tables, and the spectrum
of the selected peptide is displayed to the right. Note that if multiple peptides are selected, both spectra will
be displayed in a mirrored view, as exemplified here, where one can see that the presence of an extra mass
tag on the N-terminus increases the detectability of b ions and reduces the prevalence of y ions. At the bottom
of the table, the D-score and probabilistic scores used to score the localization of PTMs can be visualized in
tables. The scores of every PSM aggregated at the peptide level can also be visualized on the peptide sequence
next to the peptide tables

3.4 Statistical
Analysis

The following analysis is carried out by preparing and running R
scripts. The main script QuickAnalysis.R contains comments that
assist editing and adapting the script to specific projects:
1. Create a folder where to store script and data files. Download
R script files from the repository https://bitbucket.org/veitveit/ptmanalysis/downloads and unzip them into the newly
created folder. Create subfolders for the different replicates
named Replicate Nr. Enrichment method, such as 2 phospho,
and copy the respective files from Reporter into the folders.
Different folder and file names can be used upon editing of the
script (see Note 21).
2. Install and start RStudio. Open the R script file QuickAnalysis.R
(File → Open). Install the missing libraries by removing the # from
the respective lines (see Note 22). Execute these lines using either
the Run button on the upper right or Ctrl-Enter (see Fig. 11).
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Fig. 8 Reporter project creation dialog. In the Files Selection panel at the top, it is possible to select the
PeptideShaker project used to create the identification project and the spectrum and database files. Below, in
the Sample Assignment panel, it is possible to select the reporter quantification method to use and set the
purity coefficients by clicking the cogwheel to the right. In the table, it is possible to assign names to the different labels and select reference channels to use for the normalization. In the Advanced Settings, it is possible
to edit advanced quantification and processing settings. Clicking Start Quantifying! at the bottom starts the
quantification process

3. Set the Working Directory to the folder with the downloaded
scripts by Session → Set Working Directory → To Source File
Location.
4. Set the main parameters NumReps, NumCond, and Ref to the
number of replicates, the number of different experimental
conditions, and the reference condition (see Note 23) in
###### General parameters #####
NumReps <- 4 # Number of replicates (iTRAQ samples)
NumCond <- 4 # Number of experimental conditions
Ref <- 1 # Reference condition for statistical tests.
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Fig. 9 Reporter Methods Settings dialog. In the Settings File panel at the top, it is possible to save and open
methods files corresponding to the kit used for the labeling. In the Reagents table below, it is possible to edit
the purity coefficients as given by the manufacturer

Fig. 10 Reporter Overview tab. The Overview tab of Reporter presents the quantification results with clustered
regulation profiles at the top. Selecting one cluster lists the proteins in the cluster at the bottom. The different
sample ratios are represented there using sparklines [38], making it easy to find proteins of interest. The proteins selected in the table are in turn colored in red in the cluster
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Fig. 11 Run R script QuickAnalysis.R in RStudio. After changing the relevant parameters, the script can be run
by selecting the entire code (ctrl-a) and left mouse click on the button marked by the red circle. Parts of the
script are run by selection of the lines and mouse click on the same button

5. Files will be read from the three folder types n unmodified, n
acet, and n glyco phospho, where n denotes the replicate number. For changing the file-naming system, see Note 21. The
script assumes samples to be labeled by iTRAQ. For changing
the label to TMT, see Note 24. Peptides containing oxidations
and carbamidomethylations are filtered out by default.
6. Protein inference is performed by calculating the median of all
values that pass a Grubbs’ test. The method was adopted from the
RRollup function in [39]. It requires a minimum of two unique
peptides per protein. For changing this number, see Note 25.
7. The data from different replicates is automatically merged. The
script outputs the table Proteins.csv containing all quantitative
protein values and the table ModifiedPeptides.csv with all quantifications of the modified peptides. For file name changes, see
Note 26.
8. The different statistical tests (paired tests within replicates) are
performed using the approach presented in [37] that is based on
combining moderated t-test [40] and rank products [41]. The
output is provided as false discovery rates given by q-values where
correction for multiple testing was carried out using the method
of [42]. Output files are Proteins_qvalues.csv and ModifiedPeptides_
qvalues.csv containing q-values for the standard t-test, moderated
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t-test, and rank products, as well as averaged log2-ratios. For
extraction of differentially regulated proteins and modified peptides, filter for features with at least one of the q-values from
moderated t-test and rank products below an appropriately set
threshold, as, for example, 0.05 yielding a false discovery rate of
5 %. For file name changes, see Note 27.
9. After setting the right parameters, run the script by selecting
the entire code by ctrl-a and press ctrl-enter or click on the
button indicated in Fig. 11. Boxplots of all peptide log2-ratios
for each replicate (Fig. 12), boxplots of merged protein and

Fig. 12 Boxplot of peptide log2-ratios from R script QuickAnalysis.R. Figures are written into a pdf file with
default name PTM_Results_Stat.pdf. For each replicate, the script generates a separate boxplot. The figure
shows the distribution of peptide log2-ratios for the first replicate
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Fig. 13 Boxplot of protein log2-ratios from R script QuickAnalysis.R. Figure from pdf file with default name
PTM_Results_Stat.pdf. The plot shows protein log2-ratios for the entire dataset

modified peptide log2-ratios (Figs. 13 and 14), p-value distributions, and volcano plots for each comparison (Fig. 15) are
written into PTM_Results_Stat.pdf.

4 Notes
1. UniProt regularly releases new versions of its databases; it is
thus important to document the version used in every project
and mention it in every scientific work.
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Fig. 14 Boxplot of modified peptide log2-ratios from R script QuickAnalysis.R. Figure from pdf file with default
name PTM_Results_Stat.pdf. The plot shows modified peptide log2-ratios for the entire dataset

2. Spectra originating from contaminants not included in the
database can result in the identification of false-positive
sequences eventually of nonrandom nature which are poorly
tracked by false discovery rate estimation methods [43, 44]. It
is thus important to append possible contaminants to the database of proteins of interest.
3. The performance of the software will increase with the computer power available. Make sure that Java 64 bits is installed
on 64-bit computers and that the maximum amount of
memory is available to the tools. Avoid the usage of synced
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Fig. 15 Statistical plots from R script QuickAnalysis.R. Figures are written into a pdf file with default name
PTM_Results_Stat.pdf. For each comparison, the script generates two separate figures, for proteins and modified peptides. The upper panels show p-value distributions for standard t-test, moderated t-test (limma), and
rank products. A peak at lower p-values denotes the presence of differentially regulated features. These values
are transformed into false discovery rates (q-values) and shown as volcano plots in the lower panels. The horizontal line corresponds to a q-value threshold of 0.05. Points above this line are found to be differentially regulated with a false discovery rate of at least 5 %

drives and favor solid-state disks (SSD). Make sure that the
tools and files are on the same system to avoid read/write limitations. Finally, make sure that you have enough privileges to
run the tools. For troubleshooting, help and bug reports and
consult the tools’ webpages and mailing lists.
4. In order to convert raw files to open formats, msconvert makes
use of libraries provided by vendors. These are often only available for Microsoft Windows, and the conversion of raw files
must thus be conducted on this operating system.
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5. At time of writing, Reporter is released as beta, meaning that
while operational, its large-scale usability might require further
development. Notably, no command line interface is currently
available. For issue reports and feature requests, please refer to
the tool webpage (github.com/compomics/reporter/issues).
6. The first time it is used from SearchGUI, a dialog appears
allowing the setting of the installation folder of ProteoWizard.
7. If the data requires additional preprocessing, it is possible to
set advanced processing options by clicking on the msconvert
cogwheel. The different options can be found on the
ProteoWizard webpage (proteowizard.sourceforge.net/tools/
filters.html).
8. The search settings can influence the identification rate substantially; it is thus recommended to optimize them on few
files prior to running the search [45, 46].
9. It is important to give meaningful names to the search settings
for later reuse. The different search settings can be managed
from the Edit → Identification Settings menu of the SearchGUI
mainframe.
10. Several scores have been developed for PTM localization and are
of high importance in PTM studies [47]. These can be selected
using the Localization settings. The A-score [48] and PhosphoRS
[49] are readily implemented in PeptideShaker. PhosphoRS is
chosen by default for its ability to score multiple modified peptides. In addition, the D-score is computed based on the differential PEPs of peptide candidates [50]. The scores are calculated
for all variable modifications of the validated peptides. The validation settings can be edited under Validation Levels.
11. Depending on the labeling efficiency, it might be possible to
have iTRAQ 4-plex of peptide N-term as fixed and iTRAQ
4-plex of Y as variable.
12. Multiple variable modifications will extend the search time and
increase the prevalence of false positives. It is consequently recommended to reduce the number of variable modifications.
For this, you can search few fractions with many potential
modifications and select the ones actually found in the
Modification Efficiency plot of the QC Plots tab in PeptideShaker.
13. Mass over charge tolerances can be set absolute or relative, the
latter provided in ppm. Relative tolerance is mainly used for
high-resolution data. Instruments providing high-resolution
MS2 spectra are quite recent. Consequently, many search
engines do not support MS2 tolerances in ppm. Then,
SearchGUI converts the given value using a reference mass
editable via the Edit → Advanced Settings menu. Absolute tolerances are generally referred to using the mass unit Dalton or
the m/z unit Thomson in the field of mass spectrometry.
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14. It is possible to select different packaging options for the search
engine results via the Edit → Advanced Settings menu.
15. Most search engines have advanced settings allowing a better
optimization of the search. Some like MS-GF+ notably have
specific models dedicated to PTM analyses like phosphorylation studies.
16. From the Welcome dialog of PeptideShaker, it is possible to
start the PRIDE Reshake mode, which allows reprocessing
public data from the PRIDE repository. It is hence possible to
mine public data for PTMs not originally included in the
search.
17. It is possible to export the PeptideShaker project as self-
contained zip file for exchange across computers via the
Export → PeptideShaker Project As → Zip File menu.
18. A product information sheet or certificate of analysis is provided with every labeling kit containing purity coefficients.
These coefficients are kit specific and need to be used in the
data interpretation procedure. It is recommended to save these
documents and attach them to every publication. For this
Chapter, we will use default values.
19. In the Sample Assignment table, it is possible to select reference
channels. It is recommended to select the samples of lowest
variability as reference channels; see [46] for more details.
20. In the Quantification Settings, it is possible to edit the reporter
ion selection settings, the ratio estimation method, and the
normalization procedure. There, it is notably possible to edit
inclusion and exclusion lists for the normalization, hence
avoiding the influence of contaminants.
21. The R command paste() generates folder and file names by
joining the replicate number with the name of the enrichment
methods (here unenriched, glyco phospho, and acet). File names
are Default Peptide Report.xls by default. For other folder and
file names, change the respective part in the paste(…)
function:
filename <- paste(i,"unenriched/Default Peptide Phosphorylation
Report.xls")
filename
<paste(i,"glyco
Phosphorylation Report.xls")

phospho/Default

Peptide

filename <- paste(i,"acet/Default Peptide Phosphorylation Report.
xls")
Files can also be read as csv files. Then, change read_excel to read.
csv.
For adding more input files (e.g., enrichment for ubiquitination),
change
File_In <- rbind(File_In,File_In2,File_In3)
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to
filename
<paste(i,"ubiquitination/Default
Phosphorylation Report.xls")

Peptide

if (file.exists(filename)) {
File_In4 <- read_excel(filename)
Pos_RR <- which(names(File_In4) %in% sel_columns)
Pos_RR <- c(Pos_RR,Pos_RR[5]+1:(NumCond-1))
File_In4 <- File_In4[,Pos_RR]
}
File_In <- rbind(File_In,File_In2,File_In3, File_In4)
22. Additional R libraries need to be installed the first time the
script is run. Remove the # from the following lines:
#source("https://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
#BiocLite(c("limma","MASS","Biobase","readxl","genefilter","
qvalue","matrixStats"))
After successful execution, add the commenting character #
again to avoid unnecessary reinstallations.
23. The statistical tests compare all conditions to the reference condition. Generally, the reference condition corresponds to the
control samples or the first time point in a timeline. Depending
on the project design, this number might be changed to another
condition number than condition 1. For multiple comparisons
with different reference conditions, run the script multiple
times, each time with the respective reference.
24. From all peptide sequences containing modification information, iTRAQ modifications are removed by
File_In[,2] <- gsub("iTRAQ","",File_In[,2])
Substitute iTRAQ by TMT for TMT-labeled data.
25. The line
Proteins[[i]] <- VRollup(tmp[,2:ncol(tmp)], tmp[,1], minPep =
2)
calls the function located in the file VRollup.R. For a different number, e.g., n=3, of required unique peptides, change
minPep = 2 to minPep = 3.
26. The script lines
write.csv(Prot,"Proteins.csv")
write.csv(cbind(NMods, accs=Seq2Prot[rownames(NMods)]),"
ModifiedPeptides.csv")
can be changed to write the data to differently named files.
27. The script lines
write.csv(cbind(qvalModOut,accs=Seq2Prot[rownames(qv
alModOut)]),"ModifiedPeptides_qvalues.csv")
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write.csv(qvalModOut,"Proteins_qvalues.csv")
can be changed to write the data to files named differently
from default ModifiedPeptides_qvalues.csv and Proteins_qvalues.csv.
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Chapter 22
Cross-Species PTM Mapping from Phosphoproteomic Data
Rima Chaudhuri and Jean Yee Hwa Yang
Abstract
Protein post-translational modifications (PTMs) are crucial for signal transduction in cells. In order to
understand key cell signaling events, identification of functionally important PTMs, which are more likely
to be evolutionarily conserved, is necessary. In recent times, high-throughput mass spectrometry (MS) has
made quantitative datasets in diverse species readily available, which has led to a growing need for tools to
facilitate cross-species comparison of PTM data. Cross-species comparison of PTM sites is difficult since
they often lie in structurally disordered protein domains. Current tools that address this can only map
known PTMs between species based on previously annotated orthologous phosphosites and do not enable
cross-species mapping of newly identified modification sites. Here, we describe an automated web-based
tool, PhosphOrtholog, that accurately maps annotated and novel orthologous PTM sites from high-
throughput MS-based experimental data obtained from different species without relying on existing PTM
databases. Identification of conserved PTMs across species from large-scale experimental data increases our
knowledgebase of evolutionarily conserved and functional PTM sites that influence most biological processes. In this Chapter, we illustrate with examples how to use PhosphOrtholog to map novel PTM sites
from cross-species MS-based phosphoproteomics data.
Key words Cross-species, Post-translational modification (PTM), PTM site mapping, Web application

1 Introduction
Protein post-translational modifications (PTMs) such as phosphorylation regulate cellular processes creating complex signaling
networks that facilitate cell development along with inter- and
intracellular responses. PTMs are widely recognized as key regulators of multiple cellular processes, including metabolism. Defects
in PTMs have been extensively linked with human diseases, implying their importance in maintaining normal cellular functions [1].
It is estimated that approximately 1 million different residues can
be phosphorylated by around 518 protein kinases in humans under
specific conditions [2]. Currently, only ~21 % (20,9958 nonredundant human phosphosites) of these possible sites are annotated in
PhosphoSitePlus [3–5]. Furthermore, in model organism such as
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rat and fly, there is an even sparser repertoire of phosphorylation
sites found due to the lack of extensive large-scale phosphoproteome studies.
Identifying novel PTM sites in different organisms has expedited our understanding of key signal transduction mechanisms in
cellular biology. Landry and colleagues found that functional
PTMs are more likely to be evolutionarily conserved across humans
and model organisms such as mice, rats, and flies [6]. This has led
to the frequent use of species conservation as a criterion for selecting specific phosphorylation sites of interest for functional characterization. Hence, an easy to use tool facilitating the mapping of
PTMs across different target species is of particular benefit to the
proteomics community.
1.1 Challenges
in Mapping CrossSpecies Proteomics
Data

It is nontrivial to integrate and accurately map PTM sites across
multiple species in a high-throughput manner. Mapping novel
PTM sites identified from new proteomics experiments by the scientists directly without advanced bioinformatics support can be a
daunting task. The current methodological challenges and shortcomings in the area of cross-species mapping are listed below.
1. Modification sites often exist in unstructured flexible domains
of proteins in the least conserved domains across species, making mapping on a large scale a substantial challenge.
2. Differences exist between the protein sequence database versions
used while annotating peptides to proteins. This can occur in
situations where we integrate datasets from different species as
well as data across multiple experiments from the same species.
3. Conservation of sequence positions is particularly poor in distantly related organisms such as yeast [7]. While the exact
amino acid position of a modified residue in the primary
sequence may in some cases be conserved between mammalian
species (i.e., mouse, rat, and human), it is nontrivial to directly
compare PTM sites that differ in their amino acid positions.
For example, the functionally relevant phosphorylation of protein acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 (ACACA) is at S344 in humans,
S343 in mouse, and S285 in yeast; hence, they cannot be
directly mapped to each other as orthologous sites without
aligning their sequences.
4. Existing databases such as PhosphoSitePlus (PSP) database
only contain modification sites identified experimentally in the
target species rather than the full repertoire of orthologous
residues, thereby impeding seamless discovery of novel orthologous sites. For example, in the case of Unc-51-like kinase 1
(ULK1), the functionally relevant phosphorylation at S758 in
human and S757 in mouse that has been experimentally identified is annotated in PSP with a unique SITE_GROUP_ID. At
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the same time, the homologous site in rat has not been identified in any proteomics experiments and is therefore absent. In
this situation, comparison of rat phosphoproteomics experiments with another species using PSP would exclude this biologically important phosphorylation site, despite its presence
in this species. One possible solution for mapping a single site
is to engage in manual site-by-site query of PTMs sites across
different species. Unfortunately, performing such mapping
tasks in a systematic and high-throughput manner for large
datasets is currently not possible.
1.2 Cross-Species
Mapping Resources

Resources surrounding phosphoproteomics data mainly consist of
PTM repositories and phosphorylation prediction tools.
PTM data repositories: Currently available PTM repositories
such as PSP [3–5], PhosphoBlast [8], Phospho.ELM, and
PHOSIDA [9, 10] are repositories of known PTMs and not high-
throughput data mapping tools. They can only be used to obtain
information about conservation of known modification sites across
species. These databases do not allow unannotated phosphorylation sites that differ in position between species to be mapped to
each other readily.
Phosphorylation prediction tool: DAPPLE [11] which is “a pipeline for the homology-based prediction of phosphorylation sites”
aims to identify putative sites in an organism of interest by using
known phosphorylation sites from other organisms. Although
DAPPLE [11] can handle high-throughput input data from one
species and predict phosphorylation sites in a target species of interest, it uses experimental evidence of only known phosphorylation
sites obtained by searching through the abovementioned databases;
hence, mapping of novel PTM sites from the user’s own data cannot
be achieved using DAPPLE [11].The above resources rely solely on
already identified orthologous sites curated from literature.
More recently, an automated web-based tool, PhosphOrtholog
(www.phosphortholog.com), was developed [12] which allows
batch mapping of large species-specific PTM datasets to estimate
the overlap between them at a site-specific level. Through the use
of PhosphOrtholog, both unannotated phosphorylation sites that
differ in position between species and known orthologous PTM
sites can be easily mapped for cross-species data comparisons.
Moreover, PhosphOrtholog is not restricted to use with only phosphorylation data but can be extended to map any type of PTMs
such as ubiquitination, methylation, and acetylation, among others. With PhosphOrtholog, users can now find conserved functional PTM sites across multi-species datasets through the click of
a few buttons in an easy-to-use web interface.
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2 Materials
2.1 Datasets

Mouse phosphoproteomics: Supplementary Table S2 from Zhong
J et al. 2015 [13].
Human phosphoproteomics: Supplementary Table S1 from
Hoffman and Parker et al. 2016 [14].
The data files must contain columns including the following
information in order to prepare the input files for PhosphOrtholog.
–– UniProt ID.
–– Modification site residue type.
–– Modification residue number within the UniProt ID sequence.

2.2 Internet
Resources

Internet access to the tool www.phosphortholog.com and databases contained therein such as:
–– Ortholog reference databases (e.g., human_mouse, mouse_
rat, etc.).
–– PhosphoSitePlus database.

3 Methods
In the phosphoproteomics data analysis pipeline, the role of
PhosphOrtholog is illustrated through Fig. 1. The pipeline can be
divided into four phases.
Phase 1, the process of sample extraction and preparations
from the species of interest for the MS-based experiments are performed. The MS experiment generates spectral data which are then
preprocessed and evaluated by spectral analysis software such as
MaxQuant [15] through multiple steps.
Phase 2, the software generates output which contains protein
and modification site level annotations along with quantitative
intensity measures from each experiment conducted in phase 1;
these are often large spreadsheets with data in the form of multidimensional matrices (PTM sites detected as rows and samples/
experimental conditions as columns).
Phase 3, appropriate PTM site annotation columns (UniProt
ID, modified amino acid type, and residue number) are parsed out
from these output files from each species and merged together in the
desired input format for PhosphOrtholog, which will be described
in detail below. At this level, any publicly available proteomics data
can similarly be parsed for appropriate columns and used as input for
PhosphOrtholog (see Notes 1–5 for input preparation tips).
Phase 4, the PhosphOrtholog web interface is used to map
common sites between the two input datasets of different species.
The resulting mapped table returns the newly mapped sites associated with a calculated E-value per match, whereas previously
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option 1

Mass Spectrometer

Phosphorylation site
annotation (species 1)

option 2
Phosphorylation site

Spectral data annotation (species 2)
analysis software

ModificationSite
Uniprot_ACC
LHIRssMs(1)GLHLVkQ
Q13085
RDRKKIDs(0.99)QRDFTVA
Q13085
QELy(0.05)EkGy(0.95)VKDVDDG Q13085
PVVFTVGsPPsGStP
O75385
LLKAAFGtQAPDPGs
O75385

AminoAcid
S
S
Y
S
T

Site#
80
96
290
758
709

ACACA_Human_S1 Q13085_S80
ACACA_Human_S2 Q13085_S96
ACACA_Human_S2 Q13085_S290
ULK1_Human_S1 O75385_S758
ULK1_Human_S1 O75385_T709
ACACA_Rat_S1
P11497_S79
ACACA_Rat_S2
P11497_S95
ACACA_Rat_S3
P11497_S289
ULK1_Rat_S2
D3ZMG0_T708
ULK1_Rat_S3
D3ZMG0_S757

...
...

...
...

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

...
...

ModificationSite
Uniprot_ACC AminoAcid Site#
FHMRSsMs(0.99)GLHLVKQ P11497
S 79
RDRKKIDs(0.96)QRDFTVA P11497
S 95
QDLYEKGy(1)VKDVDDG P11497
Y 289
PVVFTVGSPPSGTTP
D3ZMG0
S 757
LLKAAFGTQASDSGS
D3ZMG0
T 708

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

new

PHASE 4

Fig. 1 Role of PhosphOrtholog in the MS-based PTM data analysis pipeline. Illustration of the broadly divided
four stages of MS-based PTM experiments, in Phase 1, sample extraction, and preparation tasks are conducted from human and rat muscle tissues for the MS-based phosphoproteomics experiment. Phase 2 marks
the raw spectral data analysis to generate peptide and protein annotations along with intensity measures for
the PTMs induced by the experimental design in each species. In Phase 3, output from Stage 2 is parsed to
extract information from each species to generate the desired input format for PhosphOrtholog-based mapping. In Phase 4, the sites mapped by PhosphOrtholog are obtained, which are either annotated as newly
mapped with a calculated E-value (4 out of 5 input sites were not mapped before, identified with E-value of 0)
or with “From PhosphoSitePlus” if the mapping was previously known. From Chaudhuri and Sadrieh et al. [12]

known sites are marked by “From PhosphoSitePlus” since
PhosphOrtholog scans through the PSP database to extract annotated orthologous site matches.
3.1 Pipeline
Algorithm

The central algorithmic component of PhosphOrtholog is the
sequence alignment between orthologous protein sequences from
different species. This is a deterministic process, where a match is
reported only if a match between amino acid type and position
occurs between the two aligned sequences. There are no random/
predictive elements involved in the generation of the output data
from a given input. There is either a match of residue type and
modification site number between the two species compared or
not. The accuracy of this deterministic mapping is entirely dependent on the pairwise sequence alignment of the sequences, which
is reflected by the E-value score representing the statistical significance of each alignment. A reported E-value of 0 is a rounded
probability (< ~1e − 250), which means that there is essentially no
chance that alignment could occur by chance.
In the next few sections, we will describe the usage and utility
of Phase 3 and Phase 4 of PhosphOrtholog in more detail.

3.2 Input
Requirements
for PhosphOrtholog

PhosphOrtholog provides a web-based data entry form with three
columns as input as shown in Table 1 that can be copy-pasted manually into the browser interface directly or uploaded as a comma-
delimited (.csv) file without any headers. It is mandatory to input
information for both species in order to complete mapping between
them (see Note 1). The details for the three input columns are the
following:
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Table 1
Input format for PhosphOrtholog
Record identifier

Site

Species code

H1

A0AVK6_S608

0

H2

A0FGR8_S676

0

…

…

…

H8511

Q9Y6Y0_S322

0

M1

F6S0D5_S33

2

M2

D6RI64_S17

2

…

…

…

M5527

Q5SSH7-2_S1538

2

1. Column 1 should contain a unique identifier or “Record
Identifier” for each site in the human/rat/mouse/fly data.
This could be any unique series of numbers, letters, and special
characters. For example, column 1 in Table 1 shows a simple
example of a numerical series denoting the row number for
each record appended with h (human) or m (mouse) depending on the species the record originates from. This is only
required for “record keeping” or maintaining annotation for
each record for downstream analysis and is not used in the
mapping algorithm (see Notes 2 and 3).
2. Column 2 must contain protein and site information obtained
from proteomics data. Required data format should follow
UniProt ID_modified amino acid in one letter code followed
by the modification site number with respect to the whole protein (for the UniProt ID provided). For example, Q13085_
S23, where Q13085 is the UniProt ID, S is the modified
amino acid (Serine), and 23 is the position of the modified
residue with respect to the protein Q13085. An underscore
sign must separate the UniProt ID and site modification annotation (see Notes 2 and 3).
3. Column 3 must contain a species identifier: 0 for human, 1 for
rat, 2 for mouse, and 3 for fly.
3.3 Illustrative
Example of Input
Preparation
for PhosphOrtholog
from Proteomics Data

Since manual input preparation could be a potential bottleneck for
users, in this section, we will illustrate the process of extracting
relevant information from real proteomics datasets to generate an
input file for PhosphOrtholog. Spectral data analyzed by processing software such as MaxQuant [15] outputs a plethora of quantitative and qualitative information as columns within a spreadsheet
from Phase 2 of the analysis pipeline in Fig. 1.
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The first column could be any unique identifier for each
record as described in the input requirements section. For example, if the user desires to map human and rat PTM site data, each
containing x and y records, respectively, the first column for human
could range from H1 to Hx and that for rat from R1 to Ry. The
third column is a 0, 1, 2, or 3 depending on the species.
The second column needs more preparation. Typically, the
output of spectral data analysis software such as MaxQuant [15]
contains protein/peptide annotations and other experimental
details as various columns. One of the columns contains the
UniProt IDs assigned to a searched peptide against the software’s
FASTA sequence database version and often termed as “leading
proteins” which is usually a string of UniProt IDs such as
A 0 F G R 8 ; A 0 F G R 8 - 2 ; A 0 F G R 8 - 4 ; A 0 F G R 8 - 5 ; A 0 F G R 8 -
6;F2Z3K9;H7BXI1 which is used as an example for a PTM site in
protein ESYT2 for the peptide sequence window
SAQVKRPSVSKEGRK (from Supplementary Table 1 of Hoffman
and Parker et al. 2015). We can also obtain a column with the
sequence localization probability which indicates the likelihood of
a particular residue (S/Y or T for phosphorylation) being modified
within that sequence, for example, the column entry of rPsVSk_S(3):
>90 %; S(5): <10 % for ESYT2 would indicate that the Serine at
position 3 (marked by S(3)) within the sequence RPSVSK has been
identified as a modification site with a probability of greater than
90 %, whereas the Serine at position 5 is not likely to be identified
as a modification site since the probability of this position being
modified is less than 10 % (see Note 4). Users often define a probability threshold by which they define reliable detection of modification sites (a cutoff of 90 % is often appropriate). The amino acid
position of the modified serine residue within the UniProt ID is
also indicated in one of the column output, for example, within the
first UniProt ID A0FGR8 for ESYT2, the modified serine S3 lies
at position 676 in context of the entire protein sequence. The residue type (S/Y/T for phosphorylation) is often output as a separate
column as well; if not, it can be easily parsed from the localization
probability column. Once the abovementioned information is
located within the proteomics data file, users should parse out (1)
only the first UniProt ID (under the assumption that this is the
most reliable protein assignation for the peptide sequence searched
by the analysis software), (2) the modified residue number within
that UniProt ID sequence, and (3) modified residue type for formatting input to PhosphOrtholog.
Parsing can be achieved using any scripting language such as R,
perl, awk, or sed (see Note 5). For example, within Microsoft Office
Suite, Excel can be used to concatenate various columns by using
the “&” symbol. Columns with individual entries of A0FGR8, S,
and 676 in say cells A1, B1, and C1 can be concatenated using the
command “A1&”_”&B1&C1” in a new column D, which will
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result in A0FGR8_S676. This column would serve as the second
column of PhosphOrtholog input (described in Subheading 3.2)
for species 1 from experimental dataset 1. This process should be
repeated for species 2 using experimental dataset 2.
For practice, users can download publicly available mouse
phosphoproteomics data generated by Zhong et al. 2015 [13] and
human data from Parker and Hoffman et al. 2016 [14] as instructed
in the Materials section. Once data for both species to be compared is formatted as described above, the individual species data
can be appended together into one large three-column sheet of
length x + y. The resulting input will resemble Table 1 and can be
used by PhosphOrtholog for cross-species site mapping; the columns should be comma separated if uploaded as a file.
3.4 Parameter
Specification and Site
Navigation Within
PhosphOrtholog

In Fig. 2, the key features of the input and output of PhosphOrtholog
are highlighted. The input data can be directly entered through
the user interface via copy-paste functionality into the “Preview of
input data set” table or alternatively uploaded as a comma-delimited
(.csv) file through the “Upload” button (Fig. 2a). Example input
data can be found on the web page that can be directly input into
PhosphOrtholog by clicking the “Use above example” button; this
will populate the data into the input table ready for mapping.
Within the web application, users can also find an additional example dataset obtained from insulin-stimulated phosphoproteomics
experiments in human and rat skeletal muscles. This data can be
downloaded through the “download” link and used as an example
input file by uploading it into the web browser. An example of the
required input data format can also be found in Table 1.
Once the input data is uploaded and displayed in the input
table, the user should click on the “Map” button and the system
returns the results on the screen in the output table below in Step
#3 (Fig. 2b) which can be copy-pasted or downloaded as a comma-
separated file by clicking the “Download” button.

3.5 Output

Once the mapping is complete, we report three summary counts
and a five-column output file. The three summary counts consist
of (a) the number of novel sites mapped by PhosphOrtholog in the
dataset; (b) the percentage of data that could not have been

Fig. 2 (continued) the example data table and uploaded to the UI through the “Upload” button. (b) The “Map”
button in “Step 2” starts the mapping task; the progress bar above the output table in “Step 3” tracks the
progress of the mapping function. This will give a rough estimate of how long the job will take to finish for large
datasets. The first two columns in the mapped output table indicate the species 1 record identifier and PTM
site details which is mapped to the orthologous species 2 site information shown in the third and fourth columns. The last column indicates the E-value significance score from the pairwise sequence alignment of the
orthologous proteins. If the PTM site is a known mapped site from PhosphoSitePlus database, then this column
reports “From PhosphoSitePlus” instead of an E-value. From Chaudhuri and Sadrieh et al. [12]

Fig. 2 Snapshots of the PhosphOrtholog web application. (a) Instructions for generating the input data format,
including each column description is shown in “Step #1” on the PhosphOrtholog main page. Input data can be
simply copy-pasted/edited/deleted on the user interface (UI) spreadsheet directly in the “Preview for input data
set” table. Example input files can also be downloaded through the “download” links immediately below
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mapped without PhosphOrtholog, i.e., percentage of novel sites
mapped in input data; and (c) the recovery of known orthologous
phosphosites (sites annotated in PhosphoSitePlus for that dataset)
by PhosphOrtholog. As the system maps the cross-species data, the
progress can be assessed through a progress bar above the output
columns shown in Step #3 of Fig. 2b, which refreshes every 5 s to
reflect the mapping progress.
The five columns in our output file consist of PTM site information of species 1 (first two columns) followed by the PTM information of species 2 (next two columns) and E-value confidence
score (last) column. The E-value score is provided if the cross-
species site mapped is not reported in PhosphoSitePlus. This
E-value represents the probability of sequence alignment occurring by chance. If the mapping was previously known, it returns a
message “From PhosphoSitePlus” indicating that it was retrieved
from the PhosphoSitePlus database.
Using the example human-mouse data as input, users will find
that ~14 % of all mapped sites are novel orthologous sites (85/633).
Since data from mouse and human are extensively curated within the
PSP database, PhosphOrtholog could directly retrieve the known
orthologous sites from PSP. In conclusion, the key feature that differentiates PhosphOrtholog from other mapping tools is its ability
to map between hundreds of newly identified PTM sites in different
species identified by MS-based proteomics studies, enabling mapping of novel sites of any PTM type through the click of a button.

4 Notes
1. If data from only one species is used as input, PhosphOrtholog
cannot continue mapping since prediction is not one of its
functions and will return an error asking for the correct input
format.
2. One should filter out nonunique records within the input file
to PhosphOrtholog.
3. No blank lines are allowed within input file.
4. Records with <90 % localization probability should be filtered
out to avoid errors (caused due to “NANA”) from the human
example dataset.
5. Special care should be taken to ensure that there are no trailing
characters or carriage returns at the end of each line in the
input file for PhosphOrtholog. ^M might get added depending on which operating system or software is used to generate
the input file. One can check in the terminal shell if using a
MAC OSX or Linux. Using vi editor in the terminal, open the
file using “vi filename” and then get rid of ^M using the command “:%s/^V^M//g”. The ^v is a CONTROL-V character
and ^m is a CONTROL-M.
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